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ABSTRACT 
 

The bulk of the evidence for the Pre- and early Protopalatial societies of Crete 

comes from cemetery sites, and particularly from the monumental round (tholos) 

tomb cemeteries of south-central Crete, mostly excavated early in the 20th century, 

or salvaged after looting from the 1950s to 1980s. The tombs, often occurring in 

pairs and within more complex cemeteries (including rectangular buildings and 

enclosed and paved areas), have been particularly intensively investigated in the 

western Mesara plain and the Asterousia mountains immediately to the south. 

For over a millennium, this was the type of tomb principally used for burial 

throughout this region, only rarely occurring elsewhere on the island. Along with 

localised patterns in artefacts styles, increasingly recognised, this mortuary 

tradition serves to define a common cultural area, which can be analysed as a 

coherent microcosm, providing a detailed perspective on social and political 

transformations during the period of the development of the first complex societies 

in Crete, represented by the palace states of the Middle Bronze Age.  

The aim of this research is to examine the architectural and depositional complexity 

of the best documented tholos cemeteries in south-central Crete during the 

Prepalatial and Protopalatial periods and to explore what they can tell us about 

broader social behaviour, its variations between communities and transformations 

through time, in this period spanning the development of the Minoan states.  

This project involves a commitment to the study of basic archaeological data, both 

unpublished and published, from a number of sites held in the Archaeological 

Museum and the Ephorate of Antiquities of Heraklion. The systematic 

documentation and analysis of the preserved material culture along with the 

surviving architectural remains allow the identification of patterns and local 

variations which contribute to a more nuanced understanding of these cemeteries 

and the societies that constructed and used them. 
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IMPACT STATEMENT 
 
The objective of this research was to examine the architectural and depositional 

complexity of the cemeteries in south-central Crete during the Early Bronze Age 

and beginning of the Middle Bronze Age and to explore what they can tell us about 

broader social behaviour, its variations between communities and transformations 

through time, in this period preceding and during the development of the Minoan 

states.  

This research built on existing studies and developed our understanding by 

documenting new data, available for a selection of better documented cemeteries, 

and integrating it within a detailed and comprehensive reconsideration of the 

available evidence through a close analysis of unpublished archaeological material 

and attention to site-specific patterns and micro-regional comparisons. One of the 

main academic contributions of this research is to provide a useful point of 

reference from which to consider recent theoretical and interpretive approaches, 

since relatively little investigation has been attempted so far on local variations, 

except at the level of broad regions in the island. Thus, a detailed analysis allows 

us to refine a range of questions and critically assess what we can do with the 

available datasets and how far they can contribute, through the better-preserved 

and more thoroughly documented samples.  

The documentation of unpublished data from four prehistoric cemeteries provides 

information for the Archaeological Museum of Heraklion and the Hellenic 

Archaeological Service of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities at Heraklion, as well 

as for the excavators who gave me access to material from their excavations.  

This study has demonstrated the value of re-studying older excavations, and that 

even when archaeological contexts have suffered a great deal from looting, there 

is still much information that can be documented, analysed and interpreted, to 

address current and future questions.  The present analyses and synthesis also 

stimulates new questions, which could be addressed by renewed fieldwork at 

previously investigated sites, to give us a more holistic understanding of the 

individual sites, and the relationships among them.  

The opportunity to study in detail one small region, allows us to examine social 

dynamics at varying scales, from the individual community to the local region. It 
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provides information about the survival of small communities in marginal 

landscapes, but also contributes to understanding the role and integration of such 

communities within broader networks. The character of micro-regions defined 

through small-scale patterns of behaviour and the construction of local identities 

has relevance today in developing local interests in heritage, manifest, for 

example, in recent conferences concerned with the long-term history of the Mesara 

region, organised by and for the local residents. The documentation of sites and 

past ways of life in remote areas, some today largely abandoned, contributes to an 

understanding of the creation and modification of such environments, and how 

people can live in them, relevant also to the development of eco-tourism across 

the whole island of Crete, in Greece. 
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Figure 5.32. Other stones and metal pieces found in the Miamou cemetery (author’s 

photos). 
Figure 5.33. Functional groups of vessels as distributed within the Miamou tomb 

complex. 
Figure 5.34. The location of the modern village of Kouses and neighbouring sites, from 

Google Earth. 
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Figure 5.35. Topographic map of the Kouses area with the archaeological sites (the 

Minoan tomb and settlement and the Byzantine settlement), modified after Hatzi - 

Vallianou 1989. 

Figure 5.36. Present situation of the tholos at Kouses (author’s photo). 

Figure 5.37. Plan of the Kouses cemetery marking the rectangular rooms, modified after 

Hatzi – Vallianou 1989.  

Figure 5.38. Table of main forms of vessels found in the Kouses cemetery. 

Figure 5.39. Number of vessels in functional groups in the Kouses cemetery. 

Figure 5.40. Two beaked jugs found in the Kouses cemetery (Hatzi – Vallianou 1979, 

fig.191b). 

Figure 5.41. Table and graph of finds other than pottery found in the Kouses cemetery.  

Figure 5.42. Some seals found in the Kouses cemetery (Hatzi-Vallianou 1979, fig.192b-

e). 

Figure 5.43. Necklace composed from an axe-shaped, rock crystal bead found in the 

Kouses cemetery (Hatzi-Vallianou 1979, fig.192a). 
Figure 5.44. Excavation of the cemetery of Kouses, modified after Vallianou’s 

presentation at Voroi (October 11th, 2011). 

Figure 5.45. The Kouses cemetery after excavation (Hatzi-Vallianou 1979, fig.191a). 

Figure 5.46. a) Apesokari tombs and the settlement; b) Apesokari A and, c) Apesokari B 

from Google Earth. 

Figure 5.47. Architectural plan of Apesokari A (modified after Schörgendorfer 1951a, 

ol.16). 

Figure 5.48. Finds from Apesokari A (two burial vessels: jar and larnax; stone ‘idol’; 

handleless cup and a wine-press model (Flouda 2012a, figs.6-7; 2012c, fig.38a-c). 

Figure 5.49. a-b: Tholos and rectangular annex complex of the Apesokari A tomb 

(author’s photo).  

Figure 5.50. Architectural plan of Apesokari B (Vavouranakis 2015, 218, fig.1). 

Figure 5.51. a) Tholos tomb B (author’s photo), b) Concentric walls of the tholos 

(author’s photo). 

Figure 5.52. Spaces 1, 5 and 3 related to tholos (author’s photo). 

Figure 5.53. a) EM and MM pottery from Apesokari B tomb: A-Z from tholos, H-I from 

Space 1, b) A-Γ from Space 2 (Vavouranakis 2012, 153, figs.1-2). 

Figure 5.54. Infant burial in a larnax from Apesokari tomb B (Vavouranakis 2012, 153, 

fig.3). 

Figure 5.55. Spaces 2 – 7 and 9 (author’s photo). 
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Figure 5.56. Pottery assemblage, different periods, A-B: Early Prepalatial period; C: Late 

Prepalatial period; D-E: Protopalatial period (Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015, figs.12.12; 

12.14; 12.15; 12.17; 12.18). 

Figure 5.57. Finds other than pottery as distributed within the Apesokari B cemetery. 

Figure 5.58. The architectural development of Apesokari A and B cemeteries in broad 

chronological phases. 

Figure 6.1. Koumasa: topographical plan of cemetery, settlement and possible ‘shrine’ 

(Panagiotopoulos 2015, 230, fig.1). 

Figure 6.2. Digital recording with terrestrial laser scanning showing the sites (cemetery 

and settlement) of prehistoric Koumasa (Panagiotopoulos 2015, 230, fig.2). 
Figure 6.3. The site (a) and landscape (b) contexts of Koumasa (Whitelaw unpublished). 
Figure 6.4. Koumasa cemetery and its neighbouring studied cemeteries, from Google 

Earth. 
Figure 6.5. View from the settlement and ‘shrine’ to the cemetery and the Mesara plain 

(author’s photo).  

Figure 6.6. Plan of Koumasa cemetery and sections of tombs A and E (Xanthoudides 

1924, pl.LXI).  

Figure 6.7. Plan of Koumasa cemetery after new excavation in 2015 (Boness and Goren 

2017, 509, fig.2a). 
Figure 6.8. Plan of Koumasa cemetery showing the projecting slabs and the possible 

anteroom (Branigan 1993, 138, fig.7.13). 

Figure 6.9. Original unpublished notebooks by S. Xanthoudides in the archives of the 

Historical Museum, referencing Koumasa (author’s photos). 
Figure 6.10. Doorway of Tholos B as found by Xanthoudides (Xanthoudides 1924, pl. 

XVII a; b). 
Figure 6.11. Doorway of Tholos B with the natural holes in the northern slab possibly 

used as sockets for bars (author’s photo).  

Figure 6.12. Entrance of Tholos tomb B (author’s photo). 
Figure 6.13. Burnt bones covered with lime (author’s photo). 
Figure 6.14. A section where the main layering sequence at Tholos B is observed 

(Boness and Goren 2017, 509, fig.4). 
Figure 6.15. Part of wall revealed inside Tholos tomb B towards its north part (author’s 

photo).   
Figure 6.16. Tholos tomb E (http://www.minoancrete.com/koumasa.htm). 

Figure 6.17. Entrance from interior of Tholos tomb E taken in 2010 (author’s photo). 

Figure 6.18. Entrance from exterior of Tholos tomb E taken in 2010 (author’s photo). 
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Figure 6.19. Close up of projecting slabs of Tholos tomb E during 2014 excavation 

(author’s photo).  

Figure 6.20. Projecting slabs by the circuit wall of Tholos tomb E during 2014 excavation 

(author’s photo).  

Figure 6.21. Tholos tomb E, plan of the antechamber after excavation in 2012 

(Traunmüller 2015, 67, fig.7). 

Figure 6.22. Tholos tomb E with its antechamber in front during excavation in 2012 

(author’s photo). 

Figure 6.23. Tholos tomb A taken from its exterior in 2010 (author’s photo).  

Figure 6.24. Tholos tomb A taken from its interior in 2012 (author’s photo). 
Figure 6.25. Tholos tomb A and its annex room in front of it taken in 2012 (author’s 

photo). 

Figure 6.26. Aerial photograph of Koumasa cemetery after the new excavation project 

(Boness and Goren 2017, 509, fig.2b). 
Figure 6.27. Two broad chronological phases of Koumasa cemetery; areas with unclear 

date are shaded.  

Figure 6.28. Bases marked in pencil with contextual information. 
Figure 6.29. Table showing the number of published, unpublished and studied clay 

vessels in Koumasa cemetery. 
Figure 6.30. Table of main forms of vessels (all published and unpublished-studied) in 

Koumasa cemetery.  
Figure 6.31. Number of vessels by functional groups in Koumasa all published and 

studied-unpublished sample. 
Figure 6.32. Table of main forms of unpublished vessels Koumasa cemetery. 
Figure 6.33. Number in functional groups of unpublished vessels in Koumasa cemetery. 
Figure 6.34. Anthropomorphic and zoomorphic vessels as rhyta or askoi (author’s 

photos). 

Figure 6.35. Anthropomorphic and zoomorphic vessels (Xanthoudides 1924, pl. XXVIII).   
Figure 6.36. Fine grey ware group; mainly from pyxides and suspension jars (author’s 

photos). 

Figure 6.37. Type and number of vessels in use by period. 
Figure 6.38. Percentages of wares in Koumasa cemetery, all dates. 

Figure 6.39. Certain and less certain data comparison for the vessels unpublished-

studied and published in Koumasa cemetery. 

Figure 6.40. Main buildings/ areas and their period of use based on the number of 

unpublished-studied and published vessels.  
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Figure 6.41. Main buildings/ areas and the functional groups of vessels in Koumasa 

cemetery. 
Figure 6.42. Table of types and numbers of published and unpublished finds other than 

pottery in Koumasa cemetery. 

Figure 6.43. Total numbers of finds other than pottery in Koumasa cemetery. 
Figure 6.44. Range of materials used for finds other than pottery in Koumasa cemetery. 
Figure 6.45. Spatial distribution of other finds in Koumasa cemetery. 
Figure 6.46. Types and numbers of stone vases in Koumasa cemetery (published and 

unpublished).        
Figure 6.47. Types and materials that daggers are made of in Koumasa cemetery. 

Figure 6.48. Types and numbers of figurines in Koumasa cemetery.   
Figure 6.49. New finds from recent excavations in Koumasa cemetery (Ergon 2013, 

2014, 2015).   

Figure 6.50. Materials that seals are made of in Koumasa cemetery.       
Figure 6.51. New seals found from recent excavations in Koumasa cemetery (Ergon 

2013, 2015).  

Figure 6.52. Types and numbers of tools in Koumasa cemetery. 

Figure 6.53. Materials that tools are made of in Koumasa cemetery. 

Figure 6.54. Platanos cemetery, present condition from Google Earth. 
Figure 6.55. Aerial photo of Platanos tholos cemetery (tholoi B and A) (Myers et al. 1992, 

pg.249, fig.35.2). 

Figure 6.56. Plan of Platanos cemetery as reconstructed by Branigan based on the 

description and incomplete plan published by Xanthoudides (Legarra Herrero 2011, 64, 

fig.3.3). 

Figure 6.57. Tholos A, present condition (author’s photo). 

Figure 6.58. Annex of Tholos A (Xanthoudides 1924, pl.XLVIIa). 

Figure 6.59. Cells to the south of Tholos A (Xanthoudides 1924, pl.XLVIIb). 

Figure 6.60. Tholos B, present condition (author’s photo). 

Figure 6.61. Tholos B, overview (Hatzi-Vallianou 2009). 

Figure 6.62. Tholos B; exterior of south wall with projecting slabs (Xanthoudides 1924, 

pl.XLIXb). 

Figure 6.63. Paved area AB (author’s photo). 

Figure 6.64. Chronological phases of Platanos cemetery; areas with unclear date are 

shaded (modified after Legarra Herrero 2011, 64, fig.3.3). 

Figure 6.65. Tholos A and its associated spaces (modified after Legarra Herrero 2011 

and Xanthoudides 1924). 
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Figure 6.66. Tholos B and its associated spaces (modified after Legarra Herrero 2011 

and Xanthoudides 1924). 

Figure 6.67. Tholos Γ and the other rectangular burial buildings (modified after Legarra 

Herrero 2011 and Branigan 1970b). 

Figure 6.68. Original incomplete plan of tholoi A and B by Xanthoudides (Xanthoudides 

1924, pl.LXII).  

Figure 6.69. Table showing the number of published, unpublished and studied ceramic 

vessels from Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.70. Table of main forms of clay vessels from Platanos cemetery. 
Figure 6.71. Number of functional groups of all vessels in the Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.72. Photos of some unpublished clay vessels from Platanos cemetery (author’s 

photos). 

Figure 6.73. Number and type of vessels in use by period in Platanos cemetery.  

Figure 6.74. Types of vessels in use by period in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.75. Percentages of wares in Platanos cemetery, all dates. 

Figure 6.76. Certain and less certain data comparison of the vessels studied from 

Platanos cemetery.  

Figure 6.77. Main buildings/ areas and their period of use based on clay vessels found 

in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.78. Main buildings/ areas and the functional groups of vessels found in 

Platanos cemetery. 
Figure 6.79. Table of types and numbers of all non-ceramic finds (divided into published 

and unpublished), based on Xanthoudides’ excavation. 

Figure 6.80. Graph of non-ceramic assemblage, based on Xanthoudides’ excavation. 

Figure 6.81. Table of types and numbers of non-ceramic finds, based on Platon’s and 

Alexiou’s excavation (known as south deposits). 

Figure 6.82. Range of materials used for other finds than pottery in Platanos cemetery.  

Figure 6.83. Spatial distribution of finds other than pottery in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.84. Shapes and numbers of stone vases in Platanos cemetery (all). 

Figure 6.85. Stone vases from selected contexts in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.86. Seal assemblage from selected contexts in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.87. Types of materials used for seals in Platanos cemetery. 
Figure 6.88. Ivory and stone seals (a sample) from Platanos cemetery (modified after 

Xanthoudides 1924, pl. XIII).  

Figure 6.89. Jewellery made of gold and other materials (modified after Xanthoudides 

1924, pl.LVII – LVIII). 

Figure 6.90. Types of materials made of jewellery in Platanos cemetery.             
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Figure 6.91. Jewellery from selected contexts in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.92. Types of daggers in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.93. Daggers from selected contexts in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.94. Tools from selected contexts in Platanos cemetery.  

Figure 6.95. Types of tools in Platanos cemetery. 
Figure 6.96. Types of materials used for tools in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 6.97. Figurines from selected contexts in Platanos cemetery. 

Figure 7.1. The location of the three tholos cemeteries at Lebena – Gerokampos, 

Papoura and Zervou (modified after Legarra Herrero 2014a, fig.7). 

Figure 7.2. The topography of the three tholos cemeteries at Lebena (Gerokampos, 

Papoura and Zervou) from Google Earth. 

Figure 7.3. The Lebena Papoura tombs from Earth Google. 

Figure 7.4. Plan and section of Papoura tombs I and IIB (modified after Alexiou and 

Warren 2004, figs.2, 3a). 

Figure 7.5. Maximum preserved height of Tomb I at Papoura (author’s photo). 

Figure 7.6. Interior wall face and interior of entrance of Tomb I at Papoura (Alexiou and 

Warren 2004, fig.3b). 

Figure 7.7. Overview of Tomb I at Papoura (author’s photo). 

Figure 7.8. Papoura Tomb IB (author’s photo). 

Figure 7.9. Main architectural phases/ sequences of Lebena Papoura tombs. 
Figure 7.10. The total numbers of complete vessels found in Lebena Papoura tombs. 
Figure 7.11. Number of vessels in use by period in Lebena Papoura tombs. 
Figure 7.12. Number of vessels in functional groups in Lebena Papoura tombs. 
Figure 7.13. Other finds assemblage in Lebena Papoura tombs. 
Figure 7.14. The Lebena Gerokampos tombs from Google Earth. 
Figure 7.15. Plan of Gerokampos tombs (modified after Alexiou and Warren 2004, 

fig.12). 
Figure 7.16. Wall on either side of entrance and interior face/ construction from the west 

of Tomb II (Alexiou and Warren 2004, fig.13a; author’s photo). 

Figure 7.17. Gerokampos Tomb II (author’s photo).  
Figure 7.18. Gerokampos Tomb IIA (author’s photo).   
Figure 7.19. Overview of all spaces at Gerokampos 

(http://www.minoancrete.com/yerokambos.htm). 
Figure 7.20. Main architectural phases of Lebena Gerokampos tombs (modified after 

Legarra Herrero 2014, fig.12). 

Figure 7.21. The total numbers of complete vessels found in Lebena Gerokampos 

tombs. 
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Figure 7.22. Type of vessels in use by period in Lebena Gerokampos Tombs II (bar 

chart) and IIA (pie chart). 

Figure 7.23. Number of vessels in functional groups in Lebena Gerokampos tombs. 
Figure 7.24. Other finds assemblage distributed in Lebena Gerokampos tombs. 
Figure 7.25. The Lebena Zervou tomb from Google Earth. 
Figure 7.26. Plan of Zervou tomb (the stones in yellow are possibly later additions) 

(modified after Alexiou and Warren 2004, fig.48). 
Figure 7.27. Present condition of Zervou tomb (author’s photo). 
Figure 7.28. Elevation of wall flanking doorway of Zervou tomb (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, fig.49a). 
Figure 7.29. Main architectural phases/ sequences of Lebena Zervou tomb. 
Figure 7.30. The total numbers of complete vessels found in Lebena Zervou tomb. 
Figure 7.31. Number of vessels in use by period in Lebena Zervou tomb. 
Figure 7.32. Number of vessels in functional groups in Lebena Zervou tomb. 
Figure 7.33. Other finds assemblage in Lebena Zervou tomb. 
Figure 7.34. The vicinity of the Moni Odigitrias tholos cemetery from Google Earth. 
Figure 7.35. Map showing Moni Odigitria cemetery, its neighbouring sites and its 

distance from Phaistos (modified after Watrous et al. 2004, fig.8.3). 
Figure 7.36. Plan of Moni Odigitrias tholos cemetery showing the location of looters’ pits 

(Vasilakis and Branigan 2010, fig.15). 
Figure 7.37. Southern courtyard after excavation and Tholos A top right (modified after 

Vasilakis and Branigan 2010, pl.14). 

Figure 7.38. Central zone: ossuary between Tholoi A and B (modified after Vasilakis and 

Branigan 2010, pl.24). 
Figure 7.39. Architectural plan and sections of Moni Odigitria cemetery (modified after 

Vasilakis and Branigan 2010, fig.14). 

Figure 7.40. Tholos A (http://www.minoancrete.com/odiyitria.htm).   
Figure 7.41. The faces of the wall of Tholos B (http://www.minoancrete.com/odiyitria.htm). 
Figure 7.42. The entrance of Tholos B from interior 

(http://www.minoancrete.com/odiyitria.htm). 
Figure 7.43. The east part of the Rectangular Building looking from the north 

(http://www.minoancrete.com/odiyitria.htm).   
Figure 7.44. The Ossuary and Room d related to Tholos B (modified after Vasilakis and 

Branigan 2010, pl.30). 
Figure 7.45. Paving slabs within the Eastern Courtyard and Room c (Vasilakis and 

Branigan 2012, pl.38). 
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Figure 7.46. Architectural development at Moni Odigitria cemetery (a. grey areas in small 

images are of uncertain date or restricted use; b. areas highlighted). 
Figure 7.47. Frequency of main shapes of vessels (a) and their functional breakdown (b) 

in Moni Odigitria cemetery. 

Figure 7.48. EM IIB cups (a) and MM IA handleless cups (b) (Michelaki et al. 2011, 

figs.4, 6). 
Figure 7.49. Minimum number of main types of fine ware vessels, divided into two major 

chronological phases. 
Figure 7.50. Distribution of ceramics (pots and sherds) in the Moni Odigitria cemetery. 

Figure 7.51. Types and numbers of other finds than pottery in Moni Odigitria cemetery.        

Figure 7.52. Range of materials used for finds other than pottery in Moni Odigitria 

cemetery. 
Figure 7.53. Distribution of finds other than pottery in Moni Odigitria cemetery. 
Figure 7.54. The tholos complex of Agia Kyriaki and its three neighbouring settlements 

(highlighted in yellow) (modified after Blackman and Branigan 1982, fig.17). 
Figure 7.55. The unfinished tholoi just west of Agia Kyriaki tholos complex (modified 

after Blackman and Branigan 1982, fig.16). 

Figure 7.56. The architectural plan of Agia Kyriaki tholos complex (modified after 

Blackman and Branigan 1982, fig.15). 
Figure 7.57. The wall of the tholos at Agia Kyriaki showing the foundation course of small 

stones and larger above them (Blackman and Branigan 1982, pl.2b). 
Figure 7.58. The excavated areas at Agia Kyriaki (Blackman and Branigan 1982, fig.2). 

Figure 7.59. Agia Kyriaki cemetery architectural development through time. 
Figure 7.60. Types of vessels and their minimum number of vessels based on their 

chronology. 
Figure 7.61. Minimum number of vessels divided into two main chronological phases at 

Agia Kyriaki. 

Figure 7.62. Main shapes found in Agia Kyriaki cemetery. 

Figure 7.63. All types of vessels found in Agia Kyriaki cemetery divided into the two main 

chronological phases of their use. 

Figure 7.64. Types and numbers of other finds in Agia Kyriaki cemetery.                   

Figure 7.65. Distribution of other finds in Agia Kyriaki cemetery. 

Figure 7.66. Location of Agia Triada from Google Earth. 
Figure 7.67. Plan of Agia Triada locating the two tholos tombs and the EM I and EM IIA 

deposits outside the cemetery (modified after La Rosa, Minoan Seminar, Athens, 

1/6/2012).  

Figure 7.68. Plan of Tholos A and its annexes (modified after La Rosa 2001, pl.LXXIIa). 
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Figure 7.69. Plan of South and West Camerette at Agia Triada (modified after La Rosa 

2001, pl.LXXIa). 

Figure 7.70. Photos and sketch from the paved area with the two baetyls (La Rosa, 

Minoan Seminar, Athens, 1/6/2012). 
Figure 7.71. Plan of Tholos B and its ossuary at Agia Triada (modified after La Rosa, 

2013, pl.II). 

Figure 7.72. Architectural development of Agia Triada cemetery through time (Legarra 

Herrero 2014a, fig.11). 

Figure 7.73. Rough percentages of types of vessels in each period of use from Tholos A. 

Figure 7.74. Functional groups of vessels in Agia Triada cemetery during MM IA.  
Figure 7.75. Pottery distribution in Agia Triada cemetery. 

Figure 7.76. Kernos found on the paved area with the baetyls (La Rosa, Minoan 

Seminar, Athens, 1/6/2012).   
Figure 7.77. Distribution of categories of finds other than pottery in Agia Triada cemetery. 

Figure 8.1. The architectural development of the studied cemeteries during the three 

major phases of use. 

Figure 8.2. Functional groups of vessels used within studied cemeteries during the EM I 

– II phase. 

Figure 8.3. Daggers, figurines, seals and stone vases belonging to the EM I – II phase.  

Figure 8.4. Functional groups of vessels used within studied cemeteries during the EM III 

– MM IA phase. 
Figure 8.5. Daggers, figurines, seals and stone vases belonging to the EM III – MM IA 

phase. 
Figure 8.6. Functional groups of vessels used within studied cemeteries during the MM 

IB – II phase. 
Figure 8.7. Table showing the seals and stone vases belonging to the MM IB – II phase. 
Figure 8.8. Percentages of stone vases within major chronological phases. 

Figure 9.1. Map of north, central, south and east Crete showing some of the main tholos 

tombs distributed across the island (Papadatos and Sofianou 2015, fig.1).  

Figure 9.2. Plan and sections of the Mesorrachi tomb (Papadatos and Sofianou 2013, 

fig.4).  

Figure 9.3. Plan of Livari cemetery (Papadatos and Sofianou 2015, fig.4). 
Figure 9.4. Architectural features common in the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery in south-

central coast and the Palaikastro house tombs in east Crete and Sissi burial 

compartments in central Crete. 
Figure 9.5. Myrtos Pyrgos tomb (Legarra Herrero 2014a, fig.93). 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 
The following abbreviations and acronyms are used throughout the thesis: 
 
EBA = Early Bronze Age 

MBA = Middle Bronze Age 

EM = Early Minoan 

MM = Middle Minoan 

LM = Late Minoan 

SK.L. = Skaniari Lakkos 

M.O. = Moni Odigitria 

CMS = Corpus der Minoischen und Mykenischen Siegel 

BSA = British School at Athens 

ERGON = Ergon of Archaeological Society at Athens 

ΑΕΚ = Archaeologikon Ergon Kritis 

AD = Archaeologikon Deltion 

MNV = minimum number of vessels 

c. = circa 

m. = metres 

BICS = basic interpersonal communication skills 

pers.comm. = personal communication 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1. Introduction to research 
 
The bulk of the evidence for the Pre- and early Protopalatial societies of Crete 

comes from cemetery sites, and particularly from the monumental round (tholos) 

tombs of south-central Crete (Fig.1.1), largely excavated early in the 20th century, 

or salvaged after extensive looting, from the 1950s to 1980s. The tombs, often 

occurring within more complex cemeteries (including rectangular buildings, extra-

mural burials, and enclosed and paved areas), have been particularly intensively 

investigated in the western Mesara plain and the Asterousia mountains 

immediately to the south.  

For over a millennium, this was the type of tomb principally used for burial 

throughout this region, only occurring rarely elsewhere on the island. Along with 

localised patterns in artefacts styles, this mortuary tradition serves to define a 

common cultural area, which can be analysed as a coherent microcosm, 

providing a detailed perspective on social and political transformations during the 

period of the development of the first complex societies in Crete, represented by 

the palace-centred states of the Middle Bronze Age.  

The longevity of these monuments due to their repeated use, repair and 

elaboration through time, emphasises their significance to their burying groups, 

seemingly symbolising lineality and stability, as we can see over the long term, in 

the face of significant changes in society. Their gradual abandonment during the 

consolidation and expansion of the state, represents a shift in the bases for and 

symbolism of social power. This documents a gradual shift in ritual and identity 

from the individual community’s mortuary context, to the regional palace as a 

political, social and ritual centre, at the same time as a dispersed series of extra-

mural shrines (cave and peak) establish a wider supra-community network for 

ritual.  

The tholos cemeteries were used collectively by entire communities, often 

remaining in use for over a millennium, and were either badly disturbed by looting 

or excavated before the employment of detailed stratigraphic techniques of 

excavation. Given this poor chronological and material resolution, most studies 
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have treated the aggregate data from the tombs as representing a largely static 

mortuary phenomenon. However, a few recent site publications and synthetic 

studies have recognised that the development of individual cemeteries is 

complicated, with new buildings added and others going out of use, accompanied 

by changes in the way the dead and artefacts were deposited in these changing 

spatial contexts through time.  

This is particularly apparent in detailed publications on tholos tomb excavations 

at Kamilari (Branigan 1976; Caloi 2012; Girella 2012, 2013b, 2018a, 2018b; Levi 

1963), Agia Kyriaki (Blackman and Branigan 1982), the tombs in the region of 

Lebena (Gerokampos, Papoura and Zervou) (Alexiou and Warren 2004), Agia 

Triada (Banti 1931; Caloi 2016; Carinci 2003; Cultraro 2000; 2003; Girella 2011, 

2013a; La Rosa 1992, 2003, 2010, 2012; Stefani 1931; Todaro 2003, 2011a, 

2011b), and Moni Odigitria (Vasilakis and Branigan 2010). To date, each of these 

excavations has been interpreted individually, but there is tremendous scope for 

extensive and detailed comparative analyses, based on the documentation of the 

architectural development of each cemetery complex, and the depositional 

contexts of individual finds. Along with this small number of well published sites, 

this project will analyse unpublished tholos cemeteries (Skaniari Lakkos and 

Miamou), several cemeteries under study (Kouses, Koumasa and Apesokari 

tombs), and re-examine the material from two of Xanthoudides’ major early 

excavations (e.g. Koumasa and Platanos), in order to incorporate them in a 

broader and comparative analysis.  

Similarities and differences in behaviour in space and time, among small and 

large, central and remote communities, will be explored in order to allow a 

detailed account of the role of mortuary symbolism and collective ritual behaviour 

in the social transformations which accompanied the development of increasingly 

complex societies, and the emergence and expansion of the state-level polity 

centred on Phaistos in the western Mesara plain (Fig.1.2). Detailed regional 

surveys within the Mesara and Asterousia (Blackman and Branigan 1975, 1977; 

Hope Simpson et al. 1995; Vasilakis 1990; Branigan and Vasilakis 2010, 3-27; 

ibid, 265-269; Vasilakis and Sbonias 2018; Watrous et al. 1993), and a first 

attempt at a regional developmental synthesis (Watrous et al. 2004), provide a 

broad context within which to explore comparatively the detailed mortuary data. 
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1.2. Research aims 

 
The aim of this research is to examine the architectural and depositional 

complexity of the cemeteries in south-central Crete during the Prepalatial and 

Protopalatial periods and to explore what they can tell us about broader social 

behaviour, its variations between communities and transformations through time, 

in this period preceding and during the development of the Minoan states.  

My research will focus on the detailed data available for a selection of better 

documented cemeteries, aimed at reconstructing their architectural development 

and depositional history, to understand how each cemetery was used, and how 

those patterns of use changed over its life, and to what degree the patterns of 

development at individual cemeteries are distinct, represent local sub-regional 

patterns, or can be recognised as broader regional phenomena.  

By looking at the following questions comparatively, this research will build on 

existing studies and develop our understanding by documenting new data and 

integrating it within a detailed and comprehensive reconsideration of the available 

evidence.   

• What is architectural depositional sequence at each cemetery? 

• Did each cemetery follow a distinct, community-specific pattern of 

development, or are there comparable sequences at different cemeteries?  

• Do such similarities define small-scale interacting regions which shared 

common mortuary traditions, which converged through time as sites were 

incorporated into increasingly large political and social entities, or do patterns of 

similarity in behaviour link sites which served similar regional roles, for example 

as local centres (e.g. Platanos, Koumasa, Agia Triada) during the long-term 

social and political transformations? 

• Can networks of interacting sites be identified, as has been suggested on 

the basis of individual categories of material culture (Sbonias 1995, 1999a, 

1999b, 2010, 2012 – for seals; Warren 1969 and Bevan 2007 – for stone vases; 

Branigan 1968, 1974; Legarra Herrero 2004, 2014b and Tselios 2008, 2009 – for 

metalwork; Vasilakis 1996 – for gold and silver jewellery), and how do any such 

linkages compare with the overall patterns in mortuary behaviour? 
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A recent study of mortuary behaviour embracing the entire island has detected 

elements of both types of patterns (local and regional) and sketched their 

development through time (Legarra Herrero 2009; 2014a). Documentation and 

analysis of unpublished excavations and older museum data from early 

excavations will allow these patterns to be explored at more detailed spatial and 

temporal scales in this intensively investigated region, and develop more 

contextually fine-grained interpretations through detailed analyses.  

This thesis will set out the theoretical perspectives through which the research 

questions will be approached, its chronological framework, the methodological 

approaches and each data set analysed and discussed in detail. 

Chapter 2 reviews the development of theory concerning ‘the archaeology of 

death’, particularly with reference to the funerary record of Prepalatial and 

Protopalatial south-central Crete. Chapter 3 introduces the chronological 

framework and the methodological approaches used for the data analysis as well 

as the limitations and constraints of the known archaeological material. Chapter 4 

presents the unpublished tholos cemetery at Kephali Odigitrias with its data 

analysis and its social implications. Chapter 5 similarly presents the unpublished 

tholos cemetery of Miamou Korakies (architectural and artefactual analyses with 

individual site interpretation), as well as reviewing data from the on-going studies 

of the tholos tombs at Sopata Kouses, Apesokari A and B. Chapter 6 revisits 

Xanthoudides’ excavations at the tholos cemeteries of Koumasa and Platanos, 

including some unpublished data in addition to the published ones and 

preliminary observations from the on-going re-investigation at the site of 

Koumasa. Chapter 7 considers the most recent published tholos cemeteries of 

Moni Odigitria, Lebena (Papoura, Gerokampos, Zervou), Agia Kyriaki and Agia 

Triada, all reviewed and interpreted individually. After examining each cemetery 

dataset and observing the main patterns for each of them, Chapter 8 will 

compare these patterns through the changes taking place at the different 

cemeteries in terms of their distinct and shared burial traditions and will explore 

broader interpretations in their wider cultural context and consider them in terms 

of previously published models. The final Chapter 9 will highlight the main 

patterns, and situate them with contemporary Cretan mortuary traditions.  
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CHAPTER 2: THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF DEATH ΙΝ PREPALATIAL 
AND PROTOPALATIAL SOUTH – CENTRAL CRETE. 
APPROACHES AND PROSPECTS. 

 

This chapter reviews previous work done on the Cretan mortuary Pre- and 

Protopalatial record in south-central Crete. The objective is to provide a detailed 

review of the questions explored and principal interpretive models offered so far, 

as well as to record how these changed and developed through time. The 

feasibility of the reviewed interpretations is also discussed, relative to the 

available data and in terms of more explicit and critical discussions in the wider 

mortuary archaeology literature. The latter will define the framework of 

interpretive concepts within which the questions introduced in Chapter 1 will be 

addressed. 

 

2.1. The archaeology of death in the Prehistoric Cretan funerary context 
 
Death is a common concern in all societies and periods, therefore, mortuary 

practices and their materialization have been of enduring interest to many 

scholars from many disciplines. There could be nothing more universal than 

death, yet it evokes an incredible variety of responses. But these are not random 

reactions, they are always meaningful and expressive (Metcalf and Huntington 

1991, 24).  

Death has also been a central concern of the world’s religious traditions and 

philosophical enquiry and it is a social problem for every culture around the world, 

which revolves around the care of their dead and the disposal of the bodies, as 

well as the restructuring of society after the loss of a member. An interest in the 

mortuary practices of past human cultures has been evident throughout the 

development of archaeology (Chapman and Randsborg 1981, 1), and the 

mortuary record provides a range of evidence on various types of social behavior, 

especially informative for early societies that lack written sources. Apart from 

archaeology, mortuary rites involving manipulations of material culture, social 

relations, cultural ideals and the human body, represent a focus of 
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anthropological inquiry too (Rakita and Buikstra 2005, 1). The funerary 

archaeological record can be regularly identified from the earliest sedentary 

societies all over the world, where finding a place as the final ‘dwelling’ of the 

deceased was a necessity, but also played a vital role for the living community. In 

many cultural contexts commemoration and memory associated with death is 

directly linked with the lives of individuals (Kuijt 2008, 171). Apart from the pure 

functional need of the living to provide for the disposal of their dead, they started 

to build specific structures for them with a ritual and symbolic form meaningful to 

each society. Mortuary spaces, therefore, serve as arenas for a continuing 

interaction as dialogue between the living and the dead, and among the living, 

potentially a locus for their ties and access to the spiritual power of the dead 

(Hutchinson and Aragon 2002, 46). Archaeologists (Brown 2007; Chapman 2007, 

2013; Laneri 2007; Parker Pearson 1999; Rakita et al. 2005) have, therefore, 

tried to explore the mortuary record and its social implications through a variety of 

evidence: the dead in the landscape; the materiality of dead; the treatment of the 

corpse, and the rituals of death. Prehistory provides examples of a wide range of 

burial structures, from natural-formed places to complex funerary buildings, 

where the above characteristics can be investigated.  

Minoan prehistory has provided archaeologists with a rich funerary record across 

the whole island, though dominantly in central and east Crete, the long-term 

focus of most archaeological investigations. In the Pre- and Protopalatial periods, 

their elaboration indicates that cemeteries were important social arenas, during a 

period of time that the island starts to experience new and increasing rapid social 

dynamics (Branigan 2010a, 25-31; ibid 2012, 7-14; Manning 2018; Whitelaw 

2012) Landscape naturally divides the island into different regions, such as the 

mountains, which form the central spine of the island (Watrous 2004, 29). This 

natural geographical division seems to have played an important role in the 

division of the island into a number of territories. The most recent work by 

Legarra Herrero (2014a) summarises these divisions into the following main 

regions: the south-central area; the north-central and central areas; the Mirabello 

Bay, and the Ierapetra region for east, and west Crete.  

Different mortuary practices were developed in different regions within Crete that 

are not synchronous across the whole island and in some cases not within a 

region itself. One of the differences is noticed in architectural preferences, 
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especially between east Crete with the use of rectangular burial structures (so-

called ‘house-tombs’) and south-central Crete with the use of circular burial 

structures. The use of circular burial structures, however, is not a unique 

architectural pattern found in the Mesara only—south central Crete. Circular 

burial structures have been found elsewhere outside Mesara region, but they are 

relatively few, while some of them are used with different burial practices (e.g. the 

use of burial containers, such as larnakes or pithoi) from those found in south-

central Crete. A few well-known examples of tholos-type tombs outside the 

Mesara come from north and central Crete, such as Archanes Phourni 

(Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997; Papadatos 1999; Panagiotopoulos 

2002), Krasi (Marinatos 1929; Galli 2014) and Gypsades at Knossos (Hood 1957, 

1958) and from east Crete such as Agia Photia Siteias – Kouphota A and B 

(Tsipopoulou 1988, 1989, 1990, 2007), Myrsini at Siteia (Platon 1959). Apart from 

the Krasi cemetery sharing more similarities in burial practices and being 

synchronous to Mesara tholos tomb cemeteries, the rest start later than in south-

central Crete. However, very recent excavation data requires that we reconsider 

the issue of cultural homogeneity and diversity in Prepalatial Crete, with two early 

tholos cemeteries identified in east Crete, Mesorrachi Skopi near Siteia and Livari 

Skiadi close to Goudouras, the first dated from EM IA, the latter from EM IB 

(Papadatos and Sofianou 2012, 2013, 2015; Papadatos 2014, 2017). As for 

western Crete, our knowledge about mortuary practices is very limited. Through 

the recent detailed analysis by Legarra Herrero (2009, 2012, 2014) more 

complex spatial and temporal variation has been revealed by comparing the 

mortuary data across the whole island.   

The challenge for this thesis, as stated in the introduction, will be to focus on the 

south-central area of Crete, specifically the western Mesara valley, the 

Asterousia mountains and the south coast, and study variations within a small-

scale area.  

The Mesara has been considered as one of the most geographically distinct 

areas of Crete (Relaki 2004, 173), comprising the Mesara plain, which is the 

largest of the island, separated from the north coast by the elevated central spine 

of the island. It is bounded on the north-west by the massif of Mount Ida and on 

the south by the Asterousia mountains. The western Mesara is drained down its 

center by the Ieropotamos river, which runs westward into the Libyan Sea. To the 
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south, the Asterousia is a barren landscape of limestone broken by small valleys 

descending abruptly to the south coast (Watrous et al. 1993, 195-196).  

The natural topography suggests a clear distinction into two areas: the low-lying 

Mesara, which is a flat, fertile, alluvial plain running in a trough east-west, and the 

Asterousia mountain range, which follows the south coast rising gradually in 

height from the west to Mount Kofinas (Campbell-Green 2006, 27; Legarra 

Herrero 2014a, 31; Relaki 2004, 173). Despite distinguishing two distinct sub-

regions, the phenomenon of the tholos cemeteries appeared across the whole 

region. However, variants have been suggested within each sub-region, 

represented by different patterns in mortuary behaviour and social changes, 

which will be analysed in details in the following chapters. The area of this study 

includes the western Asterousia, with tholos cemeteries at Kouses, Moni 

Odigitria, Skaniari Lakkos and Agia Kyriaki, the central Asterousia with the tholos 

tombs of Miamou, Koumasa, Apesokari A and B (the last three are situated on 

the north slopes of Asterousia, looking out onto the Mesara), the south coast with 

Lebena Papoura, Lebena Gerokampos and Lebena Zervou, as well as the 

southern part of Mesara plain with the tholos cemeteries of Platanos and Agia 

Triada (Fig.2.1). 

During the Early and Middle Bronze Age, the communities in south-central Crete 

used the so-called tholos tomb cemeteries, characterised by tholoi—circular 

above-ground built stone tombs. A tholos tomb consists of a circular stone wall 

which has a single entrance, usually on the east side, and most of the doorways 

are constructed as a low trilithon (two stone jambs and a lintel). The main wall of 

the tholos is built, in most cases, of a rubble core of small stones and earth, faced 

both inside and out with large unworked blocks (Branigan 1970a, 162). These 

simple circular structures often become more complex at the later in the Early 

Bronze Age, with the addition of rectangular buildings either attached to the 

tholos or independent, ossuaries, pits for offerings, enclosure walls, surfaced 

yards and in some late-lasting cemeteries, the addition of extra-mural burials 

around the existing structures (Fig.2.2). Thus, a tholos cemetery varies in terms 

of the complexity of its structural plan throughout its history. Among the studied 

cemeteries composed of a single excavated tholos are Miamou, Kouses, Lebena 

Zervou, Apesokari A and B, Agia Kyriaki and possibly Skaniari Lakkos. Pairs of 

tholoi are known at Moni Odigitria, Lebena Papoura and Agia Triada, while triple 
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examples are found at Koumasa and Platanos—but not all were in use at the 

same time. The measurements of these tombs vary considerably, from Tholos A 

at Platanos that is 13m in diameter (Xanthoudides 1924, 88), to Tholos A at Moni 

Odigitria that is only 4.50m (Vasilakis 2010, 60). A problem that remains unsolved 

is the method of roofing (Branigan 1970a, 163-164; Girella et al. 2013). There are 

cases, such as Lebena (Alexiou and Warren 2004; Warren 2007), where 

collapsed masonry might have been sufficient for a corbelled vault. Inward 

curving walls in Tholos B at Platanos and Kouses could support the idea of 

vaulted construction or at least reducing the span to be roofed. But many 

archaeologists, due to the lack of material evidence in most tholos cemeteries, 

suggest a roof made of organic material, supported on timber beams (Branigan 

1970a, 164-167).  

Annexes (i.e. the annex of the Agia Kyriaki tholos) or antechambers (e.g. in front 

of Tholos A at Koumasa) were often later added in front of the entrance of the 

tholos, exclusively associated with it, and are mainly thought to have been used 

for the storage of funerary equipment and secondary depositions of a range of 

objects from older burials, and sometimes even of bones. Other rectangular 

buildings, independent to the tholoi, forming part of the cemeteries, were also 

found at Skaniari Lakkos, Koumasa, Platanos and Agia Triada. These structures 

are interpreted differently according to their deposits. They could be used for 

burial rituals, as storage rooms for offerings to the dead, for non-burial rituals, or 

as rooms for gatherings of small number of individuals. Ossuaries are also 

evident in some cemeteries, either as rectangular or square rooms, or ellipsoidal 

pits for secondary skeletal deposition and sometimes artefacts, usually assumed 

to be for remains removed from the original burial chamber. Open-air paved 

spaces, courtyards or forecourts, seem to represent formally defined spaces of 

the participation of groups of people. Limited preserved evidence for hearths and 

traces of burning may imply that these architectural spaces were used for ritual 

activities involving drink and food preparation and consumption, rituals 

concerning the deceased, or were loci of cult activity concerning the ancestors. A 

peribolos, surrounding or associated with one or more of the tombs, in some 

tholos cemeteries seem to have defined its boundary, though no extensive 

investigation has explored beyond such boundaries. Indeed, the limited rescue 
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context cannot suggest whether the peribolos was low, hence simply defining 

space, or high, blocking sight and limiting participation. 

These tombs were used for communal burials, both for primary and secondary 

burials. However, due to the constant disturbance of existing burials when adding 

new ones, due to the severe looting that the tombs have suffered, and indeed the 

lack of surfaces attached to the skeletal remains in most early excavations, the 

skeletal remains are very limited and fragmentary. Thus, the very restricted 

sample of human remains analysed to date, still allows considerable debate 

about who was buried in these tombs, and uncertainty about the actual burial 

processes. Tomb cleaning and fumigation (based on traces of burning inside, or 

the introduction of sterile sand layers), limited cutting, some cases of stacking 

and general manipulation of human bones, may be common ritual practices.  

During the possible periodic clearing of the tombs, the practice of primary and 

secondary treatments or a multi-stage ritual programme have been proposed, but 

with reservations since the human remains were not carefully documented or 

preserved in excavations until recently, and very few have been studied (Cultraro 

2007).  

There is no evidence for alternative forms of burial, but from MM I, particularly 

thorough investigations at a few cemeteries, reveal burials outside the built 

structures around the tombs, which raise questions as to their visibility and how 

likely such extra-mural burials, are to have been recognised in excavation, which 

usually focused on structure interiors.  

With the abandonment of these focal monuments as burial sites, cemeteries 

become very difficult to locate, all over the island. By the EM III period, a change 

in burial practices seems to have been initiated (Branigan 1993). Rectangular 

clay coffins (larnakes) and large clay jars (pithoi) begin to appear inside the 

tholos tombs containing individual skeletons while others may have been buried 

outside the structures in the cemetery (e.g. Kamilari, Apesokari B) (Devolder 

2010; Girella 2012, 2013b, forthcoming; Hamilakis 2018; Legarra Herrero 2016; 

Vavouranakis 2012; 2014; Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015). Several extensive 

pithos cemeteries have been investigated in east Crete (Malia, Sphoungaras, 

Pacheia Ammos), but with only limited funerary offerings accompanying such 

burials, such cemeteries have not traditionally attracted archaeological 

investigation.  
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The range of grave goods found in the tholos cemeteries is wide and so is the 

range of explanations proposed for them (Branigan 1993, 67). The material 

culture surviving in greatest abundance is pottery, largely ignored by tomb 

robbers (at least until the last 50 years), which is also the most useful tool for 

chronology because of its stylistic elaboration, significant variation, and parallels 

in stratified settlement contexts. In general, other finds including stone vases, 

sealstones, tools, weapons, figurines, jewellery and other valuable items, in a 

variety of raw materials (gold, bronze, copper, stone, bone, faience and ivory), 

were the principal attraction for looters and were probably selectively removed for 

re-use even when the tombs were in use, with additional potential looting in 

antiquity recycling of materials. Objects have also suffered from centuries of 

disturbance during the time the tombs were in use and from the effects of 

masonry collapse when they fell into decay. Given the biases of looting, it can be 

suggested that pottery provides a more reliable indication of the original grave 

goods, than other types of material.  

 

2.2. The funerary record during the Pre- and Protopalatial period in south-
central Crete 
 
The first documentation of a burial deposit in the Mesara region was from Agios 

Onouphrios by Arthur Evans in 1895, which served as the early cemetery of 

Phaistos across the river, immediately north of the palatial site (Branigan 1970b, 

1; Watrous et al. 2004, 226); it may have derived from an Early Minoan tholos 

which was discovered, looted and destroyed in the late 19th century. The first 

archaeologist who excavated Prepalatial and Protopalatial tholos cemeteries in 

the region was S. Xanthoudides, from 1904 to 1915, on behalf of the Cretan, later 

Greek Archaeological Service. He published the The Vaulted Tombs of Mesara in 

1924, which reported his excavations at nine cemeteries—Koumasa, Agia Irini, 

Porti, Christos, Salame, Koutsokera, Drakones, Kalathiana and Platanos, and 

later he published his excavation at Marathokephalo separatey. As Legarra 

Herrero (2014a) points out, much attention was given to the identification of 

features that could be connected with other civilisations and cultures, particularly 

in Egypt. Additionally, he notes Xanthoudides’s interest in interpreting ritual and 

beliefs represented by the tombs and their contents, influenced by theoretical 
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approaches to ritual during his period of work. During the years 1902-14, F. 

Halberr, R. Paribeni, E. Stefani and L. Banti started excavations at Agia Triada 

and Siva on behalf of the Italian Archaeological Mission, publishing their work in 

substantial articles (Paribeni 1913; Banti 1931; Stefani 1931). 

In the 1930s S. Marinatos excavated two small tombs at Vorou and in the same 

period he discovered the small circular tomb at Krasi near the north coast, 

documenting the first tholos tomb outside of south-central Crete, currently under 

study by Galli (2014). Both excavations were only published in short reports. A 

tholos tomb was dug at Apesokari by Schörgendorfer during the Second World 

War (Flouda 2012b), while another was excavated a few hundred metres away in 

the 1960s by C. Davaras. Schörgendorfer published a summary report after the 

War (1951), and the tomb is presently being studied by Flouda. Davara’s 

excavation is now being studied by Vavouranakis. The latter studies, apart from 

presenting for the first time their detailed account of the material culture of each 

tomb, try to provide some further insights on the history of each cemetery 

throughout its usage; the possible changes that took place during its use on the 

grounds of architectural development and material deposition and distribution 

(Flouda 2012a, 2012c, 2014; Vavouranakis 2012, 2015). 

During the 1950s through 1980s, looting expanded rapidly, particularly in these 

sites of Crete, in response to the international antiquities market, and many 

looted tombs were tested or, where significant deposits remained, salvaged by 

members of the Greek Archaeological Service (particularly by S. Alexiou, Y. 

Sakellarakis and C. Davaras). In the early 1960s, five tholos tombs were 

excavated by S. Alexiou near Lebena (at the locations Papoura, Gerokampos 

and Zervou), and were recently published in detail in collaboration with P. Warren 

(Alexiou and Warren 2004). This publication is an extensive volume including the 

architectural data associated with their burial practices, chronology and finds—

though excluding the skeletal material that is still under study—from each tomb.  

In 1967, the tholos tomb at Agios Kyrillos, at the locality known as ‘Akonaki’, was 

looted and subsequently excavated by Y. Sakellarakis (1968). The excavation in 

1972 of a looted tholos tomb at Agia Kyriaki in the Agiofarango valley, by D. 

Blackman and K. Branigan (in collaboration with C. Davaras of the Greek 

Archaeological Service), marks the start of a revival of academic interest in the 

tholos cemeteries, with the more detailed study and interpretation of the 
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assemblage, documenting its architectural development and changing history of 

use of the tomb complex (Blackman and Branigan 1982). In addition, the 

surrounding small valley was intensively surveyed (Blackman and Branigan 1975, 

1977; Vasilakis 1990; Watrous et al. 1993), marking the first attempt to establish 

the local context of a cemetery.  

In 1970, Branigan produced the first synthetic study of the Cretan tholos tombs. 

His book, The Tombs of Mesara. A Study of Funerary Architecture and Ritual in 

Southern Crete, 2800-1700 BC (1970b) examines the structure of the tombs and 

cemeteries, how they functioned, considers what their users believed about death 

and burial, and explored the possible social implications of these practices. In 

particular, he suggested small-scale communities using the tombs, only limited 

differentiation among grave goods and a role for the cemeteries as territorial 

markers for fairly undifferentiated farming communities. His revised study, 

Dancing with Death. Life and Death in Southern Crete c. 3000-2000 BC (1993), 

along with a range of articles (Branigan 1981, 1984, 1987a, 1987b, 1991) chart 

the development of theoretical approaches to both old and new data concerning 

mortuary behaviour on Crete. In that volume, some influence from post-

processual perspectives is apparent, since the cemeteries are seen now as 

arenas for the performance of social strategies and as contexts for the 

negotiation of social roles and power (Miller and Tilley 1984; Parker Pearson 

1993; Beck 1995; Chesson 2001).  

Throughout this period, tomb looting continued, with several cemeteries 

warranting more extensive salvage by the Archaeological Service. In 1978-79, D. 

Vallianou excavated the tholos tomb at Sopata Kouses (publication is in 

progress), while I. Antonakaki excavated a badly looted tholos tomb at Miamou at 

the location Korakies in 1980, which was disturbed due to the opening of a rural 

road, where the tomb had been partially destroyed by the bulldozer. The 

cemetery at Moni Odigitria was salvaged after looting, started in 1979 by N. 

Dimopoulou and completed by A. Vasilakis in 1980; now studied thoroughly and 

published by Vasilakis and Branigan (2010). The looting of this cemetery created 

a considerable scandal, since material attributed to it was acquired for the private 

collection of the former Greek Prime Minister, C. Mitsotakis (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, 196; Marangou 1992; Sbonias 2010, 201). This volume presents updated 

interpretative perspectives derived from a whole range of analyses of different 
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material evidence found in this cemetery. For the first time, an emphasis is given 

to the comparison with the neighbouring cemetery of Agia Kyriaki, trying to 

explore similar burial customs and ideologies, but also local differences within 

each of them through rituals and other activities.  

Other tombs excavated by members of the Archaeological Service are at Krotos 

(1983 by A. Vasilakis) and Skaniari Lakkos (1962 by C. Davaras and then in 

1994-5 by A. Vasilakis). In addition, the excavation of the tholos tomb at 

Kalokampos at Trypiti was begun in 1960 by S. Alexiou and completed by A. 

Vasilakis in 1986. Trypiti is one of the few cases in Crete where a settlement and 

its associated cemetery have both been excavated. The publication of the 

settlement and the tomb is in progress.  

Another study and publication project of a tholos cemetery is Kamilari, located 

near the palatial centre of Phaistos, excavated by D. Levi (Levi 1961-2) with full 

study and publication in progress by L. Girella. The Protopalatial date for its 

construction is very late for the building of tholos tombs in this part of southern 

Crete. It is important for comparisons with other contemporary structures and with 

the preceding Prepalatial period, documenting a tendency to revive Prepalatial 

burial customs (Girella 2004, 276). Its massive assemblage of pottery and 

architectural phases can provide a significant opportunity to explore both the long 

use of the tombs and the stratification and transformation of ritual and funerary 

practices through time (Girella 2012, 123; 2013b). 

Since 1977, the Italian Archaeological School at Athens resumed systematic 

excavations at Agia Triada with the objective to clarify unsolved problems from 

the old excavations (La Rosa 2003). A number of studies on the material 

uncovered and on questions relevant to stratigraphical sequences and further 

interpretation relevant to this site (the settlement and the necropolis) followed 

(Cultraro 2003; Girella 2011, 2013a; La Rosa 1985, 2003, 2010, 2012, 2013; 

Todaro 2003, 2011a, 2011b). Excavation and studies in the palace of Phaistos 

have also been resumed by the Italian archaeological school and they have 

contributed a lot to reassessments of the role of Phaistos within the broader 

Mesara region throughout its history (Girella 2010; La Rosa 1985; Todaro 2009a; 

2009b; 2012; 2015).   

Recently, the Koumasa cemetery has been re-excavated as part of a five-year 

research project under the direction of D. Panagiotopoulos, re-investigating the 
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site after the initial archaeological investigation by S. Xanthoudides more than 

100 years earlier. This project, which aims to excavate the settlement, ‘shrine’ 

and the cemetery, as well as study the long history of Koumasa during the 

Minoan period and reconstruct the Minoan landscape in the broader area, further 

data was already been revealed from the cemetery (Panagiotopoulos 2015). 

Finally, Goodison and Guarita (2005) have provided a very useful catalogue of 

Mesara-type tombs mapped all over the island, in which one appreciates how 

many of them are unexcavated or need further excavation, and how many 

locations that have been identified as possible tholos cemeteries have not been 

investigated, not only in south-central Crete, but less densely in the rest of the 

island. In addition to research on these cemeteries, a number of survey projects 

have begun to provide a broader settlement context for the cemeteries of this 

region (Hope Simpson et al. 1995; Watrous et al. 1993; 2004; Vasilakis and 

Branigan 2010; Vasilakis and Sbonias 2018).  

The so far low-resolution data and generally traditional approach in Aegean 

Prehistory, have largely discouraged theorising based on the tholos cemeteries. 

Unable to recognise significant changes through time, these cemeteries have 

contributed little to improving our understanding of the development of Minoan 

societies and the development of the early states. The tholos cemeteries have 

been assumed to represent a unified phenomenon; a model shaped by a small 

number of individual publications, recognizing little variation in time or space. 

Thus, there was a need to define new questions to seek a better conceptual 

framework for considering the Cretan mortuary context. Recent researches 

attempting to define new theoretical and methodological approaches, have been 

influenced by the broader theoretical framework of the archaeology of death. 

Funerary archaeology has already started seeing that treatment of the dead can 

be an extended process rather than a discrete event, and that understanding 

mortuary processes requires a regional scale of analysis (Beck 1995).  

More scholars started to study cemeteries as a way to approach the human 

landscape, social competition and issues of production, exchange and resource 

exploitation (Whitelaw 1983, 2000; Relaki 2003, 2004; Vavouranakis 2002, 2007; 

Sbonias 1999b; Tselios 2008). In particular, Relaki (2003) puts forward the 

suggestion that social practices should be the focus of inquiry, since social 

relations are negotiated through social practices. From the Final Neolithic to the 
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end of the Protopalatial period, she examines the social processes that 

characterised the Mesara and suggests that the Mesara consisted of different 

regions throughout its history, reflecting the scale at which community and 

identity was understood and actively performed. Thus, the region of the Mesara 

was a region of communication where different networks were active, which used 

the same medium for different scopes (Relaki 2004, 183). Additionally, a 

comprehensive study of the entire published mortuary data for Pre- and 

Protopalatial Crete aiming to re-examine the communities in terms of both 

horizontal and vertical organization within a complex spatial and temporal 

framework, has been recently presented by Legarra Herrero (2014a).  

More published papers and reports from re-excavated, re-studied tholos 

cemeteries, or recently excavated tholos tombs, such as Moni Odigitria, based on 

specific material assemblages such as seals (Sbonias 1999b, 2010, 2012), 

reveal more aspects of the dynamics of the region and identify trade networks 

within the region and linking the region with the rest of the island as well. Some of 

these material assemblages carry information about where some of these 

products originated, representing the wider systems through which individual, 

community and society have access to materials and information, and therefore 

document material and symbolic exchange systems.  

Picking up on post-processual ideas, the role of these monumentalised 

cemeteries in their local landscapes needs to be reconsidered. The location of 

these tholos cemeteries combined with their monumental architecture has been 

the subject of studies (Branigan 1998; Vavouranakis 2007), investigating the 

proximity to their communities and the relationships between settlements and 

their cemeteries. 

The ritual associated with death was also a concept that concerned many 

scholars for the Cretan mortuary record. However, it was initially approached 

through a conventional methodology as to the material culture deposited in these 

contexts that was interpreted as a static situation. Periodic cleanings of the 

tombs, though, would have affected the position of grave goods, and thus would 

separate the skeleton from the objects initially deposited with it, as well as the 

bones of the skeletons from each other. This manipulation had the result of 

negating status and individual identity in favour of a corporate identity among the 

dead or the ancestors (Murphy 2011a, 57). Ideas about a possible cult of the 
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dead in Minoan culture were formulated quite early by Glotz 1925 and Wiesner 

1938, being reflected in offerings and feasting-type rituals within the cemeteries.  

The concepts of feasting, collective memory, ancestry or cult of the dead started 

being explored by Branigan (1993), Hamilakis (1998) and Murphy (1998). 

Hamilakis (1998) attempted to seek evidence for mortuary feasting through the 

pottery assemblage from the Agia Kyriaki cemetery (Blackman and Branigan 

1982) and to reconstruct some aspects of the political economy of mortuary 

feasting. For example, the later phase of the tomb at Agia Kyriaki (EM III – MM I) 

documented more people taking part in the ritual activities, suggesting an 

intensification of regional political competition (Hamilakis 2008).  Branigan (1993) 

had already presented ideas about feasting activity in the tholos cemeteries and, 

later on, more data was used to reinforce such activities through the full study 

and publication of the Moni Odigitria cemetery (Branigan 2008; Vasilakis and 

Branigan 2010). Branigan (1991) also argued that, in terms of architectural 

remains, rituals or ceremonies were practiced on the paved exterior areas found 

in some cemeteries, but it is uncertain whether they were funerary, non-funerary, 

or not exclusively funerary in character. Some ceremonies may be related to the 

ancestors as a whole, or even the community, but they chose to perform these at 

the cemetery, so presumably there was some conceptual association with the 

dead or ancestors.  

Another concept that concerns many scholars is the manipulation of human 

bones in these communal cemeteries. Actions of manipulation involving the 

disarticulation of the skeletons and the relocation of selected parts have been 

acknowledged in the collective tombs of Minoan Crete, in both the house tombs 

and the tholoi (Branigan 1987b; Soles 1977). These are explained as 

interferences occurring later during the re-use of the tombs either for clearing the 

burial ground or to make room for new interments. The anthropological study of 

skeletal remains from Archanes Phourni (Triantaphyllou 2005), Moni Odigitria 

(Triantaphyllou 2010), Kephala Petras (Triantaphyllou 2012) and Kamilari 

(Triantaphyllou and Girella 2018) have contributed to our knowledge about the 

treatment of the body during burial and after burial (secondary deposition). When 

the sample of skeletal remains is sufficient to extract information for lab analyses 

or when taphonomic techniques are applied during their recovery from new 

excavation projects, such as the Sissi excavations in east Crete, the results from 
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such studies can contribute to an understanding of the burial processes. 

Vavouranakis and Bourbou (2015) recently tried, based on the Apesokari B 

funerary assemblage, to highlight how the study of human skeletal remains can 

contribute to the reconstruction of funerary patterns, taking into account the 

severely biased nature of the samples. They also suggested the need to apply a 

standard terminology, cautiously interpreting taphonomic characteristics. 

A topic that has recently reviewed increasing theoretical attention is the ‘body’ 

(Hamilakis et al. 2002). Some have tried to explore the cultural meaning of the 

human body as a symbol, artefact, medium or metaphor, while others have been 

more concerned with ‘embodiment’—conceptualising the past as lived, sensual 

experience. The recent emphasis on the experiencing body is probably the most 

obvious, in which sensory and phenomenological archaeologies may be used to 

enrich existing traditions like physical anthropology, gender and mortuary 

archaeology. This approach is not dealing with the body as simple material 

evidence, but rather considers it as a metaphorical avenue for interpreting identity 

politics (Meskell 2002; Mina et al. 2016; Parker Pearson 1999). It is not clear yet 

how this theoretical approach can be applied to the Cretan mortuary context, as 

the limitations are many.  

 

2.3. New set of interpretive concepts 
 

All the above approaches have contributed to the reconstruction of communities 

through the mortuary evidence. In the beginning, the study of these cemeteries 

assumed they represented a unified phenomenon, which was shaped by only a 

small number of publications and limited individual excavation reports, especially 

during the 1980s and 1990s. However, a number of recent publications have put 

forward fresh ideas based on new methodologies and theoretical approaches to 

understand these cemeteries and what they meant to those using them. More 

challengingly, the most recent synthetic study by Legarra Herrero (2014a), 

embracing the entire island, has detected diverse patterns and sketched the 

development of tholos cemeteries through time by reconsidering the published 

data. Legarra Herrero (2009; 2014a), by exploiting the strengths of the available 

published data through a detailed analysis, has revealed complex spatial and 

temporal variation, which questions the accepted views about sociopolitical and 
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ideological differences between communities on the island during the Early and 

earlier Middle Bronze Ages. 

However, there remains a tremendous scope for detailed comparative analyses, 

based on the documentation of each cemetery complex by assessing 

unpublished data—the rationale for the present research. This research will focus 

on a specific regional area, and will explore the changes taking place between 

small-scale interacting sub-regions, in terms of the architectural development of 

their tholos cemeteries and their depositional behavior. 

Re-assessing the ‘traditional’ model of the tholos cemeteries is a major challenge 

as many pieces of the puzzle are still missing. Against this background of 

renewed interest, much can be done by synthesising the recent studies of 

individual cemeteries, but there is also much to be gained through expanding the 

dataset by re-studying older excavated material and documenting previously 

unpublished contexts. Then, in addition to exploring the changes and social 

dynamics within each tholos cemetery through time, further comparisons can be 

made between the cemeteries, examining similarities and differences, and how 

these change through time. The datasets considered in this study represent a 

range of tholos cemeteries, from isolated and small (e.g. Miamou) to large and 

more central examples (e.g. Platanos). 

By combining and building upon existing theories and models and by expanding 

the mortuary analysis from a site-specific to a regional level, this research 

attempts to further explore concepts such as individuals, communities, rituals, 

feasting and burial traditions. Further social implications can be considered by 

trying to reconstruct the nature of the tholos cemeteries—by whom were they 

used and what activities took place through their period of use.  

Architectural remains, in particular, can reveal insights about the burial traditions 

and changes in them during the life of the cemeteries. Primary and secondary 

manipulations of the dead as part of the multi-stage burial process seen in the 

cemeteries can be architecturally structured through the addition of more 

function-specific spaces such as annexes, ossuaries and the open paved areas. 

These structures could reflect different stages in the burial such as the initial 

preparation of the body and burial ritual, the later re-deposition of skeletal 

remains and sometimes of objects, and the longer-term re-use of such spaces 

with different functions as mortuary traditions developed through the long period 
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the cemeteries were in use. The tendency to repeat specific architectural 

features, such as the doorway orientation (Goodison 2001; 2004), indicate long-

standing elements of the burial tradition, and may also imply a specific mortuary 

belief system expressed through the architecture.  

In terms of the nature of rituals, whether the activities taking place are only 

funerary (directly related to the burial process) or non-funerary (related to post-

funerary events) is not easy to identify, though both can be associated with the 

deceased. Any performance of rituals can, therefore, create or reinforce a sense 

of identity, potentially at various scales: individuals, burying group, community 

and inter-community groups. They may also serve as a means to restate or 

reproduce collective memory and legitimise links with an ancestral past. 

The concept of communal burial is embodied in the nature of the tombs and 

possible collective ritual activities outside the tombs that accompany the burial 

procedures. It has been suggested that part of the ritual activities taking place in 

these funerary contexts involves feasting practices. According to Dietler (2001), 

feasts can be defined as a form of public ritual activity centred around the 

communal consumption of food and drink. A feasting ritual does not necessarily 

imply only large-scale concentrations of people or an elaborate form of this 

action. Considering architectural and material remains one can approach a 

reconstruction of mortuary feasting. The existence of open paved areas and 

delimited open-air spaces outside the tombs along with quantities of vessels that 

could indicate food and drink consumption, and even organic residues, when 

available, can contribute to documenting a feasting ritual (Branigan 1993). The 

main elements that constitute a feasting ritual are food and drink consumption, 

both being the mediums for interaction, expression and communication. Drinking 

activities, in particular, in these cemeteries seem to be a long-term tradition while 

also showing diachronic variation, with drinking vessels to be present throughout 

the history of these cemeteries. This long-term tradition is also reinforced by the 

durability of the monumental tombs, creating the specific setting to accommodate 

such activities (Soar 2015, 284).  

However, little research has been done to investigate mortuary feasting 

systematically (e.g. Agia Kyriaki – Hamilakis 1998). Still the investigation of 

feasting in these funerary contexts is limited and difficult to extract clear patterns 

of it yet. They are still depended on comparisons and samples coming from 
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different places and contexts (i.e. Hamilakis 2008; Girella 2008; Todaro 2011a). 

Since the methods used so far for identifying feasting in Aegean prehistory, 

except through faunal remains (Halstead 2004; Halstead and Isaakidou 2004), 

are still not very convincing, there is a need to develop methodological 

frameworks to identify individual consumption events.  

Overall, relationships between the group and the individual are likely to be in 

constant change through the period of use of the cemeteries. Moreover, the 

participation in the funerary rituals would possibly be supported by a number of 

individuals, irrespective of their social status. The number of how small or large 

scale these gatherings would be, still demands a systematic recording of more 

ceramic assemblages within relatively well chronological sequences.  

The nature between communal and individual practices is still an open theme for 

interpretation. A large two-handle cup compared to the small handleless conical 

cup, as well as, the collective burials inside a large tholos tomb compared to the 

single inhumations in burial containers (larnakes or pithoi), either placed inside 

the tholos tomb or outside. In some cases, still more than one individual is buried 

within a burial container, and in other cases they could be seen as ossuary 

vessels. It is not, therefore, a direct shift from communal to individual burials, but 

perhaps a new idea of how some people should be buried like that. Vavouranakis 

(2014) further suggests that this perhaps is a new practical way to upgrade the 

quality of existing funerary rites, since pithoi could be considered as an 

investment in terms of material wealth that they represent. Still the ‘emergence of 

the individual’ or of individuality finds no safe ground in the Pre- and Protopalatial 

funerary contexts, though the evidence of compartmentalisation, subdivision, 

grouping, arrangement and re-deposition of human remains and objects is 

present and could imply intra-community negotiations (Hamilakis 2018). 

This research will focus on the behavioural performative and transformative 

aspect of the architecture and the ceramic assemblages through time, and how 

the cemeteries as funerary contexts can represent social and cultural interaction 

for the communities of the living.  

The next chapter will set the chronological and methodological framework of the 

data analysis and summarize the major limitations and constraints that have been 

identified during this research.  
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CHAPTER 3: THE CHRONOLOGICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL 
FRAMEWORK 

 
3.1. Chronological framework and chronological terminology 
 
The tholos cemeteries were mostly established in the Prepalatial (Early Minoan I 

to Middle Minoan IA) period, however many continued in use into the 

Protopalatial period, though the period of final use at most cemeteries is not 

clearly documented. In most cases, they were in use during the entire Prepalatial 

and early Protopalatial periods. A list of dated tholos cemeteries was provided by 

Warren (1965) as well as Branigan (1970b; 1993, 144-8), suggested that most of 

these tombs were constructed in Early Minoan I, though in some cases the dates 

remain provisional. Since then, a number of publications have produced refined 

and updated lists reconsidering and re-dating individual tombs (Goodison and 

Guarita 2005; Campbell-Green 2006; Vasilakis and Branigan 2010; Legarra 

Herrero 2014a). 

The chronology of the Cretan Neolithic and Bronze Age periods is defined only in 

broad outline; a relative dearth of radiocarbon dates means that there are few 

absolute chronological points with which to work. Absolute dates for these 

periods are provided by Manning (1995) and Warren and Hankey (1989), but are 

still under debate as to detail. The dating for these cemeteries is mainly 

dependent on relative chronological sequences rather than absolute dates, and 

the relative chronology is based principally on ceramic typology, occasionally on 

other find typologies, and limited excavated stratigraphic sequences, principally 

for south-central Crete, at Phaistos (Todaro 2012, 2013).  

Two schemes are commonly used for the chronology of Bronze Age Crete. One 

is based on Evans’ ceramic terminology described as Early, Middle and Late 

Minoan, with subdivisions I, II, III and occasionally with further A and B 

distinctions; he attempted to date through a combination of stratigraphy, 

architectural phasing, pottery variation and correlations with imports from 

calendrically dated East Mediterranean cultures. The other scheme divides the 

Cretan Prehistoric sequence into broad developmental phases: the Prepalatial, 

Protopalatial (or Old Palace), Neopalatial (or New Palace) and Postpalatial 
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periods. Platon (1956, 509-12) suggested this more ‘historical’ alternative, based 

on the major destruction levels at the palace sites since he believed they could 

offer a more firm basis for dating in terms of island-wide historical events. The 

former confusingly uses the same terminology for styles of ceramics and periods 

of time (e.g. Renfrew 1972, 52-55), while the latter is increasingly seen as 

problematic, as the understanding of local variations improves (e.g. Whitelaw 

BICS.). However, both terminologies are broadly aligned for all archaeological 

work in Minoan prehistory (Manning 2010) since it is essential for a common 

framework of chronological reference to exist and this thesis uses these generally 

accepted terminological systems. 

There has been much debate on whether a more detailed chronological 

framework can yet be defined. At individual sites (e.g. Knossos, Phaistos), 

stratified deposits are allowing the definition of finer subdivisions (Momigliano 

2007; Todaro 2013). But the distinctions, which are often based on the relative 

dominance of specific traits, and so relevant to assemblages, not individual pots, 

are usually too subtle for application to poorly documented and largely 

unstratified tomb assemblages, for most of which, only limited complete or 

restored pots have been published (e.g. Xanthoudides 1924). Most of the 

ceramic definitions used have recently been reconsidered on the grounds of both 

their characteristics and date (Betancourt 2009; Caloi 2009; Todaro 2013; Wilson 

2007, 2008). Recent projects carefully apply this ceramic typological chronology 

in their regional contexts linking to stratified deposits when it is feasible – such as 

in the case of Phaistos (Todaro 2005, 2009a, 2009b), and Agia Triada (Cultraro 

2003; Girella 2011; Todaro 2003, 2011a, 2011b), as well as examining Mesara 

imports found in deposits at Knossos (Wilson and Day 1994). Relatively little has 

been done on local variations, except at the level of regions within the island.  

It is worth mentioning that often pottery dating is only implied indirectly by 

reference to specific ware names. Diagnostic types of pottery were named after 

the sites where most were first recognised and published (Branigan 1970a, 16-

35). Agios Onouphrios Ware, Salame Ware, Lebena Ware, Koumasa Ware are 

well-known ceramic ware terms used within the Mesara region, which are still 

used if someone wants to invoke the general characteristics of a pot. This does 

not mean that Vasiliki Ware, for example, was found or indeed produced only at 

the site of Vasiliki, though much was found there. The periods of use of deposits 
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have been defined by the presence of particular diagnostic types, mainly of fine 

pottery, defined on an island-wide basis. Some of these diagnostic types are 

highly regional, so the chronology may be established only by the presence of a 

rare import. For example, the EM III period is defined in relation to an essentially 

north and east Cretan style, whereas in the Mesara region, it is now recognised 

that the ceramic styles in the period are not particularly distinctive, largely 

continuing earlier traditions (Todarο 2012, 2013). Therefore, many sites appear to 

have a gap in use between EM IIB and MM IA (Watrous et al. 2004). Only very 

limited evidence for this period has been recognised in the large ceramic 

assemblages from the Lebena and Moni Odigitria tombs. Recent reassessment 

of the stratified sequence at Phaistos is helping to define the local styles (Todaro 

2005; 2009a), but locally this period has few distinct forms, and most styles 

overlap both earlier and later, with the distinction based on relative frequencies, 

rather than distinctive type-fossils.   

Focusing on the Mesara region, the serious damage done to these cemeteries by 

looting in modern times, but also during antiquity, and the constant re-use of 

these tombs often over many centuries, severely constrain the chronological 

resolution of most deposits. However, as noted in Chapter 2, some recent 

published data and studies have contributed to greater chronological resolution 

by providing datasets that archaeologists can further compare in order to define 

local patterns and recognise ceramic production, exchange and consumption.  

This research is, therefore, based on the most up-to-date chronological 

framework available, and thorough re-examination of pottery from a number of 

published and unpublished burial assemblages. For the period of time this thesis 

is concerned with, the framework is presented in Figure 3.1. Uncertainties in 

dating have been recognised in dealing with these accumulated assemblages. 

These deposits are principally composed of pottery, along with a few other 

categories of finds. These other finds often are seals, stone vases and 

metalwork, but other than seals, usually cannot be as precisely dated as the 

pottery, since these objects have long use lives and exhibit less variation through 

time. Pottery also constituted the vast majority of the unpublished assemblages 

studied for this thesis.  

The study of such problematic deposits becomes most effective when multiple 

lines of information can be combined and examined thoroughly, utilising all the 
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information available. Complete/ full profile vessels provide the most specific 

data, but should, where possible, be integrated with less detailed information 

from quantified summaries of the sherds from each tomb assemblage.  

However, there are cases with only small, limited samples of complete or 

mendable vessels, which were traditionally all that was kept from the tombs. This 

stresses the importance of working with larger samples of sherds that are only 

retained or documented from a few sites. Often it can be seen that only a few fine 

vessels from a deposit have been published or even kept, with attention focused 

on smaller, elaborated and decorated vessels rather than considering also 

coarser or cooking pot ware.  This research has carefully documented and 

examined the whole assemblage from the two unpublished tholos cemeteries 

(Kephali Odigitrias Skaniari Lakkos and Miamou Korakies), and has re-examined 

and added further material to early published tholos cemeteries (e.g. Koumasa 

and Platanos), in order to provide more quantified information for more detailed 

comparisons among the cemeteries.  

The ceramic chronological sequence within the study region is the following, 

mainly based on the combined characteristics of shape, style and ware (Fig.3.2). 

Beginning with Early Minoan I, the main features describing pottery assemblages 

are dark grey burnished, red burnished, wiped or washed, dark-on-light, cooking 

pot and pithos wares with the main shapes being chalices, cups, jugs, pyxides, 

baking plates, bowls and pedestalled bowls. In Early Minoan IIA, the wares 

continued from the preceding period with the addition of red slipped ware, fine 

grey ware and fine painted ware and with more varied shapes of vessels, such as 

the goblet, the large cup or dipper (scoop), baking plate, pyxis, dish, large bowl 

and cup and jug from preceding period. During Early Minoan IIB, two principal 

fabrics are dominant, a fine to coarse orange buff and red to reddish brown 

coarse ware with the preceding period’s ware groups continuing as well, though 

the dark grey burnished ware seems absent, while some more ware groups are 

added, such as imported Vasiliki ware, limited light-on-dark ware, red or black 

burnished ware, white painted to red coarse ware along with more varied shapes 

of vessels, such as the one-handled cup, footed goblet, open shallow bowl, 

basin, askos (Todaro 2009a). Early Minoan III can be characterised as a 

transitional period since it shows continuities with earlier and later periods. The 

disappearance of Vasiliki ware from the previous period, the decrease in pottery 
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decorated with a simple monochrome red or black surface, while the continuation 

of dark-on-light and light-on-dark wares is clear as well (Todaro 2009a, 2012b). 

Polychrome decoration now makes its first appearance, though it is not so 

common as in the following periods. The following Middle Minoan IA period 

shows stylistic continuity with the EM III period. The popularity of dark-on-light 

and light-on-dark wares continues, while now polychrome and barbotine wares 

start to be more common. By Middle Minoan IB for the first time there is evidence 

of wheel-throwing and polychrome and barbotine wares are more dominant. The 

shapes of vessels appear to have less variety with an emphasis on cups and jugs 

in the tomb assemblages. During Middle Minoan II, the usual fine buff fabric 

continues with two main wares now appearing, the so ‘egg-shell’ ware and fine 

buff crude ware, though there is not much diagnostic ceramic material found from 

this period in the tholos cemeteries (Blackman and Branigan 1982; Branigan and 

Campbell-Green 2010a, 2010b; MacGillivray 2007; Momigliano 2007; Wilson 

2007).  

The importance of working with complete and full profiles of vessels along with 

samples of sherds, therefore, becomes clear, in order to define as closely as 

possible the chronological sequences within relatively small assemblages from 

individual contexts. This can provide a better understanding of the changes 

taking place in the tholos cemeteries and whether they were synchronous across 

the region and to enable a better understanding of intra-regional interaction of 

their communities. Within these chronological sequences other finds (e.g. seals, 

stone vases, metal objects) have also been dated, when possible.  

 
3.2. Data limitations  
 

During this research and previous studies, various limitations and shortcomings 

concerning the available archaeological data itself have been recognised. These, 

general problems will be presented, while the more specific problems concerning 

individual sites will be addressed in the appropriate chapters.  

The communal type of burial posed a number of difficulties due to the mixing of 

material from different burials doing sequential burials, secondary manipulation of 

the skeletons and the re-organisation of deposits with the partial removal of 

skeletal elements from the tomb to ossuaries, in some cases of the finds to 
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annexes as well. In addition, the actions of salvaging, extracting and theft of 

material deposited in these contexts for purposes of re-use (e.g. metals) create 

problems as to how the data is interpreted, particularly through the lack of direct 

associations of the material culture deposited with individual burials. But, at the 

same time, some of these behaviours represent original funerary activities. A 

series of planned activities were suggested to be conducted during the funerary 

process, such as ‘cleaning’ episodes and possible fumigation, selected grouping 

and selected removal of bones as a result of a secondary deposition practice 

(Branigan 1987b). It remains unclear whether the human interference with 

skeletal material (as well as with material culture) took place at the time that they 

were first placed in the tombs or later. This is due to the nature of the burial in the 

tholos cemeteries, which was not a single-phase or simple event, but a more 

complicated process taking place over a long period of time. For this reason, 

there is also a complication if the patterns of use changed, such that later 

patterns of use can obscure potentially different patterns of use earlier during the 

long life of individual tombs.  

Another serious limitation comes from the treasure hunting that has always been 

attractive to looters potentially from antiquity until the present. Tomb looting was 

always a target even in antiquity, with the idea to recover gold that could be 

buried with the deceased. This has been unfortunately continued in modern 

times, when the looters target tombs to remove saleable artefacts for the 

antiquities market, providing artefacts for private collections or museum displays 

without contextual information. In particular, a large part of the Mitsotakis 

collection (Marangou 1992), now housed in the Chania Archaeological Museum, 

quite possibly derives from the Moni Odigitria cemetery (Vasilakis 2010, 52). A 

similar case possibly concerns the unpublished material (e.g. clay vessels) from 

Kephali Odigitrias Skaniari Lakkos. These artefacts, as private collections, cannot 

provide much information towards the analysis and the full reconstruction of a 

looted cemetery. Understanding what level of looting has taken place is important 

to understand what remains and how that has been biased.  

Exacerbating this has been the poor quality of early 20th century excavation 

techniques that limited retention of the major categories of finds (sherds, human 

skeletal remains) and the subsequent loss of data which limited substantially 

subsequent analyses and interpretations of these tombs. Until the 1970s 
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excavations, usually only complete or nearly complete vessels were kept, such 

that the documented samples of pottery are extremely limited and selective, and 

are unlikely to be representative, constraining our understanding of depositional 

patterns, histories and changing patterns of use. In most cases, there were only 

brief descriptions of the vessels and/or of very few diagnostic sherds, while the 

rest (plain or coarse) were not recovered or recorded. Additionally, skeletal 

material was rarely fully collected and recorded in situ, missing out important 

information. Usually this only received very basic summary, no scientific 

terminology and the main parts were noted and collected, like the well-preserved, 

easily recognised skulls. Similarly, contextual and stratigraphic recording in situ 

was limited, rarely allowing the direct association of specific deposits with 

individual architectural elements, and making the definition of architectural 

development and depositional patterns difficult to ascertain for most cemeteries. 

In addition, past publications and excavation reports provided only restricted data 

resolution. Campbell-Green (2007) summarised that of the twenty-seven tombs 

excavated before 1945 in the study area, there are only seven site reports 

numbering over ten pages in length – Ayia Triada (Banti 1931 – 86 pages, 

Paribeni 1903 – 13 pages); Kamilari (Levi 1963 – 141 pages); Vorou (Marinatos 

1931 – 33 pages); Koumasa (Xanthoudides 1924 – 46 pages); Platanos 

(Xanthoudides 1924 – 37 pages); Siva (Paribeni 1913 – 19 pages), Krasi 

(Marinatos 1929 – 39 pages); while only ten tombs have been excavated since 

1970, with Agia Kyriaki (Blackman and Branigan 1982 – 57 pages) offering a 

detailed publication that included some interpretive ideas. The problems posed 

by the lack of detailed full publications was not confined to the past either, and 

only in the past fifteen years have detailed publications been produced for 

excavated tholos cemeteries in south-central Crete, as presented in Chapter 2, 

which are necessary for more contemporary studies.  

Further limitations to the full analysis of the collected data are the disorganised 

storage and thus inability to locate material, and the loss of labels or records (i.e. 

notebooks, plans) that are necessary for the contextual information. 

A final, recent problem that should be mentioned, due to the Greek financial 

recession, is the lack of state funds for the protection and maintenance of many 

of these archaeological sites, such as the lack of fencing, signs, or further in situ 
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preservation. This can create further, future difficulties for scholars to revisit or 

explore the architectural remains. 

All the above different sorts of problems in aggregate make research difficult and 

affect the questions, which can be approached for individual sites in different 

ways. Thus, there is the need for these problems to be recognised and engaged 

with, since only then can a more complete picture of these cemeteries be 

achieved. For each cemetery study any specific problems will be addressed on 

an individual basis, and therefore specific questions will be explored in more 

detail or with more security than can be done at other sites.  

 

3.3. Data documentation 
 

Considering the above chronological problems and the limited retention of the 

collected data from a number of cemeteries, this section will present the 

methodological framework employed in this thesis that will structure the analyses 

and interpretation for each case study. Two main categories of data are 

documented, the architecture and material culture, within which specific analytical 

procedures will be introduced as well as definitions provided for the terms used 

for each data category.  

 

3.3a. Architectural definitions (Fig.3.3):  
A tholos tomb is a circular above-ground built stone tomb. The materials 

preserved and seem to be used for the construction of the tholos are local stone 

and clay. It consists of a circular stone wall which has a single entrance, usually 

on the east side, and most doorways are constructed as a low trilithon entrance 

(two jambs and a lintel). But there are cases where the doorways are constructed 

with built jambs which could support a stone or wooden lintel. However, the 

common east orientation is not absolute since there are tholoi that do not have 

their entrance openings aligned to the east (Goodison 2001, 2004). The main 

wall of the tholos is built, in most cases, of a rubble core of small stones and 

earth faced both inside and out with large blocks, some using roughly worked 

stones (Branigan 1970a, 162-164; Branigan 1970b, 31). Large blocks or boulders 

are also incorporated into their foundations in most cases, but there are cases 

where the foundation course is made of small stones (Branigan 1993, 45). The 
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majority of burials rest directly on the cleared rock surface (bedrock) or on the 

build-up of previous burials, while some tombs show carefully made floors. Their 

roof construction remains unclear, since it is debated whether these tombs were 

completely stone vaulted or not. It is usually unclear whether the fallen stones 

recovered would have been sufficient for a vault, or the use of timber could 

suggest a partially vaulted roof. The type of roofing could have been directly 

linked to other architectural structural elements, such as interior divisions, walls, 

their thickness, any evidence of buttressing (i.e. a second peripheral wall) and 

their diameters, as well as some projecting slabs noticed in some tombs, possibly 

used as stepping stones for accessing and repairing the roof of the tholos. The 

size of these tombs varies considerably, from approximately two to thirteen 

meters, thus the roofing could have presented different challenges in different 

tombs.  

The tholoi often are adopted to become more complex with the addition of 

specific architectural elements, such as corridors and annex rooms. The latter are 

rectangular rooms attached to the main tholos structure, exclusively associated 

with it, and they could have been used for burial and ritual preparations, perhaps 

storing funerary used equipment, accordingly to their deposits. Sometimes they 

were even found interments in these rooms as well. They basically served as 

additions responding to the developing needs of the cemetery and to changes in 

funerary rituals. In a few cases they could be considered as an integral addition. 

In most cases they are relatively small, their walls are thin and their height is not 

more than two metres. They would possibly have been roofed by mud or clay on 

wooden beams, and in some cases, they appear not to have been provided with 

any apparent entrance (perhaps no longer visible due to their poor, low wall 

construction). In general, they resemble the house-tombs of eastern Crete during 

the Prepalatial and Protopalatial periods. Based on the needs of each tomb plan, 

a corridor or an entrance passage connecting such a room with the tholos or 

even communicating between multiple annex rooms is involved. It is clear from 

the most recently excavated examples (Agia Kyriaki, Moni Odigitria and Skaniari 

Lakkos) that annex structures were re-built and replaced, not surprising because 

of their lighter construction (compared to the tholoi), and use over often many 

centuries. This suggests more complicated cemeteries and rebuilding histories 
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are likely for other cemeteries do well but this remains unrecognised because of 

early, less careful excavation.  

Part of the later additions are also the ossuaries, sometimes defined by 

rectangular or square built rooms, or by simple pits; all types of ossuaries were 

used for secondary depositions, mainly of skeletal material but also sometimes 

involving artefacts, presumably removed with the bones from the tholoi.  

Additionally, based on the depositions left one can sometimes identify the 

existence of a bench within a cemetery, which was interpreted by a few scholars 

as ‘altar’. Two types have been suggested, built structures like a bench, 

characterised as fixed altars (e.g. Agia Kyriaki) and mobile equipment suggested 

by offering receptacles, such as offering tables or kernoi1 (e.g. Agia Triada) 

(Soles 1992, 219-20).  

Another common architectural feature seen within these cemeteries are buttress 

walls, mostly around the circular wall structures, but sometimes by one or more 

walls of the rectangular buildings for additional strength. This extra wall support, 

made of smaller stones in most cases, seems to be a later addition during the 

long-term use of the cemeteries.  

Open-air spaces have been recognised at some tholos cemeteries. There are 

variations in the way they are demarcated architecturally. They are often 

distinguished as forecourts, which are enclosed, small open spaces immediately 

in front of the tomb, and larger courtyards, which are open-air, often paved areas. 

In a few recently, carefully excavated cemeteries, within these open-air spaces 

there is evidence of hearths, traces of burning activities and ceramics involving 

food preparation and drinking consumption. In very few cases (Moni Odigitria, 

Agia Kyriaki), the open, paved areas were surrounded by a peribolos associated 

with the area, considered to be a defining boundary wall (Branigan 1993, 127). Its 

function remains unclear; whether it was low or high, it could have defined the 

cemetery or blocked the sight of activities within it, and therefore limited 

participation.  

 

3.3b. Material culture categories:  

                                                
1 Stone slabs with multiple depressions (Chapouthier 1928; Cucuzza 2011; Xanthoudides 1905/1906 – 
several specific studies for these).   
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Apart from the pottery, other categories of materials are also found (Fig.3.4). 

However, the numbers of finds other than pottery, in particular those made of 

precious materials, are not necessarily representative of the actual originally 

number deposited, since they could have been the most attractive objects to 

looters in the past and more recently, and the organic objects have decayed.  

One of the most diagnostic categories of finds other than pottery is the seals of 

which a considerable number have been recovered from the cemeteries. They 

are significant chronological indicators and can reveal information about the 

social, economic and political complexity of the Pre- and Protopalatial 

communities, based on how they were used, the variety of the materials used 

and the skills employed for their production. Sbonias (2010; 2012) has analysed 

the diversity and the development through time of these objects with an emphasis 

on the region of south-central Crete. Three main chronological phases can be 

distinguished: a) Early Prepalatial (EM II), b) Late Prepalatial (EM III/ MM IA), and 

c) Protopalatial (MM I – II), where the first demonstrates seal production based 

on local soft stone and particularly bone with simple linear motifs, the second 

presents high skills and exotic materials used, such as imported ivory, for the 

production of seals with several iconographic groups. The third period documents 

that seals made of a white paste, imitating faience, forming a distinct tradition 

linked with the Asterousia region in particular. The adoption of the Egyptian 

scarab form and the use of a glazing technique imitating faience show links with 

Egypt (Sbonias 2012). 

Another category of fairly abundant finds are the stone vases, which also offer 

many interpretative opportunities. Their indestructibility along with their broad 

range in raw materials and regional diversity make them an interesting group for 

further analyses and comparisons (Bevan 2007). Several varieties of stones have 

been recognised even within small collections of stone vases from individual 

sites, apart from the great contrast of the large concentration of hundreds of 

examples from the cemetery of Platanos against considerably smaller quantities 

at other sites. Based on Evely’s report (2010) from Moni Odigitria, most rocks 

(e.g. chlorite schist, brown and green serpentine, limestone) that were used are 

available in Crete and in the region of our cemeteries. The most common types 

found are alabastra, bird’s nest bowls, pyxides, spouted bowls, offering tables, 

kernoi and lamps. Apart from being chronological indicators, these items can also 
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provide sure evidence on the nature of trade within and outside the island (such 

as the Cycladic and/ or Egyptian imports or even off-island ideas intoduced). 

Apart from stone vases, other stone objects, such as ground stone tools, 

pounders or rubbers, stone figurines, jewellery (beads) and seals were also 

produced.   

The chipped stone is another category found within these cemeteries, mainly 

comprising obsidian blades, cores or flakes. Obsidian is a black volcanic glass 

and is the most easily recognisable among imported materials in Crete, since it 

comes almost exclusively from the island of Melos in the Cyclades. This material 

category can provide information to the specialists about the raw materials, their 

relative proportion, likely origin, how they were worked and how these objects 

were distributed at individual sites, as discussed for the case of Moni Odigitria by 

Carter (2010, 151-169). Further comparisons could be made with places outside 

Crete, such as the Cyclades (Carter 1998, 2004). Finally, a few other chipped 

stone artefacts are made of siliceous materials (chert, flint, radiolarite) and others 

made of quartzite and sandstone – raw materials considered as local.  

A category of finds conveying useful information (materials used, typological 

differences) to be compared between these cemeteries are the copper and 

bronze daggers. Daggers are particularly prominent within the cemeteries with a 

high concentration in the Mesara region compared to other regions of Crete 

(Branigan 1968; Legarra Herrero 2004; Tselios 2008; 2009). Two main types are 

distinguished: the long and triangular daggers. The latter are almost exclusively 

found in the Mesara and considered to predate the long type. However, recently 

published examples from Lebena Gerokampos Tomb II (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, 136-7) suggest the existence of long daggers in early deposits, while 

triangular daggers could have been used longer as suggested by their presence 

in MM I deposits from Tholos A at Agia Triada (Banti 1931). Thus, both types 

could have co-existed through time. Clear preferences for different types and the 

materials (copper, bronze and silver) used for these objects are documented 

between the cemeteries in the Mesara. Based on recent metallurgical analyses, 

most Mesara Prepalatial daggers were manufactured at the larges sites of Agia 

Triada, Platanos and Koumasa, while fewer of these objects were found at 

smaller sites, such as Moni Odigitria and Lebena (Tselios 2008; 2009). 
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Another component of the metalwork assemblage are tools. This category 

consists of chisels, awls and axes. In addition, a sub-category derived as toilet 

implements, such as scrapers and tweezers, will be included here.   

Overall, the metal artefacts found in the tombs in the Mesara are mainly made of 

bronze and copper, and less frequently of gold, silver or lead. These raw 

materials were mainly imported, with the exception of copper that possibly had 

local sources near Chrisostomos in southern Crete (Blackman and Branigan 

1975; Stos-Gale 1998; Stos-Gale and Gale 2003, 2010). The possible sources 

for copper ores are the western Cyclades, Cyprus, southern Attica, and probably 

Anatolia (Stos-Gale 1998; Stos-Gale and Gale 2003, 2010). Tin is not available in 

the Aegean, and only becomes used for bronze, late in the Early Bronze II period 

in the Aegean, it was probably used, like at contemporary Anatolian, Levantine 

and Mesopotamian sites, from sources in Afghanistan or possibly Iran (Tosi et al. 

1992). It will have been traded into the Aegean in small quantities through 

Anatolia. Gold was also imported to the island (Branigan 1974, 63; Legarra 

Herrero 2014b; Vasilakis 1996, 43-50) with possible origins from Euboea and 

Macedonia (Branigan 1991), while silver and lead derived from the Cyclades 

(Sifnos, possibly Kea) and Attica (Lavrion) (Stos-Gale 1998, 2009). However, the 

metalworkers developed a uniquely Mesaran repertoire, which included triangular 

silver daggers, as found in the cemetery of Koumasa (Legarra Herrero 2004; 

Tselios 2008, 2009).  

Another major category of finds comprises the jewellery. This category includes 

beads, pendants, amulets, rings, bangles, earrings, diadems, pins, made of 

various materials. From the late Prepalatial period these may include exotic 

imports (ivory and faience objects), though the materials often used are local 

stones (serpentine, steatite, schist, sard and rock crystal) or materials such as 

bone and seashells that mainly beads, pendants and amulets are made of. 

Rings, bangles, diadems and some beads are also made of metals, such as gold, 

silver, bronze and copper.  

Figurines are mainly made of clay and stone. In most cases, they are made of 

local stone imitating Cycladic style figurines developing a more local style, known 

as Koumasa type figurines. Their presence in the tholos cemeteries indicates a 

different practice than what is seen in the Cyclades, pointing to a local mortuary 

tradition. Papadatos (1999, 2007, 2016) notes that the figurines imported from 
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the Cyclades to Crete are relatively few, while the bulk are produced in Crete. 

The development and production of local Cycladic and Cycladicising types show 

that the Cycladic figurines in Crete were not considered as ‘exotica’; instead they 

could have been used as objects of display and conspicuous consumption in 

mortuary contexts, perhaps signifying social distinction or special status 

(Papadatos 2007, 435-41). Very few figurines found in these cemeteries were 

considered to be made of ivory (with a possible intention to produce more male 

ivory figurines as noted by Branigan, 1970b).  

A final category of finds from the tombs is a broad, but limited category, mainly 

comprised of objects such as loomweights, spindle-whorls and clay models. They 

are discussed together, simply because they are found in very low quantities but 

are considered in case any patterns of occurrence can be recognised.  

For this study the main emphasis is given to the pottery assemblage with the rest 

as complementing evidence. Ceramics are the most abundant and well 

preserved evidence that provides functional and stylistic information. Additionally, 

pottery offers more precise dating in the context of usually confused stratigraphy 

and provides the clearest evidence for the development of each cemetery 

through time.  

This thesis follows the terms used in describing the forms and wares used in the 

publication of Moni Odigitria ceramic assemblage (Branigan and Campbell-Green 

2010a, 69-83), which is the most up to date. 

Pottery was studied and dated according to its shape, decoration, size and major 

fabric and ware distinctions. Specific categories of vessels are defined that 

present clear distinctions between them, allowing us to consider meaningful 

patterns of their functional meanings. Then, through their spatial association, 

analysis allows further comparisons between the cemeteries to detect variations 

between cemeteries and changes taking place in the activities conducted at the 

cemeteries.  

Starting with the shapes, the vessels were sorted into the following main types 

(Fig.3.5): the cup is one of the main types recognised, with three sub-categories 

distinguished: a) the handled cup, b) the carinated cup and c) the conical 

handleless cup. The handled and carinated cups could be produced in a varied 

range of volumes. The first usually have one handle, a simple rim with vertical or 

slightly bulging sides that curve inward to form a flat or rounded base. Similar are 
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the second, with the main difference concerning their body as they have a low 

waist above which the sides are vertical or concave and below which the wall 

curves or slants inward to a low pedestal or flat base. The third category of cup is 

conical and handleless with a flat base. The walls can vary from straight to flaring 

outward or they can have a slight S-profile (Branigan and Campbell-Green 

2010a, 69-126). The last category is mainly small vessels in terms of capacity, 

while the other two categories can vary.  

Other types that could be considered as being part of the large group of drinking 

vessels, are the chalice, the goblet, the tankard and the tumbler. These last types 

can be broadly seen as larger cups in volume apart from the goblet, which is a 

small type of vessel. The chalice and the goblet share the feature of a foot or 

pedestal as a base, both are without handles but their main difference is their 

size. Tankards and tumblers are both deep, but the former have two handles, 

while the latter are handleless. These types, except the goblet, have wider 

openings when compared to the above cups, suggesting a different use. 

Jugs can be beaked, round-bottomed or flat-bottomed (sometimes with pellet feet 

or a ring base) and sometimes they can be anthropomorphic or zoomorphic but 

they are rare. All jugs have one handle and their size varies, with a clear 

preference for medium and large volumes. A significant number of juglets, which 

are miniature jugs, is recorded from these funerary contexts, and will have had 

less utilitarian uses.  

The teapot could be included in the sub-categories of spouted bowls or spouted 

jars, but because of their constricted mouth that could have been sealed with a 

lid, they can be seen as a separate shape category. Their size varies, and 

sometimes this term is used for handleless teapots with tubular spout in later 

periods, while examples of larger size belong to the spouted jar category.  

The bowl is distinctive due to its depth and the angle of its upper wall and rim. 

They normally have upper walls either nearly vertical or even inward sloping and 

rims upright or inward facing. Their height is no less than a third of their diameter 

and often half of it; their rim to base diameter ratio is often around 2:1 (Branigan 

and Campbell-Green 2010a, 80). Four sub-categories of bowls are defined: a) 

spouted bowl (this type usually has a handle opposite the spout or two handles 

on the sides), b) handled carinated bowl (the distinction between the large 

handled cup and small handled bowl is often a difficult, the only difference is 
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when they have a slight spout that could belong to spouted bowls), c) plain, 

unspouted bowl (flat based with slightly inclined upper sides) and d) pedestalled 

bowl (their shape is very distinctive since their main feature is the pedestal).  

A dish is an open shallow bowl, presumably with lower height and to rim 

diameter. Their size varies, with a large range of diameters recorded. 

The jar which is divided into the following sub-categories: a) spouted jar (tall deep 

vessel with narrow base, high shoulder, simple inward rim, short horizontal or 

inclined spout and two horizontal side handles), b) tall necked jar (tall piriform jars 

without spout – sometimes with no handles but often two-handled), c) spherical 

handled jar (these jars have a spherical body with either a rounded or flat base), 

d) hole-mouth jar (they are similar to spouted jars but without the spout and their 

mouth is about the same diameter with the base), e) suspension jar (these 

vessels have lids, narrow mouths, spherical or flattened spherical body and 

perforated lugs as handles; similar to the pyxis in shape but larger in size but 

pyxides often have more cylindrical bodies). Pyxis is small, has a lid and a 

spherical or quite often cylindrical body.  

Finally, under the cooking ware category the following shapes have been 

identified: tripod cooking pot, scoop and baking plate (or platter). Tripod cooking 

pot can be found of various sizes, scoops are basically large deep cups with 

elongated, loop handles and baking plates are almost flat with a thickened or 

sometimes upturned rim. The larger coarse containers consist of the pithos and 

larnax shapes. Pithos is basically a large, thick-walled, very deep container and 

larnakes are these straight-walled, oblong or ovoid tubs, both vessels were used 

as burial containers in these funerary contexts.  

Decoration is another important parameter for the study of the ceramic 

assemblages. Some main characteristics of the decorative styles have already 

been discussed above, which define the chronological sequence in this region. 

Decoration (e.g. painted, linear motifs or incised) and surface treatment (e.g. 

slipped or burnished) are the criteria to assign a vessel to a specific ware group, 

along with fabric (Wilson and Day 1994).  

For fabric, major distinctions were recorded (fine, semi-fine, semi-coarse, 

coarse), attempting to explore more the coarse type of vessels with special 

references to cooking pot ware, since these groups were one of the major biases 

from past excavations and analyses, which had not given emphasis on collecting 
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or documenting plain or coarse types of vessels. Some technological 

observations, such as methods of manufacture (whether a vessel was 

wheelmade or handmade), were also recorded mainly as additional chronological 

indicators. 

Size, when preservation is sufficient for measurements, is another important 

parameter for examining the function of the vessels.  

Gross size distinctions can be seen, like small, medium, large or outsized vessels 

within each shape category. Overall, the small shapes tend to be fairly 

standardised, whereas larger shapes, though represented by fewer examples, 

tend to have broader ranges, probably reflecting a wider range of uses. Even a 

gross crude estimate of the capacity of the vessels would possibly enhance 

additional information about how vessels were used, what they contained and 

what consumers the contents were intended to serve and thus why these vessels 

were included in this assemblage.  

The association of shape and size distinctions can be assumed to represent 

broad functional categories among the vessels and perhaps their conceptual 

meanings as to how they were used in the past (Fig.3.6). These divisions are not 

strict but are meant to recognise the likely use based on the overall shape of the 

pot and subsume some of the finer typological categories defined above.  

The first major category is the drinking vessels. This category consists of cups, 

goblets, tankards, tumblers and chalices. Their shapes suggest vessels used for 

liquid consumption. A difficult division can be between the larger carinated cups 

and smaller carinated bowls since the liquid consumption is not necessarily 

limited to cups, though in most cases the bowls do have a slim spout suggesting 

liquid transfer, not direct consumption. The presence of handles or not can 

enhance the idea of a sharing action along with the size of the vessel.  

The vessels with a spout can be considered as pouring vessels since the spout 

suggests a liquid pouring action. This functional group consists of teapots, jugs, 

spouted jars and bowls.  

The serving vessels category includes deep bowls, dishes, anything that is 

defined as open vessel larger than a cup that could be used for food too.  

Another major functional group is the storage vessels, which includes closed, 

handled vessels that were used perhaps for storage or transport. A large range 
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from very small (pyxides, handled lidded suspension jars) to very large vessels 

(piriform hole-mouth jars) carry the meaning of storing or transport.  

Cooking vessels are also present in cemeteries, which consist of tripod cooking 

pots, scoops, baking plates and of a jar shape that is made of a cooking ware 

fabric. The presence of pithoi and larnakes within funerary contexts and 

sometimes with the human remains inside them, forms the category defined as 

burial vessels. 

All the major shape categories (cup, jug, bowl) can come under two additional 

functional groups the communal vessels and symbolic vessels, which are defined 

by their size. The former are very outsized vessels, possibly used for serving or 

display for large groups of people, while the latter are very small (miniatures) that 

could only have served for some kind of symbolic use.  

 

3.3c. Analytical procedures:  
This thesis will analyse a selection of cemeteries within one specific region in 

terms of their architectural remains along with the material culture deposited in 

them. This is a two-way relationship, since the architecture cannot be studied by 

itself, while the material culture found within it cannot productively be understood 

by itself, independent of its context and association. The finds are always 

deposited in specific defined or constructed spaces, so their interpretation needs 

to be undertaken through the prism of their context.  

Four cemeteries will be analysed in detail: Skaniari Lakkos at Kephali Odigitrias 

(unpublished material), Korakies at Miamou (unpublished material), Koumasa 

and Platanos (re-examined material involving some unpublished). Patterns 

defined will also be compared with the better published cemeteries, such as Moni 

Odigitria, Lebena, Agia Triada and Agia Kyriaki. Preliminary data from on-going 

studies of other tholos cemeteries, such as Apesokari A, B and Sopata Kouses 

will also be considered. 

For each tholos cemetery, architectural and stratigraphic analysis will be 

undertaken, to try to identify preserved deposits and to assess their behavioural 

and depositional integrity. Then, the contents of such assemblages (primarily 

pottery) will be considered in order to define the depositional behaviour within 

specific contexts. The relationships among different structures, spaces and 
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between interior and exterior spaces within the cemeteries will be examined to 

define patterns in the use of the cemeteries.  

The patterns of deposition through identifiable chronological phases within their 

architecturally defined spatial contexts, will be analysed to determine how the 

cemeteries were used, what activities took place where, involving what sort of 

groups, in connection with or distinction from other activities and how all these 

vary across the region, and as cemeteries develop through time. By exploring 

whether material culture was used synchronously in the same way, or if there are 

different preferences for how specific objects and structures were used, we can 

attempt to understand what these differences or similarities in function and 

preference mean for the communities that used these cemeteries. This may 

enable the identification sub-regional traditions, which will enable a better 

understanding of inter- and intra- regional interaction. 

Chapters 4 through 7 will present and analyse each cemetery individually. In 

Chapter 8 the studied cemeteries will be compared to the others analysed in 

detail, and eventually to the broader patterns in the less detailed regional data. 

The final Chapter 9 will situate the patterns defined in south-central Crete, within 

the wider island context, and the broad and changing cultural context of 

Prepalatial and Protopalatial Crete.  
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CHAPTER 4: THE KEPHALI ODIGITRIAS CEMETERY  

 
 
4.1. The site and its situation 
 

The Minoan cemetery of Kephali Odigitrias at the locality known as “Stou Skaniari 

to Lakko”, situated east of Vathy bay, was initially excavated in 1962 by C. Davaras, 

following the thorough looting of the main tholos tomb (Davaras 1968). Further 

looting destroyed sections of additional funerary buildings in the unexcavated area 

of the cemetery, as well as disrupting deposits. Further, more systematic rescue 

excavations by A. Vasilakis took place in 1994-95 (Vasilakis 1990; Saltos 2000).  

The cemetery lies in Asterousia mountains, between the Mesara plain and the 

south coast of south-central Crete. Specifically, the site of Skaniari Lakkos is 

located southwest of the Monastery of Odigitrias towards Martsalo bay (Fig.4.1), 

via a dirt road from the Kephali and Vathy junction towards the Kephali, where the 

landscape is mainly characterised by scrub vegetation, including species of wild 

olive tree (oleaster), cedar, cypress and schinus (Fig.4.2).  

The area close to Skaniari Lakkos has not been systematically surveyed, but a few 

sites are known from past investigations (Blackman and Branigan 1975, 1977; 

Vasilakis 1990; Branigan and Vasilakis 2010a, 2010b). In particular, on the rocky 

hilltop above the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery is the settlement of Doukiania, which, 

based on the excavator’s first observations, is dated from the EM III/ MM IA to LM 

IIIC periods; mainly used in MM IB to MM II, LM I and LM III (Vasilakis 1990, 56-

58). This settlement seems to cover around 2000 m², and the excavator first 

suggested that it could be associated with the tholos tombs of Skaniari Lakkos and 

Agios Georgios, which are situated nearby. However, the evidence shows that this 

settlement, as most settlements so far discovered, seems to be mainly occupied in 

later periods with at most, limited occupation contemporary with these cemeteries. 

South of Doukiania is located another looted tholos tomb of Agios Georgios, which 

one passes by going to Skaniari Lakkos today. There was no systematic 

investigation so it is unknown whether it could have had any other rooms apart 

from the tholos tomb itself, which is roughly estimated at 3.50 m. for its internal 

diameter, 1 m. for preserved height and 1.20-1.50 m. for its wall thickness. It seems 

to be dated in the Early Minoan period based on the very few diagnostic, scattered 
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sherds (Vasilakis 1990, 50) (Fig.4.3). A few other isolated houses and tombs are 

also located in this area, such as the locality named stou Apethamenou to Lakko 

which is a sub-Neolithic house, based on the few potsherds and stone tools 

collected, and the Doukiania settlement on a flat summit of lower height, c.1000 m. 

above Skaniari Lakkos cemetery (Vasilakis 1990, 58-60; Alexiou and Warren 2004, 

193). To the west near the bay of Vathy, there is another Minoan settlement at the 

locality known as tou Agou Mandra, partly excavated by Davaras (1968, 405), 

where a few walls of 1.10 m. height and part of a staircase with very little MM III-

LM I pottery was documented. Another settlement of the Neopalatial period was 

found in 1993 at the locality known as Agioi Eutuchianoi, by the main road to the 

bay of Martsalos. In the western part of this bay a rescue excavation was 

undertaken for ten days, where two rooms from a large building were dug with 

strong walls with painted plaster fragments. This building is dated approximately 

1800 – 1600 BC and it seems to be closely associated with Phaistos, as the pottery 

indicates (Vasilakis 2000, 117).  

Thus, the picture of this remote area (Kephali-Vathy sub-region of the southwest 

Agiofarango, as it was defined by Vasilakis 1990) is characterised by a marginal, 

low density landscape of farmsteads and hamlets with the occasional small village 

during the Prepalatial period, extrapolating from the intensive surveys of the lower 

and upper catchment of the neighbouring Agiofarango valley (Blackman and 

Branigan 1977; Branigan and Vasilakis 2010a, 2010b). Structures with sherds 

dated to earlier phases (sub-Neolithic and EM I) suggest a first occupation of the 

Agiofarango and its neighbouring area by the sub-Neolithic period (Fig.4.4). The 

picture presented of this sub-region therefore, is quite similar to the south coast 

between the Agiofarango and Chrisostomos, where three tholos cemeteries were 

recorded near the harbours of Kaloi Limenes and Lasaia (Blackman and Branigan 

1975). Traces of human occupation of the western Asterousia were considered by 

Vasilakis and Branigan (2010a, 26-27), suggesting about 7-12 households 

associated with the Prepalatial cemetery of Moni Odigitria, as four localities of 

Prepalatial habitation (EM IIA) were located in the immediate area north, northwest 

and southwest of it. Scattered farmsteads with a low density of habitation were thus 

a common pattern of settlement in the broader region (Blackman and Branigan 

1975; 1977), whereas in EM IIB – III there is a lack of settlements, perhaps due to 

a shifting settlement location. Moving to the Protopalatial period there are 
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differences in occupation within these smaller sub-regions. The evidence of the 

Moni Odigitria survey suggests nucleation taking place at certain settlement sites 

which expanded during the MM period, while a rapid decline in the area is observed 

after MM III (Vasilakis and Branigan 2010a, 27). However, the micro-region of 

Kephali-Vathy, Doukiania, presents a longer period of occupation through the LM 

periods.  

Additionally, in other areas of the Asterousia these nucleation trends in the 

settlement pattern were followed by a new cycle of transformation of the landscape, 

which involved settlement growth in coastal areas and selected harbor sites, where 

the Trypiti survey has recently provided some additional light on these processes 

(Vasilakis and Sbonias 2018). Perhaps this is where the example of Kephali-Vathy 

falls, with the harbours of Martsalos and Vathy close by playing an important role 

for this area. A future intensive survey of this sub-region would be needed to clarify 

such processes through time and finally contextualise the cemetery at Skaniari 

Lakkos.  

 
4.2. The site, discovery and investigation 
 

In 1962 Costis Davaras visited the cemetery site after being informed by Stylianos 

Alexiou, then Ephor of the Archaeological Service, about severe looting of a tholos 

tomb in the area. The original notes from the rescue expedition in 1962 by Davaras 

mention the location of the site, located one hour and a half from the monastery on 

a low hill oriented from east to west. Cleaning of the tholos tomb (tholos A as he 

noted) and collection of the material took place for one week in November 1962 

(Fig.4.5). It seems that further rectangular buildings were identified at that time but 

no further salvage work took place (Davaras 1963, 1967, 1968). Based on his 

notes, the interior of the tomb contained lots of rubble and debris, possibly coming 

from the neighbouring eastern rectangular building (Building 2), but also contained 

a lot of human bones, Early Minoan pottery, a few pithos fragments, obsidian 

pieces, bronze fragments, some steatite beads and pendants. The work continued 

with the removal of stones and the looting back-dirt from the tholos. The west part 

of the door jamb survived approximately 1.90 m. as Davaras’ sketch shows 

(Fig.4.6). 
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During Antonis Vasilakis’ extensive reconnaissance in the western part of the 

Asterousia region (1989-1990), repeated visits to the area confirmed the continuing 

damage to the site through looting activity in the tholos tomb complex. However, 

approximately 25 m. east of the already known complex there was a new, 

extensively looted structure. The archaeological guard of the area Z. Spyridakis 

estimated that looting possibly took place in 1974, when he collected some surface 

finds, sent to the Archaeological Museum of Heraklion. 

The more systematic rescue excavations took place during the summers of 1994 

and 1995 under A. Vasilakis. The aim was to salvage the existing looted cemetery 

and to define its boundaries. The cemetery consists of four visible buildings and 

possibly a fifth according to the excavator (uncertain since it survives only as some 

large stone blocks), organised into two complexes (West and East). The West 

Complex comprises Buildings 1 (which is the tholos), 2 and 3 (rectangular 

buildings), while the East Complex, 26 metres away from the first, comprises 

Building 4 (another rectangular building) and possibly Building 5 (if there was a 

circular structure) (Fig.4.7). Details about the excavation process through both 

fieldwork seasons can be found in Appendix 1. This summarises the notebooks, 

presenting the progress of the excavations, the buildings, the stratigraphy and 

preserved contexts (any undisturbed deposits). A concordance and reference lists 

of excavated spaces, trenches and excavation units are presented in Appendices 

2 and 3. 

Subsequent visits to the site indicate occasional continuing looting, and it is unclear 

whether the cemetery originally had additional structures, or any encompassing 

court or peribolos.  

The general problems and limitations in getting access to the archaeological 

materials have been discussed in Chapter 3, but each assemblage presents 

specific challenges. Practical difficulties affected the collection of data, especially 

when older collections are retrieved from the storage rooms of a museum for the 

first time. In the case of the Skaniari Lakkos material, it was necessary to track and 

access the material from both campaigns by the different excavators. Complete 

vessels and sherds were stored separately, as well other types of finds. The 

skeletal material from the cemetery could not be located in the storerooms of the 

Archaeological Service; possibly due to the labels outside the boxes falling off or 

completely degrading, the material cannot be identified. Unfortunately, in early 
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excavations, the skeletal remains, if recovered, did not receive what we would now 

consider appropriate treatment in recovery or storage compared to other materials. 

The only guide is the notebooks of the excavation and lists by the excavator 

pointing out the existence of this osteological material and where it came from. If 

the human remains are eventually located, specialist study can be undertaken. 

Finally, among the documentation (photos, notebooks, drawings, plans), one of the 

six notebooks (from seasons 1994-95) is missing. Any further information and 

discussions with the excavator have partially covered the gaps from these missing 

notebooks.  

  

4.3. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 
The West Complex of the cemetery consists of three burial buildings: one tholos 

and two conjoined rectangular buildings (Fig.4.8). To the south, the burial buildings 

open onto a wide space, where two forecourts are located in front of the two 

rectangular buildings. 

The tholos (Building 1) was constructed in late EM I and continued in use until late 

EM II, with also a little pottery of EM III, collected during the excavation seasons of 

1994-95. Two main architectural phases are distinguished, one in EM IB that 

involved the construction of the tholos and another in EM IIA with the construction 

of the buttressing wall around the periphery of tholos. 

The tholos tomb has a trilithon entrance oriented south – southeast (this type of 

entrance reinforces the early date of the tomb according to Branigan 1993, 59-60; 

Panagiotopoulos 2002, 11-12), and an exterior buttressing wall was built against 

the tholos. The tholos has an internal diameter of 3.70 to 3.90 m. and an original 

wall thickness of 0.85 to 1.50 m. The height of the entrance up to the lintel is 0.90 

m., while the surviving height of the tomb wall is 1.90 m. and the width of the 

opening of the entrance is 0.55 m. (Figs.4.6; 4.9) (Alexiou 1963, 312). The tholos 

is constructed of monumental, unworked stone blocks with infilling rubble. Its later 

buttressing wall (thickness: 0.60 m. approximately) encircles it within a polygon 

shape, reinforcing the tomb (Figs.4.8; 4.10). Its construction seemed not to follow 

the most common pattern for these tombs, with a foundation course of large stones 

and in the upper courses, smaller stones (Branigan 1970b, 31). On the contrary, 

as similarly with the case of the nearby Tholos B at Moni Odigitria, the large stones 
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rest upon a foundation of small stones (Figs.4.11; 4.12). This building method was 

employed in other contemporary tombs, such as at nearby Agia Kyriaki (Blackman 

and Branigan 1982, 4) where the foundation course also consisted of smallish 

blocks of stones and the next course of larger, suggesting a local tradition in tomb 

construction within a micro-region (in the restricted area of the Agiofarango and 

Odigitria valley systems), as suggested by Campbell-Green (2010). As far as the 

roofing system is concerned, a slight overhang can be identified by the trilithon 

entrance (Figs.4.13; 4.14), though whether this simply reduced the span for a roof 

in other materials, or is the start of a corbelled roof cannot be determined.  

The orientation of the doorway deviates from the dominance of tholos east-facing 

entrances, since its doorway is to the south-east, and is one of the few cases of 

tholos tombs with a south-east or south doorway location (Goodison 2001, 2004). 

The tradition of an east-facing entrance, and also an aversion to the settlement 

area being to the east of the tombs, may both be manifestations of a ritual 

inspiration very possibly to distinguish between the dead and the world of the living, 

while maintaining a close proximity between them (Branigan 1998, 19). Its 

buttressing wall is another feature seen in other cemeteries such as Tholos B of 

Moni Odigitria, where the wall is detectable around its whole periphery (Vasilakis 

2010, 61), Apesokari A (Flouda 2012c, 113), Lebena Zervou (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, 21), Marathokephalo (Xanthoudides 1918) and Vorou A and B (Marinatos 

1930-31, 138-9 and 142-3). These could suggest a second architectural phase 

pointing to the need for a supporting wall to correct any possible structural 

instability during the long history of each tomb, or simply retaining the core wall. 

Specifically, in the Moni Odigitria cemetery an outer ‘skin’ is noted around the entire 

circumference of Tholos B, while in cemeteries like Kouses, Apesokari A, B, Vorou 

A, B and Miamou, added ‘skins’ are noted only around part of the circuit, quite often 

less than half of it. The added wall thickness has been assumed to increase the 

stability of the structure and perhaps add to the counter-pressure of a stone vault, 

either due to severe damage to the original wall or to reinforce it in case it was 

considered too thin. Another possibility could be to enhance the monumentality 

and make a tomb look larger and more impressive (Branigan 2010b, 252-3).  

The tholos seems to stand by itself; if there was an annex (possible), it would have 

been a later addition in front of the door, as is the common architectural pattern at 

other cemeteries, but no trace of such an addition has survived, since this area 
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was not well preserved after the looting activity and thus no further rescue 

excavation work seems to have taken place. Some rubble can be seen today, but 

this possibly comes from the adjacent forecourt of Building 2 or the buttressing wall 

around the tholos and not necessarily from a possible annex. A tholos that stands 

alone with no annexes, is represented in various Prepalatial cemeteries in the 

region, while in other cemeteries a single tholos constructed in EM I had additional 

structures added to it through time. 

The tholos produced very disturbed deposits. The floor was uneven and it was not 

clear whether any clearing activities had occurred   throughout its history of use.  

A rectangular burial structure, Building 2, located immediately next to the tholos 

consists of four spaces, one forecourt and three rooms – one nearly square and 

two rectangular (Room 1 to the south and Rooms 2a, 2b to the north). It has its 

own trilithon entrance oriented south (in Room 1) and a forecourt in front of it 

(Fig.4.15). Inside this trilithon entrance is Room 1, an almost square antechamber 

of c. 2x2 m. with a north opening with two jambs giving access to the subdivided 

Rooms 2a and Room 2b (Fig.4.8). The opening of the trilithon entrance is almost 

0.50 m. wide, and the height to the lintel is about 0.70 m. The doorway between 

Rooms 1 and 2a is 1.10 m. wide, the western jamb is 0.65 m. in depth, while the 

eastern is 0.60 m. and their surviving heights do not exceed 0.50 m. (Fig.4.16). In 

Room 1, part of the NW corner of the west wall of this room has been destroyed 

by looting activity. The excavation notebooks mention a bench along the east wall 

of this room. This might butt against the south wall and north walls and consists of 

small stones that bonded to the south wall (Fig.4.17). The east walling gives the 

impression of a possibly later addition for consolidation. Perhaps it was built to 

support the roof, where the south walling of Room 2b is bonded to Room 1 

(Fig.4.18). 

Room 2a is the largest rectangular room of Building 2 (4.60 m. x 2.40 m.) accessed 

through the opening from Room 1 (Fig.4.19). The masonry consists of small and 

medium sized limestone blocks, the wall thickness ranges from 0.55 – 0.65 m. and 

the surviving heights range from 0.25 – 1.10 m. Based on the excavation 

notebooks, in the NE corner of Room 2, walls have not survived (Fig.4.8). At this 

point, there may have been an opening giving access to Room 2b. After the 

restoration of the site, these gaps seem to have been filled with the rubble that was 

found inside this space due to disturbance (Figs.4.20; 4.21). The north part of the 
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wall between Room 2a and 2b has partially collapsed due to looting, but a basal 

row of stones appears to be in situ (Fig.4.20; 4.21) and this wall has been restored. 

It remains problematic how Room 2b was accessed if this restoration is correct. 

Room 2b is very narrow (0.60 m. wide), running along Room 2a, so perhaps it was 

added later as a buttressing structure to Room 2a. An interesting architectural 

element is the niche created in the south wall of Room 2b (Fig.4.20; 4.21) that 

seems to be an abutment joint with Room 1. The function and the use of this room 

will be further discussed after its artefactual analysis.  

The fourth space, the forecourt, is the architectural element that reinforces the idea 

that Building 2 is not part of the tholos complex, even if it was built later onto the 

tholos, such as the rectangular annexes built outside many tholoi in later phases 

of use. Even though Building 2 is physically connected to tholos, it is not inter-

connected, since communication took place via separate external doorways and 

through a distinct forecourt. This nearly enclosed forecourt emphasises the sense 

of individuality of Building 2 and that it was self-contained, accommodating a limited 

number of people involved in the ritual activities concerning Building 2 (see plan of 

the West Complex – Fig.4.8). Specific activities will be considered below (Section 

4.5), where the material culture deposited can suggest ritual practices taking place 

within this restricted space (i.e. the deposition of conical cups left in situ upside 

down with traces of burnt earth).    

The east wall of the forecourt extends 3 m. and the south wall about 2.80 m. with 

an opening (less than 2 m.) to the west to permit access. The south wall, in 

particular, is well-constructed with schist slabs on top possibly indicating the height 

of the wall, and making this space visible from outside, to the south (Fig.4.22). 

Based on the excavator’s notes this could be interpreted as a kind of altar based 

on the deposition of upside down conical cups on the slabs found in situ (Fig.4.15).  

Two stratigraphic layers were distinguished; one disturbed, which is the topsoil 

containing the looting spoil of soft brown earth with small stones, and an 

undisturbed layer (stratum 1) of harder, light earth. Evidence of patches of black 

soil is reported, suggesting burning activity. The material evidence suggests that 

Building 2 was used from EM IIA until the end of EM II.  

A larger and more complex, also conjoined rectangular burial structure, Building 3, 

is located to the east of Building 2. Its entrance is oriented south, opening a kind 

of corridor leading to two large rooms (Room 1 to the west and Room 2 to the east), 
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an ossuary accessed via Room 2. There is a forecourt in front of the entrance. 

Building 3 is also made of small and medium size stones, like Building 2, and the 

average wall thickness is about 1 m. Its south facing doorway is very possibly 

another trilithon structure but only the door jambs are preserved, since the lintel is 

missing (Fig.4.23). The average height of these jambs is approximately 0.80 m. 

and the entrance is about 0.60 m. wide. Inside the entrance is a corridor, about 

2.50 m. long, which leads to the main rooms of Building 3 and next to it there is an 

almost square (c. 2 x 2 m.) ossuary with surviving height of 1.30 m. (Fig.4.25). The 

entrance to the ossuary seems to be to the east, accessed via Room 2 (Fig.4.24).  

In front of the main entrance of Building 3 is a forecourt extending across the width 

of the building, defining an enclosed open space similar to the forecourt of Building 

2 with approximate total measurements of 7.5 x 2.5 m. (Fig.4.26). A western 

extension of the south wall of the forecourt may be a later addition as the 

construction differs from that of the original wall (Fig.4.8). This original wall was an 

early partially surviving structure made of a layer of small stones with mud, which 

was seated on the natural bedrock, where the earth slope is shallow and on a sub-

layer of larger stones, where the slope is steeper. This part of built structure may 

have been used as an offering table (or built altar) just by the end of the forecourt, 

since many handleless conical cups were found inside the area of forecourt, 

resembling the picture of the neighbouring Building 2. 

Room 1 is a rectangular room (c.5 x 3.5 m.) about half the size of Room 2 

(Fig.4.27), while Room 2 is an oblong room with its S to N wall running about 7.50 

m. in length (Fig.4.28). Both were mainly reserved for burials with some differences 

in depositional behaviour, presented below (Section 4.6).  

Overall, Building 3, apart from its complexity and poor preservation at crucial 

points, is very problematic for its structural interpretation, since one of the relevant 

excavation notebooks is missing. There are a few sections of wall that do not fully 

survive, such as short structures outside the NE corner of Room 2 and outside the 

north wall of Room 1, where further investigations proved unfruitful (Fig.4.29; 4.8). 

They might be later additions as a kind of supporting buttress.  

At the southwest corner of Room 1, three to four blocks of stones form some kind 

of wall making this room rather complicated (Figs.4.30: A; 4.8). If this is the case, 

this wall could connect Building 3 with 2. This interpretation could be reinforced by 

the north wall abutting the northeast corner of Room 2b of Building 2 running along 
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the whole of Building 3, indicating a connection between the buildings. However, it 

remains unclear how the space between Buildings 2 and 3 was used, as not much 

material was collected from this area.  

Various groups of stones seem to have been left after excavation within Rooms 1 

and 2, but whether they were in situ or were displaced by the looting is not easy to 

determine (Fig.4.30: B-E). In Room 2, two architectural remains are in doubt as to 

their function; one is a small square structure of small stones in the middle of the 

room (Fig.4.30: B) and the other is a large block of stone in front of the entrance 

of the ossuary (Fig.4.30: C). The latter may have been part of a threshold defining 

the entrance for the ossuary accessed from Room 2, while the former could be a 

supporting structure for the roof, since in the same alignment with this there is 

another similar structure alongside the east wall, outside the building that could 

have seemed as a buttress. These architectural complications (Fig.4.31) may 

represent expansion and redesign, but also rebuilding, as documented at other 

cemeteries.  

The time span of use for Building 3 is from EM IIB to MM IA, with some possibly 

intrusive sherds from the EM IIA period, due to the looting disturbance. Two main 

construction phases of Building 3 can possibly be distinguished: late EM IIB and 

MM IA. The forecourt, the trilithon entrance with the corridor and the two main 

rooms were built in EM IIB and continued in use in EM III/ MM IA, when the ossuary 

was built, receiving EM II material, possibly due to a cleaning of the rooms. The 

slight changes in re-forming or even re-designing the original spaces must have 

taken place in EM III/ MM IA based on the material evidence found deposited there; 

though, due to looting disturbance, it is difficult to make any direct associations 

between material and specific constructions. 

Stratigraphically, two main strata have been distinguished, the layer of disturbed 

topsoil of looting spoil and the burial stratum within each space. The ossuary was 

dug in arbitrary layers and there is contamination from early pottery (from Building 

2 spoil heaps) in the topsoil. Small behaviourally coherent deposits can be 

recognised, which will be discussed in Section 4.5 with the spatial analysis of the 

ceramic assemblage.  

The floors of the rooms were formed with compressed/ beaten white earth, mixed 

with conglomerate chips and covered in sand with small pebbles, or with a thin 
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layer of red earth. The small forecourts in front of Buildings 2 and 3 were made of 

conglomerate chips and compressed/ beaten earth.  

The East Complex, 26 m. to the north-west (Figs.4.2; 4.7; 4.32), consists of 

Building 4 and possibly another almost completely destroyed structure considered 

as Building 5 by the excavator (Fig.4.32).  

Building 4 has a Γ-shape and consists of two sections – one includes four long 

rectangular burial rooms (Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4), and the other includes two shorter 

rectangular rooms (Rooms 5 and 6) along the total width of rooms 3 and 4; Room 

5 seems to be of non-funerary use. The main entrance of the building is to the 

west, into Room 2, and the entire complex is built primarily of small stones.   

The communication between the rooms was through doorways connecting Rooms 

1 and 2, Rooms 2 and 3, Rooms 4 and 5, and Rooms 5 and 6 (Fig.4.32). In each 

doorway there was a kind of threshold, apart from the doorway between Rooms 5 

and 6. In the case of the doorway between Rooms 4 and 5, due to the different 

ground levels of the rooms, a step was essential for easier access to Room 5 

(Fig.4.33). What remains unclear is whether there was a doorway between Rooms 

3 and 4 since the northwest limit of Room 3 (where an entrance could be) is 

obscure. There is also the alternative that Rooms 3 and 4 did not directly 

communicate and that Room 4 would have been a corridor that would give access 

to Rooms 5 and 6 (Figs.4.33; 4.34). The north wall of Room 4 seems to be slightly 

different in construction compared to the others with large blocks of stones 

(boulders) used instead (Fig.4.35).     

This narrow area, between the two eastern doorways of Room 2, was covered by 

a thick layer of mud and the west part was supported by a low wall, partly founded 

on the natural bedrock. This structure would be necessary due to the downslope 

inclination of the natural rock floor of the room from east to west (Fig.4.36), 

effectively serving as a low step separating the area between the doorways from 

the rest of the room and creating a kind of corridor between the doorways between 

Rooms 1 and 2 and Rooms 2 and 3 (Fig.4.32). The presence of a skeleton beneath 

this step suggests the that the latter was possibly constructed in a later phase in 

the use of this room without removing the deceased who was originally buried 

there.  

A stretch of walling was attached outside the north wall of both Rooms 5 and 6, 

3.93 m. long, 0.50 – 0.53 m. wide and with a surviving height of 0.28 m. (Figs.4.32; 
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4.37). A similar supporting addition has already been seen in Building 3 along the 

north walls of Rooms 1 and 2 (Figs.4.8; 4.27 4.29).  

Rooms 2, 3, 5 and 6 have use the natural rock for the floor, while in Rooms 1 and 

4, it is unclear whether the concentration of stone slabs discovered in their west 

parts on the natural bedrock are parts of constructed floors which were seriously 

damaged (Fig.4.32).  

The walls of Rooms 1 - 4 are about 7 m. long on an E-W axis and 5 m. wide. The 

walls of Rooms 5 - 6 are about 3.5 m. long on a N-S axis and c.3.5 m. wide. All 

doorways have openings from 0.80 – 1 m. wide and wall thickness ranges from 

0.80 to 0.60 m.  

The layers excavated from these rooms were disturbed due to looting activity. The 

only secure undisturbed layer is where the dried mud was found between the 

doorways of Room 2, and another undisturbed layer found almost in the middle of 

Room 4, where a group of vessels was found in situ. As elsewhere, two main layers 

were uncovered, the surface soil from the spoil heaps along with a subsoil 

disturbed due to looting, and in parts of the rooms small undisturbed patches 

presenting some material culture. 

No further excavations outside this building have taken place, apart from the area 

north of Rooms 5 and 6, so it is unclear whether similar tomb-specific activities 

were conducted outside Building 4 as seen in the West Complex of the cemetery. 

In this area north of Rooms 5 and 6, the presence of large stones/ boulders in an 

arc-form could suggest the existence of another circular structure designated 

Building 5, with a possible wall thickness around 1m. However, the slope falls 

rapidly here, so any complete structure would have been extensively eroded over 

the past four millennia. 

Building 5(?) gives the impression of another possible tholos tomb, as these large 

blocks form part of a circle. If it was circular, nearly all of the structure has been 

lost down the slope. However, as any associated deposits have been lost, such a 

suggestion is very speculative. 

The chronological framework for Building 4 spans from EM III/ MM IA to MM IB and 

perhaps with some sporadic use in MM II. 

Both excavated complexes of the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery occupy a total area of 

about 300 m². The Buildings 1, 2 and 3 were built on stepped levels; as a result, 

the floor level of Building 2 is 1.50 m. higher than that of Building 1 and the floor 
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level of Building 3 is from 0.50 to 2.00 m. higher than Building 2 (Fig.4.38). On a 

still higher level is the floor of Building 4 due to the rising gradient of the earth and 

the distance from the other buildings.  

 
4.4. Architectural analysis 
 
As can be seen from the ground plan (Fig.4.7) the cemetery of Skaniari Lakkos 

presents an interesting, unusual organisation of circular and rectangular buildings 

and other spaces (such as the well-defined forecourts). From the material culture 

associated with the cemetery’s structures three major architectural building phases 

can be recognised throughout its long period of used: first phase (EM I - II), second 

phase (EM III – MM IA), and third phase (MM IB – MM II) (Fig.4.39).  

Building 1 was constructed sometime in EM IB as a simple circular structure – a 

common architectural pattern seen in most tholos cemeteries. Building 1 continued 

to be used until the end of EM IIB period. Its buttressing wall must be a late EM IIA 

addition because Building 2 was only built in EM IIA, and this added wall seems to 

be built almost around the entire circumference of the main tholos apart from the 

part joining with Building 2. It seems, therefore, reasonable to infer that it was built 

either later or at the same time as Building 2. Building 2 was built and used in EM 

IIA. Perhaps a few additions for expansion and redesign involving Room 2b and 

Room 1 could have taken place in late EM IIA or even in the beginning of the EM 

IIB period. Both Buildings 1 and 2 seem to be in use until the end of EM II based 

on their associated deposits. Before the end of the first phase, Building 3, the 

largest and most complex rectangular structure within the West Complex was 

constructed. It was used until MM IA, with possible additions during its period of 

use. However, the second phase is mainly represented by the use of Buildings 3 

and 4, the latter was erected in this phase. A final phase represents the use of only 

Building 4, until the end of the MM IB period. 

Whether the possible Building 5 could belong to an earlier or later phase cannot 

be determined since there are is no dated architectural or artefactual evidence from 

this area. In general, the cemetery went out of use at the end of Middle Minoan I. 

Due to the presence of a few MM II sherds, the cemetery and especially the East 

Complex may have been used sporadically in the MM II period.  
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Presently known, the cemetery is divided into two clear complexes, the West and 

East. Given the focus of rescue excavation on previously looted buildings, there 

could be other components of the cemetery that are presently unknown. The three 

burial buildings of the West complex are all built connecting to each other but with 

their own separate trilithon doors, arranged almost parallel to each other (Fig.4.40). 

However, each was self-contained and they were not obviously used together as 

a fully integrated complex. Their distinct architectural elements imply that each 

building was conceptually distinct. There are numerous similarities between 

Buildings 1, 2 and 3 in their structure. The doorways are built with the same form 

and orientation, while in front of Buildings 2 and 3 there are similar enclosed areas, 

the so-called forecourts. The distinct forecourts indicate that rites taking place there 

were concerned with each burial building separately. This emphasises the 

individuality of these structures and their independence, since both buildings were 

used simultaneously for some time. As for Building 1 (the tholos), it is not clear 

whether there was a similar forecourt in front of it; no traces of architectural remains 

survived, though the area was thoroughly disturbed by the original looting.  

The architectural feature of a trilithon doorway in rectangular burial buildings (such 

as 2 and 3) is interesting as it is only common in tholos tombs. The majority of the 

doorways found in house tombs are constructed in ordinary rubble fashion, that is 

with built jambs supporting lintels of wood (Soles 1992, 211). There are also tombs 

with no apparent entrance, because walls are often preserved to a low level and 

thus raised doorways do not interrupting the base course of the wall. So, it cannot 

be assumed that doorways did not exist, simply because they may not be visible 

anymore (Soles 1992, 213). In this cemetery, the doorways of rectangular 

Buildings 2 and 3 are distinct and built on the stone trilithon principle. This also 

confirms the early date of these burial buildings, as this type of construction is 

mainly dated in the Early Minoan period, with the trilithon entrance at Myrsini, which 

is now dated in EM IB, even if this tholos tomb is not located in the geographical 

area of the Mesara (Branigan 1970b, 34).  

However, the trilithon doorways of Buildings 2 and 3 do not follow the dominant 

orientation used for the tholos trilithon doorways facing east (Goodison 2004), but 

south, even Building 1 – the tholos itself – has a southeast orientation. But other 

tholoi with different entrance orientations than to the east are documented (Vorou 

B, Drakones Δ, Lebena IB and IIA, Trypiti, Marathokephalon – to south, southeast 
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or to the north). Based on this variability, Branigan (1970b, 105) suggested that 

this represents a general Mesara funerary tradition but not necessarily a religious 

belief. In fact, even among the buildings of the West Complex, their entrances are 

not all aligned. Perhaps this was intended to distinguish Buildings 2 and 3 from 

Building 1 as with the existence of their forecourts and their parallel alignment. 

Building 1, however, would stand out within landscape by itself as a structure that 

would be visible and attention focusing. 

The presence of rectangular along with circular structures is a common 

architectural pattern in most tholos cemeteries, though, these rectangular buildings 

in many cases served as antechambers to the main tholos structure. In the case 

of Skaniari Lakkos the rectangular buildings are considered as burial buildings in 

the same manner as house tombs in east Crete (Soles 1992, 202-225). They are 

not annexes but are independent from the tholos. Within other tholos cemeteries 

there are also free-standing rectangular buildings such as the so-called 

‘camerette’, south of tholos A at Agia Triada (Laviosa 1972, 414-415) and building 

Γ excavated north-west of tholos E at Koumasa (Xanthoudides 1924, 32), which 

are clearly distinct from the tholoi, possibly drawing a more direct link with domestic 

architecture.   

At Skaniari Lakkos, Buildings 2 and 3 are large rectangular structures, which share 

common architectural features. Apart from the trilithon entrance and possibly low-

walled forecourt in front of them, there are two main rooms in each building. They 

also have some sort of transition space, Room 1 used as an antechamber for 

Building 2 and a corridor for Building 3.  

Both Βuildings 2 and 3, based on excavator’s interpretation, had part of the 

forecourt walls forming a low bench or platform capped with slabs. In Building 2, 

this was part of the low south wall of the forecourt itself and in Building 3 was an 

extension of the south wall of the forecourt. It may be suggested that both 

forecourts shared a common ritual practice with the deposition of cups mainly 

(Figs.4.41; 4.42). These small platforms are part of the later additions to both 

buildings, and may represent a change in funerary practices. Both are situated 

outside the burial buildings and near their entrances, as it is common for other 

small platforms (at Apesokari, Agia Kyriaki and Kamilari), though some large stone 

receptacles, interpreted as offering tables or altars, can be found in the interior 

spaces of tombs too (Soles 1992, 219). Caloi (2013) recently reviewed the 
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evidence for inverted vases deposited in Pre- and Protopalatial funerary contexts, 

relating this practice with offerings dedicated to an ancestral cult.  

Apart from the above similarities concerning their layout, Buildings 2 and 3 present 

clear differences as well. Building 3 is a larger and more complex structure than 

Building 2. The existence of an ossuary in Building 3 may relate to the long-term 

use of Building 3 (EM IIB – MM IA) and may represent changes taking place in 

funerary practices by the MM IA period, as will be discussed in Chapter 8. Both 

buildings, based on their contents, were in parallel use for some time (late EM II – 

III/ MM IA). Additionally, they were conjoined by their north walls or at least by the 

north wall of Building 3 extension (Fig.4.8). The area between them presented little 

material evidence, so not much can be said, but it defines a dividing space between 

them, either as an exterior or perhaps an interior space (Fig.4.43).  

When compared to Building 1 (the tholos), Buildings 2 and 3 have obviously more 

differences and the fact that they were not built at the same time as the tholos 

reinforces the idea that they were not fully integrated with it. Perhaps only the 

adjacent forecourt of Building 2 could be shared with the tholos for funerary 

activities during the EM II period.  

Comparing the two complexes of this cemetery, the West Complex has a more 

complicated layout comprising three burial buildings with more internal 

subdivisions, while the East Complex includes only one burial structure with less 

architectural elaboration. The West Complex, in particular, could represent more 

complex activities and depositional needs as created by the development of its 

structures. A range of architectural features common within a tholos cemetery are 

seen, such as the circular construction, ossuary, trilithon doors, annexed rooms 

and delimited spaces like the forecourts. In contrast, the East Complex basically 

consisted of a house-tomb complex, with a non-funerary room included (since no 

finds were found, as it will be seen in Section 4.5). As a later addition in the 

cemetery (EM III/ MM IA), it could mark changes in funerary practices, establishing 

a new mortuary tradition. Delimited open-air areas were not found in this complex, 

unless they have not survived. Given that excavation only cleared buildings 

disturbed by the looting, and subsequent looting suggests additional deposits 

beyond those excavated to date, there may be other, more communal activity 

areas, and indeed an overall defining perivolos, not revealed by the excavations to 

date.  
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4.5. Artefactual analysis 
 
The bulk of the surviving material culture is the pottery assemblage and compared 

with other tholos cemeteries there is a significant dearth of other material objects, 

which either may be explained as due to its extensive and thorough looting or to a 

difference in mortuary practices involving few elaborate objects. Thus, the 

artefactual analysis from Skaniari Lakkos cemetery is based principally on the 

ceramics which are the major and most reliable sample (Appendix 6). 

  

Pottery assemblage: Due to the variable state of preservation of the ceramics, the 

assemblage was divided into two main groups for documentation and analysis: the 

vessels and the sherds.  

The vessel group includes all the complete, restored, and partially complete 

vessels that document more than a simple profile. The complete/ restored vessels 

were all registered with Heraklion Museum (HM) numbers and the partially 

complete with my own numbering system. They were individually described in 

separate forms (Fig.4.44), photographed and in many cases, they were also drawn 

or photographed by specialists. The following attributes were documented during 

their study: a) the main fabric group (coarse, medium or fine), b) the basic shape 

of vessel, followed by a detailed description of each vessel, in which further 

information such as the ware group based on the classification developed for the 

publication of the closely related Moni Odigitria ceramic assemblage, and elements 

of manufacture (for example, handmade or wheel-made), c) the decoration, d) the 

size of vessels (measurements of height, base/ rim diameter) and f) the state of 

preservation and conservation (intact, restored).  

All pots are considered within their excavated units (omades), which are important 

for the stratigraphic and spatial analysis, along with their attributes and suggested 

chronology. The ceramic assemblage was collected in 63 distinct units in the 1994 

excavation and 14 units in the 1995 excavation, amalgamated here into 32 

depositional groups based on their contexts (see Appendices 2, 3). 

The sherds were documented comparably to the vessels, but with some changes 

necessitated due to their fragmentary preservation. Since the large quantity of 

sherds (11.560) precluded the description of every sherd from every deposit, a 

small number of sherds were selected from each deposit for further study. The 
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criteria for selection were based on representative shapes from each deposit, 

diagnostic features, unusual forms and decoration that gave useful chronological 

indicators. Thus, two categories of sherds were distinguished: the selected 

(featured) sherds and the remainder, less diagnostic sherds, which include plain 

bodysherds or smaller fragments from already studied ceramic groups contributing 

as extra quantitative data2.  

The selected sherds were registered under the form for pots since more 

information could be extracted from them. They were given identification numbers, 

were fully described and photographed, and occasionally a sketch was also made. 

The selected sherds totals can be considered equivalent to whole vessels, with the 

remainder sherds to be a smaller, less reliable sample for estimating minimum 

number of vessels.  

For the less diagnostic material, the system was adjusted (Fig.4.45). From each 

excavated unit (omada), sherds were divided into major fabric groups (coarse, 

medium, fine), and described as groups, counted and weighed, to assess 

quantitative representation from each fabric group. Then the excavated units were 

amalgamated based on the main spaces/areas of the cemetery providing an 

additional, rough estimate of the minimum number of vessels, in addition to the 

vessels and individually registered diagnostic sherds.  

The pottery assemblage consists of 247 complete and semi-complete pots, 648 

selected sherds and 10,912 less diagnostic sherds, thus a total number of 11,560 

sherds approximately.  

The analysis starts with the vessels as the most informative category of this 

assemblage. Fifteen main types (simplified forms) of vessels were distinguished 

and their total numbers are seen in table (Fig.4.46). These forms fall into major 

functional groups of vessels that refer to the types of activity for which each group 

was most likely (but not exclusively) used, such as cooking, drinking, pouring, 

serving, storage and symbolic vessels. The spinning bowls are referred as 

production tools, so they can be further discussed later with other finds than 

pottery.  

                                                
2 In all pottery groups an attempt at joining fragments was made (any fresh breaks were counted as one piece).  
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The analysis continues with the sherds as another main category of this 

assemblage, which strengthens the overall picture of pottery deposition and its 

spatial variation. Nineteen main types of vessels were distinguished among the 

selected sherds (Fig.4.46), also falling into the same functional groups as 

distinguished in the vessels assemblage, with a few additions such as communal, 

and burial vessels.  

The final ceramic group is the remaining sherds, which are mostly undiagnostic 

and their preservation is very poor. However, all these sherds were counted, 

weighted and described within their major fabric distinctions, with the majority those 

of medium fabric (semi-coarse or semi-fine) (Fig.4.47). The main types of vessels 

that these remaining sherds came from belong to cooking pot ware, jugs, dishes 

and cups. In some cases, joining fragments were identified but with over 10,000 

sherds recovered from dozens of different contexts, it was impossible to compare 

all the material simultaneously and to seek joins and matches from contexts across 

the entire cemetery. 

The sherds document use of the cemetery from late EM I (Fig.4.50)3 to MM II, 

since a few sherds dated in MM II period show possible continuing, sporadic 

activity.  

For both, vessels and selected sherds, especially for the latter, the chronology is 

not always certain. The broader phases, such as EM II, includes examples that 

cannot be dated with certainty in EM IIA or EM IIB. Likewise for EM II/ III, the pottery 

could belong to either of these periods, for MM I in general. Both ceramic 

assemblages (vessels and selected sherds) have produced examples with more 

specific dates, but still the numbers for the less certain dates are significant and 

give us a larger sample to analyse (Figs.4.52; 4.53). 

Figure 4.48 presents the functional groups of the vessels and the selected sherds 

that were used by period within the cemetery. During the EM II period, the drinking 

vessels are the dominant functional group among the complete or restored vessels, 

while among the selected sherds the functional groups of vessels present a more 

varied picture – drinking vessels are also found with pouring and serving vessels. 

                                                
3 The ceramic material from the first cleaning excavation by Davaras, confirms an Early Minoan I deposit from 
the tholos. These sherds have been studied with the group of remaining sherds from the excavation of 1994-
95 based on their contextual units, not added to the numbers of selected sherds from the excavation of 1994-
95.  
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During the EM III/ MM IA period, the picture is more similar between vessels and 

selected sherds, though the latter have more pouring, storage and cooking vessels. 

In the MM I period, the number of vessels and selected sherds indicate that pouring 

vessels prevail compared to the other functional groups.   

Compared in detail between vessels (complete/ restored) and selected sherds 

(Fig.4.49), the majority is dated in EM III/ MM IA, even if it is a short period of use. 

Because the uncertainties distinguishing in pottery belonging from the EM IIB to 

MM IA are considerable, as explained in Chapter 3, a large percentage of vessels 

assigned to these periods is a consequence.  

In the earlier periods, cups are the dominant type of vessel among the complete 

vessels. The picture changes from EM III/ MM IA, when the dishes start to increase, 

while cups still prevail. By the MM IA period, jugs are now the dominant shape, 

with cups and dishes sharing similar low quantities, though the sample is unreliably 

small.  

As far as the selected sherds are concerned, the overall picture on the preference 

of vessels and their quantities based on their chronological framework presents 

differences to this of the complete/ restored vessels. The generic EM II period 

presents a larger range in the types of vessels rather than the evidence derived 

from the complete/ restored ceramics. Additionally, in the generic MM I period, 

selected sherds assemblage shows that jugs outnumber compared with the rest 

types and with the assemblage of vessels (Fig.4.49). The appearance of barbotine 

jugs during MM I is seen within the assemblages of complete/ restored vessels, as 

well as the selected and even within the group of remaining sherds (Fig.4.51). 

Among the selected sherds, a few are part of the evidence for the presence of 

vessels, such as larnakes and pithoi. 

In general, from EM IB to EM IIA, the dominance of bowls is clear including 

suspension bowls, two-handled deep bowls or large cups and pyxides (Fig.4.50). 

From EM IIB, there is an increase in all types of vessels as seen on the graph with 

a significant increase in the number of cups and jugs. These two types of vessels 

could have functioned similarly in this phase but there is a distinct spatial 

distribution of each type. This period produced large vessels such as jugs and 

bowls, followed by dishes and cooking pot ware, suggesting more cooking and 

serving activity during this phase. In MM IA to MM IB, drinking rites continued, as 

the deposition of cups shows. But now the beaked, barbotine ware jugs are the 
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dominant shape reinforcing the liquid based practices in this phase throughout the 

site.  

It seems worthwhile to look at the capacity of the vessels where these could be 

estimated from the preserved dimensions. The estimates are quite crude, but can 

give a first approximation. The sample taken was based only on the complete or 

almost complete vessels, where all the necessary dimensions are preserved 

(height, rim and base diameters). For vessels like conical cups and open shallow 

bowls, the formula of a truncated cone used for estimating the volume is more 

accurate to these shapes of vessels (Appendix 4). As for the most curved shapes 

of vessels, volumes have been estimated as two stacked truncated cones along 

with all their preserved dimensions (Whitelaw 2014, 250). Then, based on their 

average volume, major distinctions into small, medium, large and outsized vessels 

can be made4.  

Capacities can provide an idea of what the vessels contained, what consumers the 

contents were intended to serve, and why these vessels were included in these 

funerary assemblages. These can be relevant to any analysis and interpretation of 

the ceramic assemblage, chronological or spatial patterning. 

Capacities can also ensure that the definition of types for analysis and 

interpretation is relevant to any relationships between different vessel types – 

single to multiple servings, etc.  

In the Skaniari Lakkos assemblage, the small shapes tend to be quite 

standardised, whereas larger shapes are represented by fewer examples 

(Fig.4.54). Cups are tightly clustered, with the mode slightly smaller than a litre, 

whereas the tankards clearly represent a different type of consumption, about 

double the capacity of most cups. Bowls are surprisingly under-represented, given 

their general-purpose utility. There are too few to generalise, and with wide outliers, 

but the slight central tendency about two litres is quite large. This might suggest 

that these vessels are not intended as individual food servings, but were used for 

other purposes, perhaps collective servings for 3-4 individuals. As for the dishes, 

                                                
4 From the 247 complete/ incomplete vessels, 91 complete ones provided all the necessary measurements. 

In the present case, the convention for the range of the categories that vessels fall into are small (S<= 0.15 

Litres), medium (0.15 Litres < M <= 0.5 Litres), large (0.5 Litres < L <= 1 Litres) and outsized (1 Litres < O). 
From the 91 complete vessels, 16 were estimated as small, 59 as medium, 10 as large and 6 as outsized.  
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they are large enough for individual food servings for 2-12 people. Spouted jars 

(including teapots) would hold sufficient liquid for 4-6 individual cup servings, 

though with large cups in this ceramic assemblage, perhaps only 2-4 servings. The 

examples for jugs are very few, and the dimensions are not reliable as most are 

not complete examples. The jars clearly span a range of uses, from small, like food 

servings and pyxides, to quite substantial capacities (7-8 litres).  

Finally, the scoops (large cups) and tripod cooking pots have volumes that could 

represent a meal for a family or so. The scoops are substantially large suggesting 

a different use, when compared to the ‘dipper cups’ at Fournou Korifi. The latter 

are considered to be used for transferring food/ drink from larger open bowls and 

jars to serving vessels (Whitelaw 2014, 252).  

Interestingly, some classes of vessels, particularly cups, but to a degree also bowls 

and spouted jars, are represented at Skaniari Lakkos by only a limited subset of 

the size range represented in the full sample of occupation deposits at Fournou 

Korifi. This suggests the explicit selection of particular capacity vessels for 

deposition in the tombs, not just expedient use of any old vessel easily to hand. 

This may indicate fairly limited/ defined activities conducted at the tombs, with well-

defined capacity needs. These might be for serving/ consumption for standard 

numbers of individuals, or for storage/ placement/ deposition of materials/ 

offerings, as part of the burial rite, for deposition or other activities at the cemetery.  

In this sense, it is particularly unfortunate that there are so few jugs, referring back 

to Branigan’s suggestion (1970b, 99-102) that the ratio of cups to jugs indicated a 

toasting ceremony involving only a few individuals. The wide range of jug, and 

indeed spouted jar and teapot sizes documented at Fournou Korifi (Whitelaw 2014, 

252), makes it clear that we would need actual capacities of the vessels involved 

to make such an argument convincingly. Figure 4.59 presents the distribution of 

jugs and cups from both assemblages, complete/ restored vessels and selected 

sherds, within the broad building areas of the cemetery. Building 1 for example, 

with only a small sample presents even numbers between the two types of vessels, 

Building 2, though, presents a great difference in numbers between the two, a ratio 

that would seem reasonable since a jug could serve multiple cups for a group of 

people. Then, Buildings 3 and 4 have more even numbers of the two vessel types. 

The shift in ratios may be tied to the chronological difference, since Building 2 

represents the early period; Building 3 is cross-over and Building 4 represents the 
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later period of the cemetery. Though, in all cases the sample could still support 

Branigan’s idea of a small number of participants.  

The large size of the dishes is the most promising, in terms of thinking of group 

activities beyond the family of the dead individual. These are in the size range of 

the largest shallow flaring bowls recovered at Fournou Korifi. At the upper end of 

that size range, there was a hint that each household might have one elaborate 

(and imported) version, perhaps for the display presentation of food for hospitality, 

rather than for everyday use. This suggests an extra-familial context for the use of 

these large dishes in this mortuary context.  

Cups are the only shape well enough represented to enable further analysis. 

Figure 4.55 indicates, shapes are fairly standardised, such that the basic 

measurements of height, rim and base diameter are all good predictors of vessel 

volume. In this case, those individual measurements, far more likely to be 

measurable among the sherds, can serve as a good proxy for vessel capacity, 

which is more behaviourally and interpretively relevant. But this being said, such 

measurements for relatively few additional examples have been documented, so 

these do not add significantly to the analysis at present. But this prospect should 

encourage fuller documentation of sherd samples from tomb contexts. Figures 
4.56 – 4.58 simply indicate that the sherd sample is pretty much consistent with 

the sample of whole or restorable vessels, so should be able to be used to increase 

sample size in analyses. For cups, for example, there is a very clear trend, with a 

consistent and significant reduction in cup capacity through time.		 

Moving to their spatial deposition, dividing the areas of the cemetery into exterior 

and interior spaces, exterior spaces produced more relatively complete vessels 

compared to interior spaces, and in particular the medium size vessels (Fig.4.60). 

To examine the spatial variation in vessel deposition, the cemetery was divided in 

specific areas. In Appendix 2 concordance lists are presented with each excavation 

unit, date of excavation, trench name and a short description of the layers. Another 

table in Appendix 3, includes the internal reference codes corresponding to the 

spaces within the cemetery, their main buildings/ areas (exterior or interior). For 

the spatial analysis the vessels and selected sherds were examined as one 

sample, with the additional sherds as separate supplementary evidence for 

quantification (Fig.4.63).  
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Figure 4.61 presents the number and types of complete/ restored vessels and 

selected sherds as found within each main building area of the cemetery. Building 

1 has few vessels and most of the ceramic assemblage from this area (interior and 

exterior), is fragmentary, coming from rescue excavation in 1962. Twenty-three 

vessels were recorded, whereas a minimum number of one hundred eighty vessels 

were estimated based on the base fragments count among the 1,509 additional 

sherds collected (Fig.4.63). Range of shape in the EM I repertoire is more 

restricted than later periods, reflected also in tomb assemblages. The dominant 

shape is the bowl, followed by jug and cup; in particular, the large round-bottomed 

cups and bowls and two-collared jars are very common type vessels of the Early 

Minoan I to IIA periods (the main periods of use for this building). A good number 

of fragments of pyxides and suspension jars were also collected, as well as tripod 

legs (21) from tripod cooking pots (Fig.4.62). Building 2 produced a larger range 

of types of vessels; 161 vessels were estimated and 1,381 additional sherds were 

recorded (Fig.4.63) from this area. The most dominant shapes are the cup and 

bowl. Most vessels came from the forecourt area of Building 2, and the rest from 

its interior spaces (35 recorded from Room 1 and 25 from Room 2).  

In the open area between Buildings 2 and 3, only three vessels and 95 sherds were 

recorded. Building 3 produced about four hundred vessels and 4,361 additional 

sherds in total (Fig.4.63). Still the cup is the dominant shape, though the major 

change noticed in this building area is the increase of jugs rather than bowls. Jug 

is a type of vessel which involves different practices as will be discussed in Section 

4.6.  The use of jars and spouted jars is more evident, while cooking vessels are 

also in use. Some dishes, scoops and goblets were also recorded (Fig.4.61). The 

open area between Buildings 3 and 4 produced only two vessels, possibly from the 

looting disturbance prior to the excavation.  

Building 4 produced almost half the vessels and 2,914 additional sherds in total 

were collected (Fig.4.63). The types of vessels in this building represent a wider 

variety. Most were found outside the building, especially in the area outside to the 

north between Rooms 5 and 6, and outside the north-eastern corner of Building 4. 

This building presents almost an even distribution in numbers between the cups 

(77) and jugs (69), followed by lower quantities of dishes (34) and jars (28). Smaller 

quantities of cooking pots, bowls, trays and spouted jars are represented (c. 12-

16). Finally, a few vessels and 652 remaining sherds were kept from the surface 
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collection or are from uncertain contexts (Fig.4.61). If there was a Building 5, some 

dispersed and very fragmentary sherds came from this area, mainly dated in MM 

IB and most possibly were derived from Building 4.  

Figure 4.64 shows the overall period of use of the different structures within the 

Skanari Lakkos cemetery based on their ceramic assemblage (vessels and 

selected sherds) confirming the phasing suggested in Section 4.4 (Fig.4.39).   

Bearing in mind that we are not necessarily looking at the distribution of pottery as 

it was originally deposited, though the abundant sherds, ignored by the looters, 

probably give a good overview. The earliest pottery in the cemetery was deposited 

well over one thousand years before the last was deposited. Much of it had been 

disturbed, broken, destroyed or removed, though after examining the spatial 

patterning of the ceramic assemblage spatial integrity seems to be preserved and 

broad categories of spaces can be distinguished: the interior spaces and exterior 

spaces. Most preserved material comes from the exterior spaces rather than the 

interiors and the most dominant shapes are those of cup and jug (Fig.4.65), while 

both spaces, the interior and exterior, have a similar range of shapes – a 

depositional behaviour that will be further interpreted in Section 4.6. However, 

some vessels would have also been the result of a clearing process from the 

interior spaces, and thus they could have been intentionally selected for what was 

re-deposited in the exterior spaces.  

 

Other finds: 

In this assemblage, all the recovered non-pottery objects are included. The 

following categories were distinguished: stone vases, ground stones, chipped 

stones and other stones (some possibly natural), metal, shells, beads, seals, 

figurines and any other miscellaneous objects (bone pin, bronze ring, spindle-

whorl) (Fig.4.66).  

Stone vases: these were eleven in total, some complete, some incomplete and 

some only represented by fragments, from almost all the buildings except Building 

2. The complete stone vessels mainly came from Buildings 3 and 4 (Fig.4.67). The 

most common types are the so-called bird’s nest bowls, with the typical incised 

decoration on most (Fig.4.68a; d; f). The type is dated to EM IIB to MM I. There 

were also three miniature, handled, spouted bowls (Fig.4.68b; e; g), dated to EM 

II-III, and part of a tubular stone vessel (Fig.4.68c), dated from EM I to MM I. The 
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raw material used for these stone vessels (serpentine, schist, marble) is potentially 

available in Crete and all are represented in the Asterousia nappe (Evely, 2010).  

Ground stones: six were recorded (one from Building 1, four from Building 3 and 

two from Building 4). Five are pestles for grinding, or with a possibility of polishing 

or crushing (Fig.4.69a-e), and one stone triangular counter (with its edges ground) 

(Fig.4.69f). Clay or stone ‘counters’ were also recorded in other cemeteries, such 

as in the case of Moni Odigitria cemetery. Almost all of these objects are re-used 

pieces of clay vessels, though some are stone, that were cut into a triangular 

shape, mostly with neat beveled edges, with no clear function.  

Other stones: a possible mortar (Fig.4.69g) from the area between Buildings 1 and 

2, one piece of a possible ‘kernos’ (Fig.4.69h) with no specific provenance, and a 

possible ‘altar’ piece (Fig.4.69i) from Room 1 of Building 4. Additionally, about 42 

possibly natural stones were kept, mainly from unspecified surface deposits. 

Chipped stone: forty pieces were recovered, including obsidian blades and flakes 

(Fig.4.70) and cherts and flints with more diverse raw materials used. Most came 

from Buildings 2 and 3 with an even distribution between interior and exterior 

spaces. The rest came from Building 1 and four pieces came from uncertain 

contexts.  

Metalwork: ten items were recovered, most made of copper, one of lead and one 

of iron. Of these, five are better preserved and retain a diagnostic shape, such as 

a very small lead object like a thimble, part of a nail and two fragments, possibly 

from toilet tweezers or scrapers. These metal objects almost all came from 

disturbed and surface soil, the only exception being the lead object, found in 

Building 4 between Rooms 5 and 6.  

Seals: three seals were recovered from Building 4, Rooms 2, 3 and 4, and one 

from a surface collection. One is a four-sided pyramidal seal with a horizontal 

suspension hole on top, and on the flat square sphragestic surface is a quatrefoil 

motif, made of grey-greenish schist (Fig.4.71). It came from a disturbed layer of 

Room 2 in Building 4, possibly dated in MM I, based on a parallel from Tholos B at 

Platanos (CMS II 1, No.34) (Fig.4.72a). A second is a rounded conical seal with 

two engraved surfaces, made of bone. On the cylinder, there is a horizontal pierced 

hole and one not completely perforated hole. The upper, smaller surface depicts a 

scorpion, while the lower and larger surface is made of two concentric circles – the 

exterior with a two-leaf, repeated motif and the interior with a garland of leaves and 
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within a circle in the centre (Fig.4.71a). It came from a disturbed layer in Room 3 

in Building 4, dated in MM I-II stylistically. Slight parallels to the motifs can be seen 

in Mitsotakis collection (CMS VS.1A, No.321) (Fig.4.72b), and from Malia (CMS II 

2, No.90a; CMS II 2, No.106a). The third is an animal-shaped (theriomorphic) seal, 

possibly of ivory, which possibly depicts two hybrid creatures (frogs perhaps) 

reclining in opposite directions on a square base. They have holes each for their 

eyes, and the horizontal suspension hole is above the four-sided sphragestic 

surface which depicts a linear (cross-hatching) motif (Fig.4.71b). It came from the 

removal of surface, disturbed soil in Room 4 in Building 4 and it is dated in EM III 

– MM IA stylistically. Parallels to the shape with two creatures are in the Mitsotakis 

collection (CMS VS.1A, No.221) (Fig.4.72c), and possibly from Kali Limenes (CMS 

IV, No.28) (Fig.4.72d). Similar shaped seals came from Moni Odigitria (S41, S42, 

S48) with a similar diagonal hatching motif (S21) (Sbonias 2010). A fourth seal was 

from an unprovenanced surface collection. It is a clay discoid seal or roundel with 

suspension hole, depicting a fish on a hook and possibly a stork – the iconography 

is not very clear (Fig.4.71d).  

Jewellery: 54 were recovered. Thirty-one beads were recorded from the same 

excavation unit in Room 4 in Building 4, presumed to be from one necklace 

(Necklace 1). Two beads came from Rooms 2, 3 and 6 and one from Room 1 in 

Building 4. Thirteen came from interior and exterior spaces of Building 3, one bead 

was collected from the forecourt area of Building 2 and two from the interior of the 

tholos (Building 1). Most beads are discoid in shape and made of steatite 

(Fig.4.73a). A broken bone object with carved decoration (perhaps a pin) 

(Fig.4.73b) came from an unspecified surface collection and a bronze ring from 

north of Building 3 (Fig.4.73c).  

At this point, it should be considered the two spinning-bowls found within the 

pottery assemblage as part of the production tools assemblage, which both came 

from Building 4 (Fig.4.73e) and a possible unfinished stone spindle-whorl from the 

forecourt of Building 3 (Fig.4.73d). 

Figurines: only three animal figurines were recovered. The rear right foot of a clay 

animal figurine (bull?) with paring and fingertip marks (burnt?) was recorded from 

the forecourt of Building 2. A miniature clay animal figurine, possibly of a bull or 

dog (not very clear) came from unprovenanced surface collection, while north of 
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tholos (Building 1) another clay, burnt animal figurine came, though its shape is not 

very diagnostic (Fig.4.74).  

Only a few shells (conus mediterraneus, murex trunculus, clams and petallidae) 

were collected from this cemetery (Fig.4.75). The largest number came from 

unprovenanced surface collections, but the rest were collected from Building 3 and 

fewer from Buildings 1, 2 and 4. Some of them could be recorded as personal 

ornaments, since they were pierced for secondary use, judging from their 

suspension holes.  

The last category of finds is the bones. It has so far proved impossible to locate the 

recovered bones. Without study, it is not known fauna as well as human bones, but 

the bulk can be assumed to be human. A few bone fragments were also extracted 

from the bags, while studying the other material categories. However, a list of the 

initial skeletal material kept during excavation was found among the excavator’s 

notebooks, showing a significant quantity (23 boxes in total) of osteological 

material that was collected and kept. From this list, an effort to ‘decode’ their spatial 

distribution was made. The labels along with the notebooks mention about 13 

skulls from the ossuary in Building 3. Based on the documentation and the few 

bone fragments found among other finds, bones also come from the ossuary, 

Rooms 1 and 2 of Building 3, Rooms 1 and 2 of Building 2, from the interior of the 

tholos tomb and from Building 4, with no indication of bones found in Room 5 

(Appendix 5).  

Considering the non-ceramic material, there is a fairly even distribution within all 

buildings and their spaces (interior and exterior) (Fig.4.76). 

To sum up, the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery produced a typical sample of what one 

expects from a tholos cemetery (stone vases, chipped and ground stone artefacts, 

beads and shells), though clearly in this case there is a significant dearth of specific 

categories of objects and materials (i.e. gold, other types of personal ornaments, 

more stone vases, seals and metalwork). Most pieces among the other finds came 

from the West Complex of the cemetery rather than its East Complex. The above 

material assemblage will be better understood and will be more useful when 

compared to other cemeteries.  
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4.6. The interpretation of the cemetery 

 
Skaniari Lakkos displays a different architectural pattern from that common 

throughout the region, suggesting either a different understanding of mortuary 

behaviour by the community of this cemetery, or illustrating the scope for remote 

communities to interpret broader shared traditions in their own way. Thus, even if 

the mixture of circular and rectangular buildings is a common feature in many 

tholos cemeteries, the architectural development and use of the burial buildings in 

this cemetery seem to represent mixed architectural elements but with a different 

approach from what is seen in other tholos cemeteries. One tholos tomb with no 

annexes associated directly to it and two adjacent, self-contained rectangular burial 

buildings create a different spatial organisation within the cemetery. The more 

distant Building 4, indicates a significant spatial shift in the focus of the cemetery 

during its last phase of use, also not clearly documented in other cemeteries as 

they expanded. 

Three major chronological phases have been distinguished: EM I – EM II, EM III – 

MM IA and MM IB – II, with the peak of use, judging by the material culture 

evidence, from the EM IIB until the MM IA period. The cemetery would have lasted 

more than a millennium, with its peak use over some five centuries, some twenty-

five generations, though it seems that there was no phase when all the buildings 

were in parallel use.  

During first phase, when Buildings 1, 2 and 3 were in use, two different funerary 

practices based mainly on the ceramic assemblage are noticed between the burial 

buildings. Building 1 has produced more bowls and small storage vessels (such as 

suspension jars, pyxides or two-handled collared jars). The latter types of vessels 

could be mainly interpreted as grave goods - vessels that accompanied the 

deceased, or were used to hold offerings to the dead. As for the bowls, their sizes 

suggest collective servings. The larger shapes could have been used for serving/ 

consumption for a small number of individuals, or for storing or depositing materials 

and offerings as part of the funerary ritual. This depositional behaviour did not 

significantly change during this phase or throughout the use of the tholos tomb. 

Architecturally, the only change during the use of the tholos tomb was the addition 

of the buttress wall. 
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Building 2 seems to follow a similar depositional behaviour throughout its use. 

Similar types of vessels with the tholos (e.g. bowls) were found suggesting some 

continuity in the mortuary behaviour. However, there are clear differences as to its 

layout and when the ceramic material is deposited (e.g. Building 2 did not produce 

pyxides). The burial building is rectangular in shape and the forecourt in front of its 

main entrance reinforces possibly the existence of burial rites, possibly related to 

the direct relatives of the deceased. The forecourt could also indicate a space for 

burial preparations. By the end of this phase the increase of smaller vessels, in 

particular drinking vessels, suggests a change in the funerary practices to more 

individual practices, while there is a decrease in the serving vessels, particularly in 

bowl types. These changes would be marked by the appearance of another similar 

in layout, but much more complex burial structure, Building 3. Both forecourts of 

Buildings 2 and 3 seem to have clearly marked a setting for conducting ritual 

activity closely associated with each of the buildings. The shape (Π-shape) of the 

forecourts imposes a constraint on access to them and only a restricted number of 

people could be accommodated in a single communal rite. Forecourts could have 

possibly been reserved for the close relatives of the deceased for burial 

preparations. For example, in the event of a funeral people directly related to the 

deceased would gather, but for a commemorative ritual more people might be 

participants possibly accommodated within open yards – not necessarily 

architecturally defined – as seen in other tholos cemeteries. Forecourt divides tomb 

entrance from the larger open space in front of the tomb, so appears designed to 

constrain access or participation. The restricted size suggests a small group, not 

the entire community, represented by all the tombs in contemporaneous use.  

The existence of the parallel forecourts with the same shape, their added, fixed 

‘altars’ at the same location within each forecourt, their same opening orientation, 

the same doorway orientation and construction of the burial buildings show an 

intentional similarity and ordering in space as well. Based on their associated 

pottery, both Buildings 2 and 3 functioned contemporaneously by the end of this 

phase. Since both structures were used in parallel for burial, these may represent 

the development of distinct burying groups within local community, representing 

either simple population growth, or other dimensions of differentiation. 

In the second phase, Buildings 1 and 2 decline and are out of use, where the focus 

of continuity has moved to Building 3 and the new construction of Building 4. The 
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shift to more complex architectural structures corresponds with a shift of the 

depositional behaviour. The quantity and range of vessels deposited in Building 3 

is larger. The activities taking place involve drinking, cooking, serving and pouring. 

Most vessels were found in the forecourt and the north and northeast corner of 

Building 3, indicating simply that these are the spaces where deposits are best 

preserved. The use of jar, jug and smaller cup is the new pattern during this period 

of use of this building, possibly suggesting a different approach towards the burial 

rites. Drink related practices are seen in the previous phase as well, but now 

changes as to how many people are involved and the way of being served (i.e. in 

individual containers) can be extracted from the ceramic evidence. By this phase, 

the change in ritual practice starts to be also evident, from communal sharing in 

eating and drinking to a more individualised mode. People used to pass a large 

bowl of food or a large drinking vessel to one eating or drinking vessel per person 

(Day and Wilson 2004; Hamilakis 2008, 11). Most of the cooking pot ware includes 

more jugs or scoops rather than tripod cooking pots, and so reinforce their possible 

function for warming or cooking small portions of food or even some liquid-based 

contents rather than cooking actual meals. Unfortunately, no organic remnants are 

preserved for analysis, in order to provide more specific evidence for what was 

consumed.   

Building 3 presents more complex architectural elements, such as the ossuary, the 

possible use of a corridor, two larger burial rooms and the forecourt. In other words, 

its architecture shows more complex ritual activities judging along with the material 

culture deposited. The ossuary, based on the excavator’s notes and his list of the 

human remains collection, was a place where both skeletons and pottery were 

placed together as secondary depositions, possibly after being removed from their 

primary burial in one of the other rooms in the tomb. This could be interpreted as 

a physical but also symbolic act of mixing the dead and the remains of ritual activity. 

By this phase, the addition of rooms mainly reserved for secondary treatment of 

the corpse both within and outside collective funerary structures, indicates a new 

funerary process in some other cemeteries. 

Building 4 is first constructed in this phase. In this building, there are no 

architectural elements taken from a tholos structure, such as the trilithon type of 

entrance seen in the other rectangular burial buildings. Additionally, no 

architecturally defined exterior spaces are preserved if any ever existed, though 
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the external areas around the tomb do not appear to have been extensively 

investigated. But there is no suggestion of a forecourt, outside the access via room 

2. The only addition seen is the wall attached to rooms 5 and 6. As far as the 

ceramic evidence from this building is concerned, it shows an increase in dishes, 

trays and spouted jars (including teapots) compared to Building 3 in this same 

phase, though both buildings show a preference to the conical cup and jug types.    

By the third phase of the cemetery (MM IB – II), Building 4 is the only burial building 

in use. The dominant category of vessels is pouring vessels with a preference for 

beaked, barbotine ware jugs and elongated spouted teapots, while conical cups 

are still present. This phase reinforces that trend that started already from the 

preceding phase, which sees a limited range of types of vessels used and the 

continuous preference for simpler lines of vessels (i.e. small, plain cups, jugs, 

dishes) during all phases, with a few exceptions of additional types of vessels (i.e. 

symbolic or small storage) in the first phase. Most of the ceramic evidence came 

from the northeast area outside of Rooms 5 and 6, which could have possibly been 

also used as an exterior space, while Room 5 seemed to have been empty from 

human remains, and thus may have been used for the preparation of burials or 

even as a storeroom. Both architecture and pottery deposition suggest that the 

activities conducted in this burial building were reduced or more tightly defined and 

the types of vessels were confined.  

The other finds are only a small sample but some objects can yield information 

relevant to the community and the funerary context. Stone vessels, chipped stone, 

seals and metal objects can contribute to understanding production, exchange and 

mobility patterns, and help to define local or inter-community distinctions. In this 

cemetery, the quantity of the other finds is not substantial, but it is very comparable 

in types with other contemporary cemeteries in this region. An attempt to search 

for any long-distance exchange or social relations for the inhabitants of the 

Asterousia or even for a possible inter-community co-operation will be made for 

each cemetery examined in this thesis. In the case of Skaniari Lakkos, any socio-

economic links documented by the other finds than pottery seem to be on a small-

scale and very local. The stone material used for the vessels and tools seem to be 

from local sources found in the Asterousia region. Most vessels are common types 

of stone bowls (open, spouted vessels, bird’s nest) and the technology used 

belongs to the Asterousia tradition with parallel examples from Moni Odigitria and 
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Lebena. Similar is the case of the simple stone pestles/ polishers discovered in the 

cemetery.  

As for the chipped stone, the number is not as large as was recovered at the Moni 

Odigitria cemetery, but is comparable (c. 50-100 pieces) with other cemeteries with 

obsidian as the predominant material (very few chert and flint pieces were found). 

Most of the obsidian blades are of Melian provenance and are found broken. None 

was found complete, similar to Moni Odigitria and Agia Kyriaki, due to the severe 

looting. This, unfortunately, is the reason that little can be said concerning the 

chipped stone’s original distribution or how and when this material was consumed 

in the funerary rituals. However, specialists have tried to interpret the role of the 

obsidian razors in a funerary context by examining the way in which their 

production, exchange, accumulation, destruction, and burial may have served to 

not only fulfill certain ritual tasks, but also to create and express individual identities 

(Carter 2010).  

The four seals recovered from this cemetery are made of green-grey schist, bone, 

ivory and clay, all coming from Building 4, apart from the clay example that was 

found in the surface collection. They are mainly dated in the MM I period or perhaps 

in the transitional period of EM III/ MM IA. The number of seals is very small if 

compared to other assemblages from other cemeteries but they belong to the 

phase when the quality and the high level of skill involved in the production of seals 

is most evident. By EM III / MM I, the use of ivory in seal production, an imported 

material which reflects privileged access to resources, and the likely prestige 

character of the seals themselves, indicate the production of high-value goods for 

limited consumption (Sbonias 1995; 2010; 2012). The small sample of seals in 

Skaniari Lakkos may be all that evaded removal by the looters.  

The few metal pieces found in Skaniari Lakkos, are very fragmented and most are 

unidentifiable objects. Only three pieces of clay animal figurines were collected 

from disturbed deposits, though there are not often found in cemeteries, with few 

exceptions.  

Overall, the case study of Skaniari Lakkos adds information to the broader funerary 

context of the Mesara region. Since mortuary practices and behaviour represent 

some of the social practices of their communities, any changes in the mortuary 

traditions could represent changes in the social relationships among communities 

within the region. This cemetery, with one tholos tomb and two rectangular, self-
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contained buildings with trilithon type entrances, deviates from the typical 

architecture of a tholos cemetery. Similar independent rectangular buildings are 

found in other cemeteries, such as the so-called ‘camerette’, south of tholos A at 

Agia Triada, as well as building Γ excavated north-west of tholos E at Koumasa, 

but their architectural plans differ from those at Skaniari Lakkos. In the latter case, 

Building 1 is the main, single tholos structure, while Buildings 2 and 3 seem to be 

identical, self-contained and used for some time in the same period. They are quite 

large, presenting a complexity in their architectural development but also in their 

deposited material. Building 4 deviates from the rest of the structures in the 

cemetery resembling more to the house-tombs in eastern Crete, with six rooms 

interconnected. Three distinct traditions in architecture can be seen in this 

cemetery: tholos, house-tomb and something that combines elements of both – 

Buildings 2 and 3, only because of the doorways. This variation within a single 

cemetery seems to develop through time and may represent changes in the 

perceptions of the people who used these structures through time.  

The most recent survey taking place close to this area is the Moni Odigitria survey 

(Branigan and Vasilakis 2010a, 26), which identified four hamlets near the Moni 

Odigitria cemetery in the EM II period, each of which could have accommodated 

1-3 houses suggesting that the cemetery was used by about 7-10 nuclear families 

or two extended families if all more in use contemporarily (Branigan 2010, 263). By 

MM I these hamlets were replaced by two larger settlements in the area. Within 

this region, at first glance Skaniari Lakkos looks like one of the largest cemeteries. 

In fact, the buildings are used to some degree sequentially, but there still were 

multiple tombs in use through much of its life, probably 2 to 3 at any time, still 

suggesting a small hamlet, rather than farmstead. With the three tombs of the West 

Complex at least during the first phase in use contemporarily, this may represent 

too large a group for a single hamlet in such remote region. So, perhaps the group 

of people using the cemetery in this phase would be more than a few nuclear 

families, involving people from smaller hamlets nearby.  
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CHAPTER 5: THE MIAMOU CEMETERY CASE STUDY AND THE 
ON-GOING STUDIES AT THE CEMETERIES OF KOUSES, 
APESOKARI A AND B 

 
 

5.1. The Miamou cemetery 
 
5.1a. The site and its situation 
 

The village of Miamou forms part of the district of Mesara, and is situated in the 

Asterousia mountains, which bounds on the south valley of the Lethaeus 

(Geropotamos), the largest river in the island, and separates it from the southern 

coast and the gulfs of Kaloi Limenes and Lendas (Fig.1.2).  

According to Taramelli’s early description (1897, 287-288), the village of Miamou 

lies about two hours distant from ancient Gortyna, on the most direct mule-path 

between the Mesara and the landing-place on the bay of Lendas (the ancient 

Lebena).  

Miamou is at the head of this small valley leading south, in a spacious and almost 

rounded hollow of meadows and cultivated fields. Provided with excellent springs 

and sheltered from the violent southerly storms by the higher ridge that encloses 

the hollow, its situation as a focus of habitation is facilitated its communication 

links between the upper with the lower parts of the Asterousia. 

Nowadays, the village belongs to the county of Kainourgiou with only c. 90 

occupants (based on the last population census), about one hour by car from 

Heraklion. At one of the houses abandoned today, a small cave was discovered 

in 189?, that was initially used in the Neolithic period as an ancillary space of a 

domestic area nearby, and later in the Prepalatial period as a burial place. The 

cave was investigated by Halbherr and Taramelli (Taramelli 1897, 288) during 

their Cretan expeditions, while it was used as a storeroom/ cellar by the owner of 

the house, who had found and kept bones and clay vessels.  

Southeast of the village, at the locality known as Korakies, a Prepalatial tholos 

tomb was excavated in 1982 as part of an Archaeological Service rescue 

excavation. This tholos tomb was situated within the Asterousia mountains and 
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was surrounded by similar tholos cemeteries, the closest at Agios Kyrillos to the 

west and Krotos to the east, while a bit further to the north are the Apesokari 

tombs, and the Lebena tombs are to the south5 (Fig.5.1). There is a possibility 

that a settlement of EM III/ MM I was located down slope from the modern village 

of Miamou, 200 m. N. of the tomb, based on some of Faure’s (1969, 181) notes 

on some sherds found from a settlement site on the nearest hilltop. The site of 

Miamou also represents so far, the only evidence of caves with continuous 

funerary use from the Neolithic to the Early Bronze Age in the Asterousia. The 

Miamou cemetery conforms to the general prevailing choice relevant to its 

location, not in a prominent location but neither a hidden one. It is also placed on 

a hill slope and in close proximity with its probable settlement.  

 
5.1b. The site, discovery and investigation 
 

This rescue excavation was carried out by the 23rd Ephorate of Classical and 

Prehistoric Antiquities between July and August 1982, lasting 31 days with a 

team of one archaeologist, Irene Antonakaki and eight workmen after the opening 

up of a rural road in 1980. The tomb had been partially destroyed by bulldozer 

during the opening of the road, and the bulldozer had removed the largest part of 

the fill of the tomb, and its northern part was completely destroyed down to the 

foundations (Fig.5.2). The tomb had been further disturbed by looting activity. 

However, the tomb had preserved most of its architectural elements, since the 

entrance, the jambs and the lintel were found in situ, along with small attached 

antechambers to the east. The cemetery consisted of one tholos and additional 

five rooms. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are general problems and limitations that most 

tholos cemeteries share, however each cemetery faces its own challenges and in 

this case, there are limitations preventing a more thorough contextual analysis. 

The notebooks and the plan after completion of the excavation could not be 

found in the Archaeological Service’s archives. As for the material culture, sherds 

are not included as the retained ceramic assemblage consisted of complete or 
                                                
5 Based on Goodison and Guarita (2005), the tomb is located 300 m. crow’s flight E of Miamou. Driving out 
of the village towards Krotos, after c.1 km. on a ridge turn left down a rough road leading back towards the 
village; after c. 200 m. at a crossroads, turn right and after c. 100 m. the tomb is c. 20 m off the road on the 
right.   
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semi-complete pots and vessels mended from the sherds collected. In this 

cemetery, the other finds produced a more interesting assemblage. The skeletal 

material was located but it awaits specialist study so it cannot be considered in 

this thesis. Useful information and discussions with the excavator have partially 

covered contextual gaps, and I was provided with an unpublished report by the 

excavator written after the excavation. Additionally, a collaboration between the 

Heraklion Archaeological Service and the Czech Centre for Mediterranean 

Archaeology started in 2015 a project called the Porti – Miamou project, focusing 

on the surface documentation of all preserved architectural remains through new 

updated plans and small-scale surface survey in the vicinity of the two cemetery 

sites, Porti and Miamou (http://www.ccma.cz/?p=375&lang=en). For this 

research, I was provided by Dr. A. Vasilakis a recent aerial photograph of the 

Miamou tholos tomb after the cleaning process on the grounds of this project 

(Fig.5.3). 

 
5.1c. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 

Based on the excavation report, the tholos has a diameter of approximately 5.10 

– 5.30 m., and the thickness of the walls is estimated around 2.30 m. The 

entrance is at the east with a doorway built of rubble. The lintel also survives and 

the vaulted construction of the walls is distinct. Two-thirds of the circuit wall 

stands on the east to a greatest height of 1.55 m. but the foundations are 

traceable a round the rest of the circle (Fig.5.5). The floor of the tholos is made of 

gritty soil and its wall construction is of unworked large blocks of stones with 

infilling rubble (Fig.5.6).  

The bulldozer had removed the largest part of the fill of the tomb, while its 

northern part was destroyed down to the foundations and the subsequent looting 

activity had removed almost all of the fill of the tholos apart from a few deposits 

around its periphery and in front of its entrance.  

The disturbed fill of the tholos consisted of brown soil with lots of bones, large 

rocks mainly from the destroyed walls, and few potsherds and small finds 

(Fig.5.7). Around 200 beads from necklaces were collected, most made of grey 

stone in two main shapes, small cylindrical and amygdaloid. Most of them came 
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from the north half of the tholos tomb. From the same area, three seals and three 

pendants made of ivory were also collected.  

After the removal of the disturbed layer in the same area (the north part of 

tholos), a thin undisturbed layer compressed by the weight of the bulldozer was 

cleared including many finds and human bones on the floor. Mostly broken, the 

following finds were recovered: a spouted jar with incised and painted decoration 

(Π20), another spouted jar (Π21), a cup (Π22), a stone bowl (Λ2), an ivory 

cylindrical seal (Σ-Κ 7) with two engraved surfaces, another stone vessel (Λ3) in 

pieces and a few beads and obsidian pieces. From the floor of the entrance two 

skulls were collected. The backfill of the entrance consisted of hard, brown soil 

without any finds, whereas next to the right jamb on the floor a pile of bones was 

collected, among them a handleless cup (Π49) and a jug (Π50) were also found. 

To the south of the tholos two piles of bones with skulls were collected. Among 

the human bones from this deposit, a small stone animal-shaped pendant (Σ-Κ 6) 

was discovered along with a few beads and two obsidian blades. Below the 

surface layer, three more strata were revealed by the entrance: a deposit of 

brown soil with few sherds, below this another thin layer with indications of 

intense burning mixed with fragments mainly of cups and cooking pot ware, and 

finally the floor was revealed.  

The tholos seems to have been in use from EM IIA until MM IA, based on the 

material culture recovered.  

Outside of the tholos, five small, annexed rooms extend in front of the entrance 

on the east, as well as to the southeast and northeast (Fig.5.8). 

These rooms were only partially excavated, since they seem to extend further but 

the excavation stopped due to a lack of funding, so the completion of this 

excavation and the restoration of the tomb was left for a future stage.  

In the annex rooms, three large looting pits were dug. The first was dug in front of 

the tholos entrance, where a large part of the fill of Room B was removed. The 

second was opened in Room E, where most of its fill had gone, apart from a 

small deposit to the southwest. The third was dug in the northeast corner of 

Room Δ.  

Room A is situated north of the entrance of the tholos. The south wall and part of 

the east wall still exist. After the removal of the surface layer (topsoil) in the 

southern part of the room a group of vessels was uncovered on its floor. Within a 
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distance of 1 metre from the south wall there was a large, deep dish (Π18) and 

on top of this there were fourteen handleless cups (Π4-17); adjacent to the dish 

was a spouted jar (Π19). South, next to the tholos wall was a complete barbotine 

jug (Π1) of Drakones type. The rest of this area provided no more complete finds.  

To the east, only part of Room B was revealed since most was dug away by 

looters. Below the black topsoil (surface), a deposit was exposed of soft, brown 

soil with stones. In this level a few sherds, bones and cups (Π26, Π24) were 

uncovered. The next layer consisted of fine, hard, brown soil. At the northeast 

corner of this room two cups (Π27, Π28) were found at a depth of 0.40 m. below 

the threshold at the entrance of the tholos. The excavation in this room did not 

reach the natural bedrock.  

South of Room A is Room Γ, which is a small area possibly used as an ossuary, 

since after removing 1 m. of the black topsoil, many human bones and skulls 

were found with no other finds.  

East of Room B with an entrance towards it, is Room Δ. The east wall does not 

exist anymore. The fill is the same in character with that of Room B and was 

possibly a continuous spread in both rooms. At a depth of 0.60 m. from the 

threshold of the entrance of the tholos in the northwest corner of this room five 

broken cups and one dish were found. The excavation stopped at this level.  

South of Room Δ with an entrance oriented towards it, is Room E. Almost the 

whole fill was removed by the looters down to the pebbled floor, except part of 

the entrance and the south side of the tomb.  Thirteen clay vessels, mainly jars 

and the three out of four cooking vessels found in this cemetery, were recovered. 

Into the south area immediately below the topsoil, a thick layer full of bones and 

nine vessels (Π39-47) were discovered, well as five other finds (beads, shells and 

chipped stone) and one seal of grey stone (Σ-Κ 8).  

In Room E, the jambs of the entrance and the east and south walls could not be 

cleared out. The area south of Rooms Γ and E remained unexplored. 

Furthermore, the exterior face of tholos was left unclear where it joins with Room 

A. The exterior rooms are dated during the EM III – MM I periods. 

The excavator mentions in her report that on the steep slope east of the tomb, 

extensive looting possibly indicates the destruction of another tomb with 

numerous spoil heaps with lots of bones. On the hill to the southwest there are 
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surface finds contemporary with the finds from the cemetery, already mentioned 

in Faure’s notes.  

Future work is still on hold, so the material that can be analysed, as well as any 

interpretations proposed here will be based on the above excavation work.  

 

5.1d. Architectural analysis 
 
The cemetery at Miamou Korakies seems to be founded in EM IIA and saw 

continuous use through MM IA. Two major chronological phases can be 

distinguished: EM IIA – IIB and EM III – MM IA (possibly in MM IB). The tholos 

was first used in the first phase, while the annexed rooms were additions of the 

second phase, when the tholos seemed in contemporaneous use (Fig.5.4). Only 

assumptions can be made on the function and development of the annexed 

rooms as they are not completely investigated. Room A seems to be added 

against to the tholos. Directly attached to Room A, Room B extends to the east, 

in front of the entrance of the tholos; both rooms seem to communicate with each 

other. Room B leads through an entrance to the east to Room Δ, while the latter 

leads to Room E through an entrance at the south. Spatially one can suggest a 

flow of movement in a directed, controlled way. Room Γ had been suggested by 

the excavator as an ossuary due to the concentration of many skeletal remains; 

the absence of finds there could reinforce this hypothesis. Based on the current 

preservation, it seems that the ossuary had no door.   

According to the material evidence found in the cemetery, as will be further 

explored in Section 5.1e, the tholos was built in the EM IIA period, while the 

rectangular rooms added after the EM IIB period. Room E seems to have been 

extended until the MM I B period, based on the slight ceramic evidence found 

there. Overall, annex seems to be a later addition to the tholos, with initial 

expansion in front of its doorway, to the east and then to the south. These 

additions have been in use simultaneously with the tholos during the second 

phase. Their walls are thin compared to the tholos structure, a common, repeated 

architectural characteristic for the so-called annexes at all sites. Their 

construction is less elaborated than the tholos and their size is relatively small.   
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5.1e. Artefactual analysis 
 

Two types of material assemblages were studied and analysed from this 

cemetery, the ceramics and the finds other than pottery.   

 

Pottery assemblage: Starting with ceramics, the assemblage is based on the 

complete vessels, since not many sherds were collected, and thus all records 

correspond to complete or semi-complete and restored pots. Even the few sherds 

are diagnostic and can be identified to vessel types. Almost all were registered 

with Heraklion Museum (HM) numbers, and described in the same categories as 

the unpublished material from Skaniari Lakkos. They were all photographed and 

representative types of vessels were also illustrated by a specialist. As with the 

case study of Chapter 4, the attributes examined are fabric type and ware group 

combined with any decoration preserved, form and probable function, size, 

possible manufacture technique and state of preservation and conservation. The 

pottery assemblage consists of fifty-three complete, semi-complete and restored 

pots (including eight examples that are more fragmentary). Ten types of vessel 

were classified by their simplified forms (Fig.5.9), and belong to broader 

functional categories based on their gross use: cooking, drinking, pouring, 

serving and storage vessels (Fig.5.10).  

As can be seen from the graph (Fig.5.11), the EM IIA period produced only two 

vessels, while EM IIB produced eleven: a pyxis was dated in the broader EM II 

period. It can be suggested that there is a sample of each type vessel of the EM 

II period, though based on a small dataset. In the EM III/ MM IA period, the 

quantity of vessels increased with the cup as the dominant shape, particularly the 

handleless conical cup. This clearly suggests a contrast with the earlier period, 

when the material evidence is possibly more associated with the deceased and 

activities taking place would have involved communal serving practices due to 

the larger size pots found. In the later periods, drinking activities represented by 

the burial assemblage suggest a preference towards individual serving cups. 

Finally, by the MM I period there is the appearance of the teapot among the 

pouring vessel group, which shows an increase in the volume served.  
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For the whole ceramic assemblage, the chronology is sometimes uncertain, 

therefore the graph (Fig.5.12) distinguishes the number of vessels with certain 

and less certain dates. Eighteen vessels among the whole assemblage of pots 

belong to the less certain date category. Most of the ceramic assemblage is 

dated in the EM III/ MM IA period and came from all spaces of the cemetery 

complex, though relatively few vessels of this date came from the tholos. The 

earliest dated material came only from the tholos, whereas the remaining rooms 

mainly produced material dated in the broader MM I period (Fig.5.13). 

In order to approach the depositional behaviour within the specific buildings of 

this tomb complex, the deposits were organised for each building after their 

careful study and amalgamation of the excavation units (omades). The tholos 

consists of omades 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 38, 43, 50, 51 and 52. Room A 

comprises omades 10, 11, 12, 13 and 29, while Room B comprises omades 16, 

17, 21, 22 and 24. Omades 54 and 55 refer to Room Γ and omades 25 and 27 to 

Room Δ. Finally, Room E corresponds to omades 36, 37, 40 and 41.  

Focusing on the spatial variation in vessel deposition (Fig.5.14), the tholos 

produced fifteen vessels. The ceramic assemblage found inside and by the 

entrance of the tholos consists of six cups, three bowls, three spouted jars, one 

pyxis, one scoop and one jug (Fig.5.15). The beaked barbotine jug was found 

outside, by the entrance of the tholos (Fig.5.16).  

From Room A, sixteen vessels were registered and some fragments from a cup. 

The dominance of cups is very clear, where only one dish and one spouted jar 

were collected from this area (Fig.5.17).  

In Room B only three vessels were recorded; two cups and one trefoil-mouthed 

jug (Fig.5.18), while no vessels were found in Room Γ. Room Δ produced six 

vessels in total, five cups and one dish (Fig.5.19). Finally, Room E produced 

thirteen vessels, including cooking pots, jugs, spouted jars and teapots 

(Fig.5.20). This varied assemblage indicates possibly a post-funerary activity or 

ceremonies during the burial events. Most vessels coming from its south part 

were of coarse fabric, in pouring shapes and carried burn marks and only one 

cup was found in this room. 

Unfortunately, only a gross approach based on the capacity and types of vessels 

can be made, since the sample of ceramics is small, mainly due to the unfinished 

excavation and the extensive looting of the cemetery. This additional approach 
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could give more insights into the size of groups participating and the nature of the 

activities undertaken within the whole cemetery, since the vessels can be better 

understood as to how they were used. In this ceramic assemblage, the main type 

to focus on is the cup, being the dominant shape within the whole assemblage in 

all periods. All cups (28 in total) deposited in this cemetery complex seem to 

belong to a small size category (Fig.5.21), therefore they could represent 

individual serving cups (Fig.5.22). As for the capacities of the cooking vessels 

found here, two EM III/ MM IA scoops and two EM IIB cooking pots, compared 

with those from Skaniari and Fournou Korifi, could hold a meal for one family. 

Finally, the spouted jars and two teapots from different chronological deposits 

could hold sufficient volume of some liquid (Fig.5.23), estimated between 2 – 4 

litres. 

 

Other finds: This assemblage includes other finds categorised by their material 

and then by type. In total, seven categories are distinguished as shown on the 

graphs and the table with their further sub-categories (Fig.5.24), and how they 

were distributed within the cemetery (Fig.5.25). The bones mentioned refer to 

fragments of bone objects, while the human osteological remains are stored in 

fourteen boxes for future study, mainly derived from the excavation units 

belonging to the tholos, Room E and Room Γ (omades 1, 4, 5, 9, 14, 17, 36, 43, 

54 and 55).  

The first broad category consists of what is considered as jewellery, assumed to 

have been deposited with the deceased. 181 beads were collected from the 

cemetery, with the dominant type being discoid, grey-black steatite beads. The 

other common type of bead is amygdaloid, grey-black steatite, and a few spindle-

shaped beads were found as well. All types and material are very common in 

contemporary cemeteries (Fig.5.26). A few pendants were also found, made of 

ivory, steatite and another stone. The three of them look like unfinished seals, or 

at least the technique of manufacture is similar to seals (Fig.5.27).  

Five sealstones were recovered from the cemetery. The first (3131: Fig.5.28A) is 

a complete, button-shaped seal made of black steatite. Its upper part is engraved 

with lines. On the sphragistic surface there are three not perforated holes and 

one perforated, with a linear decoration of four incised, parallel lines which 

intersect in the middle of the surface with one vertical line. The second (3132: 
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Fig.5.28B) is a worn, cylindrical seal made of ivory. It is perforated widthwise and 

the sphragistic surface is very weathered such that the design is unclear. The 

third (3133: Fig.5.28C) is also a cylindrical, complete seal made of ivory. Its 

profile is slightly curved with three perforated holes. One sphragestic surface 

depicts four linked spiral motifs with a cross in the middle, while at its periphery 

there are supplementary lines in four clusters. The other sphragestic surface 

shows a pair of quadrupeds with tufted tails as a filling arrangement and at the 

periphery there are linked arcs. The fourth (3134: Fig.5.28D) is part of a figure-

shaped seal made of ivory. It is curved in the middle of its height and with a 

sphragestic surface of a chained motif. The fifth seal (3135: Fig.5.28E) is a 

scarab form, complete, made of ivory. It is perforated widthwise, on its ridge there 

two fillings of relief, linear motifs each divided by a line along them. On its 

sphragestic surface there is a spiral that ends in a leaf motif and at the periphery 

there is a linear triangle as a filling decoration. Not many parallels were found 

with these types or motifs; for the second seal (3132), one surface is similar to a 

seal found in Marathokephalo (CMS II, 1, 222b) which could provide a date 

between EM II to MM IB. As for the fifth seal (3135), a similar leaf motif is seen 

on a seal deriving from Mallia Pediados (CMS III, 086), which has a later stylistic 

date of MM II.  

Eight stone vases were recorded, four including diagnostic fragments. The more 

complete ones are less than half of a bird’s-nest bowl of green-grey stone (Λ1), 

one small, two-handled ribbed spouted bowl of white and grey stone (Λ3), and 

two similar miniature stone vases (Λ2; Λ4) which were possibly used as lamps. 

They are one-handled, spouted, shallow bowls made of green-grey stone. Based 

on comparanda from other cemeteries (Warren 1969; Evely 2010), the material 

used is from the region and they could be dated in the EM III to MM I periods 

(Fig.5.29).  

Another category of this assemblage is the chipped stones, comprising eighteen 

obsidian blades or flakes, and chert and flint fragments (Fig.5.30). Two examples 

of ground stone pestles were recovered, one fragmentary (Fig.5.31). Some 

pebbles and natural rocks were kept among the other stone assemblage, to be 

examined in terms of lithic provenance (Fig.5.32). Only 7 pieces of metal were 

recovered, mainly of bronze and some iron slag. A few fragments of possible 
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bone objects were found among the above finds, shells and some fossils were 

also kept.  

Considering the spatial distribution of the above finds, the picture is very uneven. 

Most derived from the tholos tomb and from sieving of the looting spoil-tips. 

Looking at the graphs (Fig.5.25), the tholos and Room E produced the most 

varied material other than pottery. The tholos produced six stone vases, one-

hundred seventy-eight beads and four pendants, five seals, two ground and six 

other stones, eleven chipped stone, three shell and seven metal pieces. Six bone 

fragments and twelve fossils were kept. From Room A, only one bone and fossil 

were recorded; from Room B one chipped stone and from Room Δ one stone 

vase (Λ4) were collected. Room Γ produced no finds but abundant osteological 

material. Finally, Room E and in particular, in its southern area immediately 

below the topsoil, where a thick layer full of bones and clay vessels was 

discovered, thirteen other finds were recovered (three beads, one pendant, two 

shells, one chipped stone, one other stone, one seal, three fossils and one 

undiagnostic piece).  

 
5.1f. The interpretation of the cemetery 
 

The Miamou cemetery presents a common funerary architectural pattern known 

from the region of the Mesara during the Prepalatial and early Protopalatial 

periods. A tholos is supplemented later by small annexed rooms with a 

continuous use for all of them during the EM III/ MM IA period. In this example, 

there are five annexed rooms, one of them (Γ) possibly used as an ossuary, since 

apart from a substantial amount of skeletal remains, no other material remains 

were found there. Since the area south of Room E remained unexplored, there is 

the possibility of another interior or exterior space or even another looted tomb 

and the overall architectural picture of this cemetery is not very clear, since 

excavation stopped and has never been resumed.  

It is obvious from the data examined that two major phases of use are 

represented: EM IIA – IIB and EM III – MM IA. 

The first phase is mainly concentrated on the tholos tomb, and the material 

culture presents a more varied range of vessels (i.e. cooking, drinking, pouring, 

serving, storage) than the later phase. In the second phase, the architectural plan 
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presents a more complex structure with the annex added to the tholos and an 

ossuary (Γ). Given the small sample recovered from this phase, it is difficult to 

track effective changes in the types of vessels, though some preferences on their 

spatial deposition can be noticed.  

The dominance of pouring vessels in Room E, such as the spouted jars, teapots 

and jugs, suggests practices related to liquid consumption in the cemetery, 

though there is a clear absence of drinking vessels, since only one was found in 

this room (Fig.5.33). A contrast to the dearth of cups in Room E, is presented in 

Room A which produced most drinking vessels within the whole ceramic 

assemblage. Perhaps this space was reserved for some sort of storage for 

individual serving vessels used for the funerary practices, since the capacity of 

the conical cups found is small. The tholos presents a similar picture with Room 

A, with cups as the dominant shape during this second phase. (Figs.5.13; 5.33). 

As for the Rooms Β and Δ in front of the tholos, they produced less vessels than 

Rooms A and E with a preference to drinking vessels. A slight pattern seems to 

exist concerning different types of vessels stored separately, but still due to the 

small sample, such interpretation cannot be too reliable.  

Additionally, the existence of a possible ossuary (Room Γ) with no ceramic 

evidence found introduces the secondary burial tradition. Some bones were 

found in Room A, but since the osteological material has not been studied yet, 

not much can be suggested. Eventually, the study of the osteological assemblage 

will allow more information about the number of people buried in this cemetery 

and to the groups and perhaps about the function of some of these rooms (i.e. A 

and Γ).  

Finally, even within the small assemblage of other finds, the stone vases and 

seals found in this cemetery represent important pieces of evidence for further 

comparisons with other tholos cemeteries of the region. The stone vases, stone 

beads and seals found confirm the main chronological framework during which 

this cemetery was used. Four out of the five seals discovered are made of ivory, 

an imported material not so common in earlier periods, which was mainly used 

during the EM III / MM IA period, as seen in the large numbers from the tholos 

cemeteries of Platanos and Agia Triada. As for the other finds, the picture 

suggests the exploitation of local resources for the making of stone vases and 

beads. 
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To sum up, the Miamou tholos cemetery produced only a small sample of 

material evidence, since has badly looted and is only partly investigated. But the 

sample studied so far could suggest a small peripheral but long-lived community 

that saw some development in the EM III/ MM IA period, with expansion and 

more intense deposition, in this relatively short phase.   

 
5.2. The Kouses cemetery 
 
5.2a. The site, its situation, discovery and investigation 
 
The modern village of Kouses is situated between the village of Listaros and 

Pombia, 130 m. high on the north foothill of the Pyrgos rise of the Asterousia 

mountains (Fig.5.34). South of the village, the tholos cemetery was excavated at 

the locality known as Sopata. It was a rescue excavation carried out by the 

Archaeological Service in the winter of 1978-9, after the notification by a rural 

guard of looting activity in the area. A large tholos structure had been discovered 

with six annexed rooms in front of it spread to the east, one of them used as an 

ossuary, and significant finds were uncovered, despite extensive looting.  

During the attempt to locate the nearby relevant settlement to which this 

cemetery could belong, a Byzantine settlement was discovered only a few metres 

away from the tomb. Approximately 2 kilometres northeast of the tomb, a Minoan 

settlement was located (Fig.5.35). Between the tomb and the settlement and 

closer to the tomb there is a spring. This settlement located on the open, low hill 

north of the rural road to Pombia, consisted of at least one large building, 

possibly a farmstead. Well-built walls with large rectangular stone blocks are 

visible on the surface with dispersed sherds of the MM – LM periods. 

Unfortunately, a shepherd’s installation in this area and the extension of the 

modern quarry of Pombia in the neighbouring area, caused severe damage to the 

site and constitute a serious threat for the complete destruction of this settlement.  

A second short-term excavation took place after further looting in the southeast 

area of the tholos tomb, south of the long ossuary (Room Γ).  The excavation was 

focused on the exterior area southeast of the tomb reaching the natural bedrock 

without revealing any further structure. From the fill above the sloping surface of 

the rock to the east and its cavities, only a few fragments of Middle Minoan 
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pottery were collected, possibly coming from activities taking place outside the 

tomb or from cleaning episodes or even representing discarded material (Hatzi – 

Vallianou 1989, 432-3).  

Any further information described below, apart from the two published reports 

(Hatzi - Vallianou 1979; 1989), has been provided by the excavator. The small 

finds have already been studied by the excavator and I. Pini for the seals, and 

they are in preparation for publication, while the ceramic assemblage is still 

awaiting full study.  

 
5.2b. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 
Based mainly on the preliminary archaeological reports (1979; 1989), the tholos 

internal diameter is 7.40 m. with a built doorway to the east. The wall of the tholos 

on its north and east side is double and 3 metres thick. It is inclined to the interior 

and is built with the corbelling technique. Possibly the outer buttress wall is a later 

addition during the development of the cemetery. Its west part is almost 

destroyed, while its south part is very fragmentary (Fig.5.36). The lack of large 

stone blocks suggests that the tholos was mainly constructed of small stones. 

The interior of the tomb was disturbed by looters. The sieving of the looting spoil-

tips and excavation into lower levels, as well as in areas that remained 

undisturbed (Fig.5.37), produced a variety of objects, such as clay and stone 

vessels, obsidian pieces, beads made of steatite, rock crystal and gold, and a 

series of seals. The tholos seems to be constructed in the late EM I period since 

pottery dated in this period was collected from an undisturbed layer within the 

tholos.  

In front of the doorway of the tholos is a rectangular complex with internal 

subdivisions (Fig.5.37). Exactly in front of the doorway is a small rectangular 

room (B) and adjacent and to the east is a smaller room (B1). Whether there was 

a doorway between these two rooms, it is not clear today. To the north of them 

are two more spaces A and A1, with their dividing wall partly destroyed. It is not 

clear if there was a door into B, B1 or Δ. To the east and alongside A1 and B1 is 

a long rectangular room (Δ). This seems to communicate directly with B1. Along 

the south of B, B1 and Δ is the ossuary (Γ), which is not clear whether it 

communicates directly with the exterior or another room. So, there is no clear 
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idea of any external access to any of this complex. A second wall, like a buttress 

wall, runs outside Δ and Γ to their east, and bounding a sort of ramp with small 

pebbles. It could be considered as a small open paved area. These rooms are 

not very clear yet, since study is still in progress, particularly when they were 

added to the tholos. On the south side of ossuary (Γ), it seems that another thin 

wall was added later, possibly as a supporting wall downhill. South of the 

annexes was the possible rubbish pit, formed by a natural depression in the 

natural bedrock.  

 
5.2c. An architectural and artefactual overview 
 
The structure and in general the architectural layout of the tomb complex seems 

well laid-out with a more coherent plan than some other tholos cemeteries in the 

broader region of the Mesara. There are some similarities with the Apesokari 

tombs though, which are described and discussed below.   

Since the material is still under study, no analysis can be undertaken, but only a 

summary of the types of objects distributed within the cemetery. Again, two kinds 

of material assemblage are distinguished: the ceramics and finds other than 

pottery. About forty-eight complete and mendable vessels were recovered and 

some twelve were restored, based on excavator’s notes. They were not very well 

preserved and they are of small and medium size. The dominant shapes among 

them are cups, goblets, dishes, jars, jugs and few spouted jars. No cooking pots 

have been recorded, though it must be noted about ten boxes of sherds were 

also recovered, but have not been studied yet. The vessels date from EM IIB to 

MM IB, with a peak during the MM IA period, while based on the excavator’s 

comments the sherds collected from the interior of the tholos justify an earlier 

date (EM I). Similarly, sherds during the excavation were identified in the MM II 

period. The types of vessels are distinguished on the table (Fig.5.38). The 

sample is very small, but again drinking vessels, particularly cup, dominate other 

forms (serving, pouring, storage vessels) in the cemetery (Fig.5.39). The two 

beaked jugs recovered, are dated in MM I and published due to their distinctive 

barbotine decoration (Hatzi – Vallianou 1979) (Fig.5.40).  

Considering the finds other than pottery, the picture is significant and adds 

important information for comparison with other tholos cemeteries, as shown on 
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the graph (Fig.5.41). Eighteen seals were found. This assemblage has been 

studied by Ingo Pini and the publication is in preparation6. Of the eighteen seals, 

eight are made of ivory and seven of steatite, while one is of unknown material 

and one possibly from faience or white paste. Some are zoomorphic, such as one 

with two hedgehogs, and another with clear and interesting image depicting two 

male figures on a boat, in a fighting scene (Fig.5.42).  

Eight daggers were found along with one gold sheet and a bronze ring – possibly 

from an earring. Two ground stone tools, one stone loomweight and one clay 

spindle-whorl, along with twenty chipped stone, mainly of obsidian blades and 

two cores. Two possible pieces of figurines have been recorded; one like a clay 

trumpet lug that came from the looting spoil and one stone, anthropomorphic 

figurine (Λ585) suggested to be of Early Minoan date by the excavator. Jewellery 

includes fifty-two single beads, plus one composed necklace and one silver 

pendant. Most beads are made of steatite and schist, but also of bone, faience, 

rock crystal and silver. One bead had the shape of an axe and is made of rock 

crystal, while two of faience are zoomorphic (Fig.5.43).  

Little information on the spatial distribution of finds has been presented to date. In 

the tholos, seventeen skulls were collected, especially from the latest stratum and 

by the wall of the tholos. Some EM IB dark-on-light sherds were collected from 

the interior of the tomb, suggesting the early construction of the tomb. A clay 

grater, a stone weight and one of the steatite seals (2685) were found in situ 

inside the tholos. Rooms B and A had varied finds, while Room A1 had very few 

vessels and Room B1 had some stone vases with burn marks, that could suggest 

activities like fumigation or cleaning. Room Γ was used as an ossuary; at least 

12-13 skulls were collected. As for the southeast area of the cemetery, broken 

vessels (mainly of the MM I period) and shells were collected, in some cases 

found in situ.  

 

5.2d. The interpretation of the cemetery  
 
The cemetery of Kouses belongs to the western Asterousia (Fig.1.2) and it is 

closer to the cemeteries of Moni Odigitria, Agia Kyriaki and Megaloi Skinoi in the 
                                                
6 A first presentation of Kouses and the seal assemblage took place in 2011 at Voroi in the Cretan Ethnology 
Museum by the excavator, Despoina Hatzi-Vallianou and Ingo Pini.   
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Agiofarango, while the cemeteries of Miamou, Apesokari A and B, Koumasa and 

Lebena belong to the central Asterousia. However, its integrated architectural 

plan resembles more closely most of the cemeteries of the central Asterousia.  

Considering the pattern and nature of human settlement within the western 

Asterousia, where Kouses is situated, the Agiofarango survey made important 

observations by recording evidence of contemporary settlement near every tomb 

or group of tombs (Branigan 1998, 15). In this case, the settlement found 

northeast of the tholos tomb is unlikely to be associated with this single tholos 

tomb, since it is distant and, at least as presently understood the period of its use 

is not contemporary. The chronological span of the cemetery is from late EM I 

until the MM II period. On architectural grounds, there are similarities with the 

spaces associated with the Apesokari A and B tombs. For example, the natural 

bedrock exposed here south of Room Γ, where its cavities were filled with mixed 

sherds, could suggest an area used for the disposal of MM pottery from the 

funerary activities taking place or cleaning of the tomb, a similar picture 

presented in Apesokari B, Space 10 (see Section 5.3b). No traces have been 

found of additional, separate buildings in the cemetery, or any defined court, but 

the rescue excavation was essentially confined to the tholos and adjacent 

annexes. Additionally, the layout of the annexes in this tholos cemetery 

(Figs.5.44 – 5.45) resembles the layout of the annexes in front of Apesokari 

tholos B and the annexes in front of the Miamou tholos.  

 

5.3. The Apesokari A and B cemeteries 
 
The village of Apesokari is situated at the southern edge of the plain of Mesara, 

on the northern foothills of the Asterousia mountains. Among the tholos 

cemeteries studied in this thesis, Platanos, Miamou and Koumasa are the closest 

(Fig.1.2). Southwest of the village of Apesokari, two tholos tombs of the 

Prepalatial and Protopalatial periods have been excavated. Tomb A (Fig.5.46) is 

the smaller and later of the two, situated on a rocky spur of the central Asterousia 

mountains, east of the road to Lendas, and was excavated in 1942 after its partial 

looting by tomb robbers, by the Austrian archaeologist, August Schörgendorfer. 

At that point, the excavator served as a junior officer attached to the Kunstschutz, 

the ‘Art Protection unit’ of the Wehrmacht, with the special mission to protect the 
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cultural monuments of Crete (Flouda 2012c). Tomb B (Fig.5.46) is located about 

200 metres to the east – southeast, lower than the first, and was excavated by 

Costis Davaras in 1963. The site lies on a gentle slope with amidst abundant 

rocky outcrops.  

A Minoan settlement originally existed on the south slope of the hill known as 

Vigla, which was also investigated by Schörgendorfer (Matz 1951), where 

dispersed habitation remains can be traced (Fig.5.46). He excavated a series of 

seven basement rooms as parts of a freestanding two-story building which was 

inhabited continuously until at least the late Neopalatial period (Flouda 2014). A 

large part of the settlement has been destroyed due to a road constructed to 

Lendas about 40 years ago (Vasilakis 2000, 121).  

Both tholos cemeteries have only recently been fully studied, and are being 

prepared for publication – Tomb A by Dr. G. Flouda and Tomb B by Dr. G. 

Vavouranakis. Therefore, for the needs of this thesis and for my comparative 

analysis at the end, a digested synthesis of the interim results from both studies 

will be presented here, after fruitful discussions with both investigators.  

For Tomb A, the rediscovery of the material, labelled as ‘German excavation’, led 

to a systematic study both sites (tomb A and settlement). Schörgendorfer 

published only a preliminary report of the excavation based mainly on the 

architecture, which included the stone vases and a few clay vessels, all restored 

between 1942 and 1947 in the Heraklion Archaeological Museum. He did not 

publish the rest of the material culture, since after the war he could not study 

them. Unfortunately, his excavation notebook has not been found, therefore in 

most cases the exact provenance of the finds and their broader contextual 

information has been lost. Using the very few written labels, illegible tags and 

notes, an attempt has been made to identify whether the remaining pottery and 

sherds belong to the tomb or the settlement. In the three preliminary reports 

(Flouda 2012a, 2012c; 2014), some depositional behavioural patterns within the 

cemetery were suggested that will be summarised below, to compare later with 

the other tholos cemeteries investigated in this thesis. 

Tholos B was fully excavated by Costis Davaras, who granted permission in 2009 

to Dr. Vavouranakis to study and publish the finds from the excavation. 

Vavouranakis and his team have created a website presenting information about 

the architecture and the finds of the tomb (http://apesokari.jimdo.com/) and have 
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published a few papers with some preliminary remarks from the on-going study 

(Vavouranakis 2012, 2015, 2016) and a joint paper with a bioarchaeologist, Dr. 

C. Bourbou (Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015) discussing patterns of 

fragmentation in Early and Middle Bronze Age tholos tomb contexts in Crete 

using as the main case study Apesokari B. He has also collaborated on the 

macroscopic petrographic classification of stone vases and tools recovered from 

both Apesokari burial assemblages (Flouda et al. 2012). 

 
5.3a. Apesokari Tomb A 
 

Tomb A consists of a tholos and one rectangular annex with four smaller 

subdivided spaces to the east. In one of them there is the base of a pillar that 

used to support the roof. A small platform is at the corner of the external room 

and another platform area is in a paved court to the northeast outside the tomb. 

This tomb shares the main feature of other tholoi, such as a monolithic stone 

lintel (which is not in situ), an east facing entrance, a buttress wall outside the 

southwest part of the tholos as a supporting later addition, and a rectangular 

annexed structure. Flouda (2012c, 113) suggests that this rectangular annex has 

an integrated architectural plan constructed together, abutting the thick east wall 

of the tholos. Later architectural additions to this rectangular structure are the 

retaining wall on its north, while other buttress walls flanked it on the south and 

east. Additionally, Apesokari A seems to preserve more elements as to the 

construction of the roof of the tomb complex. For the tholos construction, there is 

the evidence of the external slabs which project from the north part of the 

circumference of the tholos (about 0.20 – 0.30 m. long). These slabs are 

noticeable in some other tholos cemeteries (i.e. Kamilari, Apesokari B, Koumasa, 

Platanos). It has been suggested that these slabs could reinforce the corbelling 

roof system for a vaulted tomb, like the modern Cretan mitata – dairy houses 

(Levi 1963; Branigan 1970b; Warren 2007), but the existing evidence is not 

enough to confirm this suggestion. As for the roof of the rectangular building, the 

pillar found in the middle as well as the wide partition wall (between spaces E and 

G) could suggest a permanent flat roof (Flouda 2012a; 2012c).  

Schörgendorfer (1951a) divided the cemetery into various spaces as indicated on 

the architectural plan (Fig.5.47), summarised here based on the recent study 
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(Flouda 2012a; 2012c; 2014). Space A consists of the tholos, maximum height 

preserved to 1.30 m. at the south jamb of the entrance, with an internal diameter 

is 4.85 metres. The walls are made of large unworked stones and mud, in parts 

filled with smaller stones, built directly on the bedrock, levelled in parts with earth. 

Two miniature stone vases were found in situ in the interior of the tholos and 

small clay drinking (cups) and pouring vessels (jugs) and a clay foot, possibly 

from a pedestalled lamp, along with inhumations. The ceramic assemblage from 

the tholos indicates use in MM IA – IB.  

Space B is the tholos entrance. Space C is an almost square area of 2.05 x 2 m. 

situated south of the entrance and containing an inhumation without any grave 

goods, while north of the entrance is Space D, containing mainly remains of 

secondary burial due to the concentration of skulls, bone fragments and pottery 

dated in the MM IA – IB periods. To the east of Space C is Space E where two 

primary and superimposed adult inhumations were excavated. This space was 

possibly closed off by a wall to its west, as traces of the outline of carved bedrock 

could reinforce such idea, and Space F therefore could be the corridor providing 

access to this space (Flouda 2012c, 116). To the north of this is Space G, where 

the pillar was located. In this undisturbed area, the excavator mentioned that no 

bones were found, only a significant pottery assemblage containing seven 

miniature stone vases, handleless conical cup fragments and burial containers 

(Flouda 2014). It has been suggested that this area could have had a post-

interment role involving drinking activities, but still there is no clear evidence if 

these were taking place inside this space or these drinking vessels were simply 

stored there (Flouda 2012c, 117). Space K is the entrance to the annex 1.60 m. 

wide. Space H and J together to the south could be characterised as a forehall of 

the whole annex complex. Space J had a small platform formed by a limestone 

slab fixed under the long walls at the north side of the forehall (Flouda 2012c, 

114). The excavator mentions a small stone ‘idol’ (Fig.5.48) fallen in front of this 

platform, which led him consider the platform to be an altar. There is a paved 

area outside the northeast corner of the rectangular annex with a built low 

platform, named as Space L.  Both the excavator and Flouda suggest this was an 

open-air area reserved for collective ceremonies. Another external feature is a 

recess (a) by the retaining wall of the annex and the upper surface of this wall 

could have served as a bench flanking the outside area (Flouda 2012c, 117).  
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The late date of the construction and use of this tomb is reinforced by three 

examples of the different treatment of burials. Three clay burial vessels were 

found, one stamnoid jar with part of a child’s jaw, possibly dated in MM IA, and 

two oval larnakes with their lids (Fig.5.48). The painted example can be dated in 

the MM I period, while the unpainted example, due to its coarse fabric, is difficult 

to assign a more certain date.  Another interesting find is a clay wine-press model 

found in Space E (Fig.5.48).  

Considering the architectural plan of Apesokari A, the main difference compared 

to other tholos complexes is that the rectangular structure looks like a single 

coherent construction (Fig.5.48). It is yet unclear if it was all built together or it 

may be added sequentially. Based on the use of the spaces within it, the annex 

rooms were clearly all used simultaneously with the burial chamber throughout its 

phase of use (Flouda 2012c) (Fig.5.49a; 5.49b). 

As for the burial practices taking place within this cemetery, the deposition of 

skeletons within larnakes and pithoid jars generally is argued to emphasise the 

individual in burial practices, even occasionally, limiting the confusion of skeletal 

remains due to the repeated disturbances, as well as facilitating the association 

of grave goods with specific individuals (Flouda 2012c, 116; Vavouranakis 2014; 

Hamilakis 2018). Though, in the case of the Archanes – Phourni cemetery, there 

were found bones of multiple individuals within larnakes. Generally, this practice 

starts in the MM period and can be traced in other tholos cemeteries, and in 

particular there is similar evidence (discussed below in Section 5.3b) in the 

neighbouring Apesokari Tomb B of a child burial in a larnax (Davaras 1964, 441; 

Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015). This practice reinforces as well the later dating 

of this burial context according to the pottery analysis – one of the few with clear 

evidence for primary burials in situ.  

The practice of secondary burials and material depositions is also documented in 

this cemetery. Spaces C and E could serve as temporary repositories for the 

decomposition of the bodies, before specific parts were selected to be stored 

elsewhere. It is, therefore, interesting that primary burials were possibly made in 

annex rooms and not just in the tholos chamber. So, the distinction made 

between tholos and annex may decline with time, or may actually just be a 

distinction we have assumed, but it was not recognised by those using the tombs.  
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Space D could be also characterised as a bone repository and storeroom for 

vessels, clear evidence for a space dedicated to secondary depositions.  

Moreover, the two platforms, one inside and one outside with the paved area 

could have served as altars, where ritual activities were practiced or offerings 

deposited. The interior example seems to be more restricted in access, whereas 

the exterior example is more communal and would be accessible to larger groups 

of people. For the interior example, it has been suggested the idea of a cult 

image based on the ‘idol’ or fetish recovered. But, this is very difficult to define 

simply on this artefact and parallels are not known at other cemeteries. The only 

point that can be made with more certainty is the division between more private 

and collective contexts for ritual, the first represented by the annex complex and 

the second by the paved court with the built altar. Spaces H and J could have 

served as a forehall prior to entering more into the spaces used for deposition. 

The inner spaces brought to light objects like miniature stone vases (25 from the 

tholos and 22 from the annex) and one clay wine-press model, which apart from 

being symbolic rather than functional vessels deposited in a mortuary context, 

also give some further insights about the regional traditions, since the lack of 

seals in this cemetery is obvious. This clay wine-press model from Space E can 

testify to local tradition, a fact supported by the four parallel models that were 

excavated in the neighbouring Tholos B (Flouda 2012c, 118; Platon and Kopaka 

1993, 64). More about some of the key patterns extracted from this tholos tomb 

and what they mean will be explored after considering the nearby Apesokari 

tholos B.  

 
5.3b. Apesokari Tomb B 
 

The tholos Tomb B complex occupies an area of c. 25 x 14 m. and consists of a 

large circular tomb with ten distinct associated rooms and spaces (eight rooms 

and two depositional pits) (Fig.5.50). Their walls are preserved to a maximum 

height of 1.85 m. 

The tholos structure (Space 0) seems to have two or even three concentric walls 

with thickness 1.20 – 1.50 m. (Figs.5.50; 5.51b) and internal diameter 5.70 – 

5.90 m. Its preserved height is 0.20 m. in the west and 1.85 m. in the east. The 

entrance of the tholos is built with medium boulders and is paved, with an east 
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facing orientation (Fig.5.51a). The door jambs are built and the lintel is not 

preserved. The floor of the tholos is the bedrock. During the excavation, the 

tholos was found almost completely looted, apart from a very small area of 

unlooted fill which produced sherds covering the span from the Final Neolithic 

until the Neopalatial period. Based on the above data, the tholos was probably 

constructed in the EM I period, since the earlier sherds are few and could be 

simply residual from a different use of the area. Most ceramic evidence from the 

tholos can be placed in the EM II period and possibly some closed vessels dated 

in the EM III period too.  The addition of the second ring wall around the tholos 

can also be placed in a second phase (probably in late EM II period) of use and 

repair of the tholos (Vavouranakis 2016, 258). The funerary use of the tholos 

ceased at the end of the Protopalatial period. The Neopalatial sherds from 

medium storage vessels suggest isolated events, probably of non-funerary 

character, or even late pithos burials inserted into the tomb, occasionally seen 

elsewhere. 

Turning to the rectangular complex, Space 1 is a later attachment at the east by 

the tholos entrance (Figs.5.50; 5.52). It is an almost rectangular room with 

maximum dimensions of c. 2.35 x 4.50 metres, accessed from the east, defined 

by part of the tholos wall to the west and its floor was also the natural bedrock. 

Based on the excavator’s notes (Vavouranakis 2012; 2015) three inhumations 

were found in situ. The pottery found confirms its later construction (EM III/ MM I) 

and provides information on the funerary customs of that period (Fig.5.53). More 

than 450 conical cups had been deposited together with the burials, while sherds 

from jugs were also found. Not all cups are dated to the same period, suggesting 

that they were not deposited all together, during a single episode of conspicuous 

consumption of drink, but are the result of many similar, but small scale, acts 

(Vavouranakis 2012, 146-147).  

Space 2, a long rectangular room with maximum dimensions of 6.30 x 2.35 

metres, with its floor being the westward sloping up natural bedrock (Fig.5.50). 

The west wall serves probably as a support for the original tholos wall. The south 

wall shows a protruding lower course of stones on the outside. Based on the 

excavation notebooks, the east wall is later constructed than the rest, since it 

rests on a higher soil layer rather than the natural bedrock (Vavouranakis 2012, 

147; 2015, 221). Thus, the room was initially open to the east and at a later 
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phase the east side was blocked and the room was accessible only through the 

roof, suggesting two different ways of use of this space. An in situ intact larnax 

with an infant burial (Fig.5.54), as well as more fragments from larnakes were 

recovered in this space. Older larnakes were possibly disposed of to make room 

for the new ones. The pottery assemblage comprises mainly cups and jugs, 

which show a steady emphasis in funerary rituals on drink consumption, although 

it is not possible to assess the scale of each such episode. In chronological 

terms, the finds range from EM III to MM II period, but the layers of ceramic 

depositions were found disturbed and thus it is impossible to determine the date 

of the modification or any changes in the use of the room with more accuracy.  

Based on the excavator’s remarks, an unnumbered space, named as the “crypt”, 

seems to have been created by the repeated repairs of the tomb (Fig.5.50). It 

was formed as a space between the wall of the tholos and an additional wall, 

probably a later reinforcement support. It was found full of soil and was probably 

filled immediately after it had been created. Part of the outer wall of the tholos 

shows small projecting stones, probably steps for accessing the upper part of the 

tholos. These had been covered by the second wall, which is therefore later than 

the tholos construction. Perhaps the “crypt” allowed a repair to the monument 

and this is why it was filled right after the repair had been completed. The few 

sherds recovered do not allow the dating of these episodes. Based on the data 

from the adjacent rooms, they should be placed in the EM III - MM I period and 

right before rooms 1, 2 and 3 were constructed (Vavouranakis 2012, 148).  

Space 3 is a corridor connecting Spaces 1 and 5, formed by the walls of rooms 1, 

2, 5 and 6 with a maximum preserved height of 1m., length of 3.60m. x 1.10m. 

and width of 0.60 – 0.70 m. (Figs.5.50; 5.55). The natural bedrock was also used 

as the floor. The pottery comprises sherds from cups, bowls and a few cooking 

pot legs. The main use of this space is dated between EM III and MM II and it 

was built at the same time with Space 1, but before Space 2. The finding of part 

of a Neopalatial amphora suggests an episode of re-use in some function for the 

tomb after its abandonment (Vavouranakis 2012, 148). 

Space 4 was not an enclosed space from the start (Fig.5.50). It was used 

probably in MM IA, when the east wall of Space 2 was blocked and Space 7 was 

created. At a later phase (MM IIB), which is also testified by the two floor levels in 

this space, it was flanked by Space 9. The pottery from Space 4 includes mainly 
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sherds from drinking vessels, such as cups. The doorway for Space 5 is not 

obvious, it could be either on the north side, or through the roof. The natural 

bedrock is the floor and the northeast and southeast corners are not well 

preserved (Fig.5.50). Its poor preservation and the few finds do not allow an 

understanding of the function of this room, which was used from the end of the 

Prepalatial to the end of the Protopalatial period.  

Space 6 is poorly preserved and the excavation notebook does not mention any 

artefacts. The entrance is also not obvious, so possibly one could access it 

through the roof or the northeast corner which is missing (Fig.5.50). Both Spaces 

5 and 6 had no burials deposited and can be considered as additions to the 

tholos annex. This space was possibly, like Space 5, used from the end of 

Prepalatial to the Protopalatial period (Vavouranakis 2015, 220). 

Space 7 seems to be an open-air paved area, created either together with or 

after Room 6 (Fig.5.50). The paved court with the bench along the west side and 

the south terrace wall belongs to a later repair phase. This phase may be related 

to the building of room 9. Space 7 did not yield any finds and thus its exact dating 

remains unknown. Its relation with Spaces 6 and 9 places it within MM IA – II 

periods.  

Space 8 was found full of human bones in heaps along with pottery. It has 

therefore been suggested as a disposal place for old burials (Fig.5.50). The 

excavation diary mentions that Space 8 had been defined by a single horse-shoe 

shaped row of boulders, open to the east. As a result, this is not a proper room 

but considered as a shaped ossuary pit. Today the space is covered with earth 

from the exposure of the monument to weathering. For this reason, the vestigial 

wall is not visible at all. Pottery revealed two layers of depositions in the pit. Both 

are dated to the MM I – II periods, since they contained sherds mainly from black 

slipped cups, some of which are handmade and others wheelmade. In the lower 

layer, a few EM sherds were also found that possibly came from Space 2, while 

the upper layer contained probably secondary depositions of bones and MM 

ceramic evidence (Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015, 188; Vavouranakis 2016, 

265). Apart from dating, these finds may be interpreted in two ways: the re-

disposal of the dead either included their accompanying gifts or was 

accompanied by rituals with an emphasis on dink in this area (Vavouranakis and 

Bourbou 2015). As for the skeletal remains, small bones are preserved and 
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recovered from this space, while often they received some sort of manipulation 

during the secondary depositions and were missed from the skeletal assemblage. 

These bones could therefore suggest either primary or secondary depositions 

before their complete decomposition (Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015, 190).   

Space 9 comprises the last architectural addition to the complex (Fig.5.50). This 

is supported on the one hand by its different orientation and, on the other hand, 

the dating of the pottery, which places the construction and use of this space 

exclusively in the MM IB – IIB period. It is almost square, with no apparent 

entrance, so it is suggested that access was either through the roof or at a higher 

level in one of the walls, which are now preserved at a very low height 

(Vavouranakis 2015, 224). No human bones have been found, while the pottery 

comprises mainly cups, bowls, middle-sized jugs and a few medium and large 

closed vessels (possibly amphorae). 

Space 10 is another depositional pit used for the disposal of pottery, presumably 

originally from the tomb (Fig.5.50). It is not visible at all today and so its exact 

location and dimensions are unknown; according to the excavator it was south of 

the tholos. The pottery from the pit covers a very wide span, from the early 

Prepalatial (EM I) to the end of the Protopalatial period (MM IIIA). Vessel shapes 

include cups, jugs and amphorae, as well as cooking vessels.  

Turning to the pottery assemblage, based on preliminary results publications 

(Vavouranakis 2012; 2015; 2016; Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015), three major 

chronological phases can be recognised: a) early Prepalatial period (EM I – II), b) 

late Prepalatial period (EM III – MM IA) and c) Protopalatial period (MM IB – IIB). 

A Neopalatial period was recognised but not based on new architectural 

elements, only few ceramic evidence was identified suggesting a sporadic use of 

the cemetery during this period.  

During the first phase, the pottery seems to have undergone a process of 

fragmentation in the tholos and was then discarded in the depositional area, 

Space 10. This fragmentation is suggested by the fact that almost all sherds are 

orphans and there are 120 sherds and only 3 mendable vessels. Such acts 

indicate the practical need to free space for new burials. The types of vessels 

represented are mainly dark-on-light small jugs, bowls, tankards, pyxides, dark 

grey burnished fruit-stands, chalices and fine grey bowls (Vavouranakis and 

Bourbou 2015, 180-1) (Fig.5.56). Pottery was found in the lower parts of the fill of 
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the new expanded areas and spaces developed during the second phase. The 

types of vessels found are conical cups, jugs, bowls and dishes of various sizes, 

and the decorative styles are mainly dark-on-light, colour coated and light-on-

dark or dark-on-light barbotine ware. Most Late Prepalatial deposits are mixed 

with Protopalatial pottery, but still are intact or almost intact vessels (in particular 

conical cups). At a preliminary stage, 467 vessels were recognised, 345 complete 

and 122 estimated as minimum number of vessels from the sherds. Among the 

complete vessels, 44 are dated in EM III – MM IA and the rest are dated either in 

MM IA or MM IB. The high preservation of vessels could suggest that the attitude 

towards ceramic deposition changed in the late Prepalatial period and vessels 

were mostly left in place (Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015, 184) (Fig.5.56). 

During the third phase pottery was deposited in all areas of the tomb complex, 

apart from the tholos, and in large quantities. The types of vessels of this period 

are conical, carinated and straight-sided cups, wide bowls, jugs and cooking pots. 

Many intact vessels were recovered suggesting that the late Prepalatial pattern to 

leave the pottery in situ continued (Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015, 187-8) 

(Fig.5.56). 

The finds other than pottery were recovered mainly from the annex (Fig.5.57), 

with stone vases as the predominant find within the tomb complex, along with a 

few seals and tools (copper/ bronze double axes). 

The human skeletal sample available for study is small and only poorly preserved 

(Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015, 185). No human remains have been found at 

Apesokari attributed to the early Prepalatial period – with a hypothesis suggesting 

that they were discarded separately from the pottery (Vavouranakis and Bourbou 

2015, 182). Three inhumations came from Space 1, located in situ attributed to 

the late Prepalatial period. In the Protopalatial period, the human remains came 

from one non-adult individual in a larnax from Space 2 and the contents found in 

ossuary pit (Space 8).  

 

5.3c. The interpretation of Apesokari cemeteries A and B 
 

Tholos B is the oldest of the two tombs at Apesokari with a long period of use, 

from possibly late EM I to MM IIIA, overlapping chronologically during MM IA – IB 

with Tholos A (Fig.5.58).  
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Overall, based on the preliminary data, Tholos B was first established in the early 

Prepalatial period. The annex rooms were added mainly in the late Prepalatial 

period, while some repair needs were taken place at the original tholos. These 

annex rooms might have reflected the increased significance of this cemetery as 

a place of funerary rituals but also as a focus of practising collective memory 

later. Its significance continued during the Protopalatial period, when the 

cemetery was architecturally developed with its final additions (e.g. open spaces 

and ossuary) (Vavouranakis 2015).  

Tholos A, based also on preliminary data, was probably constructed in the MM IA 

period and continued to be in use at least until the end of the MM IB period. Its 

exterior spaces were probably used until the MM IIB, since traces of sporadic use 

is visible in the ceramic assemblage. The annex rooms seem to have been used 

simultaneously with the tholos and this is reinforced by the suggestion that this 

cemetery was designed and built in a single phase based on the ceramic 

distribution (Flouda 2012c). The osteological study is in progress and the finds 

other than pottery are not many to indicate any patterns on mortuary behaviour or 

social differentiation. The preliminary study of the ceramic assemblage and its 

spatial distribution can give some information relevant to the use of spaces.  

Even though these two tombs are so close and seem likely to belong to the same 

settlement, they present obvious differences in their architectural plan. One of the 

main differences observed between the two cemetery plans is that the spaces 

inside the annex of Apesokari A have an open layout, whereas at Apesokari B 

they are blocked of wall divisions. However, by the beginning of the Protopalatial 

period there are similarities in structural and depositional patterns and therefore 

in the nature of funerary practices, such as the presence of vessels like pithoi, 

larnakes and miniature wine presses. Concerning the architectural elements, the 

addition of a buttress wall, the projecting slabs of the tholos wall, the wider 

foundation courses of walls, the use of corridors (e.g. Space F at Apesokari A 

and Space 3 at Apesokari B) and the paved areas (e.g. Space L at Apesokari A 

and Space 7 at Apesokari B) are found in both cemeteries.  Even some of the 

annex rooms, such as Space D at Apesokari A and Space 1 at Apesokari B, are 

similar in architecture and depositional behavior: Space D at Apesokari A 

contained many human remains and about 105 conical cups, while Space 1 at 

Apesokari B contained three inhumations and more than 450 conical cups.  
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In both cemeteries, the presence of open paved areas is visible as well as the 

need for repairs and additional support through time is clear by the added walls 

around the tholoi and their annexes.6 

The settlement and the two tholos tombs should be examined as a small-scale 

community, to investigate how this community changed through time. The site of 

Apesokari enjoys a strategic location within the natural and socio- economic 

landscape, since it is situated between the uplands and lowlands or pasture and 

agriculture. The excavated structure at Vigla corresponds in date with Tholos A, 

and the later periods of use of Tholos B, but it is not known whether other areas 

of the settlement might have been occupied earlier corresponding to the full 

period of use of Tholos B.  

The addition of Apesokari A as a second funerary arena changes the overall 

picture, since during the early Prepalatial period, Apesokari B was the only known 

major focus for funerary rites. Apesokari B continued to host funerary rites, which 

reconsidered communal values (Vavouranakis 2016), as material evidence and 

human remains suggest. Perhaps this addition is the result of a growing 

population and material evidence does not suggest significant social intra-

community differentiation. This could also be part of the bigger picture of building 

activity seen in the Mesara region during the late Prepalatial period, when 

additional tombs and other buildings are added to many cemeteries, as will be 

further discussed in Chapter 8. However, this would have been a gradual and 

subtle process. A shift in mortuary traditions can also be illustrated on both tholoi 

with the appearance of individual burials in clay vessels such as larnakes and 

pithoi but still takes place sporadically.  

As for the the Protopalatial period, the tendency for building activity subsided, 

while many tholos tombs ceased to function before the end of the period. 

Apesokari A did not receive any burials after Middle Minoan IB and the mortuary 

focus was only continued at Apesokari B. Even so, Apesokari B presents a more 

static picture in architectural development than in the preceding periods 

(Vavouranakis 2016, 262). Concerning the Protopalatial depositions of pottery 

vessels and human skeletons seem to preserve their individuality, as they were 

found in more complete condition, though the secondary depositions of both 

ceramics and human remains are still found in fragmentary condition 

(Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015, 191).  
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CHAPTER 6: THE RE-STUDY OF EARLY EXCAVATIONS: THE 
KOUMASA AND PLATANOS CEMETERIES 

  
 
6.1. The Koumasa cemetery 
 
6.1a. The site and its situation 
 

The Pre- and Protopalatial cemetery of Koumasa lies between the modern 

villages of Loukia and Koumasa on the south side of the Mesara plain at the foot 

of the Asterousia mountains. From Koumasa the road leads northwest to the 

village of Vasiliki, and from Vasiliki it leads south-west to the tholos cemeteries of 

Apesokari and Miamou. South from Vasiliki, a road passes by the olive forest of 

Agios Savvas and through the Steno Faraggi (narrow canyon) reaches the 

settlement and tholos cemetery of Trypiti on the coast (Fig.1.2). 

The site was first excavated in 1904 and 1906 by Xanthoudides and published 

very thoroughly for the time, some years later (Xanthoudides 1924). He 

excavated the cemetery at the locality known as ‘Tsachalias’ and later on part of 

the settlement on the twin-peaked hill known as ‘Korakies’, immediately east of 

the tombs, where he also located a possible ‘shrine’ in the settlement – 

overlooking the excavated tombs (Fig.6.1). Its landscape context combines sharp 

natural distinctions, the foothills of the Asterousia mountains with the overview of 

the Mesara plain, setting Koumasa within the border between these two zones 

(Fig.6.2). Koumasa was occupied throughout the whole Bronze Age, possibly 

controlling a southern embayment of the Mesara and near one of the main 

passages through the Asterousia to the south coast (Fig.6.3). The investigation 

of both the cemetery and settlement provides a more complete picture of a 

community and makes Koumasa a point of reference for comparisons with other 

regional Prepalatial and Protopalatial sites (Fig.6.4); in particular, Koumasa is an 

example of a broader pattern of cemeteries visible below their associated 

settlement (Fig.6.5).  
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The number and variety of the finds from Xanthoudides’ excavations at the 

cemetery and their systematic publication made Koumasa one of the most 

important sites for the study of Prepalatial and Protopalatial Crete.  

 
6.1b. The site, discovery and investigation 
 

In 1904 and 1906 Xanthoudides excavated three tholos tombs (A, B, E), one 

rectangular building (Γ) and an open, paved area southeast of Tholos E 

designated Area Z. Three more open areas (AB, BE and Δ) were recognised by 

Xanthoudides based on the material deposits found within them – though it is not 

clear if this material was intentionally deposited there or was re-deposited from 

one of the buildings either in the past or in recent times during looting. He also 

dug one antechamber each in front of tombs E and A, while he suggested the 

possible existence of other rooms outside tomb E (see the plan in Fig.6.6). 

The whole site has not been excavated since, apart from restoration works during 

the 1970s and occasional cleaning of the tombs (mainly removing the wild 

vegetation as part of the preservation of the fenced archaeological site held by 

the Ephorate of Antiquities of Heraklion7). A limited excavation in the area of the 

settlement and the possible shrine was undertaken in 1991 – 1992 by A. Kanta 

and A. Karetsou.   

The site has been recently re-assessed by Legarra Herrero (2011, 49-84), 

pointing out that this cemetery was frequently been reinterpreted by many 

archaeologists due to its long life, its complicated history and the variety and 

abundance of material culture found. He also emphasised that old data can still 

be useful for the creation of new models for south-central Crete and that re-

visiting excavated cemeteries can challenge old models about the tholos 

cemeteries, particularly concerning their socioeconomic significance and the 

history of the region.  

In 2012 a new five-year project, carried out as a collaboration between the 

Institute of Classical Archaeology at the University of Heidelberg, the 

Archaeological Society of Athens and the Ephorate of Antiquities of Heraklion, 

resumed excavation in the settlement, shrine and the tombs at Koumasa with the 
                                                
7 Dr. A. Vasilakis, the archaeologist who supervised the process of cleaning on behalf of the Archaeological 
Service found a surface find of a Cycladic figurine (pers comm.). 
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objective to examine the long-term history of the site throughout the Bronze Age 

and to reconstruct the Minoan landscape within the broader area of Koumasa. 

During the process of cleaning in 2012 in the cemetery area, it was recognised 

that many areas inside and outside of the tombs had not been completely 

excavated by Xanthoudides. In the following seasons (2013 – 2016), the 

excavation of these pockets of material brought to light many important finds.  

Already early in the resumed investigation, further mistakes or differences have 

been identified with Xanthoudides’ published ground plan raising questions about 

the accuracy of his original publication and producing an up to date ground plan 

(Fig.6.7) using new equipment and methodological tools (i.e. terrestrial 3D 

scanning, photogrammetry, etc.). The first noted is the orientation of the tombs, 

since the doorways are facing to the northeast rather than the east, as well as the 

exact location of the buildings and the distances between them that also proved 

to have been depicted incorrectly. Secondly, the single room in front of Tholos E 

now seems to have consisted of more than one room since more walls, though 

very badly preserved, have been revealed during the cleaning process of the first 

season (further discussed for the relevant tomb below). Third, is the possible 

misinterpretation by Xanthoudides concerning the upright slab found at the 

entrance of Tholos B dividing it as a double entrance (Fig.6.6; 6.8). This slab 

seems to be nothing more than the monolithic northwest jamb of the entrance as 

re-interpreted after the restoration work on the tomb in 1970s. Apart from the 

corrections on the old architectural plan of the cemetery, the new excavation 

seasons revealed new structures as will be described below (Section 6.1c).  

This recent project started while this thesis was underway, and I was given the 

opportunity by the director of the project, Dr. D. Panagiotopoulos to participate in 

the project for one week during the excavation season of 2014. He also kindly 

shared information with me about the two previous excavation seasons (2012, 

2013). Several preliminary reports on the project have been published so far 

(Boness and Goren 2017; Panagiotopoulos 2015b; Traunmüller 2015). 

Before this recent project started, I had already been given permission by 

Heraklion Museum to see the ceramic assemblage that Xanthoudides did not 

include in his publication (1924). Due to the re-exhibition of the Archaeological 

Museum in Heraklion while I was doing my research, access to material was 

restricted and I was only allowed to study some of the objects. Therefore, 
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unpublished pots were prioritised to add to the published samples from the 

cemetery; sherds were not kept from Xanthoudides’ excavations. I also attempted 

to track down any of his excavation notebooks, but the only materials I 

discovered in the archives at the Historical Museum of Crete are notes 

concerning general information about the preparation of these excavations, 

specifically the people who participated – simply Xanthoudides’ personal notes 

(Fig.6.9).  

 
6.1c. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 

The components of the cemetery will be reviewed, starting with the tholoi (A, B, 

E), the other buildings (Γ, annex of tholos A, annex of tholos E), and the open 

areas (Δ, AB, BE, Z).  
Tholos B, the largest structure within the cemetery, was documented to be in use 

from EM IIA, possibly until the MM IB period. The tholos has a diameter of 9.5 m. 

and a wall thickness of 1.8 m. The entrance orientation is to the east, while the 

doorway type is a trilithon structure, consisting of large stone uprights supporting 

a massive lintel. These large stones and the lintel, as well as the two stone slabs 

that would have sealed the entrance of the tomb, had been removed by the 

villagers in the past, according to Xanthoudides. He had also noted that there 

was a division of the doorway into two by a large upright slab (Fig.6.10) with an 

opening of 1 metre on either side of this slab, though today the plan differs. Now, 

this large slab forms the northwestern side of the doorway; it has two large 

natural holes and the facing jamb has one, which Xanthoudides (1924, 5) 

suggested may have been sockets for wooden bars, blocking the stone door-

slabs (Figs.6.11; 6.12).  
The circuit wall is built of large and small undressed stones bedded in clay and is 

preserved all round, but to a varying height, with the maximum to the east of the 

doorway up to 1.60 m. On the west and southwest only a few centimetres are left 

above ground. Among other features of the tholos are five stones protruding from 

the outside face of the north part of the tholos wall. The tomb was possibly built 

with the method of corbelling (as there are signs at the best preserved section 

that it leans inwards).  
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A possible vestibule with a paved area outside the entrance was reconstructed by 

the excavator. He suggested (Xanthoudides 1924, 6) that in front of the entrance 

must have been a square pit lined with stone walling and further to the east the 

ground rose a little, and beyond a kind of wall partially preserved there are 

remains of a court paved with slabs. The architectural features of the projecting 

slabs and the possible anteroom or vestibule were reconstructed in the plan 

(Fig.6.8) provided by Branigan (1970b; 1993, fig.7.13), though they are not 

depicted on Xanthoudides’ plan (Fig.6.6). Additionally, in Xanthoudides’ plan, the 

entrances of all the tholos tombs are depicted as built doorways rather than 

trilithon structures, as mentioned in Xanthoudides’ text and as they are visible 

today. The existence of an annex in front of Tholos B was confirmed by the 

recent excavations, which revealed a long wall to the north/ northeast of the 

tholos, possibly part of more than one room (Fig.6.7). 

The motivation for the further investigation in Tholos B by the new project was the 

recognition of skeletal remains and sherds on the surface in the interior of the 

tomb. The new excavation discovered that in the southeast half of the tomb 

Xanthoudides had stripped all the burial layers reaching the floor level which 

consisted of beaten earth with some kouskouras (soft marl bedrock) chips. 

However, in the northwest half of the tomb, Xanthoudides had not excavated the 

lowest burial layer. This fill had a thickness of 0.10 to 0.25 m. and contained lots 

of skeletal remains, mostly burnt, from secondary depositions (Panagiotopoulos 

2015b, 235-36). The recent investigation supports that the traces of fire on the 

bones, already noted by Xanthoudides (1924, 6), are the result of a burning event 

of the entire tomb. Micromorphological study of these new excavated layers 

demonstrated a single and massive burning event involving hundreds of 

disturbed burials. This was followed by sprinkling of burnt lime on top of the burnt 

bone layer (Boness and Goren 2017) (Fig.6.13). The bones were burnt in situ at 

high temperature, the bones were covered with a thin layer of lime, which was 

compressed to make a flat surface for a new floor surface and received new 

burial depositions (Fig.6.14). Later cycles of similar burning events are also 

implied (Boness and Goren 2017). The systematic excavation and thorough 

documentation in this part of the tomb since 2013 also revealed part of a wall in 

the interior near the entrance of the tomb abutting with the north part of its outer 

wall (Fig.6.15). 
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In the south/ southwest part of the tomb, especially where the circular wall is 

preserved only to a few centimetres, a layer 0.60 m. thick had been excavated by 

Xanthoudides. This fill included lots of pottery, small finds and skeletal remains. It 

seems that this fill was originally from the interior of the tomb, where the wall had 

been breached in this particular area during the removal of the southwest part of 

the wall by the local inhabitants prior to Xanthoudides’ excavation in 1904 

(Xanthoudides 1924, 6; Panagiotopoulos 2015b, 236-37). 

The first documented use of this tholos is in the EM IIA period continuing in EM 

IIB, with not very secure dating for the later periods of EM III and MM I based on 

limited, poorly datable material, as will be discussed in Section 6.1e. 

Tholos E has a diameter of 9.3 m. and its circuit wall is complete with a wall 

thickness of 2.0 m. and extant height from 1.0 to 1.50 m. (Fig.6.16). According to 

Xanthoudides’ account, the entrance orientation is to the east, but it is actually to 

the northeast as with the other tholoi, as determined by the new Koumasa 

project. The construction of the tholos is similar to the other tholoi with an inward 

lean possibly suggesting corbelling, and a trilithon entrance. The lintel is 

preserved in situ, where the doorway opening is about 1.0 m. wide and 0.97 m. 

high (Figs.6.17; 6.18). Xanthoudides mentions of twelve projecting slabs in a row 

about 0.30 m. above the ground, arranged on either side of the doorway, though 

not depicted on his plan but added on Branigan’s plan (Fig.6.8), as they can be 

seen today (Figs.6.19; 6.20). According to Xanthoudides, a rectangular sunken 

annex was in front of the entrance, measured about 2.50 x 1.75 m. with a 

preserved wall height of 1.15 m. He suggested that in front of this annex room, 

there had probably been more rooms built, though not preserved today.  He also 

mentioned (1924, 33) and documented on his plan a paved area almost in front 

of the annex. The recent excavations in this area revealed that the southeastern 

wall of the annex continues to the east (Fig.6.21), that is not depicted on 

Xanthoudides’ old plan. This wall may have belonged to further rooms, such as 

the additional ‘chambers’ as proposed by Xanthoudides. The newly discovered 

wall could suggest the existence of a possible larger annex in front of Tholos E 

with at least a second room (Fig.6.22). However, such an annex would 

presumably be associated with this plastered area (‘paved court’), east of Tholos 

E as shown on Xanthoudides’ plan (Traunmüller 2015, 67), though no traces of 

this plastered area have been found during the reinvestigation. In Tholos E all the 
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bones had been placed in a heap in the western part of the tomb and covered 

with white earth (Xanthoudides 1924, 34). Tholos E was used possibly from EM 

III/ MM I until the MM IB period (mainly in the MM I period), with some uncertainty 

whether it was first used in the EM II period. 

The smallest of the tholos tombs is Tholos A, situated northwest of Tholos B 

(Fig.6.7). One-third of the circular wall on the southwest has not been preserved. 

The diameter is 4.10 m. and the wall thickness is 1.30 m. The maximum 

preserved wall height by the doorway is 1.20 m., and the doorway is a trilithon 

structure oriented to the northeast (the orientations corrected here after the new 

project). The door is 0.85 m. wide and the same in height (Fig.6.23; 6.24). The 

floor slopes slightly down from northeast to southwest. The circuit wall is built of 

large and small unworked stones packed with clay and has a distinct inclination 

inwards. In front of the entrance there is an annex room (1.45 x 0.80 m.) with its 

walls standing to a height of 0.75 m. (Fig.6.25). The new Koumasa project only 

started cleaning and further exploration of this tomb and its annex in 2014, 

revealing more material dated in EM IIA. This tomb was constructed in EM IIA, 

continued in use in EM IIB, while it seems to have produced some evidence for 

possible use in the EM III/ MMI period, as will be examined in Section 6.1e. 
Tomb Γ lies north of Tholos A and west of Tholos E (Fig.6.7). The tomb is almost 

square (based on what is preserved) and its preserved measurements are 4.20 

m. x 4.10 m.; the wall thickness is about 0.50 m. and the maximum preserved 

height of the walls is 1.35 m. The south wall was slightly bowed outwards, an 

unusual feature, while the other walls were straight. The whole west wall and part 

of the northwest and south walls are not preserved. The entrance is not 

preserved, possibly originally in the west wall, is no longer preserved. The new 

Koumasa project started investigating this tomb in 2015 and the area between 

this burial building and Tholos A. Tomb Γ seems also to have been constructed in 

the EM IIA period and was possibly used until the end of EM II period. 

Focusing on the exterior areas between the tombs, almost all of these open 

areas (apart from Z) are not defined by any architectural remains but simply by 

material concentrations contemporary to the tombs, which were recovered by 

Xanthoudides. Δ is the open area between tombs A, E and Γ. Its first use was 

documented in EM IIA with possible use continuing into the MM I period. A similar 

area, named as AB, is between Tholoi A and B. Again, the discovery of material 
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within this area shows intensive use of the cemetery during the EM IIA period as 

the tombs flanking it were also used in EM IIA. Other periods of use (such as EM 

III, MM I, MM II) may be documented by the material culture deposited there, as 

will be discussed below in Section 6.1e. The open area between Tholoi B and E 

is designated BE, though it is uncertain when it was first used, since the material 

documented from there is very few and of mixed dates. The open area Z 

concerns the paved area which lies to the southeast of Tholos E and in front of 

Tholos B. A wall is shown on Xanthoudides’ plan in this area which could have 

represented a peribolos wall for the cemetery as a whole (Fig.6.6), but it is not 

visible nowadays. It is unclear when this area was used, since no material 

depositions were documented from there from Xantohoudides’ excavation.  

The most recent excavation seasons of the new project made two significant 

discoveries: the confirmation of the existence of an earlier surface in the open 

area of the cemetery, which Xanthoudides had not revealed, and the 

identification of a small funerary deposit, circular in form with a surround of large 

vertical stones, between Tholos A and Tomb Γ, but at a much lower level 

(Fig.6.7). Three different layers of deposition of secondary burials were detected, 

associated with fragmentary or almost complete vessels. A vessel from the 

uppermost layer was decorated in characteristic Koumasa style, giving a clear 

indication of an EM IIA date for the final use phase of this feature 

(http://www.chronique.efa.gr/index.php/fiches/voir/5439/).  

The cemetery of Koumasa can be considered as a good example representing 

the EM II period, and any understanding of the cemetery’s use in the later EM III 

to MM I periods is restricted to the upper stratum of Tholos B, Tholos E and the 

exterior area between them (Legarra Herrero 2011, 62).  

 
6.1d. Architectural analysis 
 
As can be seen from the most up to date plan and aerial photograph (Figs.6.7; 
6.26) of the cemetery of Koumasa, there are obvious architectural differences 

between what was published by Xanthoudides and the situation revealed by the 

new Koumasa project (2012 – 2016).  

Integrating the data from the two investigations, and my own study of 

unpublished ceramics from Xanthoudides’ excavations, two main chronological 
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periods of use can be distinguished, with the earlier representing the most 

intensive phase of use: a) Early Minoan II and b) Early Minoan III – Middle 

Minoan I.  

Based on the material culture to be discussed in Section 6.1e, Tholoi A, B and 

Tomb Γ seem to have been constructed in EM IIA, with some reservations as to 

whether Tholos E was already constructed by then. In this first phase, the open 

areas Δ and AB were also in use. Tholoi E and B seem to have been in use at 

the same time during the ΕΜ ΙΙΙ – MM I period, whereas Tholos A and tomb Γ 

seem to have been out of use by then. Possibly the open area Z was also in use 

during this last phase of the cemetery. The new Koumasa project has already 

brought to light much more material evidence (sherds, seals) to suggest that 

Tholos B was in use during MM I together with Tholos E 

(http://chronique.efa.gr/index.php/fiches/voir/4436/). 

Architecturally speaking, Koumasa was a larger cemetery complex than the 

average during EM IIA, with multiple tholoi, and Tomb Γ deviating from the 

common pattern during that period, which was based on only one small tholos 

structure. The layout with two tholoi in use during this early phase is not unique, 

as a similar architectural layout is seen at Lebena Papoura, but it is unusual. By 

EM III/ MM I, Koumasa saw significant archaeological changes, with the parallel 

use of two very large tholos tombs, but still it did not conform to the common 

funerary architecture of this period, which included expanded large annex 

complexes and architecturally defined open spaces (Legarra Herrero 2011, 59) 

(Fig.6.27). Though, it seems that to some extent the construction of annex is 

apparent, i.e. Tholos E.  

Among the burial buildings there are a few shared similarities. The first similarity 

is their doorways since all tholos tombs (A, B and E) have a trilithon construction 

with a common orientation facing northeast. The second is that at least one 

annex room is added in front of the entrances to all three tholos tombs – possibly 

added after the first use of the tholoi. Third, it seems that in all three tholos tombs 

large blocks were incorporated into their foundations. Finally, only the two large 

tholoi (B and E) have projecting slabs around the periphery of their walls; a 

common architectural feature seen in other cemeteries, particularly in large tholos 

structures, thought to provide extra support of their walls (Branigan 1970b; 

Xanthoudides 1924, 91).   
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Nevertheless, there are a few differences among the burial buildings concerning 

their construction. First is the uncertainty as to whether Tholos B had a double or 

a single doorway. Additionally, the existence of two cavities in the northwest door 

jamb were suggested by Xanthoudides (1924, 5) as sockets for bars for closing 

the door with slabs. The later rebuilding of the tomb reconstructed it with a single 

door supporting this suggestion. However, if there was a double doorway, this 

case would have deviated from the typical doorways found in other tholos tombs 

(Traunmüller 2015, 70). Second, Tholos B revealed a wall in its interior near the 

entrance reserving a ‘private’ space for the disposal of an individual as suggested 

by the new excavations (Panagiotopoulos 2015b, 236). Lange (forthcoming) has 

recently suggested that this architectural feature could be interpreted as part of 

the shift from the collective nature of tombs to more individualised resting places, 

as is noticed from the late Prepalatial period with the use of clay body containers 

such as pithoi and larnakes. This architectural addition took place in the MM I 

period probably marking the final burial within Tholos B and a change in 

depositional behaviour through time.  

A third difference concerns Tholos E, where after the new excavations a second 

anteroom attached to the that already known was discovered. Thus, perhaps 

more rooms existed and may be recognised, if excavations continue. The 

discovery of a wall continuing to the east reinforces this suggestion, and would 

parallel the more complex annexes often added later to the main tholos 

structures. However, study of the new excavated material culture is necessary to 

suggest the later addition of these rooms.  

The discovery of material culture in the open areas defined as Δ, AB, BE and Z, 

along with their neighbouring burial buildings, can demonstrate the significant role 

of the exterior spaces associated to their main funerary interior spaces. The only 

open space that was defined architecturally is area Z, but only based on 

Xanthoudides’ account and plan since no paved area is visible at present.  

The latest excavation seasons of the new project at Koumasa revealed in area Δ 

(Fig.6.6) a small funerary deposit in circular form defined by large vertical stones 

but at a much lower level than the nearby Tholos A and Tomb Γ (Fig.6.7). Apart 

from the large quantity of human bones from secondary depositions and 

ceramics, a large number of small finds was collected. What exactly this structure 

was used for is still unknown as the study of the context is still underway. 
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Perhaps this material culture came originally from Tomb Γ reinforcing the initial 

suggestion about its funerary nature. The updated plan also shows that there are 

traces of a wall possibly but not fully preserved (Fig.6.7). Few finds were 

discovered during Xanthoudides’ excavation of Tomb Γ suggesting that this 

structure could be like the Mochlos rectangular built tombs, though due to its poor 

preservation, it was suspected that this was not properly a tomb, but a simple 

enclosed space such as those at Palaikastro and Gournes (Xanthoudides 1924, 

32). The new excavations revealed at its eastern part that this structure also had 

an earlier floor previously unexcavated.  

 

6.1e. Artefactual analysis 
 

Pottery assemblage: The ceramic assemblage can be considered in terms of the 

published vessels and the vessels not included in Xanthoudides’ publication 

(1924). A full list of the retained material based on the Heraklion Museum’s 

database was used to select the pottery to study. Because of the re-exhibition of 

the Museum at that time, I was only allowed to see a selection of vessels rather 

than the whole assemblage. Therefore, I prioritised what vessels would be most 

useful to study and in some cases to re-study. The criterion for this selection was 

based on the publication. I selected a few vessels already published, and the 

remainder which are not published were selected based on representative types 

of vessels, i.e. not all the one-handled cups, but rather a few from each 

representative shape.  

No excavation notebooks were found during my research, thus the only 

information about the context of the unpublished vessels is based on any label 

found with them, or registered in the HM database8, in most cases they were 

marked indicating the building or the area that they came from (Fig.6.28). The 

total number of vessels estimated from the publication and the Heraklion 

Museum database is 257 clay vessels, from which 112 are published and 145 are 

not. For the needs of this thesis, a total of 74 clay vessels were studied (22 

published to be re-assessed and 52 previously unstudied). The unpublished 

                                                
8 For reasons of saving time by the Museum in some data entries only the main data information has been 
registered so far into the Heraklion Museum database (so there are no details for context apart from the 
main provenance (i.e. Koumasa, tombs or settlement). 
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studied vessels are correlated with the published data and have been re-

assessed in terms of chronology, making a sample of 164 vessels in total (112: 

published; 52: unpublished) (Fig.6.29). The new material from the recent 

Koumasa project is under study including material from the previously 

unexcavated deposits, as well as sherds left in Xanthoudides original spoil tips. 

The ceramics examined were individually described in separate Access forms, 

photographed and studied in terms of the same attributes used for the other 

unpublished assemblages (fabric, ware, decoration/ style, type, size, state of 

preservation and where relevant manufacturing technique). Based on their 

simplified forms, the main types distinguished are: bowls, closed and open 

vessels, cooking pots, cups and goblets, dishes, double vessels and kernoi, 

incense burners, jars, jugs, lamps, lids, miniature vessels, perfume bottles, 

pyxides, rhyta, spouted bowls and jars, strainers, teapots, tankards and tumblers 

(Fig.6.30). These forms of vessels can be grouped into the following broader 

simplified categories in terms of their main use: cooking, drinking, pouring, 

serving, storage and symbolic vessels (Fig.6.31).  

Comparing the unpublished vessels (Fig.6.32; 6.33) with the published sample, 

the distribution of vessels based on their forms and functions are relatively 

similar. 

The dominant shape is the jug that would imply chronological comparison 

(Fig.6.30; 6.32). The large number of pouring vessels (Fig.6.31; 6.33) includes 

ritual paraphernalia, such as zoomorphic askoi, or anthropomorphic rhyta and 

perfume bottles. A significant number of unusual clay vessels were found in this 

cemetery compared to other contemporary cemeteries in the region (Fig.6.34; 
6.35). This is reinforced by the significant number of symbolic vessels found, 

such as the many miniature vessels. The Koumasa cemetery produced one of 

the largest groups of fine grey ware discovered on the island (Wilson and Day 

1994, 14) (Fig.6.36). The scientific analysis showed that fine grey ware was 

possibly produced by a small number of specialised potters, probably as a luxury 

commodity used primarily in funerary contexts in south-central Crete. The 

predominance of fine grey ware and its distribution in the tombs of south-central 

Crete is indicative in part of its function as well as its regional source of 

production. However, this ware has not been much documented from domestic 

assemblages of south-central Crete, which makes it difficult to reconstruct the full 
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stylistic profile of fine grey ware (Wilson and Day 1994, 78). Though, Todaro 

(2012a) has recently documented some examples from Phaistos. On the 

contrary, drinking vessels, particularly the cup, seem underrepresented in this 

cemetery compared to the other studied cemeteries (Fig.6.30; 6.31).  

The absence of cooking vessels so far is noteworthy; perhaps their existence will 

be more evident in the recent collections, since there was a bias in collecting 

coarse fabric and lower fired and more fragmentary sherds in the past.  

The graph in Figure 6.37 presents the overall picture of the types of vessels, 

their quantity and their period of use throughout the whole cemetery. The most 

well represented period is EM II in broader chronological terms (first three rows 

on the graph). A significant component of the assemblage falls into the uncertain 

chronological periods (EM II/III; EM III/MM I), while the remainder belong to the 

broader MM I period (the last three rows on the graph).  

During EM IIA there is a range in types of vessels with the emphasis given to the 

pyxis, which has a wider shape range than the squat-globular type normally seen 

outside south-central Crete. Most of the fine grey ware from Koumasa is 

represented by the pyxis, and even if they were initially considered to be dated in 

the late EM I period, these vessels seem to belong to early EM IIA (Wilson and 

Day 1994, 14). The remaining vessels include common types such as bowls, 

cups and jugs in low numbers (1-3 for each), but also rarer vessels such as 

kernoi and double vessels, rhyta and miniature vessels for fewer vessels can be 

recognised as EM IIB, each representing a category (bowl; jug; rhyton; spouted 

bowl). In the broader category of the EM II period, the range of vessels is larger 

again, where the jugs share equal numbers with the pyxides dated in EM IIA. 

Under this broader chronological group the miniature vessels also have a 

significant number, giving emphasis to symbolic vessels. The chronological group 

EM II/ III represents some uncertainty about this chronology, comprises only six 

vessels (a cup, a goblet, a tumbler, a rhyton and two lamps). The uncertain 

chronological group of EM III/ MM I presents a broader range of types where the 

dominant shape is the jug. Along with the jugs, there are also a number of double 

vessels, rhyta, three possible perfume bottles (date uncertain) and an incense 

burner which can be interpreted as ritual vessels involving liquids consumption. 

The last phase of the cemetery’s use is Middle Minoan I, where fewer vessels 
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have been recorded and still the dominant shape is the jug, while the remaining 

types have low numbers (1-2 for each type). 

Based on gross estimations, a significant number of ceramics is decorated in the 

dark-on-light style, making up 28% of the assemblage studied. These are defined 

by linear/ geometric slip in red or black/brown motifs on a light background. The 

most common ware group found among the studied vessels is the red/ black 

slipped ware, while the absence of pithos ware, cooking pot ware or burnished, 

mottled (‘Vasiliki’) ware is obvious, and MM I barbotine and polychrome make up 

together 8% of the total vessels (Fig.6.38).  

As far as their size is concerned, the range is from very small vessels (the so-

called miniature vessels) to outsize. However, the large and outsized vessels are 

rare compared to miniature, small and medium sized vessels. The dearth of 

pithoi, large piriform jars or even large sized jugs may be a bias, since these will 

be quite fragmentary and usually in coarse fabrics. The newly studied material 

fills-in some gaps and reinforces some periods of use of individual spaces, only 

poorly documented by the original published sample.  

The chronology based on the studied material can be in some cases less certain, 

thus date ranges are suggested (Fig.6.39). There was continuous use of the 

cemetery from EM IIA through MM IB. All three tholos tombs (A, B, E) and the 

rectangular tomb (Γ) start producing ceramic evidence from the EM IIA period, 

with more vessels coming from Tholoi A and B, less material of this date came 

from Tomb Γ and Tholos E, while the last produced more of the later material of 

the assemblage. Their associated exterior spaces seem to have produced similar 

dated ceramic material, in particular areas Δ and AB show intensive use during 

the EM II period and in particular in EM IIA (Fig.6.40). 

Considering the spatial variation in vessel deposition, the Koumasa cemetery can 

be divided into interior (the tombs) and exterior areas (the open spaces 

associated with the tombs). Among the studied and published pottery, Tholos A 

produced a small sample of vessels (twelve in total): four drinking vessels, three 

pouring vessels and five storage vessels. The same number of vessels came 

from Tholos E, with a preference for pouring vessels. From Tomb Γ, only seven 

vessels were documented, though including almost all types of vessels (drinking, 

pouring, storage, symbolic). Tholos B produced more vessels compared to Tholoi 
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A, E and Tomb Γ (49 in total), with an emphasis on pouring, storage and symbolic 

vessels (Fig.6.41).  

Their function is almost evenly distributed, i.e. sixteen pouring vessels, thirteen 

storage vessels, eleven symbolic vessels, while only five serving and four 

drinking vessels were documented. From the annex room of Tholos B only one 

spouted jar has been recorded.  

Turning to the exterior spaces of the cemetery, the area Δ between Tomb Γ and 

Tholos A produced 34 vessels available for study: including types such as jug, 

spouted bowl, rhyton, double and miniature vessel, cup, tankard and pyxis. The 

prevailing functional group is pouring vessels, followed by storage, symbolic and 

drinking vessels. Much smaller samples came from the remaining open areas. In 

AB eleven vessels were recorded with the dominant type also pouring vessels. 

Area BE, between Tholoi B and E, produced only six vessels of pouring and 

symbolic types. The graph (Fig.6.41) also shows a bar representing vessels with 

no known provenance (31 in total) with pouring vessels again representing the 

largest number.  

Between exterior and interior spaces the range of vessel types is roughly the 

same but fewer were recovered from the exterior spaces. There is a clear 

preference towards pouring vessels in all spaces. Area Δ, as an open space of 

earlier date, produced more vessels than the open areas with a period of use in 

MM IA, in contrast to other cemeteries.  

 

Other finds: This assemblage contains a rich range of objects made of different 

materials. Similarly to the ceramic assemblage, the objects can be grouped into 

published and unpublished (Fig.6.42), but in this case the published objects have 

not been re-studied and the unpublished were simply added as numbers to the 

total sample of other finds.  The main groups distinguished are: chipped stone, 

daggers, figurines, jewellery, seals, stone vases, tool and undiagnostic objects 

(Fig.6.43). The raw materials used for making these objects vary, with stone 

prevailed. The stones used include steatite, serpentine, schist, limestone, marble, 

chlorite, and many others. Objects made of metal, such as gold, silver and 

copper are very common, though they are often the objects that attract the looter 

or they could be recycled, therefore the numbers cannot be assumed 

representative. Faience, ivory and bone are also common types of material that 
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seals and jewellery are made of (Fig.6.44). Because they were not physically 

examined, the unpublished other finds lack detailed contextual information, so in 

Figure 6.45 these finds are documented in the final graph attributed to the 

cemetery in general. 

The total number of stone vases documented from both published and 

unpublished source9, is one hundred sixty-six, with the so-called bird’s nest vases 

outnumbering the other cemeteries, which include, shallow bowls, spouted bowls, 

cups, tumblers, kernoi, small jugs, ladles, lids (possibly from pyxides) and 

pyxides (Fig.6.46). From the published stone vases most came from Tholos B 

(46), and fewer from Tholos E (4), Tholos A (1) and Tomb Γ (2); seven came from 

either inside or outside Tombs Α, Ε and Γ and one from an unknown location 

within the cemetery. For the unpublished (105) stone vases, their exact location 

within the cemetery is unknown (Fig.6.45).  At least 34 of these vases could 

derive from Tholos B, as Xanthoudides (1924, 17) notes a total of 80 stone vases 

from this tholos, but only published forty-six. The bird’s nest vase is the most 

common type of Minoan stone vase and half of the examples are from the 

Mesara region (Warren 1969). They are also produced in a large variety of 

materials (marble, steatite, serpentine, breccias, limestone and chlorite). Another 

common type of stone vase is the kernos, which is also mainly found in the 

Mesara region. The most probable period of their manufacture is EM III/ MM IA 

(Warren 1969). Kernoi are multiple vases attached together (double, triple or 

even more) made of clay or stone, and their use is assumed to be related to ritual 

activities (i.e. libations). The remaining stone vases are simple forms such as 

bowls, spouted bowls, cups, tumblers and pyxides with their lids found in many 

cases. It can be suggested that this latter group of vases represent storage and 

activities related to liquid consumption within the funerary context.  

The next important group of finds is the daggers. This assemblage produced a 

considerable number (36) of these high value objects. Two types are 

distinguished, the triangular and the long daggers, five of the former and twenty-

one of the latter (Fig.6.47a). However, examples from Lebena and Agia Triada 

suggest the co-existence of both types and that triangular daggers were used 

                                                
9 The unpublished data is based on the list from the Heraklion Museum database that was given to me as 
part of the study permit. 
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longer than initially considered (Legarra Herrero 2004, 36). Most (23) were made 

of copper and three were made of silver (Fig.6.47b) – a rare imported material 

found in Crete particularly in the Mesara (Legarra Herrero 2004, 43-45). These 

three silver, long daggers came from Tomb Γ, while most others (23) came from 

Tholos B and the rest from Tholoi Α and E. It has been suggested that this group 

of objects could indicate that the long daggers were made by the same 

metalworker rather than a specialised workshop, due to their amateurish 

manufacture (Tselios 2009, 236). Most Prepalatial daggers were probably 

manufactured at Agia Triada, Platanos and Koumasa, each with their own distinct 

manufacturing techniques (Tselios 2008) and their own characteristic types of 

daggers (Branigan 1968). 

Figurines are also a significant group of finds (21 in total).  They can be divided 

into the Cycladic type and the Cretan, which are all the other types (Fig.6.48). 

Among the so-called Cycladic types, possibly two or three of them (HM123; 

HM125; HM127) are imports from the Cyclades found in Tholos B, due to their 

material – white island marble as described by Xanthoudides (1924, 21-23).  Six 

folded-arm figurines in total were recovered in Xanthoudides’ excavation, the rest 

came from Tholos A, Tomb Γ and two from the open area AB, which are made of 

coarse-grained marble and white limestone. Imports from the Cyclades, hybrid 

types and local imitations of Cycladic-type figurines were found at many sites 

across the southern Aegean and Crete (Branigan 1972; Mina 2008; Marthari et 

al. 2017; Stampolidis and Sotirakopoulou 2017); though folded-arm figurines are 

rare finds in Cretan funerary contexts. The new Koumasa project has uncovered 

from Xanthoudides’ spoil heaps a few more, including one marble figurine of 

Koumasa type was found among the remains of secondary burial depositions 

south of Tomb Γ, another Cycladicising marble figurine of Koumasa type was 

found in the annex to Tholos A and one more from Tholos B (Fig.6.49a; b; c). 

Their dates seem to be in EM IIA, as also suggested from similar examples found 

in Tholoi Γ and E at Archanes-Phourni (Papadatos 1999). The remaining 

figurines were made of local materials such as steatite, clay, limestone, and only 

few of imported ivory. Two of them10 are figures that look like a baby in swaddling 

clothes, with parallels from the Agia Triada and Platanos cemeteries, with 

                                                
10 Heraklion Museum: HM130; HM131.   
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parallels originally claimed with Egyptian types, debunked by Ucko (1962, 1965, 

1968). Eight clay animal and human figurines were recovered from the exterior 

spaces around the tombs11.  

Thirty-six seals were found during Xanthoudides’ excavations; nineteen were 

documented from Tholos B, fifteen from Tholos A and two came from Tholos E. 

Most are dated from EM II to MM II possibly, while the two from Tholos E seem to 

be dated in MM IA/ IB and their materials are steatite, chlorite, jasper, bone and 

ivory (Fig.6.50). In the recent excavation campaign, the tombs produced an 

impressive amount of finds, among which were seventeen seals of the Prepalatial 

and Protopalatial period mainly from Tholos B12 and seven from Tomb Γ dated to 

the Prepalatial period (Fig.6.51).  

The next major category of finds is jewellery, such as amulets, pendants, beads 

and necklaces, bangles, bandeau and pins. Some of these objects are made of 

gold that came from Tholos B and two from Tholos A. The rest are made of 

materials such as steatite, limestone, faience, lapis lazuli, sard, rock crystal and 

white stone. The new excavation discovered a theriomorphic ivory pendant, one 

gold ring-shaped counter, 145 stone beads, gold and bronze items from Tholos B 

(Panagiotopoulos 2012, 2013, 2014), whereas 140 beads, two thin gold bands 

and a gold diadem with punched decoration of dots, from the open area east of 

Tomb Γ (Panagiotopoulos 2015a).  

Xanthoudides refers to thirteen obsidian blades, while the new excavation 

(Panagiotopoulos 2013) of Tholos B and the pockets left by Xanthoudides, 

revealed a quantity of obsidian blades.  

Tools as another group of other finds includes a range of objects – from awls and 

saws, cutters and knives, tweezers, whetstones and whorls (Fig.6.52). Twenty-

eight were documented distributed within the whole cemetery with Tholos B 

producing the most (Fig.6.45). The new excavation recovered a small triangular 

bronze blade within the deposit found east of Tomb Γ. Copper and limestone are 

the most common materials used for the manufacture of this group of finds, 

followed by other types of stone, bone and clay (Fig.6.53).  
Another interesting group of finds are the so-called stone palettes. Eight came 

from Tholos B, two from Tholos E and two from the other tombs but not specified 
                                                
11 Heraklion Museum: Π4306, Π4307, Π4308, Π4309, Π4998, Π5049, Π5050, Π5655. 
12 http://www.uni-heidelberg.de/fakultaeten/philosophie/zaw/cms/newFinds/newFindsOlder.html 
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where exactly; their function is uncertain but they may have served for grinding 

as mentioned by Tsountas on analogy with the colour palettes for grinding 

pigments found in Cycladic contemporary tombs (Xanthoudides 1924, 16). 

However Xanthoudides (1924, 16) suggested that they were possibly parts of 

offering tables. If this was the case, then their existence in funerary contexts 

could suggest an element of the ritual character of the activities taking place in 

association with the tombs. Among other finds are three clay ‘phallus-shaped’ 

objects13 as described by Xanthoudides, found in the open area between Tholos 

B and E. He mentions that more fragments of similar objects, but much worn. 

Their meaning is unclear. The new excavation also discovered many stone 

counters, particularly from Tholos B, while none have been documented from 

Xanthoudides’ excavation.  
 
6.1f. The interpretation of the cemetery 
 
The Koumasa cemetery had a long life, since the archaeological evidence 

depicts dates from early EM IIA until MM IB without an interruption. However, 

there are changes through time evident in the architectural and depositional 

behaviour and differences noticed compared to the other contemporary 

cemeteries. There are two main chronological phases, which can be 

distinguished in this cemetery based on both architectural and depositional 

changes: EM IIA – IIB and EM III/ MM IA – IB. The main use of Tholos A, Tholos 

B and Tomb Γ seems to belong to the first phase, while Tholoi E and B seem to 

represent the second phase. During EM IIA Koumasa cemetery differs from a 

typical EM IIA cemetery. Based on architecture, it is larger than other tholos 

cemeteries in the region at that period, with mixed architectural elements of 

circular and rectangular tombs and in terms of the material culture it is much 

more complicated and varied, along with the deposition of Cycladica (with most 

similar cases found in north-central Crete such as Archanes –  Phourni, Tekes, 

Pyrgos and Krasi). The graph in Figure 6.40 shows that material found in Tholoi 

A, B and Tomb Γ is mainly dated in the EM II period and the unpublished pottery 

studied confirms the early EM IIA dates, but nothing earlier with certainty, while 

                                                
13 Heraklion Museum: Π4300; Π4301; Π4302. 
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Tholos B had later material along with Tholos E. This could suggest that three 

tombs could have been in use simultaneously implying a relatively large 

community associated with this cemetery.  

Tholos B, in its earlier phase, seems to have produced a wide variety of material 

culture, and Cycladic imports or cycladicised locally made artefacts are all 

principally deposited within this tomb. The Cycladica in Tholos B suggest uneven 

deposition with the other tombs during that period, as also seen in the cemetery 

of Archanes – Phourni between Tholoi Γ and E (Papadatos 1999, 2018).  

Due to its geographical position at the interface between the Mesera plain and 

the Asterousia uplands, Koumasa could have been a local centre of production 

and exchange connecting the central interior with the south-central coast. It could 

have dominated smaller neighbouring sites in the Asterousia region and at the 

same time it could have had a social competition among its burying groups.  

The EM IIB period is not well defined within the Koumasa cemetery, as also is the 

case in many other cemeteries, both because of low diagnostically of EM IIB 

ceramics in the south, and because it is considered as a period of interruption or 

partial use of many cemeteries (Legarra Herrero 2012, 325-357).  

During the EM III/MM I period, the situation started to change both in architecture 

and material culture, mainly represented in Tholoi B and E, though all tombs have 

some material of this period. After the recent excavations, Tholos B brought to 

light more material culture dated in this later phase and architectural features, 

such as the traces of wall division inside the tomb and remains of an annex. 

Tholos B could reflect individual burials being visible architecturally within the 

tomb by revealing a more ‘private’ space possibly reserved for the disposal of an 

individual or simply the most recent burial, following a later clearing away. This 

practice could resemble the late Prepalatial - Protopalatial individual burials in 

containers (pithoi, jars or larnakes) inside the tombs. Perhaps an important 

member of the family or of the community was buried separately in this tomb with 

the rest but distinguished by this distinct wall. The group to individual transition in 

mortuary behaviour is manifest through another strategy through a new form of 

architectural feature, since the absence of pithoi or larnakes does not suggest 

burials within containers. Additionally, from the recent unexcavated deposit in 

Tholos B, another funerary practice was represented by the burnt bones. This is 

possibly the result of individual burning episodes for cleaning the bones from any 
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remaining flesh rather than one fumigation activity taking place covering the 

whole interior of the tomb (Xanthoudides 1924, 6; Panagiotopoulos 2015b, 236). 

It has also been noticed how meticulous were the people who used the tomb 

during the removal of the grave goods of earlier burials prior to these burning 

episodes, since very little material culture was found there, with the exception of 

a few EM IIA sherds, one Cycladic type figurine and three seals coming from the 

filling above this burial layer (Panagiotopoulos 2015b, 236).  

The deposition of gold items, the significant number of stone vases and the seals 

still document the Koumasa cemetery as an important social arena during EM III/ 

MM IA. Any changes within the cemetery, for example the emphasis shifting from 

Tombs A and Γ to B and E by the MM I period could represent changes within the 

community in how it uses the cemetery. Tholos E, after the new excavation, 

revealed clearly the existence of annexes matching similar added structures in 

other tholos cemeteries - an argument that previously did not seem to apply to 

Koumasa.  

The only thing that is still not very clear is the use and significance of the exterior 

spaces, in which at least some other tholos cemeteries are vital and significant as 

a context for group activities and group ritual during this period. The low numbers 

of serving vessels and vessels involving food consumption or preparation, such 

as cooking pots, needs to be considered, unless the sherds collected by the new 

project can add more to the sample as in the early investigations the emphasis 

was not given towards the collection of coarse ware pots and especially their 

fragments. Even small scale feasting activities involving serving or consumption 

of food is not present, based on the material culture documented to date, as seen 

in some other tholos cemeteries (i.e. Moni Odigitria in the following chapter).  

Overall, Koumasa is often invoked as local centre with its own local production 

throughout its whole life, since signs of specialisation are identified through its 

artefactual analysis, possibly competing among the nearby sites, such as 

Miamou, Krotos and possibly Apesokari tombs. In particular, specialisation can 

be detected in the distinctive types of daggers and alloying techniques (Tselios 

2008, 134-148). Additionally, Koumasa is also one of the cemeteries that 

produced a relatively large number and range of seals (Sbonias 2010; 2012). The 

cemetery perhaps also displays internal social differentiation through the diversity 

and deposition of material culture. The objects found are perceived more as 
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grave goods or burial related equipment with a preference for symbolic vessels 

(i.e. miniature stone vases) or personal equipment (jewellery, daggers, seals) that 

are closely associated with the deceased. Such a mortuary behaviour could give 

indirect insights about a possible intra-community competition. The famous 

‘Koumasa’ folded-arm figurines, the daggers and the seals are material culture 

that could reinforce different identities of the people buried. Tholos B could 

represent such differentiation within Koumasa cemetery in all chronological 

phases based on the rich material deposits found and on its architectural 

structure as consumed.  

 

6.2. The Platanos cemetery 
 

6.2a. The site and its situation 
 
The Platanos cemetery lies on the western outskirts of modern Platanos village 

within the Mesara valley (Fig.1.2). The access to a wide expanse of flat land that 

could have been irrigated from the nearby Ieropotamos river would have helped 

the community of Platanos towards agricultural development and exchange 

(Watrous and Hatzi – Vallianou 2004, 235-244).  

The above topographical factors could have been ideal for the development of 

the community of Platanos lived in this area. Platanos could have been a large 

centre within this regional zone, as the size of the cemetery displays based on its 

architectural remains along with the significant material culture deposited there, 

since no settlement installations have been excavated. The community could 

have developed extensive production and paths of exchange connecting the 

south-central part with the north-central part of the island. However, the history of 

the cemetery is based on three to five tombs in use at a time, still placing 

Platanos under the sphere of a small village community.  

The site was excavated by Xanthoudides in 1914 and 1915, and he published a 

significant part of it along with the Koumasa cemetery and others (Xanthoudides 

1924, 88 – 125). A large part of the cemetery has since been lost. A modern road 

now passes through the middle of the cemetery and everything to the north of the 

road, including Tholos Γ and the various other structures adjacent to it, have 

disappeared as the fields have been regularly cultivated (Fig.6.54). What remains 
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is in poor condition, but at least the two tholos tombs A and B are still visible and 

are the largest presently known in the Mesara (Fig.6.55).  

Among the studied tholos cemeteries, the closest neighbouring ones to Platanos 

are Apesokari A and B; as for a settlement near the Platanos cemetery no 

evidence of architectural remains have been found, but on the alluvial plain, are 

likely to be buried.  

 

6.2b. The site, discovery and investigation 
  

The cemetery at Platanos was excavated by Xanthoudides in 1914 – 1915 after 

locals, digging the foundations for a church, came across the remains of the 

cemetery. The extensive excavation by Xanthoudides was followed by later small 

trials that contributed to the overall picture of the cemetery and its history.  

In 1953, during the course of erecting a fence around the cemetery, a cache of 

stone vases was found. These are similar to those found in the original 

excavation. In 1955, Nikolaos Platon, then Ephor of the Herakleion Museum, 

decided to conduct a small-scale excavation at the find-spot, which brought to 

light a repository/ deposit (apothetes) of clay and stone vases. In 1973, in the 

same area, a few stone vases and a leaf-shaped bronze tool were found by 

chance, along with pottery of the Early Protopalatial period. The finds were 

collected by Stylianos Alexiou, after a small excavation. Both Platon and Alexiou 

linked the existence of these deposits (apothetai) with the tholos tombs, since the 

additional buildings to the tombs uncovered by Xanthoudides, in the form of small 

square rooms, were used as ancillary constructions in the function of the tholoi or 

more independent tombs, and served the needs arising from their use over 

centuries (Gerontakou 2003, 303 – 330).  

A few published studies related to Platanos material have contributed to the 

overall interpretation and use of the cemetery (Branigan 1965; Kenna 1968; 

Warren 1969; Sbonias 1995; Pini 2000; Tselios 2008; Legarra Herrero 2011).  

Originally there were three tholos tombs (A, B and Γ), and on the east of Tholoi A 

and B there were rectangular buildings (annexes). Northeast of destroyed Tholos 

Γ, there were rectangular buildings which had been used as house tombs. 

Between Tholoi B and Γ, are two more rectangular structures possibly used as 

ossuaries or as tombs, while between Tholoi A and B there was a paved yard 
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(Area AB). Unfortunately, Xanthoudides never published a full plan of what he 

excavated. From the plan he did publish, and the detailed notes he made about 

the unplanned features, it is possible to get some idea of what the cemetery must 

have looked like by the Middle Bronze Age (Branigan 1970b, 11) (Fig.6.56).  

For this thesis, permission was given to re-examine the ceramic assemblage 

from Xanthoudides’ excavation and any other vessels that were not included in 

his publication, in order to re-assess the chronology of the cemetery assemble a 

larger dataset. However, as in the case of Koumasa, the attempt to find any 

excavation notebooks or relevant notes that would provide a better understanding 

of the stratigraphy and the disturbed deposits was unsuccessful.  

 
6.2c. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 
The cemetery at Platanos was in use from EM IIA until MM IIA and it consists of 

three tholos tombs (A, B, Γ) similarly to Koumasa. The tholoi were closely 

grouped together, each of them with a group of annexes in front of their eastern 

doorway. However, the Platanos cemetery presents a far more complex built 

environment. At least nine built structures were described in Xanthoudides’s 

publication (1924), including the rectangular tombs a, γ and the half-constructed 

tombs δ and ε. Between the Tholoi B and A runs a pavement (AB), defined by a 

small stone wall (Fig.6.56).  

Tholos A is the largest tholos tomb to be uncovered in Crete, was partially 

destroyed long before it was excavated, since by then many stones had been 

removed by the villagers for building purposes (Xanthoudides 1924, 88). 

Consequently, half the circuit of Tholos A on the east side, including the doorway 

and part of the associated annex, were destroyed (Fig.6.57). The annex room in 

front of its doorway was destroyed when a path was created that passed between 

tholoi A and B. The inner diameter of the tholos was 13.10 m. and the thickness 

of the wall averaged 2.40 m.; the maximum preserved height on the south was 

0.75 m. The doorway is missing but based on Xanthoudides’ account those who 

demolished it mentioned a large rock into pieces found on the spot and possibly 

part of the lintel or one of the monolithic door jambs. The construction of the 

tholos is dated in EM IIA and it was used until MM IΒ period; its annex was a later 

addition to the tholos.  
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The burial stratum was divided into two layers as reported by Xanthoudides 

(1924, 89), the lower of which contained bones in a fragmentary condition and 

few objects including daggers of the earlier triangular type and produced clear 

signs of a fire, almost certainly associated with the fumigation of the tomb. 

Possibly this activity of fumigation, undertaken towards the end of Early Minoan 

II, was used as an opportunity to plunder the old burials of their possessions, as 

suggested by Branigan (1970b, 12). The upper level received the latest burials 

which were better preserved and produced a richer deposit including a large 

number of bronzes and a good quantity of gold jewellery. Immediately outside to 

the east of Tholos A there was a complex of small, rectangular, parallel rooms (or 

huts as described by Xanthoudides, 1924; 90, ten spaces in total, Fig.6.58), 

which served as annex to the tholos. These spaces contained hundreds of stone 

vases and burials, suggesting a MM I – II date according to the material culture 

deposited there. To the south of the tholos circuit wall were some external walls: 

one curved and parallel to the tholos wall on the southeast and six smaller 

abutting the southwest (described as cells based on Xanthoudides’ account, 

1924, 90; Fig.6.59), which he interpreted as buttresses. However, Branigan 

(1970a, 169) suggests they could be magazine-like rooms since the curving wall 

parallel to the tholos wall could have been a corridor, joining these cells to the 

annex on the east side. They could have been store-rooms to keep further burial 

equipment (explored through the artefactual analysis below). These cells were 

probably added to the tholos at a late date, possibly in EM III/ MM I, again 

according to their material depositions, as will be considered in Section 6.2e.  

Tholos B was partially restored by Xanthoudides after the damage caused by the 

locals in 1914. The inner diameter of the tholos is 10.23 m., the average 

thickness of its walls is 2.45 m. and the preserved height at the south was 1.10 

m. (Fig.6.60). Based on Xanthoudides’ account this tholos was built with the 

greatest possible strength: very thick walls, floor made of gravel and sand, and in 

general most of the building material was found here (about 25 cubic metres of 

stones were found inside the tholos) (Fig.6.61). At the south part of the outer face 

of the wall about twenty projecting slabs in a row were found (Fig.6.62). They 

were positioned just over half a metre from the ground and a half metre apart. 

The burial stratum varied in thickness from 0.30 to 0.90 m. and no signs of fire 

were noticed (Xanthoudides 1924, 92). Xanthoudides believed that Tholos B was 
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built centuries later than Tholos A, suggesting of EM III/ MM IA date.  The annex 

to Tholos B, as presented by Xanthoudides, is not very clear as to how many 

rooms it consisted of, and since no material evidence was recorded from there, it 

is not datable. However, the southern wall of this structure, abutting with part of 

the tholos wall is still visible. 

Tholos Γ was located more than 5 metres north of Tholos B (Fig.6.56). Only the 

southern part was preserved, and that only to the height of the first course of 

stones. In the doorway only one jamb was left in situ and in front of the entrance 

there were traces suggesting a possible annex related to the tholos 

(Xanthoudides 1924, 92; Petit 1987; 35 - 43). The internal diameter of the tholos 

was 7.30 m. and the average of wall thickness 1.80 m. Apart from some objects 

found there, bones were reported – some of them with burnt traces suggesting 

fire in some parts of the tomb. Most of the material culture found in this tholos 

suggest a MM I period of use.  

North of Tholos Γ were some small square buildings, arranged in groups, and 

each group (two in total: α and γ) consisted of three chambers. From the remains 

of clay with impressions of reeds, Xanthoudides proposed that these chambers 

were roofed with wood and clay. Their poor construction and the lack of material 

culture made Xanthoudides (1924, 93) suggest they housed the burials of poor 

people of later date than the tholos tombs, but not relevant evidence was 

published or retained.  

Between Tholoi A and Γ, and probably close to Tholos B there were two trenches 

(δ and ε) half cut into the bedrock and half constructed with built walls and with 

an average width c.1.0 – 1.5 m. and length c. 7.0 – 9.0 m. A wall is located on 

Xanthoudides’ plan south of these trenches which were filled with bones and 

cups possibly cleared from the tholoi and thus they were considered to be used 

as ossuaries.  

Unfortunately, none of Tholos Γ or the tombs α, γ, δ and ε are visible today, so 

only the plan by Xanthoudides and his description can give us an overall picture 

of the Platanos cemetery layout, in Figure 6.56, elaborated by Branigan to add 

the features only mentioned by Xanthoudides.  

West of Tholos A is a paved area named as AB, which is between Tholoi A and B 

and is still visible (Fig.6.63). The structure is made of green schist slabs above a 

foundation of stones and clay. Few objects were found, along with scattered 
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bones possibly displaced from the annex of Tholos B, suggesting a later phase of 

construction for this structure (MM I).  

 
6.2d. Architectural analysis 
 
The architectural features of Platanos, with the large tholoi, their large and 

complex annexes, additional rectangular tombs and exterior areas with significant 

deposits make this cemetery among the most elaborate compared to other large 

tholos cemeteries, such as Koumasa, Skaniari Lakkos and Agia Triada. 

Most architectural features of the Platanos cemetery were probably constructed 

in EM III/ MM IA. However, a few EM IIA-B objects found within Tholos A, and 

fewer within Tholoi B and Γ could suggest an earlier construction of the cemetery 

that will be further considered after the artefactual analysis below. Architecturally, 

Platanos seems to have had all three tholoi in use through MM I or even in the 

EM III period (though not clear), with Tholos A mainly representing an earlier 

phase of the cemetery in EM II period, with the discovery of a lower deposit by 

Xanthoudides. The major building phase took place during the MM IA period, 

when apart from the tholoi functioning simultaneously, the other rectangular 

tombs, trenches and open paved space were added along with the annexes 

already built at the same time at the Tholoi B and Γ in front of each tholos 

(Fig.6.64).  

Among the three tholoi and their added structures there are clear similarities but 

also differences in plan. Starting with their similarities, all of the tholos tombs 

share a common doorway orientation to the east. Secondly, in front of them 

extends an annex with more than one space. And third, their method of 

construction does not present any novel features. However, there are also clear 

differences in their structure since the tholoi and their annexes vary in size and 

plan.  

Tholos A was in use during two main chronological phases: EM II and EM III/ MM 

I. During the first phase, the tholos with its annex room (β) just in front of its 

entrance were probably constructed and were occupied, while during the second 

phase along with them the new added rooms of the annex complex were 

constructed and were in use simultaneously (Fig.6.65) based on the material 

deposition as discussed in Section 6.2e. The emphasis based on the material 
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distribution was given on the spaces α, δ and η. The interesting architectural 

additions that were also placed in the EM III/ MM I period are the six walls 

projecting from the southern exterior of the tholos wall creating five enclosed 

spaces, like cells (Figs.6.65; 6.68). Xanthoudides proposed that these spaces 

were added to the tholos in the second phase of the usage of this tomb complex. 

As has been mentioned, these fragmentary walls may have been buttresses 

(Xanthoudides 1924, 90) and quite possibly were re-used as ossuaries or 

storerooms reserved for secondary burials and storing grave goods, when the 

burial chamber had itself become full (Branigan 1970a, 168-169). Again based 

only on his ground plan, it looks like one of these protruding walls was not parallel 

to the others, between spaces 3 and 4 (Figs.6.65; 6.68). Another unclear 

architectural feature was the curved wall (κ) parallel to the tholos wall which 

looked like a corridor connecting the annex complex with these southern spaces 

(Fig.6.65). Finally, the spaces ι and θ seemed not to be directly connected to the 

other rooms of the annex complex, but unfortunately since nothing is preserved 

today, it is difficult to investigate.  

Moving to the open spaces related to Tholos A, (Fig.6.56), the material from the 

later excavations by Platon (1953) and Alexiou (1973) came from southwest of 

the tholos. A stone wall that may have separated these deposits from the 

cemetery which was reported by Xanthoudides but did not include it in his plan 

(Gerontakou 2003, 295). The finds from these two deposits are dated from EM II 

(based on stone vases) and MM I – II (based on the ceramics). No architectural 

remains were defined in this area but these deposits were probably associated 

with the Tholoi A and B respectively, or even with the open paved area AB 

between the two tholoi.  

The other tholos tomb preserved today is Tholos B, which was another complex 

comprised of a tholos with an annex (almost the whole annex is gone today) and 

an open, paved area (Fig.6.55). Xanthoudides suggested this tomb was originally 

vaulted, since the stones from the upper part of tomb had remained in situ inside 

the tholos. The existence of a stone vault could be supported by the thick walls 

along with the existence of slabs projecting as buttresses from the southern outer 

face of Tholos B. These are very different in structure from those found outside 

Tholos A and initially thought by Xanthoudides as buttresses. The structural 

difference of these protruding walls between Tholoi A and B can reinforce the 
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different interpretation about their function given by Branigan (1970a, 168-169) 

that could have been store-rooms in the case of Tholos A. 

The annex associated with Tholos B looked simpler than that of Tholos A. It is not 

very clear how many spaces it consisted of, but possibly of two spaces 

(Fig.6.66). The plan indicates one space divided near the centre by an internal, 

corner wall that leaves space at both ends of a passage between the two rooms. 

Though the main room is probably too large to roof, so likely other sub-division 

walls have been lost. The date of its construction remains unknown and no 

material was recorded from there, but it probably was added in the MM I period 

along with Tholos B. Based on the material culture recovered from Tholos B, it 

seems to be posterior to Tholos A, perhaps built in late EM III and mainly used in 

MM I. On the other hand, perhaps an earlier deposit could have been completely 

removed given its disturbed state and the few objects found dated in the EM II 

period.  

The paved area (AB) east of the annex of Tholos B produced little material 

evidence to provide any chronology, though most of the material should have 

been associated with Tholos B rather than Tholos A. Architecturally, these open 

paved areas, when they appear, since only few exist, are features of the later 

periods at the cemeteries, as part of new funerary traditions taking place in 

architecturally defined exterior spaces. In some other cemeteries these are not 

paved but enclosed. In this case, this paved yard suggests an effort at 

formalisation representing a significant role for this area within the cemetery and 

for the mortuary behavior of the community.  

Tholos Γ presents a much simpler architectural plan and is much smaller in size 

compared to the other two. Traces of small walls suggest the existence of a 

possible antechamber in front of its entrance, possibly of an annex with two 

rooms as shown on the plan (Fig.6.67). The material culture recorded from this 

tomb complex suggests an early construction date possibly in EM IIB remaining 

in use until MM IA. Thus, at least for Tholoi A and Γ co-existence in use can be 

proposed.  

The clusters of square (α and γ) and rectangular (δ and ε) structures northeast 

and east of Tholos Γ could indicate new needs for the Platanos cemetery 

(Fig.6.67). According to Xanthoudides’ plan (Fig.6.66; 6.68), there were traces of 

a wall running between these trenches and the Tholos B complex, though it is not 
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certain whether this wall is part of the complex of Tholos B, defined court AB, or 

was part of this cluster of rectangular structures. These rectangular structures 

were considered as burial buildings due to the presence of bones and plain cups, 

though whether they should be considered tombs or ossuaries is not clear. For 

the first cluster (γ and α), that they were house-tombs has suggested 

(Xanthoudides 1924, 93). As for the second cluster, these trenches out in the 

bedrock could be seen as ossuaries, containing burials moved from the tholoi 

during a clearing process. Their walls are half built and they could be described 

more as pits, where very mixed deposits (many bones and some objects) were 

found. Pits are also used as ossuaries in other cemeteries (i.e. Moni Odigitria, 

Apesokari B, possibly Koumasa with the new circular structure).  

These less elaborated burial buildings support the idea of major changes in 

funerary behaviour during the MM I period, since if they were created for later 

needs, they would post-date the tholoi, based on the sherds recovered (Soles 

1992, 193; Xanthoudides 1924, 93). The case of Platanos cemetery is interesting 

as during MM I, all the tombs (circular and rectangular buildings) were in use, 

making it the larger cemetery known in southern Crete.  

 

6.2e. Artefactual analysis 
 
Pottery assemblage: The ceramics, like the Koumasa assemblage, are divided 

into published and unpublished vessels, with the latter prioritised for study. A 

number of published vessels were re-studied too. In total, 67 vessels were 

documented for this thesis; thirty-seven were previously published by 

Xanthoudides (1924) and eight14 were published by Gerontakou (2003), which 

came from Platon’s small-scale excavation. A total of 45 vessels were, therefore, 

published and I have re-studied 23 from them, whereas 22 were the unpublished 

and studied. The registered vessels from Platon’s excavation were stored in the 

Heraklion Museum boxes along with the clay vessels from Xanthoudides’ 

excavation, so they are included in this assemblage as a whole (Fig.6.69).  

                                                
14 The eight clay vessels from Platon’s excavation were registered with the following Heraklion Museum 
numbers: Π28398, Π28399, Π28400, Π28401, Π28402, Π28403, Π28404, Π28405, while ten were recorded 
with only the publication catalogue number. 
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All the vessels were recorded in the same Access forms as the other site 

assemblages, photographed and studied using the same attributes (fabric, ware, 

decoration/ style, type, size, state of preservation and where relevant, 

manufacture technique). The groups of vessels distinguished are: 

anthropomorphic, closed and open vessels, bowls and spouted bowls, cups, 

dishes, goblets, jars, jugs, pyxides, perfume bottles, rhyta, teapots, tumblers, 

miniature vessels, lamps and lids (Fig.6.70). In terms of function, the whole 

ceramic assemblage (published and unpublished) is divided into drinking, 

pouring, serving, storage and symbolic vessels (Fig.6.71); in this case the 

number of symbolic vessels – including many miniature vessels – is the largest 

compared to the others. Most of them are miniature versions of common vessel 

forms, such as juglets, cups, amphorae and pithoid jars, which had a different 

function in the burial context (as seen in Figure 6.72 – the top two rows). Among 

the symbolic vessels are also included the few lamps found and the two 

anthropomorphic vessels, with the two-legged shape (Π6865, Π6866) very similar 

to one found at Koumasa (Π4295). Drinking and pouring vessels occur in 

comparable numbers followed by storage and serving vessels within the whole 

ceramic assemblage (Fig.6.72). There are not many bowls or dishes, vessels 

that are very common in such burial contexts. Like Koumasa, there is an absence 

of cooking vessels at Platanos. The pottery assemblage preserved from the past 

excavations seems really small compared to the size of this cemetery and also 

compared to the large number of other finds found; this paradox is possibly due 

to the severe destruction of this cemetery through time and its looting from 

antiquity to the 20th century. Xanthoudides (1924, 93) suggested the possibility 

that most clay vessels were deposited in the annexes and outer-rooms and thus 

they would have been destroyed along with these spaces, and sherds were not 

recovered. Due to the small number of vessels documented, it is difficult to 

produce a comprehensive characterisation of the depositional behavior based on 

the ceramics, though the other categories of finds can help fill in the picture 

somewhat. 

From the chronology of the pottery, it can be seen that the MM I is the most well 

represented in all types of vessels distributed across the cemetery (Fig.6.73). 

Thirty-eight clay vessels are dated in MM I among the total of sixty-seven, 

whereas only four are dated possibly later, MM I/ II. An earlier chronological 
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phase in EM II has already been suggested from the architectural analysis and 

can be confirmed by ceramics, with twelve vessels recorded. Additionally, twelve 

vessels were recorded as possibly EM III or MM IA. Finally, one open vessel is of 

undiagnostic date as there are not many attributes surviving to date it.  

During the EM IIA period, one pyxis (suspension jar) and one lid possibly from a 

pyxis of fine grey ware were found, while a cup, a spouted bowl and a perfume 

bottle can be dated to the EM IIB period, the first two with mottled decoration 

(Vasiliki ware). In the broader (generic) EM II category are more types of vessels, 

one each of bowl, jug, pyxis, dish, lid and anthropomorphic vessel. In the EM III/ 

MM IA group a number of twelve vessels of different types has been recorded 

with additions such as the lamp and miniature vessel. The MM I period is 

represented by more varied types of vessels, since apart from the 

anthropomorphic and miniature vessels, lamps, cups, jugs and dishes there are 

also rhyta, teapots, tumblers, goblets and jars (Fig.6.74). The prevailing period of 

MM I is also attested by the local ware groups, since there is evidence of the 

precursor of Kamares ware, as well as a significant percentage of polychrome 

ware (Fig.6.75).  

As for the size and the volume of vessels, Platanos produced a good sample of 

miniature vessels, with a repertoire varied from common shapes of vessels, such 

as juglets, possibly involving symbolic offerings to the dead. Most of them are 

dated in the MM I period, which enhances the idea of changes in burial rites by 

then. Along with Koumasa, the lack of large sized vessels is noticeable from the 

studied ceramic material. This is quite unexpected since such a large cemetery 

might be expected to have produced outsized or very large vessels, used for 

activities taking place in the specifically designed exterior spaces.  

There are also vessels whose chronology is less well defined, with particular 

reference to the EM III/ MM IA group. Roughly, 1/3 of the studied vessels are 

dated with less certainty (Fig.6.76). With these broad dates, the use of the 

cemetery can only be divided into two major phases: EM II and MM I. Tholos B 

produced more MM I pottery than the rest of the tholoi, though Tholoi A and Γ, 

annex of Tholos A, do have some, suggesting some continuing depositions. 

Fewer MM I vessels were found in Tholoi A and Γ, while the EM II pottery is 

mainly from these tholoi (Fig.6.77).  
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Spatially, the cemetery can be divided between the exterior and interior spaces. 

From the exterior spaces, outside the tombs and also in the paved courtyard AB, 

only three clay vessels are specifically recorded (two drinking vessels and one 

pouring vessel). From the interior spaces and in particular from the annex of 

Tholos A, thirteen vessels (5 symbolic, 3 storage, 3 serving, and 2 drinking 

vessels) were recorded, whereas from the interior of Tholos A only three pouring 

vessels. Tholos B produced the largest sample of pottery consisting of twenty-two 

vessels in total; they are divided among two drinking vessels, three storage and 

three serving vessels, five pouring vessels and nine symbolic vessels. From 

Tholos Γ, eight vessels were recorded, mostly of symbolic use and the rest for 

pouring and storage (Fig.6.78). On the graph (Figure 6.78), there is also a bar 

with a significant number of various types of vessels (18 in total) for which their 

find location is unknown. It is impossible to know they were deposited in exterior 

or interior spaces, but they need to be considered as part of the whole ceramic 

assemblage from the cemetery. These vessels of unknown context represent a 

variety of functional groups (symbolic, storage, pouring, serving and drinking 

vessels) (Fig.6.78).  

Two overall points can be extracted from the distribution of the preserved ceramic 

assemblage: first that pottery is documented mainly within interior spaces rather 

than exterior, and second that the most prevailing categories based on their 

functional groups are the symbolic and pouring vessels (including miniature 

vessels, lamps, jugs, spouted bowls and teapots). The use and purpose of the 

miniature vessels is still under debate (Simandiraki 2011). Their presence in 

mortuary contexts is still uncertain, since they could have been used to hold 

symbolic quantities of food or liquid as part of a ritual, or for the dedication of 

offerings (Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010a, 83; Tournavitou 2009), or even 

as perfume or cosmetics containers used in burials. These vessels display 

diverse forms (diminutive versions of normal vessels) and materials (clay or stone 

miniature vessels – see below). In particular, the sample from Platanos produced 

miniature juglets (Fig.6.72), which could be related to token liquid consumption 

during the funerary practices. These vessels could also be objects buried along 

with the dead in addition to be used for activities during the funerary procedure. 

However, this suggestion is simply an assumption since these deposits are quite 

disturbed. Similarly, the absence of vessels from exterior spaces either was due 
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to the destruction on the site or there was an intentional lack of vessel deposition 

outside, though this runs counter to the practices at other cemeteries.  

For Platanos the majority of the preserved and documented material culture is 

non-ceramic. 

 

Other finds: This includes all the other finds except pottery made of a range of 

different materials. This material assemblage is also divided into published and 

unpublished objects derived from Xanthoudides’ excavation (Fig.6.79), however 

due to the then underway re-exhibition of Heraklion Museum and the limited 

access I was allowed, this material assemblage was not re-studied. I was simply 

provided with a list of all the records from the Heraklion Museum database in 

order to re-assess the quantity of the finds and their types. The types are 

distributed in the broad categories of chipped stone, daggers, tools, seals, stone 

vases, figurines, jewellery and others (objects difficult to define). The dominant 

category is the stone vases, followed by the seals and jewellery (Fig.6.80).  
Apart from Xanthoudides’ excavated material culture, sixty-four stone vases were 

found in Platon’s and Alexiou’s later excavations (Gerontakou 2003), plus a 

bronze tool and a shell-made vessel that will be mentioned in the appropriate 

assemblage group (Fig.6.81).  

The raw materials used for the other finds apart from pottery include: stone 

(alabaster, steatite, chlorite, rock crystal, haematite, marble, breccia, ironstone, 

limestone, slate, sandstone, lapis lacedaemonius, chert, obsidian), metal (copper, 

bronze, silver, gold), ivory and shell (Fig.6.82). Only four objects (three phallus-

like objects, an animal figurine and a seal) were made of clay.  

The table in Figure 6.83 shows the main categories of finds and how they were 

distributed within the various spaces of the cemetery.  

Starting with the largest group of finds, the stone vases, the total recorded from 

Xanthoudides’ excavation is 376. Adding the 64 stone vases from Platon’s and 

Alexiou’s smaller, later excavations, there is a total of 440 stone vessels from this 

cemetery. The types of stone vases present a great variety compared to other 

cemeteries with, as usual, the bird’s nest vase as the dominant type – 218. Bowls 

and cups follow with 52-55 each type, and dozens of cylindrical vases, kernoi, 

pyxides and miniatures vases were recorded (Fig.6.84). As suggested by 

Xanthoudides (1924, 103), the large number of small-sized stone vases as well 
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as their open shallow shapes could have served for small substances, perhaps 

as part of a specific practice towards the dead during the funeral or as burial gifts, 

like the miniature ceramic vessels. Some of them carry elaborate incised 

decoration and present a diverse range of stone materials. Most stone vases are 

dated in EM III/ MM IA and came from the complex of Tholos A. In particular, 

most stone vases, approximately 300 in number, were recorded from the annex 

of Tholos A rather than the tomb chamber itself, where 28 were documented from 

the latter. As for Tholos B, thirty-three stone vases were recorded from the 

chamber, whereas only seven from Tholos Γ. As far as the exterior spaces of the 

cemetery are concerned eight vases came from the paved area AB and sixty-four 

from the area marked on the architectural plan as ‘south deposits’, from Platon’s 

and Alexiou’s excavations (Fig.6.85).  

The seal assemblage from Platanos is one of the finest and largest groups from a 

cemetery with a range of materials, techniques and iconographic groups. Among 

the assemblage, the most significant are the large number of ivory seals, some 

showing great artistic quality and high level of skill involved were found in the 

complex of Tholos A – fourteen in its chamber, eight in the annex and three in the 

south rooms. However, Tholos B contained the most seals, made mainly of stone 

and some of ivory, whereas only four seals were recorded from Tholos Γ 

(Fig.6.83). The exact find location for twenty-nine seals is not certain since they 

could be from either Tholos A or B, based on the Heraklion Museum database 

registration (Fig.6.86). In qualitative terms, the largest and finest group is the 

seals made of ivory, while the rest are mostly made of stone - mainly of steatite. 

There is a smaller group of seals made of bone and one of clay (Fig.6.87). There 

is also a range in shapes (i.e. cylinders, scarabs, signets, animal form, prismatic, 

pyramidal, discoid, conical, etc.) and decorative motifs (i.e. lions, spirals, 

meanders, leaves) that are used to date them (Fig.6.88). Some are dated 

stylistically to EM II, but the majority seems to be dated in EM III/ MM IA. 

Platanos seems to have dominated the production and consumption of ivory 

seals, mainly in the late Prepalatial period (Sbonias 2012, 280). The use of ivory, 

an imported material which reflects privileged access to resources, and the 

existence of three scarabs in the Egyptian style as well as a Babylonian cylinder 

seal reveal links with the Levant and Egypt, however the adoption of the scarab 

form and manufacture with local Cretan materials and elaboration with local 
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styles could have strengthen the hypothesis that peripheral local communities 

that controlled production and networks within the Mesara (Sbonias 2010; 2012).  

Jewellery includes personal ornaments that vary in shape, use and style, such as 

amulets, beads-pendants, bands, bangles, hairpins, rings, discs and necklaces 

(Fig.6.89), as well as in materials like gold, copper, ivory, steatite and silver (only 

one piece, possibly a hair-pin made of silver, was recorded) (Fig.6.90). The large 

amount of gold objects, particularly found in Tholos A, is exceptional compared to 

other cemeteries where little gold was recovered. Even though looted, Tholos A 

still produced a significant number of gold objects (Fig.6.91). The paradox is that 

the rich deposit including the gold jewellery was found in the upper layer of 

Tholos A, which is the latest burial stratum, rather than in the lower and earlier 

layer, as such finds are more commonly found in EM II deposits (Legarra Herrero 

2011, 67-69).        

The majority of daggers were recovered with the large quantity of gold objects in 

the upper layer of Tholos A (Fig.6.83). Sixty daggers came from Tholos A, and 

only 14 of the triangular type came from the lower layer belonging in the EM II 

period (Fig.6.92). The triangular daggers were exclusively found in Tholos A; 11 

long daggers came from Tholos B and one long dagger was recorded from the 

annex of Tholos A – all made of copper (Fig.6.93) (Xanthoudides 1924, 106-

107).  

Unfortunately, the exact find location for most tools is unknown, five are recorded 

from Tholos A and one from Area AB (Fig.6.94). The types of tools include 

pommels, whetstones, knives, weights, cutters, tweezers, axes, awls and a few 

others not very diagnostic (Fig.6.95); the materials used are steatite, limestone, 

sandstone, ivory and copper/ bronze (Fig.6.96). The chipped stone is mainly 

obsidian and chert. Only two pieces of chert are recorded (a flake and blade), 

while sixty-nine pieces are of obsidian (cores, flakes, blades, flints) – two of them 

are published as knife blades from Tholos B which are made of Gyali (Nisyros) 

obsidian (Xanthoudides 1924, 105).  

Only nine figurines have been recorded (Fig.6.97), eight published and one 

unpublished, the latter is registered as a silver animal-shaped figurine (HM499). 

The remainder are human and animal shaped figurines, two of them of ‘Egyptian’ 

style and one of Cycladic type. The materials used for their manufacture are clay, 

limestone, alabaster and ivory. Five were found in Tholos A (including the silver 
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example) and one outside Tholos A, two were found in Tholos B and one in the 

paved area AB (Fig.6.83).  

A small group of other finds consists of all the objects of uncertain function. Three 

clay objects described as ‘phallus-shaped’ by Xanthoudides (1924, 97) were 

found in room δ of the annex of Tholos A along with many similar broken 

specimens. These three complete examples find parallels with the three recorded 

from the Koumasa cemetery15. All these specimens are of coarse fabric and have 

no decoration, while their shape is not very clear, whether they are phalloi or 

horns, but their existence along with many other similar fragments in a funerary 

context may carry some symbolic meaning. Tholos A contained the other two 

objects included in this group, two shell-made vessels. They are shallow dishes 

(HM227; 228) keeping their natural irregularity in shape. One of them has a small 

knob left as a handle. From Platon’s excavation, another shell-made vessel 

(HM2508) was found, a spouted cup. 

 

6.2f. The interpretation of the cemetery 
 

The Platanos cemetery is one of the largest tholos cemeteries due to its complex 

architecture, large assemblage and variety of items. The material culture is 

mainly representative of the Middle Minoan I period in the Mesara region. 

Two main periods can be recognised for the Platanos cemetery, EM II and MM I. 

The limited material culture dated to EM II found in Tholoi A, B and Γ could 

suggest an early construction for the three tholoi. Only one stratified EM II deposit 

was documented in Tholos A. The presence of limited EM II material in B and Γ is 

perhaps the result of the continuous re-use, potential clearing out and looting of 

the whole cemetery through time, though similarly limited quantities of dated 

material are used to date the start of many tombs at various cemeteries. All the 

three tholoi seem to be in use simultaneously in the MM I period, suggesting a 

relatively large sized community during this period.  

Focusing on the sources of material, there is clear patterning in the items 

distributed chronologically and spatially. Chronologically, the first difference 

compared to other regional cemeteries is that the upper layer of Tholos A dated 

                                                
15 Π6901-6902 from Platanos cf. to Π4300-4301 from Koumasa. 
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to the MM I period, includes objects that would be more commonly found in 

earlier burial contexts, such as gold items and the daggers, while later one would 

expect to find more seals and stone vases (Legarra Herrero 2011, 67-71). Such 

materials were principally found in the annex of Tholos A and in Tholos B. This 

observation leads to the next point concerning the uneven distribution of specific 

items. Gold items, (mainly jewellery), daggers and the most important seals – on 

the grounds of high-value material and elaboration – were found in Tholos A, 

whereas the majority of stone vases came from its annex and the nearby south 

deposits. On the contrary, Tholos B produced the majority of seals, two scarabs 

in Egyptian style, one Babylonian cylinder seal and many stone vases too. This is 

a more common picture of finds from MM I deposits.  

Two explanations for this spatial distribution have been proposed recently 

(Legarra Herrero 2011, 70-71). The first suggests that two extended kin groups 

were interred in each tholos and that the finds reflect the choices made by these 

two groups concerning what grave goods represented them. This does not, 

however, explain the differences in the structure of the assemblages between the 

two tholoi and their annexes. Thus, an alternative explanation would be that 

access to the two tombs was based on social position. The majority of the 

population would be interred in one tholos, and particular individuals with a 

privileged social status (i.e. leaders within families, a priest or a well-known artist 

or craftsman) would be interred in the other (Legarra Herrero 2011, 70). Daggers 

have been suggested to be symbols of authority in south-central Crete (Nakou 

1995; Whitelaw 1983, 336), and their number in Tholos A may strengthen the 

idea that only persons of a certain social status were buried in this tholos. This 

hypothesis may find support in the depositional pattern in Tholos A and its annex, 

since the different individual status could be recognised by a distinct ritual.  

It is also noteworthy that the cups, which were common in many tholos 

cemeteries, especially from annexes, seem to be replaced by the large quantity 

of stone vases. Their material encourages a longer use than clay vessels, thus 

they could reflect a new ritual tradition combined with the more complicated plan 

of the annex of Tholos A compared to other annexes in other tholos cemeteries 

used during the MM I period. It seems that the people using Tholos A put their 

own stamp on the rituals practised by using stone vases rather than conical cups. 

It seems that there is an intentional replacement of the container that could be 
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used for the mortuary rituals apart from being a simple grave good. At the same 

time, this could also reinforce the importance of the people who were buried in 

this tomb, since stone vases are more valuable objects demanding greater effort 

and time expenditure as well as the use of more varied raw materials. Legarra 

Herrero (2011) proposed that the community of Platanos puts an emphasis on 

the participation of the living in public events and that the ritual in this context 

demanded the involvement of large-scale groups. In other words, that the 

architectural and depositional elaborations associated with Tholos A may indicate 

a strong community where the interest is on displaying and asserting the power 

of the whole community at a regional level. It has already been suggested by 

various scholars based on specific assemblage analyses, such as the seals, that 

there is a strong regional competition dynamic in south-central Crete by MM I 

(Sbonias 1999; Relaki 2004).  

One further point that could be made is that the geographical location of this 

cemetery – situated within the Mesara plain – could make it easily accessible 

compared to more peripheral tholos cemeteries within the same region. It could, 

thus, serve as a focal point to concentrate more people from the nearby 

settlements of central Asterousia to participate in the new suggested ritual 

activities practised in the MM I period. Recent research has attempted to define 

through GIS analyses a focal mobility network, in order to reconstruct possible 

patterns of movement in south-central Crete (Déderix 2017, 5-37; Paliou and 

Bevan 2016). The results indicate that tholos cemeteries could have been located 

near optimal routes. Based on this study, Platanos is located at the crossroads of 

six paths leading in all directions, connecting the western Mesara, the central 

Asterousia, the eastern Mesara and north-central Crete. This position could have 

allowed regional and inter-regional communication networks (Déderix 2017, 22). 

The material culture deposited and the changes during its architectural 

development can emphasises the importance of its location. Τhe two later 

excavated repositories (apothetes) and the square/ rectangular structures (γ, α, δ 

and ε) already investigated by Xanthoudides after the excavation of the three 

tholoi (A, B, Γ) could suggest new traditions and possibly a different purpose and 

use of this cemetery. Gerontakou (2003) suggests that the existence of the two 

repositories could be linked to changes of the funerary rituals and traditions for 

receiving re-used material culture and thus functioned more as storing places 
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rather than simply pits for disposal. Similar suggestions, as has already been 

mentioned, have been raised for the square/ rectangular structures to the north of 

the tholoi, but it is not clear whether they were burial buildings or also spaces for 

storage. These changes in architecture are also seen in depositional behaviour, 

with the presence of gold, ivory objects, exotic items and the use of small sized 

stone vases instead of pottery. Stone vases could also corroborate the 

suggestion of different nature of rituals taking place at Platanos. Overall, Platanos 

seems to continue its use into the Protopalatial period, but still there is not 

enough evidence to suggest whether Platanos was a second-order local centre 

within a Phaistean centre by this time of period, or simply belonged to another 

major urban centre in the central Mesara. Additionally, any differentiation or 

elaboration of community identity in the cemetery at Platanos might have also 

been related to a local resistance to Phaistos.  
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CHAPTER 7: THE RECENTLY PUBLISHED THOLOS 
CEMETERIES AT LEBENA, MONI ODIGITRIA, AGIA KYRIAKI 
AND AGIA TRIADA 

  
 
In this chapter, the most recent and comprehensively published tholos 

cemeteries will be reviewed through their architectural development and 

depositional behaviour based on their published data, to provide further 

comparisons for the unpublished analyses presented in the preceding chapter. 
The Lebena cemeteries, on the south-central coast of Crete near the modern 

village of Lendas, were systematically excavated by S. Alexiou in 1958, 1959 and 

1960. Three separate tholos cemeteries had been discovered on the south 

coastal of the central Asterousia mountains; from the west to the east the first 

double tholos cemetery is located at Gerokampos, a second double tholos at 

Papoura and the third, a single tholos at Zervou (Fig.7.1).  

 

7.1. The Papoura cemetery 

 
7.1a. The site, its situation, discovery and investigation 
 

The Papoura tombs were the first tombs where systematic excavation started. 

The double tomb (Tomb I, IB) at Papoura belonged to a settlement identified but 

not excavated at Aginaropapouro, on the north side of Cape Lenda, which seems 

to have been in use from Early Minoan IIA until Middle Minoan IA. This group of 

tombs is located at the foot of central Asterousia mountains near the south coast 

and only 1 km west of the modern village of Lendas (Figs.7.2; 7.3). Water for the 

settlement and for the needs of the cemetery would have come from the nearby 

Khlios stream, which is dry today. As for the unexcavated settlement, there are 

traces of a large and possibly carefully constructed structure on the summit of the 

hill (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 11-14). 

The systematic excavation of the tombs at Lebena started in 1958, after a 

bulldozer driver handed in some glass paste beads to the Heraklion Museum. 

Investigations established three locations of possible tombs. Alexiou, on behalf of 
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the Archaeological Service, started excavating Papoura tomb I in the autumn of 

1958; Tomb IB was excavated in 1960.   

The publication was published in 2004 as a collaboration between the excavator 

S. Alexiou and P. Warren, after a long period of study and preparation for 

publishing. The only component of the assemblage that is still under study and 

will be published in the future is the human bones.  

Prior to excavation some visible, roughly worked stone blocks were defining a 

semicircular area, which was later recognised as part of the north and better 

preserved side of Tomb I.  

 

7.1b. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 
The pair of tholos tombs at Papoura are almost in contact, but their sizes are 

different, as Tomb IB is much smaller than Tomb I.  

Tomb I’s internal diameter is 5.0 – 5.15 m. and the wall thickness ranges from 

1.65 – 2 m on the north (Fig.7.4). It was constructed by small and large stones, 

some roughly worked on the visible faces, giving a more flat surface. The wall at 

the north side is preserved in five or six courses to a height of 1.25 m. above the 

natural floor of the tomb (Fig.7.5), while most of the south side has gone, with 

only one course preserved. At its maximum preserved height of 1.25 m., the wall 

projected 0.16 m., probably for the beginning of the vault construction (Alexiou 

and Warren 2004, 11). 

The roofed entrance passage is 1.75 m. long, 0.60 m. high, 0.90 m. wide at the 

inner end and narrowing towards the exterior on the east. It had four large 

capstones and was closed on the outside with a slab, found in situ (height 0.70 

m., width 0.80 m., thickness 0.22 m.) (Fig.7.6). The southern jamb at the interior 

end of the passage consists of a large, carefully dressed stone (width 1.12 m., 

height 0.55 m., thickness 0.27 m.), while the northern jamb is built with small 

stones. The terminal lintel at the inner end of the passage has a preserved length 

of 0.91 m., height 0.42 m. and thickness 0.27 m., while its southern part is 

missing. The stone was in situ and rested on the dry clay fill which had formed 

inside the passage. The other three roof stones are each about 1 m. long; the 

central stone is the thickest at 0.50 m., the others range between 0.20 – 0.30 m. 

The tomb vault had collapsed, but many stones clearly from it were found fallen 
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onto the burial stratum (Fig.7.7). The burial stratum was made up of a mass of 

earth, scattered human bones and objects deposited with the deceased in 

successive burials. Eight individuals were located in north part of tomb in an 

extended position, while nine skulls came from the entrance and another twenty-

two from inside the tholos. Fifty is the estimated maximum number of interments. 

Signs of small fires are also found, mainly just inside the entrance (Alexiou and 

Warren 2004, 11-12). 

In the area in front of the entrance to Tomb I were remains of an annex. Small 

walls, originally formed rooms of unequal size, were discovered, but were much 

destroyed and thus poorly preserved. At some points door thresholds were 

preserved in situ. Bones were not found, and only a few clay vessels, thus the 

rooms were considered to be used only for offerings to the dead and not for 

burials. The destroyed annex was backfilled after the excavation with no plan 

being made (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 13).  

A second circular tomb, Tomb IB, was excavated abutting the southwest wall of 

Tomb I (Fig.7.4). The maximum internal diameter (east to west) is 4.50 m. The 

maximum thickness of the wall is 1.90 m. on the south side, and the maximum 

preserved height is 1.40 m., on the west side. The south section has almost 

completely disappeared (Fig.7.8). The overhang at the base of the vault reached 

0.25 m. The entrance is from the southeast and the tilted jambs leave an 

entrance 0.60 m. wide. Two layers were identified; an EM II foundation deposit 

sealed by a layer of fallen rocks and a MM I layer above.  

Both tombs I and IB were built in EM IIA and were in continuous use until MM IA. 

The topography and architecture of the tombs suggest that Tomb I was built 

before IB, possibly in EM IIA, due to the terrain and the material found, as will be 

further discussed in Section 7.1d (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 14). The badly 

preserved annex may have been a MM IA addition, since a few vessels found 

there are dated in the MM I period.  

 

7.1c. Architectural analysis 
 

The complex at Lebena Papoura underwent few changes in architecture. Two 

main phases were identified, EM II and MM IA. Both tombs (I and IB) were built at 
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the beginning of EM IIA period and were used until MM IA without interruption 

(Fig.7.9).  

The materials used for its construction were small and large stones that show a 

wide range of metamorphic types obtained by their builders from the bed of an 

adjacent stream channel.  

Comparing the two tombs based on their architecture, one difference is their 

doorway orientation. Tomb I has a doorway orientation to the east, whereas 

Tomb IB’s is to the southeast. Despite this variation, they may have used a 

different doorway construction technique, since Tomb I has a built doorway, 

whereas Tomb IB’s remaining slabs may suggest a trilithon doorway. Though, the 

latter remains unclear, since it is not preserved. Their wall construction also looks 

different; Tomb I is made of larger stones than Tomb IB. In Tomb I an enclosed 

space in the northwest part of the interior of the tholos was identified by the 

excavator, with two stones set deliberately on the floor forming a separate space 

which received specific burials (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 12). Within collective 

tombs there could sometimes be burials which were intentionally separated from 

the rest even within the same tomb. A similar example comes from the interior 

wall of Tholos B at Koumasa discovered recently. This may have been a location 

for the layout of the most recent burial, before eventual re-deposition with earlier 

remains, when the next burial was made. Or perhaps it was intended to 

distinguish an important person in the community or a senior person within the 

burying group. This practice may also be manifest with the burials found within 

specific containers, such as pithoi or larnakes from the MM I period onwards. 

This practice will be further discussed in Chapter 8 while comparing all the 

studied cemeteries.  

No paved exterior areas or enclosed spaces were noted during excavation but it 

is not clear whether the rescue excavations extended beyond the tombs 

themselves. Within the MM IA period, both tombs went out of use. 

 

7.1d. Artefactual analysis 
 

Pottery assemblage: The Lebena pottery assemblages have been thoroughly 

published and were not re-studied for this thesis. These assemblages will be 

summarised based on the published details. In Lebena case therefore, the 
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pottery assemblage was not re-studied, but for grounds of time and space limit in 

this thesis it will be resumed for each tomb group. In Appendix 7 are analytical 

tables for the number and type of vessels as well as the minimum number of 

vessels estimated from the studied sherd assemblages. Additionally, another 

clarification that needs to be made is that the terminology used by the authors in 

the publication for describing the ceramic assemblage may differ in some cases 

from this thesis definitions, such as with the case of their ‘bowl’16 category under 

which is sometimes the sub-type of a large conical cup type. However, their 

functional groups are the same categories that this thesis uses.  

Alexiou and Warren’s (2004, 26) documentation of the pottery was organised 

typologically and the main organisational principle of the ceramic catalogues 

presented in the publication was morphological and not ware or fabric based. 

Only from Gerokampos Tomb II was the ceramic analysis also organised by ware 

and fabric due to the larger chronological span (EM I – MM I) and the vast 

quantity of vessels recovered.  

For Tomb I, the total number of vessels recovered was 74, including those found 

in the entrance passage (Fig.7.10), while the estimated minimum number of 

vessels from the sherds is 98. The tomb appears to have been used mainly in the 

EM II period, but with some usage continuing until MM IA (Fig.7.11). The ceramic 

evidence from the entrance passage particularly represents this latter period. 

Most vessels are dated in EM II with indications of EM IIA in particular. The 

ceramic assemblage from Tomb I is mainly represented by the pyxis and the 

conical type of bowl, as this term is used by the authors, distinguishing two main 

functions of the vessels; the first were mainly used for limited storage, possibly 

made for funerary use to be deposited with the dead, and the second were used 

as serving equipment for practicing funerary rituals among the living (i.e. bowl-

cup). Smaller numbers of drinking (for example small conical cups for individual 

use) and pouring vessels (jugs) were recovered from this tomb, compared to the 

storage and serving vessels. Even the pouring vessels found here are juglets, in 

other words small in capacity and possibly to be considered as grave goods 

deposited with the dead (Fig.7.12). 
                                                
16 For example, it is assumed that this type of large conical up still belongs to the bowl category, as it implies 

more of a serving activity rather than individual drinking use.  
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The pottery from the destroyed rectangular annex east of Tomb I is dated in MM 

IA and possibly MM IB (Fig.7.11), but only five vessels were registered with 

barbotine decoration, among them serving, pouring and drinking vessels 

(Fig.7.12).  

Tomb IB provided 59 vessels and the study of the sherd material estimated 341 

as a minimum number of vessels to be added to the restorable vessels. The 

dominant shape among this group of vessels (and also from the sherd 

assemblage) is the bowl, suggesting a function related to serving activity and for 

consumption (Fig.7.12).  

 

Other finds: Apart from the pottery a number of other finds were discovered within 

the Lebena cemeteries. The following categories are distinguished: beads (which 

mostly are grouped in necklaces of various materials), chipped stone (obsidian 

and chert), daggers (long and triangular), figurines (of any type and material), 

ornaments (including amulets, pendants or any gold items such as diadems), 

seals (including scarabs found), stone vases, tools, other (such as spindle 

whorls) and shells.  

Most finds other than pottery came from Tomb I, with an emphasis on beads (910 

minimum), followed by chipped stone and seals (Fig.7.13). Less in number are 

the personal ornaments (including a gold sheet diadem), stone vases, daggers 

(one long and one triangular), tools and others. An Egyptian scarab was 

classified with the seals and its position near the entrance suggests it was one of 

the latest objects deposited (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 36). Most seals are dated 

in EM II as well as the gold diadem. The materials that seals were made of are 

bone, ivory, serpentine/ chlorite and steatite. A wider range of materials are 

represented by the beads, such as white paste or faience, bone, clay, serpentine, 

steatite, limestone, calcite, chlorite and carnelian; some of them have been 

reassembled into six necklaces. Finally, the chipped stone includes 77 obsidian 

blades, one core and one flake.  

Tomb IB produced fewer finds, but still the beads represent the highest number 

within this tomb followed by the chipped stone showing a similar picture to Tomb 

I. Two seals, both made of steatite, were recovered and two figurines were the 

additional finds here. Both are made of marble and are typical folded arm 

figurines, one of Koumasa type, and the other is considered as a Cycladic import 
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with very worn surfaces.  Only two to four examples were recovered from each 

category – ornaments, stone vases, tools and others.  

From the annex only one stone vase and chipped stone were recovered.  

The overall picture of the finds other than pottery at Papoura tombs I and IB 

presents significant numbers of beads and seals varied in materials and styles. 

Only seven stone vases were recovered but they were made of fine stones 

(chlorite, steatite) like many beads and involved skills in their production. On the 

whole, they are small-sized and some of them are miniature vases.  

 

7.1e. The interpretation of the cemetery 
 
The Papoura tomb group suggests no major architectural changes through time. 

An interesting point mentioned by the authors is the co-existence of the two 

Papoura tholos tombs from the beginning of their use, only perhaps Tomb I was 

slightly earlier. Since EM IIA both tholos tombs were built and used 

simultaneously and continuously until MM IA (a few sherds indicate some later 

visits to the site but nothing is sufficient to make certain any actual burial use of 

the site). The remains of rectangular compartments found east of Tomb I were 

dated in the MM IA period, as annexes often appeared, and seemed to be the 

only addition to the pre-existing tombs which was preserved. Generally, 

cemeteries with two tholoi seem more likely to have annexes rather than those 

with only one tholos.  

It has been suggested that the Papoura cemetery is the result of a separation 

and fragmentation of the broader community in the Lebena area, since another 

cemetery, at Gerokampos, established earlier in close proximity to Papoura 

cemetery (Miller Bonney 2016a, 22). However, since both cemeteries will only 

represent small communities, no such linked history is necessary, though it would 

be surprising if these were not close ties between two neighbouring hamlets.  

The addition of a second tholos tomb changed the appearance of the cemetery 

and its construction of smaller stones could possibly imply a budding-off of a sub-

group within the small community that used that cemetery. Fewer people would 

be needed to construct the smaller tomb. Thus, the main differences between 

them, based on their architectural plan, is the size, the style of construction and 

the presence of annexes or not, which all demanded differences in labour 
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investment, since Tomb I is larger, made of larger stones with traces of annexes, 

when compared to Tomb IB. This separation is not necessarily based on the 

social status of the people buried, since there is no artefactual evidence for 

suggesting such differentiation, but perhaps it was made for two different 

extended families. Based on the ceramic analysis of the Papoura cemetery, most 

intact clay vessels came from Tholos Tomb I (172 vessels and sherds included), 

though the sherd material collected is larger from Tholos Tomb IB, suggesting a 

larger minimum number of vessels (400 vessels and sherds included). However, 

both tholoi showed a common pattern of preference in storage and serving 

vessels throughout their whole history of use. As for the finds other than pottery, 

Tholos I produced many more items than Tomb IB (i.e. 910 beads and 25 seals 

came from Tholos I, whereas 65 beads and only 2 seals from Tomb IB). The 

discovery of a scarab (Tomb I), and two figurines of Cycladic type, one possibly a 

Cycladic import, indicates probably links with other larger communities, not 

hamlets like these, that had links with Cyclades and Egypt introducing new 

technologies incorporated Cretan craft production.  

 

7.2. The Gerokampos cemetery 

 
7.2a. The site, its situation, discovery and investigation 
 
The second group of tombs (Tomb II, IIA) at Gerokampos was 3 km west of the 

Papoura tombs and 4 km from the village of Lendas (Fig.7.2). A possible 

associated settlement was located at the locality known Amygdalokephalo, but 

was completely destroyed due to modern cultivation. The Kalamitsi stream 

nearby to the west would have supplied water. The tombs are surrounded by 

houses and greenhouses today (Fig.7.14). The systematic excavation of the 

tombs took place in 1959. This group of tombs is one of the best cases of tholos 

cemeteries which escaped serious looting and thus within significant preserved 

contexts (Fig.7.15). Therefore, this cemetery is very important, since it is the only 

one which is almost unlooted so far. 
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7.2b. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 
Tomb II has an internal diameter of 5.10 - 5.15 m. and wall thickness of 1.90 m., 

while the maximum preserved height is 1.60 m. It is built of large blocks, smaller 

unworked stones and clay (Fig.7.16), while on the visible faces some stones 

were roughly worked. The plan of Tomb II makes it look like it has a secondary 

buttress around most of its circumference (Fig.7.15) (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 

21). The tomb entrance was on the east side and was constructed with the 

trilithon technique with two single upright stones (both of 0.6m. high; the north 

measured 1.10 m. in length and 0.55 m. in thickness and the south 1.06 m., and 

0.24 m. respectively). The monolithic lintel measured 1.35 m. length, 0.85 width 

and 0.30 height and was blackened by fire underneath. The entrance passage 

was 0.64 m. high, 0.68 m. wide at the floor base and 0.58 m. wide at the roof 

(Fig.7.17). This door blocking and that between Rooms A and M were found in 

situ (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 15).  

Some long blocks had been set in a radial arrangement in relation to the centre of 

the tomb (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 15). During excavation, a large quantity of 

stones was discovered inside the tomb that may have fallen from the roof, 

suggesting the existence of a domed stone vault; in fact, their original circular 

arrangement was preserved. Some of these stones were used for the building of 

a farm next to the tomb in modern times (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 15). On the 

northeast side and against the inside wall of the tomb were the remains of a kind 

of compartment (θήκη called by the excavator) of upright, long and narrow stones 

(Fig.7.15). Apart from the many burials found, a significant number of vessels 

had been also deposited inside the tomb, where two strata were identified during 

the excavations; the lower one was dated in early EM I – EM IIA and the upper 

one in EM IIB – early MM IA (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 17).  

In front of the entrance of Tomb II is a rectangular Room A, measuring 1.60 x 

1.20 m., at a slightly higher level than the tomb floor and made of small slab 

stones (Fig.7.15; 7.19). On the east side of Room A there is an entrance, 0.50 m. 

wide and 0.60 m. high, closed by a limestone slab (height 0.36 m., width 0.44 m., 

thickness 0.14 – 0.19 m.) communicating with Room M. On the south side of 

Room A probably was an opening to Tomb IIA. Room A contained human bones 

suggesting that probably functioned as an ossuary. However, the co-presence of 
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animal bones, charcoal and handleless cups could indicate that this room might 

have been used either as a place for offerings, or was for overflow burials or was 

used to store material remained from the tomb.  

Room M lies to the east of Room A, measuring 1.80 x 0.90 m. and is connected 

through the entrance mentioned above. This space was used exclusively for 

depositing similar handleless cups as with Room A, which probably contained 

liquid offered to the dead from the jug which was found with them or for libation 

ceremony. Outside to the east side of Room M there is a preserved part of wall 

running parallel to its east wall suggesting the original existence of more rooms 

(Fig.7.15).  

The excavator suggested that both Rooms A and M were not high, since their 

entrances were very small (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 16). These two rooms 

were a later addition to the tomb and the material culture deposited in both of 

them suggests usage in the MM IA period, when Tomb II started to decline in use 

and its entrance was filled up with bones.  

Tomb IIA lies to the southeast of Tomb II and is built against its wall (Fig.7.15). 

The internal diameter of the tomb is 3.40 m. and it is preserved to a height of 1.15 

m. It is built of smaller stones than those of Tomb II. In this case, the collapse of 

the vault was made clear by the presence of a thick layer of stones found above 

the burial stratum (Fig.7.18) (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 18). The floor of Tomb 

IIA, like that of Tomb II, is lower than the floor of Room A. The entrance is likely 

to have been on the north side, where there is an opening with Room A. Because 

Room A is a later addition, this entrance originally was dived from the exterior 

area immediately outside the entrance to Tomb II. Alternatively, there might have 

been another entrance on the southwest where a modern agricultural building 

covers this part of the tomb, which remains unexcavated (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, 18).  

Unlike Tomb II, the human remains found in Tomb IIA had been burnt by a fire lit 

inside the tomb. This burnt layer covered an area of 1.30 x 1.50 m. and had a 

depth of 0.15 – 0.25 m. found towards the centre of the tomb along with two 

stones, positioned like hearth stones. After being burnt, the bones were covered 

with sand from the local shore (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 18).  
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Two strata were distinguished. The lower, under the sand, contained material 

dated from EM IIA until EM IIB and the upper contained material dated in EM III 

to early MM IA.  

Southeast of Room M and east of the Tomb IIA are two rectangular annexes 

defined as Rooms Δ and AN, measuring 2.60 x 1.65 m. and 1.70 x 1.45 m. 

respectively (Fig.7.15; 7.19). They are separated by a partition wall and they did 

not have doors and the entry was possibly through the roof or a small opening 

higher up in the wall, through which offerings could have been placed inside as 

proposed by the excavator (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 19).  

Room Δ contained burials accompanied by a good number of vessels, as will 

further discussed in Section 7.2d. The room was perhaps added for burials when 

Tomb IIA was full, since it also contained many bones, mainly towards the west 

side. Its floor was lower than those of Rooms A and M. Evidence of burning 

(possibly due to a clearing process) in the room could be associated with the 

burning in Tomb IIA. Room AN was probably an area for offerings deposition. 

Very few bones were found, and these only at the top of the fill of the room, but 

many vessels were uncovered in this room. There were two benches as well, one 

on the west and the other at the northeast corner, though no pottery was found 

on these. A large flat stone was interpreted as a possible offering table (Alexiou 

and Warren 2004, 19).  

East of Room Δ are traces of another probably rectangular room, though 

destroyed; only the ends of its walls where they joined Δ are preserved, as are 

others on the east and north of AN. A group of complete vessels together with 

one stone vase and stone tool were uncovered in this area (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, 19). 

Rooms AN and Δ existed contemporaneously with the upper levels of the Tomb 

IIA and continued in use after that tomb was closed. Thus, Rooms AN and Δ are 

dated from EM IIB and continued in use until MM IA.  
 
7.2c. Architectural analysis 
 
The architectural development over time of the tomb complex at Lebena 

Gerokampos has been divided into four phases by Alexiou and Warren 2004. 

During the first phase (EM I) the tholos Tomb II was built; in phase two (EM IIA) a 
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second, smaller tholos, Tomb IIA was added, while in phase three (EM IIB/ III) 

two rectangular outer rooms were built, Room Δ and Room AN associated with 

Tomb IIA. Finally, in phase four (MM IA) two more rectangular rooms were added 

as parts of the annex in association with Tomb II, Rooms A and M. As with many 

other tholos cemeteries, this complex was in continual use for more than a 

thousand years (Fig.7.20).  

Comparing the structures within the Gerokampos cemetery, the pair of tholos 

tombs abut each other. Their associated buildings were progressively added to 

each other. As for their doorway construction, Tholos II has a trilithon entrance to 

the east, while the entrance of Tomb IIA has not been located with certainty, to 

indicate whether a trilithon entrance once existed, if the entrance was from the 

southwest, today obscured by a modern structure, and not from an opening to the 

north. Furthermore, their wall construction seems to differ, since Tomb II is made 

of larger stones, and is thicker walled than Tomb IIA.  

In addition, Tomb IIA is considerably smaller than the pre-existing Tomb II. The 

latter presents a more complicated architectural feature as well. A distinct 

compartment was defined on the floor of the interior of Tomb II on the northeast 

side, abutting the tomb wall with upright, long and narrow stones possibly 

intended for individual burial (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 15). A similar 

compartment is already noticed in Tomb I at Papoura.  

In terms of annexes, there were at least four rooms and possibly more. They 

were constructed of smaller stones and for some (e.g. Rooms AN and Δ) their 

access remains unknown. There is also a different depositional behavior among 

the four rooms, where Rooms A and Δ have large concentration of human bones, 

whereas Rooms M and AN have larger material depositions. It can also be 

suggested that Rooms M and AN could have been used for excarnation. There is 

probably an architectural analogy between the rectangular rooms associated with 

each tholos tomb; one was used as burial building and the other as offering/ 

storage room with reference to each tholos tomb. Rooms A and M are associated 

with Tomb II also to Tomb IIA, if entrance was through Room A, and Rooms AN 

and Δ with Tomb IIA.  

It seems likely that within the early MM IA period Tombs II and IIA were full, while 

Rooms AN and Δ continued to be in use. The construction and use of Rooms A 
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and M took place later at this period, suggesting that Room A may have covered 

the entrance to the defunct Tomb II (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 180). 

 
7.2d. Artefactual analysis  
 

Pottery assemblage: A huge number of pots were found either intact or in pieces 

within Tomb II (Fig.7.21). The minimum number of vessels associated with the 

tomb is 524, while the sherd material gave an additional 435 estimated minimum 

number of vessels. The total minimum number of pots is 959 and the potential 

maximum number of vessels reaches 2263. The authors (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, 57) note that 352 pots were numbered in the excavation diary but in some 

cases more than one pot was listed under a single number, for example in one 

case there were fourteen. The pottery was almost entirely handmade and 

decorated in EM I, EM II, EM III/ MM IA and MM IA (c. 6 – 8 vessels belong to the 

borderline between MM IA – B) styles. No actual burial with its associated grave 

goods was identified in the tombs but the vessels can be divided into two main 

functional groups. On the one hand there are serving, pouring and drinking 

vessels for the consumption of food and drink. On the other hand, there are 

storage vessels or other symbolic vessels for storing small quantities of liquid or 

other substances as offerings. A very large number of pyxides or suspension 

bowls with lids were found (38% of the vessels whose shape could be identified). 

The authors assume that perfume or aromatic substances were the most likely 

contents of these vessels with the lids intended to preserve the aroma. The group 

of storage vessels represents the highest number compared to the rest, followed 

by drinking, serving, pouring (pouring vessels are exclusively used for liquid 

consumption) and then symbolic vessels (Fig.7.23). An interesting observation by 

the excavator was that all the lids from storage vessels coming from the lower 

layer were not in place but deposited nearby leaving the vessels open (Alexiou 

and Warren 2004, 16), perhaps indicating a specific depositional behavioural 

practice. The large number of vessels from Tomb II displays the same 

predominance of pyxides before EM II that it has been noted at the Papoura 

cemetery. Cups, jugs and bowls are present but in lower quantities, while no 

chalices were found. From EM I to EM IIA, the proportion of pyxides in the 

assemblage increases, while the cups, jugs and bowls are even fewer. By the 
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end of EM II and on to MM I, the picture is reversed with cups and jugs more 

prominent and pyxides extremely rare.  

Tomb IIA produced a smaller number of vessels, 56 intact (Fig.7.21) plus 194 as 

a minimum number of vessels estimated from the studied sherds, making a total 

minimum number of 250 vessels. As far as their functional groups are concerned, 

the picture differs in this tomb since the serving vessels comprise the majority of 

the ceramic assemblage, followed by pouring, drinking and storage vessels 

(Fig.7.23). The ceramic assemblage from this tomb overall suggests the late EM 

IIA to MM I as periods of use with only two fragments of post MM IA pottery which 

are not certainly from the use of the tomb (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 152). Two 

strata were distinguished: dated to EM IIA – IIB and EM III – MM IA. Among the 

catalogued vessels, 31 came from the upper level, the rest from the lower level; 

among the sherd material, 175 came from the upper level while only 19 came 

from the lower level. Thus, the upper level yielded more than 200 vessels dated 

in MM IA, with cup as the most prominent shape of vessel as the pie chart shows 

(Fig.7.22).  

Room Δ may have been built as an overflow chamber, particularly when Tomb 

IIA started to be full. Only 18 vessels were found in the room (Fig.7.21), while 

another 77 vessels estimated minimum based on the sherds can be added to the 

ceramic assemblage of this room. Among the catalogued vessels, the bowl is the 

dominant shape. The ceramics are dated in EM IIB until MM IA, with the 

exception of one EM IIA fine grey ware incised sherd which cannot provide 

evidence for the existence of Room Δ already in EM IIA. East of Δ there was 

possibly another room not preserved but the area produced 10 vessels in total, 

five of them are bowls. North and next to Room Δ lies Room AN. The minimum 

number of vessels coming from this room is 643, from which 119 are catalogued 

vessels and another 524 estimated from the sherd material. Among the 

catalogued vessels, 38 came from the lowest (EM IIB) level and 81 from the 

upper (EM III – MM IA) level. Given the large number of vessels and the small 

size of the room, they must have been accumulated there over a long period of 

time. The majority of vessel shapes deposited in the room is cups and bowls, 

suggesting activities related to drinking and serving. However, it is not clear 

whether any practices would have taken place in the small and dark room. The 
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pottery may represent offering activities or perhaps this room served as a storage 

space for these vessels to be used in rituals elsewhere.  

Rooms A and M were a later addition to the tomb. Room A was probably the last 

of the outbuildings to be constructed. It served primarily as an ossuary, although 

13 complete bowls and some 80 sherds of the same shape (Appendix 7) were 

found beneath the bones (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 158-9). Room M presented 

a different picture from Room A, since no human remains were found in Room M, 

whereas serving and pouring vessels were found. The ceramic assemblage 

suggests a space used for liquid offerings during the MM IA period, since all the 

vessels are dated in MM IA, while one large spouted piece with barbotine 

decoration suggests that this room functioned into the period of transition 

between MM IA and MM IB.  

Based on the architectural plan of the cemetery there were probably at least two 

more rooms or compartments east of Room M and north of AN, since the south 

part of a wall dividing up this area runs north from AN parallel to the north-south 

walls of A and M. Unlike the situation east of Room Δ, no finds were recovered 

from these rooms east of Room M (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 160).  

 
Other finds: From the EM I level of Tomb II came figurines in the Cycladic style, 

necklaces made of clay beads, as well as cylindrical beads made of steatite, 

copper daggers and stone vases from green chlorite schist, pendants and seals 

made of a variety of materials including bone, chlorite, serpentine and steatite 

(Fig.7.24). Another Egyptian scarab was recorded here though from later period. 

Altogether 1138 beads were found in the tomb from which, after conservation, 14 

separate necklaces were assembled. The collection of beads from this tomb is 

significant and their materials vary (bone, chlorite, clay, gold, lead, white paste/ 

faience, rock crystal/ quartz, schist, serpentine, steatite and serpentine). Clay, 

serpentine and steatite represent 85.4% of all materials, whereas the white paste 

(faience) comprises 11.07% of the total. Thus, the range of materials making the 

beads and the white paste imitating faience, similar to the seals, can support the 

argument of a local production within the region (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 129-

130). Additionally, 124 pieces of chipped stone were found in Tomb II mainly 

obsidian blades, of which 115 are prismatic.  
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The dates of this tomb could also be indicated by the discovery of five daggers 

(one triangular and four long). Eleven stone vases were found in Tomb II, with 

four of them representing the earlier group of stone vases in Crete, dated in the 

EM IIA period (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 139).  

Among the other finds of Tomb IIA, from the lower level were seven seals, some 

pieces of obsidian and a dagger, all dated in the EM II period. From the upper 

level came two foot amulets, five seals (one made of ivory, the rest of bone, 

chlorite/ serpentine and steatite), one Egyptian scarab and two hundred beads. 

The beads have been reassembled into six necklaces and their materials again 

vary from chlorite, serpentine and steatite; as in Tomb II they comprise the great 

majority of the non-pottery finds (Fig.7.24).  

From Rooms A, M and the possible rooms east of Room M, no other finds were 

recorded. Room AN produced a few objects, eight beads, one seal (made of ivory 

from the upper level) and a few others such as weights and a stone polisher. 

Room Δ yielded seventeen beads and three stone vases. East of Room Δ one 

stone vase and one stone tool were also found.   

 

7.2e. The interpretation of the cemetery  
 
The architectural development seen in the Gerokampos tombs indicates a 

complex and gradual change through time with a possible shift of the focus of the 

complex during its use, already described under the architectural and pottery 

analyses. A recent approach to interpret the Gerokampos cemetery by combining 

its material deposition within its development of spaces has been provided by 

Miller Bonney (2016a, 22) suggesting that the addition of Tomb IIA in late EM IIA 

alongside Tomb II from EM I initiated a sequence of constructions that changed 

interactions of users, depositions and place. The secondary tholos changed the 

appearance of the complex and the options for movement (Miller Bonney 2016a, 

22). It restricted the angle for viewing the entrance to Tomb II.  

The groups who used Tombs II and IIA will presumably have been in close 

relationship, within the same community (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 191), 

however change in depositional behaviour could be seen during the architectural 

development too. As it has been noted in the ceramic assemblage analysis, the 

largest number of vessels found in Tomb II concerns the storage vessels, in 
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particular the types of pyxis and suspension jar since the EM I period along with 

tankards; then by EM IIA pyxides became the most frequent type of vessels 

found in the tomb; the presence of miniatures is also visible from this space. By 

the beginning of EM IIB, the cups and bowls superseded the pyxides. These 

alterations and preferences were also followed by the burying group of Tomb IIA, 

strenghtening a new tradition relevant to drinking or toasting rituals. In addition, 

the excavator mentioned that only a few burials were found in the upper level of 

Tomb IIA (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 18). Additionally, both tholoi produced a 

significant number of non-pottery finds, such as beads, chipped stone and seals, 

suggesting socially undifferentiated groups buried.  

Moving to Rooms AN and Δ, by the time they were in use, bones and at least 

some pottery were separated; some ceramic vessels could be no longer serving 

as grave goods mostly recovered from Room AN with a predominance of conical 

cups, suggesting that it may have used as a storeroom. On the contrary, Room Δ 

was full of bones accompanied with some vessels and few non-pottery finds as 

well, suggesting that was used for overflow burials, possibly with some material 

that remained from the tomb. A similar pattern with Rooms Δ and AN is seen at 

the Rooms A and M, concerning their function. Room A with human remains and 

some vessels could resemble the function of Room Δ, while Room M is mainly 

produced vessels for offerings as suggested by the authors (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, 16). Though the latter does not share a similar picture with Room AN, since 

there are no drinking vessels recovered from there as with Room AN. Therefore, 

based on their ceramic assemblage, these annexes (Rooms A, M, AN, Δ) present 

visible preferences in deposition. This depositional behaviour strengthens the 

hypothesis about the existence of a space needed for storing, related to the new 

mortuary trends appeared at the end of Prepalatial period.  

 
7.3. The Zervou cemetery 

 
7.3a. The site, its situation, discovery and investigation   
 
The third tomb (Tomb III), at Zervou, was found in June 1958 along with the 

cemeteries at Papoura and Gerokampos, but it was excavated in June 1960. The 

cemetery of Zervou is located about 1 km northeast of the village of Lendas 
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(Fig.7.2) and it lies at the top of the south slope of a small hill (Fig.7.25). Possible 

settlements were traced on one of these hills – at Koutrouli Mandra, and at two 

other localities known as Pigaidopoulo and Loutra to the east of the cemetery.  

 

7.3b. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 

 

Prior to excavation, the lintel from the east-facing entrance of Tomb III at Zervou 

was visible, as well as some blocks of its circuit wall (Figs.7.26; 7.27). The south 

part of the tomb is at a lower level due to the sloping ground and is almost all 

destroyed; however, the interior part of the wall is preserved (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, 21). The tomb is built of roughly worked, large and small stones, and 

similarly to Gerokampos Tomb II it has an additional row of small stones around 

its circumference particularly on its north part, as it is shown on the plan 

(Fig.7.26). The internal diameter is 5.20 – 5.40 m. and the wall thickness is 1.50 

– 2.00 m. The better preserved north part of the wall is 0.98 m. high above the 

floor, at which it projected 0.10 – 0.15 m., possibly suggesting the beginning of 

the vault. The doorway type is a trilithon structure which is 0.60 m. high and 0.88 

m. wide at the base (Fig.7.28). A robbing pit was found in front of the entrance on 

the inside, but it had not been dug to any significant depth; some bones had been 

exposed (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 21).  

A founder deposit has been suggested among the EM IIA vessels and human 

remains, with a few other finds dated in this earlier phase. No indications of 

earlier use (i.e. EM I) were recorded. The upper layer contained MM IA and IB 

pottery. MM IB burials were also found in the entrance. Tomb III seems to have 

been used from EM IIA until the MM IB period (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 189).  
 
7.3c. Architectural analysis  
 
The Tomb III at Zervou was built in EM IIA and was used until MM IB period, with 

two main deposits (EM II and MM I). Architecturally the only possible later 

addition was the increased thickness of the north part of its wall through an 

additional row of stones (Figs.7.27; 7.29). No indications of annex structures 

were found.  
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7.3d. Artefactual analysis  
 
Pottery assemblage: Thirty-five vessels (Fig.7.30) were recorded and the sherd 

material produced evidence for a minimum additional 38 vessels. Yielding an 

overall minimum number of 73 vessels from both pots and sherds. Pouring and 

serving vessels comprise the majority of the assemblage with fewer numbers of 

drinking and storage vessels, particularly the almost complete absence of small 

pyxides (Fig.7.32). The chronological range of the vessels starts from EM IIA 

until MM IB and possibly MM II as one carinated cup with barbotine decoration 

suggests (Fig.7.31). Burial pithos fragments came from low in the burial deposit 

of the southern area (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 186-7).  
 

Other finds: Tomb III produced relatively few other finds, with beads and chipped 

stone the most frequent (Fig.7.33). Five seals (four from EM II deposit and one 

from the MM I deposit – all made of bone and local stones), three stone vases, 

two tools, two ornaments and one folded arm figurine of Koumasa type made of 

white marble were among the other finds deposited within the tomb.  
 
7.3e. The interpretation of the cemetery  
 
The cemetery at Zervou, despite its simpler architectural plan continued later 

based on the material culture deposited dated in MM IB and possibly even later in 

MM II. The close proximity between two tholos cemeteries has been already seen 

at Apesokari, but in that case they were single tholos cemeteries and they were 

not always in contemporaneous use. In the case of the three Lebena tholos 

cemeteries, they are larger than the Apesokari tombs, since two of the three at 

Lebena have a pair of tholoi, which seem to have been in use contemporarily. 

This could strengthen the hypothesis of three different communities, but without 

excluding the likelihood that they could be related. The intentional separation and 

fragmentation of the broader society into smaller social groups in the area is 

visible in these three cemeteries as in the surveyed area in the Asterousia 

(Blackman and Branigan 1977; Branigan and Vasilakis 2010b; Vasilakis and 

Sbonias 2018). By comparing the preserved material evidence among the three 

cemeteries, there are no significant differences in the preference for types and 
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numbers of the objects deposited. The main difference is seen architecturally, 

since only Zervou is a single tholos cemetery, while the others have two tholoi 

each. At the same time, the area of Lebena could have been favoured inland 

contacts, due to the location of these three tholos cemeteries right at the mouth 

of a major valley running down from the mountains (Déderix 2017, 28).  

 

7.4. The Moni Odigitria cemetery 

 

7.4a. The site and its situation  
 

The Moni Odigitria cemetery is situated at the western end of the Asterousia 

mountains south of the Mesara plain in south-central Crete. It is named after the 

Monastery of Panagia located nearby. The cemetery is on a cultivated area with 

large olive trees (Fig.7.34), 200 metres to the north of the monastery, at the 

location Chatzinas Liofyto, meaning two olive groves separated by a strip of earth 

crossed by an old dirt road (Vasilakis 1990, 64). After illegal looting of the tombs 

revealed the cemetery’s existence, excavation of the site was begun by N. 

Dimopoulou in 1979 and completed by A. Vasilakis in 1980, following reports of 

further looting. The cemetery consists of two tholos tombs, A and B, a complex of 

rooms built to the east of Tholos B, courtyards, an ossuary and a peribolos wall 

(Fig.7.39).  

Past surveys (Blackman and Branigan 1975; 1977) in the region attempted to 

relate each cemetery to the contemporary settlements that they may have 

served. The locale around the cemetery was surveyed in 2003 to clarify the 

occupation pattern related to this Prepalatial cemetery (Branigan and Vasilakis 

2010a, 3-27). Four localities of Prepalatial habitation (EM IIA) were located in the 

immediate area north, northwest and southwest of the cemetery indicating a 

scatter of houses, some of them in small clusters of households. Overall, it has 

been suggested that some 7-12 households were associated with these localities 

in the EM II period and a much smaller number for the FN – EM I, in which the 

material evidence was much more restricted (Branigan and Vasilakis 2010a, 26-

27; Vasilakis and Sbonias 2018, 275-290).  
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These results and those from the previous field surveys in the Asterousia region 

and south coast (Blackman and Branigan 1975; Vasilakis 1990) display a similar 

picture with the lower Agiofarango valley (Blackman and Branigan 1977), where 

also dispersed farmsteads were associated with individual tholos tombs. Thus, 

the common pattern of settlement in the Asterousia region is a scatter of houses 

and hamlets with a low density of habitation.  

By EM III/ MM IA, the community of Moni Odigitria seemed to be strengthened as 

a regional focus in the western Asterousia, reflected in nucleation observed in the 

settlement pattern. At Moni Odigitria the peripheral foci of habitation were 

abandoned and habitation was restricted to two sites which expanded in the 

Protopalatial period. The site of Aloniou Kephali, c. 400 m. north of the cemetery, 

(site 25A: Fig.7.34) seems to have grown into the main settlement (Branigan and 

Vasilakis 2010a, 26-27). However, the cemetery at Moni Odigitria, likewise the 

cemetery at Agia Kyriaki in the lower catchment of the Agiofarango, was out of 

use by the end of MM IB period. The explanation given by Blackman and 

Branigan (1977, 68-69) was based on economic and social changes additionally 

influenced by the rise of the palace at Phaistos in the western Mesara, c.10 

kilometres to the north (Fig.7.35).  

 

7.4b. The site, discovery and investigation 
 

The site was known since at least 1975, where some sherds of Agios Onouphrios 

ware were brought to the Archaeological Service in Heraklion, but no report about 

looting activity was made. The first systematic excavation work started in 1979, 

carried out by N. Dimopoulou, after being informed about extensive looting at that 

time. The first visible structure was Tholos tomb A. The upper parts of the circular 

wall were visible for the looters to discover the tomb and severely disturb most of 

its contents. The looting was extended to the northeast area, later named as 

southern, eastern and outer courtyards, where four looting pits were located 

(Fig.7.36). The main finds in the looting spoil heaps were sherds of small 

vessels, mainly cups, plates, bowls, jugs and pyxides. The excavation took place 

in Tholos A and its northeast area, where a square room was also revealed and 

part of a paved courtyard.  
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The soil from the interior of the tholos and the area northeast was sieved, 

whereas only a small strip from the centre of the tholos and towards the wall 

opposite the entrance had been left undisturbed. Seven rectangular trenches had 

been excavated, including the tholos and the northeast area, thus to the 

southern, eastern and outer courtyards (Fig.7.37) (Vasilakis 2010a, 48-50).  

A second phase of the excavation resumed in 1980 by A. Vasilakis, after 

additional looting to the north and west of the old excavation. The result of this 

looting revealed another tholos with its interior completely disturbed and 

additional pits to the east (Fig.7.36). Although the looters dug several relatively 

small-scale pits outside the tomb chambers, apart from these limited areas, there 

had been almost no disturbance of the archaeological levels in the approximately 

340 m² of open space between and around the tombs (Fig.7.38). Excavation 

work also attempted to define strata in the fill inside Tholos B (Vasilakis 2010a, 

52-53).  

 

7.4c. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved context 
 

The Moni Odigitria cemetery is comprised of three main buildings, Tholos A, 

Tholos B and a Rectangular Building divided into smaller rooms. This cemetery 

also preserves significant external features (many of them structurally defined), 

such as paved courtyards, open spaces with burnt deposits, a pit used as an 

ossuary and a peripheral wall around Tholos B and traces of peribolos walls 

(Fig.7.39). The Moni Odigitria cemetery was first used in EM IA and went out of 

use in MM IB. 

Tholos A, located on the south side of the cemetery, stands by itself since no 

associated rooms were preserved – a common feature in some tholos cemeteries 

in the Mesara (Fig.7.40). The original bedrock was laid in order to make the floor 

of the tomb level. This floor was removed by the excavators to discourage any 

further looting. The circular wall of Tholos A stands 1.0 m. at its highest on the 

north side and 0.30 m. to the south. Its thickness varies from 1.10 m. to the south 

and 1.50 m. to the north. The internal diameter is 4.50 – 4.60 m. and the wall is 

constructed of small and medium size roughly worked stones with an earth fill. 

The northeast section of the tholos wall is destroyed. The entrance is narrow 

(0.80 m.) and lies to the east. It preserves one upright stone slab for the south 
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jamb and two smaller vertical stones for the north jamb, possibly elements from 

its original trilithon entrance with a preserved height of 0.50 – 0.90 m. (Vasilakis 

2010a, 59-60). 

Tholos B is the larger of the two tholos tombs, located in the northwest of the 

cemetery. In front of it lies a rectangular building with a series of rooms added or 

modified through time. Tholos B has an additional outer wall attached to the 

outside of the original wall (Fig.7.41). To the north and northeast both walls had 

been destroyed, as seen on the architectural plan (Fig.7.39). The thickness of the 

main circular wall is 2 m. average and the preserved height is 1 m.; the preserved 

internal overhang is about 0.20 m. at its southeastern part. It is constructed of all 

sizes of stones (small, medium and large) which are roughly worked and in 

careful arrangement. The secondary peripheral circular wall is less thick than the 

original with an average of 1.0 m. suggesting construction to strengthen the 

original through time. It can be traced most of its circumference.  The floor of the 

tholos was made of compacted white earth, of which most had been removed 

during the extensive looting. Traces of burning episodes were recognised 

possibly as the result of mortuary practices. Like Tholos A, the entrance lies to 

the east but is slightly wider (1.0 m.) and with a preserved height of 1.0 m. (fully 

estimated to be 1.50 m.) (Fig.7.42). From the undisturbed areas in the interior of 

Tholos B, four layers could be identified (Stratum I, II, III and IV – starting from 

the surface soil to the burial deposit).  

Both tholoi were built in the EM I period, though Tholos A was constructed prior 

to Tholos B. 

In front of Tholos B there is an attached rectangular structure with smaller rooms. 

The floor of the rooms was made from beaten earth, similar to that used for the 

tholoi (Fig.7.43). These rooms were re-arranged through time with two phases 

distinguished (Stratum I is the surface layer followed by Stratum II belonging to 

the later phase and Strata III and IV belonging to the earlier phase). In the earlier 

phase, there were six rooms (a1, a2, b1, b2, c1 and c2), while in the later phase 

these rooms were largely dismantled and the slabs of the walls were covered by 

a floor, redesigning this space into three rooms (a, b and c) (Fig.7.39). Room c1 

and c2 were long and narrow and close to the entrance of the complex, while a1, 

a2, b1 and b2 were small square spaces. Later these spaces became three 

larger and long parallel rooms. The area which lies to the north of Tholos A and 
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seems to be contemporary to it, named as the Central Zone, consists of the 

Ossuary, a small terrace and traces of two irregular rooms named as d and e 

(Fig.7.39).  

During excavation between the two tholos tombs, an ellipsoidal pit (5 x 3 m.) was 

uncovered, full of human bones and skulls, and thus the excavator named it an 

Ossuary (Fig.7.44). Three stratigraphical layers were identified including some 

non-pottery finds apart from the human bones. Immediately northeast of the 

ossuary and north of Tholos A, a terrace was noticed by the excavator and 

further to the north and northeast there is an ellipsoidal room designated as 

Room d and a semicircular room – Room e. Neither room was much larger than 

1.5 by 1.0 m. Room d was used for burials, whereas Room e was used for 

offerings to the dead or for other funerary practices (Vasilakis 2010a, 55-63).  

The exterior spaces of the cemetery played a significant role since most spaces 

were defined architecturally.  

Four courtyards have been defined at Moni Odigitria cemetery, the Northern, 

Eastern, Outer and Southern, with the Northern playing a different role than the 

other three. They are deliberately delineated open areas, often defined by a 

paved area or enclosed by a peribolos wall. The courtyards are closely 

associated with the annexes. The focus of reference for all courtyards is the 

Rectangular Building and all of them have one or the other architectural feature of 

an enclosure wall or paved area (Fig.7.39). The Southern courtyard is located 

south of the rectangular building and northeast of Tholos A. It has an area of 15 

m² defined by a low peribolos and retaining wall mainly built of small and medium 

sized stones, separating Southern courtyard from the others and the tomb. The 

Eastern courtyard is paved with slabs of schist and lies immediately east of the 

Rectangular Building, separated by the wall (Fig.7.45). It borders with Southern 

courtyard to the south, Outer courtyard to the east and Northern courtyard to the 

north, delineated by common shared peribolos walls. To the east against the wall 

dividing Eastern and Outer courtyard was a small rectangular platform (1.0 x 1.2 

m.) employed perhaps as an altar (Vasilakis 2010a, 64). On the other side of this 

wall is the Outer courtyard. At its northwest corner was a square room (1.5 x 1.5 

m.) named as Room 1. Remains of walls to the southwest part of the Outer 

courtyard could suggest the possible existence of a similar room like Room 1. 

The fourth courtyard of the cemetery is the Northern courtyard, bordered on the 
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south by a section of the circular wall of Tholos B and by the northern wall of the 

rectangular building. It was almost empty of finds, suggesting a different function 

from the others (Vasilakis 2010a, 64).  

 

7.4d. Architectural analysis 
 

Based on the above architectural overview and on the depositional analyses that 

will be described below, the architectural development of this cemetery is divided 

into four major phases (Fig.7.46). During its long period of use there are many 

architectural changes and rearrangements, and changes in use of particular 

areas.   

The first phase is in the EM IA – IB periods, when Tholos A, Tholos B and the 

peribolos wall were constructed, demarcating the Eastern, Outer and Northern 

courtyards and the first outer chambers (Room d and 1). Due to the severe 

looting of Tholos B it is very difficult to date exactly when Tholos B was built, but 

the later additions of the Rectangular Building and the courtyard and peribolos 

wall tend to confirm that it was also built in the EM I period.  

The second phase is in the EM IIA – IIB periods. Tholos B had a thickening wall 

built all around its periphery not long after it was constructed. This can be 

suggested by Vasilakis (2010a, 59) before EM IIA because the Rectangular 

Building, which had also been built in EM IIA, abutted the outer wall, not the initial 

inner one. Thus, by the EM IIA period the Rectangular Building with its original six 

rooms was constructed in front of Tholos B and the Eastern and Outer courtyards 

were surfaced with roughly squared stone slabs.  

The third phase is defined by EM III/ MM IA and MM IA pottery. A fourth phase 

represents the MM IB period separately. The last two phases (3 and 4) are 

considered as one phase by the authors of the publication, referring to the period 

from EM III until MM IB, when the cemetery went out of use. In the third phase, 

Tholos A was much less intensely used and the rooms of the Rectangular 

Building were redesigned so that it only had three larger rooms. During the fourth 

phase, the cemetery went out of use when Tholos B was closed following a 

careful clearance of skeletal remains into the newly dug Ossuary. The 

Rectangular Building possibly continued to be used after Tholos B was ‘closed’ 
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throughout the late Protopalatial period (MM IB) (Branigan 2010b, 252; Vasilakis 

2010a, 59).  

Tholos A and B share the same east orientation and a similar way of construction 

with a trilithon entrance. The floor of both tombs was made of compacted white 

earth and their walls of all sizes of stones. At the same time, there are obvious 

differences between them, such as that the entrance to Tholos B was slightly 

wider than that of Tholos A. Tholos B had a thicker original wall than tholos A 

since it was larger in size, but nevertheless it had an extra wall added around its 

whole periphery. As the authors of the publication conclude, the existence of this 

peripheral wall (or the outer skin as described) is one of the surprising 

architectural features of this cemetery since it entirely surrounded the original 

circular wall of Tholos B soon after it was built. Tholos A had no annexes 

attached later to it, whereas Tholos B presented a much more complex picture in 

architecture. The greater size and investment of labour in Tholos B is obvious 

compared to Tholos A. Both tholos tombs seem to have been used for most of 

the time simultaneously and continuously, with slight divergence considering the 

time of their construction and the time of their last use. Tholos B was also 

constructed in EM I but perhaps not as early as Tholos A, while the latter went of 

use earlier than Tholos B (Branigan 2010b, 252).  

Considering the other outer chambers apart from the main tholos tombs, a 

Rectangular Building attached to Tholos B and the smaller Rooms d, e and Room 

1 were also constructed completing the whole cemetery complex. The 

Rectangular Building had an architectural development with clear changes 

through time. In its earlier phase, Room a1, apart from the density of pottery, also 

produced one post-cranial, twenty-one cranial fragments and teeth, and three 

almost complete skulls (Triantaphyllou 2010, 234). No other bones were found in 

any other rooms of the Rectangular Building. It has been suggested for this room 

that it could have remained open as a cist-like feature, when Rooms a and b 

were remodelled, since it received conical cups that were being deposited 

elsewhere in the later, upper stratum of Room a (Branigan and Campbell-Green 

2010b, 132; 141). Room a2 presented a lower ceramic deposition but a range of 

dated sherds and vessels, perhaps suggesting an intentional selection of material 

(Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010b, 141). Room b1 also had a high density of 

pottery, but when compared to a1 that could be considered as one room that 
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produced many conical cups, Room b1 produced more coarse ware ceramics 

and none of a conical cup type. Room b2, based on the plan (Fig.7.46b), could 

also be considered as one single space with a2, but with a higher ceramic 

concentration compared to a2. Rooms c1 and c2, both during the earlier phase 

produced small ceramic assemblages. Overall, during the earlier phase of the 

Rectangular Building, the rooms look like to be more interconnected rather than 

the later phase, and the entrance is not easily recognisable.  

In the later phase, entrance is not recognised either, since the later walls were 

preserved for only two courses built of small and medium sized stones. The 

suggestion of a possible entrance would be through the northeast wall of Room c, 

accessed from the Eastern courtyard (Vasilakis 2010a, 62). A rectangular 

structure, such as the annex of Tholos B, is unlikely to have survived many 

centuries, so the need of rebuilding would have been necessary through time. 

During the later phase, therefore, three larger, simpler spaces were created 

(Rooms a, b and c), with no particular emphasis to retain the original plan of the 

building. During this later phase, all rooms yielded less pottery from the previous 

phase, with Room a producing most compared to the other two rooms (b and c). 

The following Section 7.4e presents more details concerning the contents of the 

Rectangular Building. However, its function seemed to have remained the same 

through time with its primary use as storing material either re-used from the tomb 

or pottery deposited to be used for the funerary rituals.  

The other smaller outer chambers/ compartments (Rooms d, e and Room 1) 

could be considered as places of storage or even used for offerings to the dead. 

They are small, possibly of poor construction since they are poorly preserved, 

suggesting perishable materials for their roofs. Due to their irregular size, poor 

construction and perhaps their location, they were possibly intended for storage 

or for more transactional and/ or processing activities related to preparations for 

the funerary rituals, or other activities in the courtyards since no human remains 

were found inside them.  

The extensive excavation around the main buildings gives us our most detailed 

evidence for the use of exterior areas in a tholos cemetery. These are the areas 

where funerary rituals would have possibly been conducted, but also rituals or 

activities that would not have necessarily taken place at the time of burial but 

were relevant to memorials or ancestry or religious perspectives following the 
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funeral. All four courtyards are defined by architectural structures (peribolos 

walls, paved surfaces), though the most explicit evidence for their function is what 

was deposited in these delimited exterior spaces. The association of the 

courtyards with the interior structures could be the following: Northern courtyard 

is mainly delimited by the north section of the peribolos wall, and it may have had 

its own access from the gap seen interrupting the north wall. Due to the 

difference of the wall thickness between the section of the interrupted north wall, 

it has been suggested that this wall was built in two different phases (Branigan 

2010b, 259). The low density of pottery (as will be discussed in the next Section) 

and the intention of forming an enclosed space with a possible different access to 

the cemetery area, could perhaps imply use for communal gatherings involving 

performances (Branigan 1993, 129-131), not necessarily associated with the 

tomb (Tholos B); whereas the Eastern courtyard is closely associated with Tholos 

B and the Rectangular Building. The wall which separates the Southern courtyard 

from the Eastern and Outer courtyards may be seen as a marker between the 

precinct of Tholos A and that of Tholos B. Thus, the concentration of the pottery 

in the area of the Outer courtyard would be more likely to have been associated 

in some way with Tholos B (Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010b, 141).  

 

7.4e. Artefactual analysis 

 

Pottery assemblage: The Moni Odigitria cemetery produced 298 complete and/ or 

restored vessels, with some 49,000 sherds which were estimated to represent a 

minimum number of 3,733 vessels (Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010a, 84). 

Both the sherds and the vessels were sorted into fabric and ware groups, then 

within these groups were further categorised by type allowing a typological and 

chronological assessment of the assemblage. The vessels were, then, sorted into 

basic groups along lines of assumed function. Any patterns of functional and 

spatial distribution can illustrate the different ways in which pottery was 

employed, possibly recognising specific activities, where and when they were 

practised (Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010a, 70-71).  

Over half of the ceramic assemblage (sherds included) is made up of coarse 

wares (i.e. the plain and painted-slipped white and buff wares and cooking pot 

ware). Due to this large quantity of coarse wares, the focus was on the fine wares 
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in order to define secure chronological patterns of deposition. Six chronological 

groups of fine wares were identified (Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010b, 133). 

Two-thirds of the vessels identified are fine wares, and therefore they are mainly 

small to medium-sized vessels. The dominant shape throughout its history is the 

cup, followed by the bowl and dish/ plate, while the jug and jar are the less 

abundant vessel types. However, if both coarse and fine wares are considered 

under the main shapes that the cemetery produced (excluding general groups of 

cooking pots, outsize or miniature vessels and pithoi), the distribution is as 

follows: cups make up 47%, bowls 27%, jugs 16% and jars 10%, across the 

entire period from EM IA to MM IB (Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010b, 134) 

(Fig.7.47). Chronological, functional and spatial patterns can be summarised 

based on the recent publication of the cemetery (Branigan and Campbell-Green 

2010a, 2010b).  

In EM I the dominant shapes are drinking and pouring vessels which make up as 

much as 60% of the total recognisable shapes, suggesting a drink related 

practice, perhaps connected with ritualised liquid consumption, or perhaps a form 

of toasting. The evidence for the EM I period is relatively limited (a total sample of 

c.195 vessels), but the recovery of vessels inside the tomb seems to indicate at 

least some activity. However, the recovery of vessels in situ at the exterior would 

seem to indicate similar practices occurring there, though not necessarily 

accompanying the activities in the tomb. Differential spatial use in this period is 

also visible with the collared jar which makes up 25% of the assemblage from the 

interior of the tomb, whereas in the exterior areas is almost completely absent. 

This indicates an exclusively funerary use, possibly as a container for perfumes 

or oils or something else. Another interesting observation on the EM I 

assemblage is the large size of many of the drinking vessels (tankard, chalice, 

etc.), opposed the later dominance of smaller handleless conical cups. This 

preference could suggest a more communal approach to consumption with small 

groups of people sharing a vessel (Wilson and Day 2000, 60).  

From EM IIA onwards, the general pattern of pottery usage shows an increase in 

deposition (almost double the number of vessels). This dramatic change could 

reflect either an increasing number of burials or a change in vessel use and 

deposition practices (perhaps indicative of a change in ritual activity at this time). 

Cups and jugs make up 85% of the assemblage which, emphasises the 
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continuation and increase of the drink related ritual. In EM IIB, the dominant 

shape is still the cup, but there is a decline of jugs. On the other hand, there is an 

increase of bowls, now making up 25% of the assemblage, in particular the open, 

shallow bowls or plates, implying a practice involving food serving and 

consumption. Large pouring and serving vessels, able to contain as much as 

twenty times the volume of food and drink as normal-sized consumption vessels, 

seem also to be used. The emphasis on food and drink consumption during this 

period is also reinforced by the presence of a significant number of cooking pots 

(tripod cooking pots, baking platters and scoops), which make up over 10% of the 

assemblage, an unusually large number compared with other tholos cemeteries 

though for early excavations, such wares were rarely, if even kept. In this period, 

the handleless cup starts to be used too. This type of cup represents a clear shift 

in vessel size compared to the drinking vessels of the EM I period. It also 

anticipates the picture in the later MM IA period, which is completely reversed, 

since the focus moves away from food consumption to drink related practices 

again (Michelaki, Campbell-Green and Branigan 2011, 575-76).  

During the MM IA period, cups make up more than 75% of the ceramic 

assemblage, while bowls make up only 10%. The dominant type of vessel is the 

handleless cup or conical cup with a relatively small capacity, indicating a shift 

from communality, when compared to the earlier sizes of cups (Fig.7.48). In the 

MM IB period, the ceramic evidence is much more limited, in the final phase of 

the cemetery, however the drinking pattern continues. There is a noticeable 

consistency in the dominance of the drinking shapes throughout the life of the 

cemetery, clearly indicating that a long-term tradition, the consumption of drink, 

seems to have been a central aspect of ritual practice (Fig.7.49). 

In order to explore the spatial variation in pottery deposition, it is necessary to 

divide the cemetery into interior (Tholos A, Tholos B, Rectangular Building, 

Ossuary, Rooms d, e and 1) and exterior spaces (Southern, Outer, Eastern and 

Northern courtyards and central open area) during their major phases of use. 

Considering the whole ceramic assemblage (both complete/ restored pots and 

sherds), the main distribution of ceramics is concentrated in exterior areas within 

the cemetery and in particular in two areas, the Southern and Outer courtyards 

(Fig.7.50).  
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Starting with the interior spaces and in particular with Tholos A, most sherds 

came from looters’ soil and only twenty-three came from an undisturbed deposit 

from the interior of the tomb; while the interior of Tholos B also produced a similar 

number with Tholos A. The ceramic assemblage associated with Tholos A is 

mainly dated in EM I to EM IIB. Although Tholos B was in use since the EM IB 

period, most of its ceramic assemblage is dated in the EM III and MM I periods. 

Earlier material from Tholos B was cleared in EM III and dispersed around the 

cemetery (e.g. in the Outer courtyard with the so-called ‘burnt deposit’ or ‘pot 

hoard’), which prevents reconstruction of its earlier use (Branigan 2010b, 254).  

The pottery deposition in the Rectangular Building shows similarities and 

variations from one room to another. Areas of high deposition include Rooms a1 

and b2 during the earlier phase of the building, and Room a in its later phase – all 

with a preference to conical cup deposition. These rooms are presumably those 

used for deposition/ storage of pottery or even perhaps for material moved out of 

the tholos. Low deposition rates are found in Rooms a2, b1, c1 and c2 in earlier 

phase, and in Rooms b and c in later phase too. Rooms a2, c1 and c2 produced 

mixed types of vessels, whereas b1 had none conical cup. The rooms in the later 

phase (b and c) also present a more varied vessel deposition but still of low 

density compared to their new, larger redesigned spaces. Therefore, the 

contrasts are also present in the contemporary rooms following the earlier rooms, 

with similar patterns in variations and quantity of vessels. Overall, cups are 

exceptionally common inside the Rectangular Building, making up 73% of the 

total minimum number of vessels, compared to an average in the cemetery as a 

whole of 42%. Outsize vessels, jars and cooking pots are almost entirely absent 

from the building (Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010b, 143).  

The Ossuary was filled almost entirely with bone material and reused vessels, 

almost double the number recovered from Tholos B. The latest vessels date to 

MM IB, quite possibly representing a final closure act for Tholos B. Among the 

vessels are a number dating to EM IIA, and even of the EM I period. In general, 

the presence of vessels in the Ossuary could have been explained as offerings to 

honour or connect with remote ancestors, perhaps intentionally selected 

(Michelaki, Campbell-Green and Branigan 2011, 581).  

As for the small Rooms d and e, the minimum number of vessels recorded is 

fourteen. The sherds found in Room d were 146 in total, giving a minimum 
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number of four vessels that could be dated no later than EM IIA. In Room e, 84 

sherds were found estimated to belong to a minimum of ten vessels. This small 

assemblage comprises various dates (EM IB, EM IIA and IIB and one MM IB) 

(Branigan and Campbell-Green 2010a, 116; 120). 

Moving to the exterior spaces, the vast majority of vessels seem to have been 

deposited in the Southern courtyard in EM II, and in particular in EM IIA, with 

significant amounts of EM I material also present. This may suggest a connection 

with Tholos A in particular, and may represent the remains of ritual activity 

associated with this tomb, and occurring either inside or outside, or perhaps both. 

About 60% of the large, probably communal, vessels recovered from the 

cemetery, and which date largely to EM IIB, were also found here.  

The Outer courtyard area seems to have been a focus of activity throughout the 

history of the cemetery. This is particularly clear for the EM IIB period, when the 

majority of the 250 or more vessels identified were deposited on an artificial 

surface of compacted stones. The composition of the assemblage is unusual in 

that there is a large number of jugs relative to the number of cups, which would 

suggest that this area was used for pouring rather than drinking, therefore it was 

a place for preparation rather than consumption. This interpretation is reinforced 

by the large presence of cooking ware here and by the close proximity of the so-

called ‘burnt deposit’ – already mentioned in the architectural analysis. The latter 

is an area of blackened and burnt earth measuring approximately 1m² on top of 

the stone flooring, where a homogenous EM IIB deposit contained some 46 

vessels, 35% of which were cooking pots. This is the largest cooking ware 

concentration in the cemetery. Among them a significant sample displayed 

distinct and localised burnt marks and together with the burnt earth could suggest 

the function of this space as a cooking area (Michelaki, Campbell-Green and 

Branigan 2011, 578-81). 

The other open areas have lower quantities of pottery. In the Eastern courtyard, 

most vessels were deposited in late EM II, probably before the rebuilding and 

enlargement of the block of antechambers in front of Tholos B. Thereafter, 

pottery deposition seems to have effectively stopped, perhaps as the result of a 

decision to keep this area clear. Similarly, in the Northern courtyard, pottery 

deposition is so low that perhaps pottery was not only not deposited here, but 

was almost barely used here. Perhaps then, this substantial area was reserved 
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for the performance of rituals in which vessels had no large part or an area simply 

reserved for people standing in order to attend the ritual. The Central open area 

which is the area between the two tholos tombs had a good quantity of pottery 

deposited compared to other open areas, but still less than the Outer and 

Southern courtyards. This ceramic assemblage also shows a range in 

chronology, from EM I/ IIA to MM IA, and reflects the average forms/ functions 

represented across this cemetery, though a relatively higher amount of EM I – II 

material is found.  

 

Other finds: The Moni Odigitria tholos cemetery also presented a great variety of 

finds other than pottery, despite the damage caused by looters. A significant 

amount of chipped stone and beads were found, as well as seals and stone 

vases, followed by smaller number of tools and other items (Fig.7.51). Similarly, 

there is a good variety in materials used with clear preference to stone (Fig.7.52).  

A large, significant assemblage of chipped stone artefacts (801 in total) was 

recovered compared to other assemblages of chipped stone from other Mesara 

cemeteries, possibly due to the recent and more careful, systematic excavation. 

The assemblage is comprised of 59% of obsidian and 41% of other materials 

such as chert, radiolarites and flint, 108 pieces came from Tholos A (the tomb 

and its outer environs – the Southern courtyard) and 693 from Tholos B (the tomb 

and its associated spaces – the Rectangular Building, the Ossuary pit and the 

courtyards) (Fig.7.53). Of the 474 obsidian pieces collected, most had been 

worked into fine blades. The vast majority of the obsidian blades (403) were 

unused and they were made specifically for funerary use, probably not long 

before they were buried, though every one was broken, possibly during the 

interment of new bodies throughout the life of the tomb. The few that show signs 

of wear had been used to cut soft materials reveal the whole range of the 

production sequence and they also show clear signs of usage before deposition. 

It seems that tools, mostly in chert, were made and used in this part of the 

cemetery, perhaps in preparing food or in the pre-burial treatment of the bodies 

(Carter 2010, 151-169). As for the unused obsidian blades, they could have been 

considered as a part of a ‘toilet kit’, and so they could have been deposited as 

grave goods and personal equipment for the dead. However, they could have 

also been used as part of funerary rituals and their relevant preparations, as seen 
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in the assemblage recovered from Tholos B and its adjacent areas (the 

Rectangular Building, Ossuary and its associated courtyards). Ossuary had 

produced a significant amount of chipped stone, obsidian pieces particularly, as a 

result of a major clearing of Tholos B in MM IB.  

Carter (2010, 151-69) also argues that obsidian blades used as grave goods was 

not a local practice in the EM I period and that this tradition was possibly acquired 

from other communities further north (i.e in the Cyclades or north-central Crete). 

Only two obsidian pieces found inside Tholos A can be assigned to the EM I - II 

deposit. The blades found in Moni Odigitria seem not to have been produced in 

the Cyclades, although the obsidian came from there, but there is no evidence 

that they were produced in the Mesara itself. Evidence shows that working with 

obsidian was a major activity at Poros – Katsambas (north-central Crete) and 

other centres (Carter 2010, 164); thus, it has been suggested that possibly the 

obsidian blades found in this cemetery were worked in such places and then 

brought to the Mesara. The practice of burying obsidian blades in tombs reached 

its peak in EM II, while their use started to be reduced in EM III onwards and in 

MM I this practice stopped (Carter 2010, 160-61). 

Most jewellery and other personal ornaments came from Tholos B and the 

Ossuary with less material coming from Tholos A (Fig.7.53). The amount of these 

finds cannot be representative of the actual number initially deposited in the 

cemetery, since these objects attract the looters or even were salvaged for 

recycling metals in antiquity. Four gold pieces were found in the looter’s spoil 

from Tholos B. A significant number of beads were recorded, some reconstructed 

into about twelve necklaces. A wide variety of materials was used for the 

production of this category of objects, ranging from seashells to gold, and from 

bone to ivory, as well as a great range of stones (semiprecious or not), such as 

steatite, rock crystal, schist, andesite, sard and other substances like faience or 

white paste that was also used for seal making (Michelaki and Vasilakis 2010).  

Concerning the quantity and types of seals, the 52 recovered are divided into 

those made of bone and soft stone which are dated in EM II, ivory examples 

which are dated in EM III/ MM IA, and those made of local materials, i.e. white 

paste, dated in MM I. Seals in the Mitsotakis collection (Pini et al. 1992) have a 

probable provenance from the Moni Odigitria cemetery (with a total number of 

218), though there can be no certainty of their exact number and provenance, 
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particularly for the latest dated pieces (Sbonias 2010a, 201). The large quantity of 

bone seals and those made of local stone materials in almost all the variants and 

shapes from EM II to MM I suggest a focus of local manufacture in the area.  

The Ossuary produced most seals (23), and from undisturbed deposits, with the 

prevailing group of seals made of the local, soft white paste, while Tholos B 

produced some seals (16), most assigned to EM II (11) and only a few were 

found of ivory – some also found in the looters’ soil from the Rectangular 

Building. The use of ivory was a new tradition adopted in EM III/ MM IA which 

demanded special skills of manufacture and even while the number of seals is 

not significant, it still represents a good number (6) compared to the one or two 

normally found in small communities of the Asterousia mountains and the Mesara 

plain (Sbonias 2010a, 201-25). Possibly the dearth of later dated seals made of 

the local white paste from Tholos B is due to its clearing, reinforced by their 

significant recovery from the Ossuary (Sbonias 2010a, 202; 209; 213).  

Fifty-eight stone vases were recovered, with only sixteen nearly complete, the 

rest found in pieces. Sixty-five percent of the stone vases consist of bowls, 

among them nine bird’s nest bowls, while 25% is made up of cylindrical vessels, 

and the rest includes three lids, two small jugs, one miniature amphora and one 

kernos. The most common material used is serpentine and other local stones are 

available in the nearby area. Most stone vases came from Tholos B and the 

Rectangular Building and a few from the Ossuary (Evely 2010, 171-85) 

(Fig.7.53).  

The metal items found are only 33, including eight daggers, though they do 

represent the largest number of such items recovered from any of the cemeteries 

on the southern slopes of the Asterousia range. Some of the daggers came from 

EM II deposits and they are considered as important grave goods (only one 

triangular was found, the rest long daggers). Another important group of metal 

objects is made up of toilet implements, such as tweezers and scrapers 

(recorded under the broader category of tools) (Fig.7.53). Branigan (2010c, 147-

50) notes that the evidence suggests that only a small number of burials in Moni 

Odigitria would have been accompanied by copper or bronze grave goods.  

Smaller groups of objects consist of figurines and other miscellaneous items. Five 

figurines (four zoomorphic and one anthropomorphic – three made of clay, one of 

faience and one of ivory) comprise the first group, while three bone objects, one 
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clay spindle-whorl, other clay objects comprise the latter group. Within the latter 

are 33 so-called ‘counters’, which are re-used fragments of clay vessels that were 

cut into a triangular shape, mostly with neat beveled edges (three stone pieces of 

triangular shape were also found). According to Warren (1972, 217-218), these 

sherds were deliberately chosen to show hatched or other painted patterns or 

incised and pointillé decoration on fine grey ware. Since there is no clear 

evidence for their function, they are given the conventional name of counters. 

Apart from the pieces found here, 18 came from Myrtos and a group of small clay 

discs with a few triangular examples come from Phaistos (Militello 2001; Todaro 

2009b).  

The Ossuary provided the major concentration of human skeletal material. A 

number of differences are distinguished between the two tholoi; first is the 

minimum number of individuals, Tholos A produced double the number of 

individuals (133) than in Tholos B complex (64). Second, the treatment of the 

dead was different in the two tholos tombs. In Tholos A, it has been suggested 

that the human remains had been buried elsewhere first and only later moved to 

the tomb, while in Tholos B the dead were buried in soil inside the tomb and later 

moved to the Ossuary as a secondary deposition. For Tholos A, the suggested 

secondary depositions could be the result of internal clearing and re-organisation 

with in Tholos A throughout its period of use. They would need to make space 

inside the tomb, considering the large number of individuals estimated within a 

smaller tomb, like Tholos A compared with Tholos B. Tholos B, on the contrary, 

revealed that some burials were made as extended or flexed inhumations. 

However, apart from Tholos B and Room a1 where human remains were also 

found, most of the skeletal material from this tomb came from the Ossuary pit. 

Examination of the contents of the Ossuary suggests that at least some of the 

bodies had been placed there in a partially decomposed state rather than waiting 

for the process of decomposition to be completed and there was a gradual 

placement of these through time rather than a single event. Chronological 

analyses in femur samples from the Ossuary showed dates from EM II to MM II 

periods (Triantaphyllou 2010, 235; 283). The appearance of a few pithos 

fragments may also suggest the use of burial containers, a later common practice 

in other tholos cemeteries, justifying perhaps periodic use of the cemetery in MM 

II.  
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Triantaphyllou (2010, 229-248) argues that the two tombs catered for different 

sections of the population. The evidence seems to suggest that while a large part 

of the population of all ages and both sexes could be buried in Tholos A, use of 

Tholos B was limited to certain individuals, mainly adults. The skeletons in Tholos 

B are of people who seem to have lived to 40 or 50 years old (Triantaphyllou 

2010, 243; 245), exceeding the common life expectancy of Minoan people which 

has been estimated in general between 25 to 35 years old (McGeorge 1987). In 

Tholos A trauma occurred more to the upper skeleton, suggesting physical 

manual work, while the remains in Tholos B suffered more trauma to the lower 

skeleton suggesting greater use of the legs and feet, possibly by travelling on foot 

on uneven terrain or over long distances. Finally, the teeth of people from Tholos 

B revealed that they consumed more carbohydrate-based food than those from 

Tholos A – most consumed by women rather than men. Overall, a slight decline 

in health was identified between the group from Tholos A, dating to the EM I – II 

period and those from Tholos B which represented an EM II – MM I group.  

 

7.4f. The interpretation of the cemetery 

 

The cemetery was founded at the beginning of EM I, with the building of Tholos 

A, followed perhaps in EM IB by the construction of Tholos B and the peribolos 

wall. An outer ‘skin’ was added to Tholos B by the EM IIA period, when the 

Rectangular Building with a suite of five rooms was built onto the front of Tholos 

B. A cobbled surface was also laid at this time on either side of the peribolos wall. 

After EM IIB, Tholos A saw reduced usage, while Tholos B saw an extensive 

clearance, the re-deposition of selected vases from it in the Outer courtyard and 

the dismantling and rebuilding of the Rectangular Building. Tholos B and the 

Rectangular Building remained in use into MM IB, when there was a further 

extensive clearance of skeletal remains from the tomb into the adjacent Ossuary 

pit. The tholos was closed with due ceremony involving the deposition of a 

minimum of eighty conical cups (including a significant number of wheel-made 

vessels) blocking its entrance passage. 

Careful examination of the skeletal material in both tholoi (A and B), Room a1 

and the Ossuary, revealed clear differences and variations as to the burial 

practices, the treatment of the bodies and the characteristics of the groups of 
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people buried there, though the overall burial population included men, women 

and children. Perhaps this indicates internal differentiation within the community 

who used the cemetery.  

As for the material depositions, pottery vessels, obsidian blades, sealstones, and 

necklaces were common grave goods, while stone vases and bronze implements 

were buried in smaller quantities. Between the two tholoi there are no substantial 

differentiations concerning the types and numbers of vessels, however it seems 

that there are hints that some individuals had access to more exotic or luxurious 

personal belongings than the majority of the population, in the limited appearance 

of gold jewellery, sealstones, stone vases and bronze daggers. But in general, 

the impression is of a community of modest means compared to some of their 

contemporaries in the Mesara plain (Branigan 2010b, 254-255).  

Spatial variations can give some insights as to the practices taking place outside 

the tombs. Communal ceremonies involving probably dozens of people were 

enacted in the cemetery, notably in the Southern courtyard and in the Outer 

courtyard. Food may have been prepared in quantity for such events in a corner 

of the Outer courtyard. The so-called ‘burnt deposit’, found in the Outer courtyard, 

could suggest both a space used for secondary deposition and at the same time, 

an area possibly used for some cooking activities (as a high percentage of 

cooking pot ware was found). Overall, the Outer and Southern courtyards 

produced the highest deposition of vessels compared to the other open spaces. 
In contrast the Eastern courtyard appears to have been an area of low pottery 

deposition, and the large Northern courtyard produced only a scatter of small 

sherds (Branigan 2010b, 251-264; Vasilakis 2010b, 271-286). It could be possibly 

intended either for communal gatherings or for ceremonies involving non-funerary 

performances for ancestors (Branigan 2010b, 259).  
 

7.5. The Agia Kyriaki cemetery 

 

7.5a. The site and its situation  
 

The survey of the lower catchment of the Agiofarango valley (Blackman and 

Branigan 1977) was the first attempt to put the early Minoan sites within a context 
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and investigate the settlement and social groups associated with the tombs. From 

the study of the physical environment, the distribution of tombs and potential 

cultivable land became clear the division of the valley into small landscape units, 

each one associated with several related families sharing the use of a single 

communal tholos tomb. A number of dispersed settlements, farmsteads and/ or 

hamlets, and a larger village in the area of Megaloi Skinoi were associated with 

the individual cemeteries (Bintliff 1977; Blackman and Branigan 1977; Whitelaw 

1983).  

Part of the work undertaken was also the excavation of the looted tholos complex 

at Agia Kyriaki (Blackman and Branigan 1982), argued to have three farms 

associated with it. The excavation enriched our knowledge of the Prepalatial 

period in the Asterousia region and documented the earliest phases of 

permanent settlement in the valley. Structures which underlay the tholos included 

Sub-Neolithic and EM I wares and the appearance of similar isolated sherds on 

sites occupied by EM I tholoi suggested the first occupation of the Agiofarango in 

the Sub-Neolithic period (Vasilakis and Sbonias 2018, 3).  

The Agia Kyriaki tholos cemetery (site W6) is situated on the east slope of the 

Harkokefala hill with a height of 60 m., 60 m. west of the Monochorianos river 

(Fig.7.54). The slope is rocky and barren, with scattered wild trees and bushes. 

Three neighbouring farmsteads (sites W7, E20 and E5) were associated with this 

tholos complex (Blackman and Branigan 1977; Blackman and Branigan 1982) 

(Fig.7.54). The first (W7) is located about 130 m. south of the tholos (site W6) 

where terrace and house walls were found. The sherds found are dated in MM 

and so they could be associated with the tholos tomb nearby. At site E20, 150 m. 

north of Agia Kyriaki cemetery, a few sherds collected are dated in the EM 

period, with the exception of one wheel-made sherd. Site E5 is located 160 m. 

south of Agia Kyriaki chapel overlooking the riverbed. Pestles and ground stones, 

as well as a few sherds were found. The ceramic evidence again showed a great 

range of dates from EM I to the Roman period, and despite the fact that the 

building foundations were identified as Roman, a few sherds dating back to the 

Minoan period could perhaps indicate some earlier occupation of the site.  

Above the main tholos complex at Agia Kyriaki were located (about 50 m. further 

up the hillside) the remains of two more tholos structures (W6a and 6b). Despite 

their very fragmentary condition, they are thought to be two conjoined tholos 
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tombs (Fig.7.55). The lack of surrounding building debris, material culture 

evidence or burial deposits suggested that the two tholoi were unfinished. 

Blackman and Branigan (1982, 46) suggest that their proximity to the main 

excavated tholos complex would have been related to its history. Initially thought 

to date late in the use of the Agia Kyriaki tholos judging by the wall construction, 

after comparisons with other tholoi of later dates, like Kamilari, it was considered 

to be relevant to the earlier phase of the main tholos complex.  

 

7.5b. The site, discovery and investigation 
 

The looting activity at the tholos tomb at Agia Kyriaki had been noted by I. 

Sakellarakis in 1965 during his expedition in the area, recognising many sherds, 

fragments of stone vases and obsidian pieces (Sakellarakis 1965, 562-4). A 

preliminary trial excavation was carried out by Blackman in October 1971 in the 

area at the request of S. Alexiou. The full excavation work was conducted in 

September the following year in collaboration with C. Davaras of the Greek 

Archaeological Service, and lasted three weeks. The aim of the investigation was 

to clear the tomb chamber and then to move to the areas surrounding it (any 

annexes and defined exterior areas). Before excavation, the outline of the circular 

chamber was visible but it was full of large stones, rubble and soil, possibly the 

backfill from looters as was confirmed after excavation. The scarcity of finds both 

within the fill and below it proved the initial assessment of the excavators that the 

tomb chamber was looted of its entire contents. The only undisturbed material 

found was in two small cavities in the floor of the tomb and a patch of soil still 

adhering to the wall above the floor.  

 
7.5c. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 

The excavation revealed a circular tomb of Early Minoan tholos type with a 

complex structure consisted of four rooms attached to its eastern side. Despite 

the extensive looting of the tomb and annexes, it was possible to establish both 

the sequence and the approximate dating of the tomb and its annexes. The tomb 

and two annex rooms were constructed in the EM I period and the others were 

added in EM II and MM I. Around the main buildings of this cemetery complex 
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exterior features were defined, such as the peribolos wall and a kind of platform 

or altar (Fig.7.56) (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 1).  

The tholos tomb has a diameter 4.5 – 4.7 m. and its maximum preserved height 

is 2.05 m., while the maximum overhang achieved to this point is 0.50 m. As for 

the tholos wall construction, the foundation course consisted of small stones 

whereas the upper of larger stones and in the fillings small stones were used 

(Fig.7.57). The careful choice of blocks of stone used for the construction of the 

interior face of the tomb is less clear for the exterior face of the wall. Four stone 

blocks were found against the north wall of the tholos, perhaps forming a small 

buttress (Fig.7.56), a common feature already seen in some other tholoi. The 

tholos was built on a level platform cut into the hill-slope to a maximum depth of 

1.5 m. on its west. The floor surface was a hard, rather smooth surface of very 

fine soil, possibly decayed or powdered limestone which was introduced to the 

tomb after the original soil had been mostly removed down to the rock surface. 

This original soil was found in some parts of the interior of the tomb which was 

quite distinct from the tomb floor. The entrance of the tomb lies to the east and 

the two large flat jambs suggest a trilithon construction. A very large flat slab of 

limestone was found overlying the position of the annex (1.67 x 1.28 x 0.55 m.), 

which was thought to be the original doorway lintel. The width of the opening is 

0.60 m. and the height is about 0.75 m. (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 3; 5). 

Outside the doorway of the tholos tomb and in the same period two rooms of the 

annex (Rooms 5 and 3) were also built. Room 5 is a small rectangular room (2.4 

x 1.3 m.), poorly preserved, immediately outside and east of the entrance of the 

tholos. Most of the north wall was destroyed and the east wall stopped sharply. 

The south wall stood three courses higher than the others that had not survived 

more than one course because of the slope of the ground, facing into Room 2. 

On the south side of the tomb entrance a pier of masonry projected into the room. 

The walls were built of rough, small blocks of limestone and soil. The floor of this 

room was made up of the same material as that of the tomb and was on the 

same level. Beneath the looters’ layer and fill (two levels), several sherds of EM I 

date, others of EM II and one sherd that possibly belongs to the MM I period were 

recovered. During the original construction, Room 3 was built to the east of Room 

5, similarly rectangular in shape (2.35 x 0.95 m.), very badly preserved since only 

the southern end of the east wall was well preserved. Its method of construction 
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is similar to the south wall of Room 5 continuing without any break. This 

construction of the two rooms suggests they were contemporary, though their 

dividing wall was possibly built after the outside walls since its construction 

slightly differed. It appears that there was a doorway of 0.75 m. wide in Room 3 

leading outside, at the south segment of its east wall (Blackman and Branigan 

1982, 6-7).  

Two more rooms were added as part of the annex in later periods. Room 2, dated 

to EM II, was another rectangular room (1.95 x 2.35 m.) adjoining Rooms 5 and 

3; its north wall is formed by the south walls of Rooms 5 and 3. The south wall of 

the room was preserved along its entire length, while the east wall was badly 

damaged and its northern end had entirely disappeared along with the eastern 

end of its north wall. The doorway was possibly at this northeast corner of the 

room with a maximum width of 0.75 m. Due to the damaged condition of the east 

wall, it is unclear whether this wall was originally built thicker than the other walls 

or a second facing was added later like a buttress. Based on the excavators’ 

assessment, the second suggestion seems more plausible. The excavators 

identified a ‘bench’, 0.5 m. wide and 1.5 m. long, by the south wall of the room, 

set directly into the deposit which lay beneath the floor of the room and 

considered as part of the furnishings of the room (Fig.7.56). As for the preserved 

contexts from this room, there was much disturbance from the looters here too 

but an undisturbed deposit was found towards the presumed doorway of the 

room containing many sherds (mostly dated in the EM II period) and bones 

(Blackman and Branigan 1982, 7-8). 

The last room, added possibly in the MM I period, was Room 1. It is located south 

of Room 2 and is also a rectangular space (3.25 x 2.1 m.), built on a slightly 

different axis from the rest of the rooms (Fig.7.56). The north wall abutted Room 

2, was broader at its east end than its west and faced on only its southern side 

looking into Room 1. This room was incompletely looted and only the eastern half 

had been disturbed. The west part provided most material evidence and more 

certain dating about the MM I construction of this room. It went out of use 

possibly because of the collapse of its west wall, soon after it was constructed 

(Blackman and Branigan 1982, 8-9).  

The exterior areas of this tholos complex were divided into 14 small excavated 

areas (Λ, Σ, Μ, Υ, Π, Τ, Α, Β, Δ, Ε, Γ, Ν, Θ and Ρ) (Fig.7.58). Area Λ is east of 
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Room 2 where a group of flat slabs, six large and some smaller stones, formed a 

rough ‘platform’ measuring 1.5 x 1.3 m. against the outer wall of Room 2. It 

seemed to be deliberately formed and was found to rest directly on the original 

Early Minoan surface at this end of the tomb complex. This surface was laid no 

earlier than the EM II period (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 9). Area Σ is located 

east of Room 1 defining a surface outside the room. Although this surface could 

be dated in EM II, the sherds collected from there were possibly a residual 

deposit and the surface is contemporary with the construction of Room 1 in ΜΜ Ι 

(Blackman and Branigan 1982, 10). Area M is situated east of Rooms 3 and 5. 

The aim of this excavated area was to investigate for further annexes to the east. 

Although traces of walls were found, they were not considered as remains of 

additional rooms. In particular, the remains of two walls were discovered running 

almost parallel to each other but on a different alignment from both the 

antechambers and a line of four stones set in the surfacing. One wall (about 0.5 

m. wide) is preserved about 2 m., while the other about 1.5 m., but seems to run 

under the east wall of Room 3 continuing on the other side. Three isolated stones 

further east could allow its length to be extended to more than 2.5 m. There was 

no deposit associated with these walls. According to the excavators, judging from 

the chronology of Rooms 3 and 5, these walls may be evidence of earlier 

occupation at the site, and thus predate the construction of the tomb (especially 

for the wall underlying Room 3). Area Y was excavated in order to explore 

whether there was any continuation of the walls from area M, but no traces of 

these were found and no archaeological deposit. Areas Π and Τ include the 

peribolos wall, built of medium to large boulders and slabs. Its northwest side was 

unfaced, but the southeast was roughly faced and coursed. The width of this wall 

varied from 0.4 to 0.6 m. and its preserved length is 12.5 m. (Fig.7.56). At the Π 

area (Fig.7.58), an undisturbed deposit of compacted brown earth and small 

stones ran along the northwest face of the wall including EM II sherds. At the east 

end of the area, a small foundation trench was noted, where the compacted 

deposit was cut back possibly to allow the northward swing of the wall and then it 

was backfilled after the wall was built. Even though there were no sherds found, 

this compacted level was laid before the peribolos wall was built and thus the wall 

was no earlier than some point during EM II (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 11). 

More extended areas surrounding the main tholos complex were also 
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investigated but produced no architectural remains or deposits. Areas Θ and P, 

which were at the far southeast edge of the site, had some tumbled stones 

possibly coming from the peribolos wall west of them (Fig.7.58).  

 

7.5d. Architectural analysis 
 

The architectural development of the Agia Kyriaki cemetery can be divided into 

three main chronological phases (Fig.7.59).  

The first architectural phase is in the EM I period, when the tholos chamber and 

the two rooms 5 and 3 were constructed. From the beginning, the tholos tomb 

was part of a complex rather than being constructed and used as a single tomb. 

The two rooms, 3 and 5, were added immediately outside its entrance. The 

excavators reconstructed this as initially one large room that was soon divided by 

a north-south wall creating two separate spaces. In addition, the floor of both the 

tomb and the rectangular rooms were treated in the same manner, reinforcing the 

suggestion of a single phase of work.   

The second architectural phase represents the EM II period, marked by the 

additions of Room 2, the platform and the peribolos wall. During this phase the 

surfacing was added to the area east of rooms 2, 3 and in area Σ. All the 

buildings from the previous period continued in use as well. Based on the 

material evidence and its stratigraphic position, Room 2 was probably 

constructed during the EM IIA period. The addition of a bench inside the room is 

an architectural feature that can be seen in some Early Minoan tombs among 

other small architectural additions such as the built altars in exterior spaces. It 

had been built before the floor was laid and was therefore part of the original 

furnishing of the room. This room was associated with the exterior platform, 

which was suggested to be some sort of altar area, constructed during the same 

phase (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 9).   

The third and final architectural phase is dated to the MM I period. During this 

phase a fourth and final space, Room 1, was added. In the same period the 

collapse of the west wall of Room 1 and the gradual abandonment of the site as a 

cemetery are placed.  

The existence of a structure before the construction of the tholos tomb at the 

same location, indicates occupation of this site before the EM I period. Traces of 
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two short lengths of walls were found (in areas M and Y) and based on the 

material evidence deposited they could be part of a domestic structure begun in 

the Sub-Neolithic period that lasted into the EM I period. The choice to build a 

tomb on the remains of an earlier house may not be a coincidence, since other 

locations could have been chosen as there was available land around the 

cemetery (Campbell-Green 2010). However, as this is not seen in other tholos 

cemeteries, it cannot be considered as a repeated pattern.  

An architectural feature of the tholos common with other tholos tombs in the 

Agiofarango area (i.e. at Moni Odigitria) is the construction of the walls, built with 

large stones resting upon a foundation of small stones. This could strengthen the 

suggestion of a local tradition which does things differently compared with other 

close regions.  

 
7.5e. Artefactual analysis 
 

Pottery assemblage: Because of the extreme looting, stratified deposits are even 

more limited than at most other cemeteries. Only 1,276 of the 16,392 sherds 

recovered from the excavation were from stratified deposits (Blackman and 

Branigan 1982, 20; 27). However, this ceramic assemblage was the first corpus 

from a tholos cemetery that was studied and published in its entirety and was 

used in as a model for later case studies to expand the methodological 

approaches towards the study of ceramics from such contexts.  

All sherds from the excavations in 1971 and 1972 were examined and included in 

the total pottery study. Pottery was sorted into eighteen ware groups17. Coarse 

wares were not subdivided and therefore they form the largest group. Apart from 

the various wares identified, there were four groups of vessels which are not 

identified as wares but were distinguished due to their distinctive forms: pithoi, 

larnakes, pedestal bowls and large bowls (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 36). 

Twelve main shapes of vessels have been recognised from the Agia Kyriaki 

tholos complex, divided into two main chronological phases (EM I – II and EM III 

                                                
17 The ware groups distinguished at Agia Kyriaki are: Wiped ware, Black gritty ware, Pyrgos ware, Dark 
burnished ware, Grey burnished ware, Salame ware, Lebena ware, Agios Onouphrios I ware, Agios 
Onouphrios II ware, Incised grey ware, Vasiliki ware, Red/ brown slipped ware, Red-washed ware, Dark-
washed ware, Urfinis ware, Gournia ware, Polychrome and barbotine wares, Conical cup ware and Cooking 
pot ware (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 27-42).  
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– MM I) and estimated to represent an approximate minimum number of 2,000 

vessels (Fig.7.60) (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 20).  

Most vessels are dated in the EM I and II periods (first phase) (Fig.7.61). The 

dominant shape is the cup that applies to both chronological phases, followed by 

jug, bowl and jar (Fig.7.62).  

Between the two main chronological phases, there are specific preferences for 

the types of vessels used that reveal new practices of pottery usage within the 

cemetery. In the Early Minoan I – II phase, pouring, serving and storage vessels 

are the most numerous. On the one hand, serving vessels like bowls, especially 

large bowls and pedestal bowls, suggest practices related to communal sharing 

rituals among the living. On the other hand, many of the storage vessels are 

small in size, such as the spherical pyxides and pouring vessels, such as small 

jugs, which could be more associated to the dead as being deposited with them 

(Fig.7.63). During the later phases of the cemetery, the appearance of cooking 

vessels as well as the introduction of burial vessels such as pithoi and larnakes is 

more obvious (Fig.7.63). Given their relatively low quantities, the cooking vessels 

at Agia Kyriaki would have had an occasional and peripheral role.  

A spatial analysis of this ceramic assemblage is difficult, since the publication 

does not indicate the location of the minimum number of vessels estimated by 

category. The ceramic evidence is aggregated across all the areas, interior and 

exterior, with most material coming from unstratified deposits and looters’ spoil 

tips. Broadly, the exterior spaces produced a significant number of pedestal 

bowls and large shallow bowls, mainly dated in the EM I – II periods, suggesting 

that the open area was possibly used for communal rituals. Associated with the 

platform but prior to its construction, were jugs and collar-necked jars as well as 

fragments from chalices consisting an earlier deposit of this area.  

The annex was generally kept clear of both bones and grave goods in this 

cemetery, suggesting that its main function was connected with the ritual 

activities within, and not being employed as ossuaries or for storage as seen 

already in other cemeteries. Room 2 produced a large number of conical cups 

and Room 1, which is considered as a later addition to the cemetery, produced a 

few bones and sherds.  
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Other finds: Six main categories are distinguished: chipped stone, figurines, 

jewellery, tools, stone vases and others (Fig.7.64).  

Chipped stone is the largest group in the number of items found. Sixty-six pieces 

of obsidian were recorded, a small flake of flint and a core of chert. Among the 

obsidian, only thirty came from stratified deposits and they are mainly blades 

(twenty-nine blades and one flake). However, most of them are incomplete and 

possibly some were used before deposition (11% used, 4% possibly used, 85% 

unused) (Carter 1998, 59-77). With an absence of production debris, it has been 

suggested that these blades were manufactured somewhere else and then were 

transported to the cemetery.  

Fifteen other stone tools were recovered. They are all made of locally available 

stone (limestone, greenstone, sandstone), and types such as hammer or axe, 

weights, pounders, rubbers and whetstones were recognised.  

Nine stone vases were recorded but none were complete. The pieces are large 

enough to recognise in most cases the types of vases, such as cylindrical vase, 

ladle, cup, bowl with moulded base, bowl with lugs at rim and bowl with everted 

rim. The types range between EM II and MM I in date and they were made 

specifically for funerary use, since they are small-sized.  

None of the possible figurines came from a sealed deposit. Three of them are 

made of natural pebbles shaped as possible figurines, while the fourth has the 

form of a bull’s head. Three are made of sandstone and one of grey schist – the 

latter known as Pyrgos type possibly dated to EM I (Branigan 1971, 65). Four 

clay pieces were possibly zoomorphic projections from vessels and one plaque 

figurine was also recorded, the latter possibly dated in the early EM II period 

(Blackman and Branigan 1982, 14; 18). Only two items, one small copper/ or 

bronze finger-ring and one discoid steatite bead represent jewellery, and three 

clay objects (one loomweight, one spindle-whorl and one counter), comprise the 

other finds. 

Among the 105 non-pottery items recovered from the whole cemetery, thirty-nine 

came from unknown contexts. The rest came from the tholos (4), the 

antechambers (12), the peribolos wall (12) and the other exterior spaces (38) 

(Fig.7.65). Most seem to have been found in the open areas rather than in the 

tholos and its annex, a similar picture with the pottery assemblage.  
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However, these finds represent an extremely biased sample (Blackman and 

Branigan 1982, 50), since the looters will have removed much in modern times. 

The evidence of the sieved earth suggests that the complete absence of 

sealstones, the appearance of only a solitary bead and the discovery of only one 

metal object should not indicate that there was an intentional lack of such grave 

goods. Compared with other tholos cemeteries it can be expected that even a 

few sealstones or copper items and many beads would have been part of the 

original contents of the tholos and its antechambers.   

 

7.5f. The interpretation of the cemetery 
 
Most of the primary contextual evidence has been lost from the cemetery at Agia 

Kyriaki. However, the combination of the architectural remains with material 

culture left in them can still provide some information relevant to the burial 

customs and rituals practised by the community towards their dead and provide 

some insights about their society and economy.  

Based on the pottery study, during EM I to EM II, the norm in the deposition of 

vessels correspond to two cups alongside a jug and a bowl or jar, if they 

represent a ‘kit’ accompanying each burial. In comparison, one in five burials was 

accompanied by a pyxis. The existence of the ‘kit’ in other spaces apart from the 

tomb chamber or annexes could also represent a practice related to some sort of 

‘toasting’ as suggested by one of the excavators (Branigan 1970b, 98-100). The 

construction of the platform and the peribolos wall in EM II might indicate a 

spatial formalisation of the funerary practices taking place, even if same activities 

were taken place in previous period. The bench found inside Room 2 may be 

related to these additions, since it was built as part of the original construction of 

the room. The concentration of conical cups found immediately outside this room 

could be associated with practices related to the ‘altar’ (Blackman and Branigan 

1982, 53). In EM II, the existence of large and pedestal bowls outside the tomb 

suggests a practice which is not seen in the EM III – MM I phase. Perhaps these 

vessels would serve small scale groups of people in an act of common sharing. 

The use of these vessels is also consistent with the use of external defined 

spaces for behaviours differentiated from the deposition of the corpses.  
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As for the Rooms 5 and 3 seemed to be integral with the tholos chamber, built in 

the same chronological phase, possibly used as rooms for the preparation of the 

burial. On the contrary, Room 1, which was built in the last phase of the 

cemetery, was possibly used for offerings or even some burials. The appearance 

of fragments of pithoi and larnakes could also reveal changes in burial practices 

and their relevant rituals, since by the Middle Minoan period there was a new 

trend towards individual burials in containers, yet still deposited in communal 

tombs. However, the lack of human skeletal material remains a problem towards 

the interpretation of the nature of burials and their related rituals. In general, the 

poor preservation of this category of material is common in most tholos 

cemeteries but even fragmentary evidence can reveal important information. In 

the case of Agia Kyriaki, the almost complete absence of human bones is difficult 

to interpret, even though the looters had caused severe damage to the cemetery, 

some concentrations in parts of the cemetery should have been found. The 

excavators note that less than a hundred fragments of skeletal material were 

recovered from the tomb, Room 1 and areas Π and Ρ, which all are under 6 cm 

long, suggesting that possibly the bones were removed in antiquity, recalling 

parallels, such as at the Platanos, Koumasa and Kamilari cemeteries, and the 

ossuaries at Moni Odigitria and Apesokari cemeteries, that followed this practice 

probably as part of post-funerary action. In addition, evidence of the manipulation 

of skeletal remains that bore cut marks are seen, as well as evidence of charred 

bone fragments from the exterior spaces can reinforce the idea of post-funerary 

activities and clearing episodes (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 53-54). The near 

total absence of bones is surprising, since modern looters would not have taken 

them.  

The lack of other finds apart from pottery, such as seals, jewellery and metal 

objects, adds to this incomplete picture of the cemetery. However, this picture is 

most likely the consequence of looting in antiquity but particularly in modern 

times rather than an intentional removal of these objects from the tomb by its 

users. Random finds recovered such as a crucible, one copper or bronze ring 

and few whetstones testify to the existence of categories of objects originally 

buried.  

Due to the absence of skeletal remains from this cemetery as well as the 

incomplete artefactual assemblage after looting, Blackman and Branigan (1977, 
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1982) attempted to use their survey data to estimate approximately the size of 

the population that used the tomb and the number of burials originally made in 

the cemetery. Considering roughly the period of use of the cemetery as 700 – 

800 years and serving the needs of three nuclear families occupying the three 

Early – Middle Minoan farmstead sites, then a total number of about sixty burials 

each century would be expected with each family contributing five burials per 

generation of twenty-five years. A final total of between 450 and 500 burials might 

be expected, made by three nuclear families, each of five or six persons, which 

together formed an extended family (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 55). A 

different assumption was made by Whitelaw (1983) who argued, based on his 

analysis of the periods of use of tombs, of the reported numbers of skeletal 

remains and distinctive finds, such as daggers and seals, that the Mesara tholoi 

were used by nuclear families. Comparable conclusions were drawn by Bintliff 

(1977), who concluded that a single family would contribute about twenty-five 

burials per century, after a formula that sets the number of burials made in the 

period of time involved.  

The estimated population of the three families was, in the case of Agia Kyriaki, 

considered enough in labour for the construction of the tomb and the building 

materials used were accessible nearby. As for their cultivable land, the 

communities would have produced enough supplies to support their population, 

since the alluvial deposit at Agia Kyriaki itself was by far the richest of these 

arable areas, with an associated spring. The communities depended mainly on 

cereals and olive groves, so if the arable areas were exploited to their maximum 

potential, in good years there would be a sizable surplus. Additionally, sheep and 

goats may have contributed to the surplus, and certainly contributed to the 

subsistence diet (Blackman and Branigan 1982; Bintliff 1976; Shay and Shay, 

2004; Watrous et al. 2004). As for other resources, copper may have been 

acquired locally from a source 1 km to the southeast and clay for pottery 

manufacture could be also found locally in the valley. Whether the copper and 

clay sources of the valley were for common use or were the property of those 

communities within whose territory they fell, is unknown, and any economic 

relationships among the groups in the valley is uncertain. Beyond the valley, 

however, exchange must have taken place, in ceramics as well as in other items. 
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The obsidian and some of the stone vases will have been imported items, 

possibly in exchange for agricultural surplus (Blackman and Branigan 1982, 57). 

 

7.6. The Agia Triada cemetery 

 

7.6a. The site and its situation  
 

Agia Triada is situated at the western end of the Mesara plain, 4 km west 

of Phaistos. The site, settled in the Early Minoan I period18, became prosperous 

in Prepalatial times. Two tholos tombs, northeast of the settlement, were used for 

collective burial in that period. The town expanded further in the Protopalatial 

period. In the Neopalatial period, the ‘Villa’, a monumental complex, was built in 

the town. The site underwent extensive rebuilding through time and it gradually 

declined until its final abandonment in the Protogeometric period (La Rosa 1992, 

70-76).  

The settlement of Agia Triada, named after the Venetian hamlet and the small 

two-aisled church still preserved and dedicated to the Holy Trinity, was located on 

the western slope of a low hill, very close to the Ieropotamos river. 

Geomorphological reconstruction suggests an embayment below the site. Agia 

Triada is a site of great significance due to its proximity to the palatial town of 

Phaistos and its relative proximity to the port and settlement of Kommos 

(Figs.1.2; 7.66) (La Rosa 1992, 70-76). 

The two tholos tombs found were placed equally distant between the two Early 

Minoan nuclei of the settlement, though their poor preservation makes them 

difficult to be clearly associated with these parts of the settlement and because 

the Early Minoan settlement has not been extensively investigated.  

 

7.6b. The site, discovery and investigation 
 
Agia Triada was first explored in May 1902 by F. Halbherr and was originally 

thought to be a necropolis of Phaistos. Exploration of the site continued, with a 

                                                
18 It had been originally suggested that it was settled in the late Neolithic period but recent excavations and 
ceramic studies gave a later chronology (Todaro 2003).  
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few interruptions, until 1914. Halbherr, aware of the relationship between the two 

sites from the start, suggested a single political entity divided between an Ano 

polis (for Phaistos) and a Kato polis (for Agia Triada), with a hierarchical 

relationship between the two sites. 

After three years of continuous campaigns carried out by Pernier between 1934 

and 1936, Banti, who had been entrusted with the publication of the excavations 

that Halbherr had left unpublished (Halbherr, Stefani, and Banti 1977), opened a 

few test pits in the area of the sacello in 1939 and 1950. Occasional excavations 

took place in the 1970s by Laviosa and D. Levi, and a new campaign of 

excavations was begun by the Italian Archaeological School at Athens in 1977, 

which aimed to clarify a series of chronological, architectural and planimetrical 

problems left unsolved by the old excavations (La Rosa 2003). The new 

excavations have led to explanations of the parallel histories of Agia Triada and 

Phaistos in terms of a ‘complementarity of roles’ (La Rosa 2003, 2012). 

The site includes a town with various buildings and a cemetery comprising two 

tholos tombs (Fig.7.67). The settlement was in use, in various forms, from Early 

Minoan I until Late Minoan III. The size of the settlement was quite limited 

throughout its various periods, with a maximum extent of around 10.000 m² in the 

LM I – III phases. a number of buildings were recognised, such as the Villa, the 

Piazalle dei Sacelli. However, the focus for this thesis is on the two tholos tombs, 

Tholos A and B.  

 
7.6c. Chronology, stratigraphy, development and preserved contexts 
 
The cemetery of Agia Triada is located just to the northeast of the main 

settlement and is comprised of Tholos A and its annexes, two rectangular 

structures divided into smaller square and rectangular rooms known as the South 

and West Camerette, and Tholos B with an ossuary on the rear (selpocreto a 

ridosso). It seems that it has a good preservation compared to most other sites, 

simply affected by erosion rather than extensive looting. However, the picture of 

the cemetery is undoubtedly incomplete, with trenches being not fully cleared. 

Tholos A lies at the northernmost point relative to the rest of the structures within 

the cemetery area. Its internal diameter is almost 9 m., its wall thickness almost 2 

m. and the preserved height is 1.55 m. It had a trilithon type of entrance to the 
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east; the doorway height was around 1 m., its width around 0.9 m. The tholos 

preserved the southeast part of its wall, while the northwest had been destroyed 

(Fig.7.68). There are also traces of external architectural features, such as a 

surrounding corridor and buttresses. A relatively small number of depositions 

were found compared to the large size of the tomb, a point that will be further 

explored in the next Section (7.6d). The construction of Tholos A is dated to the 

beginning of the EM IIB period and it was used until the MM IB period. Three 

strata were distinguished (the lower burial level, the abandonment level and the 

upper burial level). The upper level is dated in EM III/ MM IA until MM IB.  

In front of the entrance of the tholos there are eleven rooms, the so-called 

annexes (Fig.7.68). Rooms G, F, C, L and M abut the wall of the tholos, whereas 

the remaining E, B, H, I were built parallel to the former and then forming another 

row were rooms D and A. At the southwest corner of Room A skeletal remains 

were found. Possibly next to A, another room may have existed as part of the 

wall seems to continue. Room D has a slightly trapezoidal shape and measures 

1.70 m. in length with an average width of 0.90 m. containing few skeletal 

remains mixed with a few steatite beads and a bronze shovel with hook. Room E 

has a rectangular plan 1.40 m. wide and 0.90 m. long, with no human bones 

found. Room F measures 1.70 x 0.85 m. and Room G measures 2.40 x 0.55. 

Room F contained remains of skeletons arranged in several layers, among them 

fourteen skulls were recognised; the skeletal remains from Room G appeared 

just below the top of the perimeter walls of the same room, among them 

seventeen skulls and traces of a skeleton in flexed position were recognised. The 

communicating doorway between Rooms F and G was also cluttered with 

skeletal remains. Room I was largely destroyed and accessed via Room B and 

through the passage of Room H via a kind of corridor. Room B had skeletal 

remains at both sides of its door, while the contents of Room I remain unknown. 

In Room H, a copper bent object, a steatite bead, a bronze knife blade and a 

piece of obsidian blade were recovered, while among the skeletal remains was 

also a jaw from a horse. Room C had skeletal remains and some funerary goods 

found mainly to the Room L. In particular, some cups upside down, some placed 

in pairs and one in the other were recovered. In the same deposit, beads from 

necklaces, an alabaster vase with three handles, a pendant in the shape of a 

human leg and an ivory three-sided seal were found. Room L has a length of 
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3.50 m. with an average width of 1 m., and was accessed from Room C. Two 

Kamares ware cups, a large concave cone, a small parallelepiped stone slab (19 

x 12 cm.) were found in Room L, while no human bones were recovered. As for 

Room M, it gives the impression that it was not directly associated with the other 

rooms, since it seems a bit isolated from the rest without detailed description of 

its contents (Stefani 1931, 151-2). 

All of the annexes were constructed in the EM III/ MM IA period, as suggested by 

the material deposited in them (see Section 7.6e), and were architecturally in 

contemporary use until the MM IB period, thus they were constructed in at least 

two phases.  

South of the tomb there is a structure consisting of ten small rooms (1-10) named 

the South Camerette (Fig.7.69).  

Room 1 and Room 2 are not interconnected and they have their own entrances. 

At some time, a parallel wall seems to be built in front of the north side of Room 2 

with two walls vertical to the room made of rough stones. Room 3 had two small 

openings on the western wall, one communicated with Room 4, the other with the 

southern part and only partially discovered. Apart from the door of Room 4, which 

is in communication with the previous room, this small room has a very narrow 

opening like a slit towards outside, while on the floor there are some schist slabs. 

Room 5 is connected with Room 6, the latter slightly irregular rectangular in 

shape, and it has red stuccoed walls and floor. On the east wall, there is a kind of 

paved area, 0.45 m. wide and 0.90 m. deep, where some broken vessels were 

recovered. Room 7 has a bench along its east wall and it is preceded by a short 

corridor leading to Room 8. Room 8 had a large quantity of pots, some of which 

had been stacked by each other on a pebbled layer of earth. The presence of two 

or three pieces of schist slabs can suggest that the floor of the room is probably 

paved. Room 9 preserves a part of the red stucco floor with no deposited 

material. It was preceded by Room 10, which was only partially preserved and 

possibly is paved in red stucco.  

Overall, the ten-room structure is a free-standing building constructed with red 

stuccoed walls and floors, generally accessed from a very small door, possibly 

used as storage spaces, since only clay vessels were recovered from these 

rooms. These small rooms were not constructed simultaneously because some 

of them, like Rooms 1 and 2, had the access door obstructed by those that were 
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subsequently attached (Stefani 1931, 152). Thus, an architectural succession 

through probably three phases can be reconstructed, when during the first (MM 

IA) Rooms 1 and 2 were constructed, the second (MM IB) Rooms 5 to 10 and the 

third (MM II) Rooms 3 and 4 (La Rosa 2001, 222; Soles 1992, 117-19). The 

architectural development throughout its period of use will be further explored in 

the next Section.  

Another group of small rooms (a-c) to the west of the ten room-structure but with 

a different orientation was also excavated by Stefani (1931). After the recent 

excavation campaigns in the necropolis of Agia Triada, a minimum of six spaces 

were revealed. This complex of structures is named the West Camerette 
(Fig.7.69). In addition to rooms a-c, there was also a pit used for the deposition of 

ceramics, two baetyls and a paved court. Another poorly preserved small room, 

named A, was discovered on the south side and between the two groups of 

rooms, 1-10 and a-c (Fig.7.69). Based on La Rosa (2001, 223) the three small 

rooms (a-c) were constructed above an older structure, preserved for more than 

7.5 m., which could perhaps have reached a length of more than 11 m. It was 

about 1 m. thick with a height up to 0.50 m. Inside this structure were two fixed 

rounded stones, fallen towards the inner side of the wall, about 0.50-0.60 m. high. 

These two stones, considered as baetyls, were about 2 m. apart, and they were 

both on the west side of the wall, with their alignment about 18.5 m. distant from 

the centre of the tholos. A final later architectural feature was the addition of a 

paved rectangular space and the two baetyls seemed to be embedded in this 

construction (Fig.7.70). Rooms a-c, the baetyls and the pit are dated in the MM 

IA period, while the paved court and the corridor were constructed in the MM II 

period.  

A second, smaller tholos tomb was constructed at the end of MM IA or beginning 

of MM IB, Tholos B. It was located southwest of Tholos A and only its southern 

half is preserved. Its internal diameter is about 5.6 m., its wall thickness 1.3 m. 

and its preserved height around 2.33 m. The entrance is not preserved and 

therefore it is not known what type it was. About three protruding stones at the 

outside face of the tholos wall have been noticed, and an associated structure 

described as the sepolcreto a ridosso della tholos was found just southeast of the 

tomb that possibly had the role of an ossuary (Branigan 1993; La Rosa 1999) 

(Fig.7.71). An opening to the west which possibly was an entrance for this 
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structure was revealed that was blocked sometime around MM II, which was the 

last phase that this tholos complex was used.  

About 30 m. south of the cemetery area was a paved area probably associated 

with cult and relevant to the cemetery named as the NE court, which was later 

part of the building complex known as Complesso della Mazza della Breccia. In 

this paved area, deposits dated in MM IIB were found, perhaps associated with 

the cemetery area and activities related to it.  

 
7.6d. Architectural analysis 
 
The cemetery area of Agia Triada had a long life and many phases of 

architectural development through time. Throughout its life many changes are 

noticed in architecture, the addition of buildings, their abandonment and their 

reuse again based on their material deposition (as will be discussed in Section 

7.6e). In particular, five major phases have been distinguished (Fig.7.72):  

The first phase represents the EM II period, when Tholos A was constructed. 

However, evidence of earlier habitation and building activity has been noticed 

elsewhere at the site apart from the cemetery area (such as an EM IIA habitation 

quarter east of the tombs and an EM I votive deposit in the area of the Piazalle 

dei Sacelli, indicated on the site map – Fig.7.67) (La Rosa 2010; 2012). 

During the second phase, represented by the EM III period, Tholos A was still in 

use and the annexes were added to it. The architectural layout changed in the 

third phase, which is represented by the MM IA period (Fig.7.72). Apart from the 

continuing use of Tholos A, receiving new depositions and the annexes 

functioning as spaces for receiving earlier burials displaced from the tholos, the 

construction of two more complexes took place during this phase. The so-called 

South and West camerettes indicate a more intense ceremonial activity related to 

the funerary context. The small rooms of the South Camerette were probably 

used to store the equipment necessary for specific ceremonies connected with 

the use of the tomb. When the Tholos A was full of burials, the annexes would 

have been transformed into ossuaries (Rooms A, D, F, G, B and C had human 

remains, while Rooms E and L had none only material deposition) rather than 

storage spaces, and therefore the new pottery had to be stored elsewhere. Thus, 
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the rooms of the South Camerette took on the function of storage annexes, since 

both were used simultaneously during the same period of time.  

The identification of a wall with two baetyls at the West Camerette, within the 

necropolis area during this phase could architecturally represent the setting for 

specific cult activities, not seen at other sites (La Rosa 2001). The three small 

rooms a-c were considered functionally equivalent to the so-called annexes due 

to the ceramic deposition found there and slightly preceded the rooms of the 

South Camerette (1-10). Thus, gradually, the available space for the material 

deposition in the three rooms a-c ran out, and probably the stored equipment had 

to be moved into the other small rooms (rooms 1-10), added during the MM IA 

period. It can, therefore, be suggested that there is a sequence of events taking 

place within the MM IA period, relevant to the practices and traditions followed 

within this cemetery. 

The fourth phase is the MM IB period, which still includes Tholos A, its annexes, 

the South Camerette but also the addition of Tholos B and its ossuary 

(selpocreto) (Fig.7.72).  The smaller Tholos B was probably built at the beginning 

of MM IB and was the only burial building in use during the MM II period. In fact, 

Tholos B was reused in the LM II – III A1 period (Carinci 2003). The ossuary 

(selpocreto) built just outside Tholos B and possibly formed by two spaces, had a 

sunken corridor filled with bones surrounding the south part of the tholos wall. At 

the end of this phase (MM IB) Tholos A seems to have received its last burials, 

as well as the South Camerette.  

The fifth and final phase is represented by the MM II period, with the complex 

comprising the West Camerette, Tholos B and its ossuary, and the new 

architectural structure of the paved NE court (Fig.7.72). This structure is an 

interconnected paved road and a paved area, situated southeast of Tholos B, 

probably for cult use associated with the necropolis of Agia Triada (La Rosa 

2012). As for the paved area with the baetyls at the West camerette during MM II 

period, it was described as a ‘public chapel’, possibly since it could be no longer 

connected with rites in honour of the dead (La Rosa 2001, 225).  

The two tholos tombs share more differences than similarities related to their 

construction. Tholos A is a very large structure compared to Tholos B. The 

emphasis on the labour investment for Tholos A is also reinforced by the 

existence of the annex attached to it and comprised of eleven rooms, as well as 
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the buttressing and enclosing wall. Such investment could be partly explained 

due its longer history compared with Tholos B. It, therefore, seems that there is a 

shift concerning the function of spaces throughout their period of use, like the 

example of the annex of Tholos A, which was initially used more as a place of 

storage and later was used as an ossuary.  

 
7.6e. Artefactual analysis 
 
Pottery assemblage: Because of various considerations of material from different 

contexts, the pottery assemblage will be presented as a synthesis drawing upon 

the various articles published from the different excavation campaigns. The types 

of vessels comprise the same shapes as those represented at other cemeteries, 

such as cups, jugs, bowls and dishes, pyxides, and fewer jars and cooking 

vessels. The latter category mainly includes baking plates and trays rather than 

tripod cooking pots, suggesting more of an activity of serving or heating rather 

than actual cooking in situ. During the EM II period (Fig.7.73), which is 

represented by Tholos A only, the dominant shape is the pyxis – a common type 

found in most other cemeteries. Less abundant is the cup during this period. By 

EM III to MM IA (Fig.7.73), the dominant shape of vessels is the jug, putting an 

emphasis on practices related to liquid use, possibly relevant to libations or 

toasting or drink consumption. The presence of jars and large serving vessels 

could indicate mortuary rites involving perhaps larger groups of people.  

The main chronological phase of the cemetery is the MM IA period, in which the 

Tholos A complex and its surrounding buildings (camerettes) saw changes in use 

and deposition. Tholos A also presents now an increase in pouring and drinking 

vessels, whereas the storage vessels (particularly pyxides) present a decline. 

The annex of Tholos A shows a preference in drinking vessels, in particular 

Rooms L and C contain a large number of cups; the camerettes (South and 

West) present a wider variety of vessels, since apart from pouring and drinking 

vessels they produced serving vessels but in lower percentages (Fig.7.74). In the 

area where the two baetyls were found at the West Camerette, and in particular 

in the ellipsoidal pit, an assemblage of more than two hundred vessels was found 

in which a set including a jug, a shallow bowl and four handleless cups seem to 

have been used (La Rosa 2001; Carinci 2004).  
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In the area with the baetyls, a later (MM II) addition of a paved area seemed to 

continue the ritual character of this space by the presence of an embedded 

kernos (stone offering table), if this object has a ritual symbolic meaning 

(Fig.7.76) (La Rosa 2012). 

Tholos B and its ossuary were used into two periods, MM IB and MM II, and most 

of the ceramics were possibly removed from the tholos to the ossuary 

(sepolcreto). Most vessels are typical representatives of the MM IB and MM II 

periods in shapes and motifs (jugs of barbotine ware mainly and cups). In 

addition to these some fragments of pithoi were also found.   

A rough graph (Fig.7.75) based on the number of vessels recorded and 

published shows their spatial distribution within the whole cemetery, clearly 

indicating the predominance of the camerettes in quantity of vessels, which could 

strengthen the hypothesis that they served as repositories for ritual equipment 

used in the activities performed in the cemetery.  

 

Other finds: The picture is completely different with the other finds assemblage, 

as the camerettes did not produce any non-pottery finds and Tholos A had the 

highest concentration of other finds (Fig.7.77). The main categories recognised 

are daggers and tools, some chipped stone, figurines, jewellery, seals and stone 

vases. Sixty-one daggers were recovered from the whole cemetery with Tholos A 

providing the majority (48). A preference for triangular daggers is clear, since 

forty were recovered from Tholos A, while only eight were long type daggers. 

This could suggest a local difference in the preference for types of daggers and 

therefore an intentional differentiation between communities if these objects were 

closely associated with the status of the individuals buried and who used them 

during their lives. The triangular daggers are most common during the EM II 

period, and since Tholos A was constructed in EM II, it is justifiable to find them in 

quantity in this context, but possibly they had a more extended use, since Tholos 

A also produced a major component of MM I items. The rest came from Tholos B 

and its ossuary and one from the annex of Tholos A. Arsenical bronze and 

standardised manufacturing techniques were used for the production of triangular 

daggers at Agia Triada (Tselios 2009, 238). This could also indicate a specific 

metallurgical workshop at the site for local production.  
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Tools are another category, including mainly metal objects (i.e. axes). Six were 

recorded from Tholos A and one from its annex. For chipped stone, only sixteen 

obsidian blades were recovered from Tholos A (Fig.7.77).  

Seventeen figurines were recorded from the whole cemetery, again with most 

coming from Tholos A and only two from the Tholos B complex. One imported 

Cycladic figurine was found in the surroundings of Tholos A (probably belonging 

to the category of the Late Spedos type). The rest are mainly figurines locally 

made of stone and a few of marble depicting human figures.  

Jewellery represents another large and varied category of objects, many beads 

making necklaces of various stones, gold pendants and ivory amulets. More than 

one hundred pieces were recorded from Tholos A, whereas only one piece from 

its annex and ten pieces – five each – from Tholos B and its ossuary (selpocreto) 

(Fig.7.77). In general, gold objects are not found widely in the funerary contexts 

but in the case of Agia Triada (as also seen at Platanos) during the MM I period 

numerous gold items were deposited.  

Agia Triada offers good evidence for specialised seal local production during 

early Prepalatial period within south-central Crete, with signs of exclusivity and 

repetition on the stylistic patterns (i.e. meander designs) indicating a 

specialisation at the site level. By the late Prepalatial, Agia Triada seems to be 

one of the sites that dominated the production and consumption of ivory seals 

(Sbonias 2010b, 311-324). Two seals are also found in Agia Triada in one of the 

styles that continue into the Protopalatial period. A total of 115 seals came from 

the whole cemetery area, of which 108 were recovered from Tholos A. Most 

seals are dated stylistically in the EM II period and are made of bone and soft 

stone, while a significant number of seals were made of ivory and are dated in 

EM III/ MM IA. Fewer are the seals produced in the MM I period made of local 

materials.  

The stone vases found within the cemetery are around one hundred in total 

(Fig.7.77). The assemblage here is more evenly distributed but again most came 

from Tholos A, while the rest came from Tholos B, its ossuary and the later NE 

court. Their forms are among the most common, such as small open shallow 

bowls, spouted bowls, pyxides and cylindrical vases. Some of the stone vases 

can be indicators for trade within the island and off-island, such as a probable 

Egyptian import (rather than Egyptianising item), a jar made of anorthosite 
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gneiss, which is an identified Egyptian material found in Tholos A (Bevan 2007, 

96). Tholos A also produced the largest amount of Egyptianising stone vases 

from the whole cemetery.  

 
7.6f. The interpretation of the site 
  
The Agia Triada cemetery is one of the largest and most complex tholos 

cemeteries. The construction episodes can be placed within a successive 

chronological framework along with the material culture deposited. The cemetery 

was first used in the EM II period and lasted until MM II, while some of its 

components were reused much later. The new structures and their changing 

functions during their periods of use could be linked to the economic, socio-

political and ideological changes in the community that used them. An example of 

the differential use of the same spaces through time is the extensive annex built 

east of Tholos A. This structure is dated within two phases (EM III/ MM IA and 

MM IB); during the first it was largely used to retain pottery (90% drinking 

vessels, conical cups in particular – Fig.7.74) related to the funerary rituals and 

then during the second it was transformed into ossuaries (Cultraro 2003; La Rosa 

2001, 222). Similar is the case for both camerettes, diversifying the use of the 

same spaces during their lifetime. When the annexes functioned as ossuaries, 

the South Camerette possibly had its initial function as storerooms keeping 

pottery involved for ritual activities. The high percentage (70%) of pouring vessels 

reinforces such activities. The West Camerette in MM IA was a simpler structure 

of three rooms. In the MM II period, it was developed into a more complex 

structure with the presence of a paved area and the two baetyls. Thus, perhaps 

in the later phases, ceremonies become more ‘public’ or ‘group orientated’ and 

gatherings took on another character which was not purely funerary but probably 

of an ancestry cult through a more formalised way. But since we do not have an 

overview of the entire cemetery yet, perhaps, there were similar spaces in use in 

earlier periods. It has been proposed that believers and relatives gathered, 

probably on particular occasions, in front of the wall with the baetyls, 

remembering their dead and they would have celebrated some ceremonies in 

honour of the dead (La Rosa 2001, 223). It was also suggested that these baetyls 
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could have delimited a real boundary ‘threshold’ between the living and the dead 

(La Rosa 2001, 223).  

The addition of a second smaller tholos tomb in MM IB suggests a possible 

population increase, while the ceremonial activity near Tholos A continued. 

Apart from detecting the changes in funerary architecture and the ritual potentially 

related to this, the material culture can give useful information about the 

community, its economy and society throughout cemetery’s period of use.  

The seals, stone vases and the metalwork found within the cemetery suggest that 

specialised production was undertaken at Agia Triada. The production of metal 

objects combined all the main factors – specific alloys with particular 

manufacturing processes and the types of objects – in order to suggest that there 

was specialised metal production (Tselios 2009, 238). The stone vases found at 

Agia Triada show a specific preference for dolomite limestone when compared to 

other cemeteries (more chlorite), and therefore a noticeable variation among the 

stone vases as distributed among the large tholos cemeteries at Agia Triada, 

Platanos and Koumasa. Perhaps this could be part of a wider array of site-

specific differences in funerary material culture related to the construction of 

distinct village identities (Bevan 2007, 89). Off-island influences on the Cretan 

industry are reflected on the stone vase assemblages, and particularly at Agia 

Triada where a set of Egyptian-inspired habits were being adopted. However, 

these vases in communal tombs (both in the larger and the smaller examples) 

offer few insights into what value or meaning was ascribed to them in the local 

Cretan arena (Bevan 2007, 97).  

In addition to daggers and stone vases, seals indicate local seal manufacture, 

visible in the assemblage from Agia Triada. In terms of iconography, Agia Triada 

shows a special preference for meandroid patterns as mentioned earlier (Section 

7.6e). In terms of spatial distribution, the seal assemblage indicates an uneven 

distribution within the two tomb complexes in the overlap period, MM IB, since 

most came from the interior of Tholos A. These differences could add to the 

above suggestion of important figures within family groups buried in this 

cemetery.  

In general, by the MM IA period, “the rise in the production of artefacts such as 

copper-based objects, ivory seals and stone vases indicates a steep rise in living 

standards, as well as a demographic rise” (Tselios 2009, 238). 
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CHAPTER 8: COMPARISONS AMONG THE STUDIED THOLOS 
CEMETERIES AND MORTUARY TRADITIONS IN THE STUDY REGION 
 
8.1. Introduction 
 

This chapter is intended to extract the patterns in behaviour in the sites that were 

documented in detail and to note any distinctions from the detailed descriptions of 

individual sites in the previous chapters, since any comparisons made so far 

have been limited and general. It compares the broad architectural development 

and depositional behaviour patterns relevant to burial traditions emerging through 

the changes that took place at the cemeteries examined in this thesis and 

explains their significance.  

Comparisons are tracked through three broad chronological phases: a) EM I – II, 

b) EM III – MM IA, and c) MM IB – MM II. For each phase, similarities and 

differences are identified in terms of architecture and material culture (pottery and 

other finds). It is worth clarifying that changes at a more granular chronological 

level can be identified distinctly within each of these phases. However, these 

three major chronological phases are adopted for simplification purposes, since 

they have more pragmatic and substantive relevance. Pragmatically, much 

ceramic material and most other finds cannot be dated to specific sub-periods. 

Stylistically, the similarities in ceramic styles allow us to group a lot of material 

into specific combinations of periods (such as late EM I and EM IIA, EM IIA and 

EM IIB, EM IIB and EM III, EM III and MM IA, MM IB and MM IIA), but at the most 

general level, into the preceding three broad phases. Additionally, these phases 

repeatedly appeared as relevant periods of time in the changes that can 

documented at individual sites and they also seem to represent major transitions 

across the island. In part, they are relevant to individual site histories, precisely 

because much material cannot be ascribed to more precise phases, so this is the 

framework that defines the resolution with which patterns can be recognised. In 

some sites that were studied in detail, some material is dated more precisely 

within these broad divisions that still seem to have behavioural significance.  
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8.2. First major phase (EM I – II) 
 
The first phase marks the point when the first tholos tombs appeared in Crete. 

The earliest evidence comes from Skaniari Lakkos (Kephali Odigitrias), Kouses, 

Apesokari B, Lebena Gerokampos II, Moni Odigitrias A and B and Agia Kyriaki 

among the studied cemeteries, dated in the early EM I period. Other early tholos 

tombs documented come from Megaloi Skinoi A and B (Alexiou 1966; Branigan 

1993; Vasilakis 1990) in south-central Crete, whereas in east Crete evidence 

comes from Livari Skiadi and Mesorrachi Skopi and in central Crete from Krasi, 

as will be further discussed in Chapter 9.  

 
8.2a. Architecture 
 

As for the individual site descriptions, the first category of evidence is the 

architecture, followed by the pottery and other finds, where patterns will be 

identified. The construction of the tholos is the first architectural feature seen from 

EM I continuing in EM II and it is the main architectural element of the cemeteries 

in south-central Crete in particular. It seems that the tholoi first appeared in EM I 

and show no particular preference within the region itself (Fig.8.1). They appear 

at the south coast, in the west and central Asterousia mountains, though such 

early evidence has not been recorded so far from the Mesara plain, where tholoi 

seem to be first constructed in the early EM II period with no cemetery yet 

documented in EM I. For the cemeteries studied in detail, there is a similar 

architectural approach regarding the construction elements (trilithon entrance 

with a preference for facing the east, walls made of large blocks of stones). As for 

the architectural planning, small differences between these cemeteries within 

small-scale regions are documented from the late EM I period. As Figure 8.1 

shows, the site of Agia Kyriaki, for example, appears to have had some additional 

rooms attached to its tholos since the earliest period of its use. The so-called 

annex is a new feature that is just starting to be seen but it will become more 

apparent in the EM II period, and more common in the following phase. Among 

the studied cemeteries, annexes are seen during this first major phase in 

Koumasa (in both Tholoi A and B), Lebena Gerokampos (Tholos IIA), Moni 

Odigitria (Tholos B) and possibly in Miamou, while the annex of Agia Kyriaki 
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continues to be in use since EM I with the addition of more rooms. Possible use 

of annexes in other cemeteries of the region in the first phase has been 

documented in Megaloi Skinoi and Sivas.  

During the same phase, the presence of defined external spaces is noticeable on 

some of the architectural plans of the cemeteries, such as the two forecourts at 

Skaniari Lakkos, the courtyards at Moni Odigitria, the open paved area at Agia 

Kyriaki and possibly the one (designated AB) at Platanos (Fig.8.1). This spatial 

complexity is reinforced by the presence of a second tholos tomb or even a third 

and other burial buildings within the same cemetery. Examples from the studied 

sites come from Skaniari Lakkos, where apart from the tholos structure there are 

two more rectangular burial buildings constructed during this phase, one 

adjoining the tholos and the other located nearby. Lebena Papoura, Lebena 

Gerokampos and Moni Odigitria see the addition of a second tholos tomb and 

Koumasa has two tholos tombs and one rectangular/ square burial building and a 

possible third tholos tomb in this phase. Platanos may also have more than one 

tholos tomb in use in this phase. The above architectural development could 

indicate a response to increasing community population or even increasing social 

separation of probably kin-based burying groups within the communities in the 

area. What is also clear is the coexistence of two types of burial structures within 

a cemetery, circular and rectangular. This is clearly seen in the unpublished case 

of Skaniari Lakkos, strengthening the appearance of other rectangular tombs, 

self-contained and not inter-connected with the existing tholoi in other cemeteries 

(i.e. Koumasa). 

 

8.2b. Pottery 
 
In terms of ceramics at the beginning of this phase (EM I), pottery mainly came 

from the interior of the tholoi. Even if pottery was deposited outside the tholoi (in 

disposal pits/ areas), there are few alternative spaces, but in both cases pottery 

was fragmented in most cemeteries, due to the disturbances driven by the 

continuous and extensive looting of these sites and the re-use of their spaces. 

The exception comes from Lebena (the least looted examples), while the other 

cemeteries of this phase produced more sherds than complete vessels. Most 
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ceramic evidence19 comes from Moni Odigitria, Agia Kyriaki, Lebena 

Gerokampos and Skaniari Lakkos, so what may be a west Asterousia pattern 

dominates our detailed data (Fig.8.2). 

The following percentages of vessel types are based on both vessels and studied 

diagnostic sherds. The general limitations for all the studied samples have been 

noted in Chapter 3, while site-specific qualifications have been noted in the 

preceding chapters. At this stage, an attempt is made to extract the most robust 

patterns in the original depositional behaviour, based on the highest resolution 

samples.   

During this phase, most vessels represent drinking (34%), pouring (19%) and 

storage (18%) vessels20 (Fig.8.2). For storage vessels, it should be noted the 

division between large jars and pyxides. Agia Kyriaki (105 jars and 85 pyxides), 

Moni Odigitria (196 jars and 77 pyxides) and Skaniari Lakkos (31 jars and 13 

pyxides) produced more jars than pyxides and Miamou only one jar, while 

Lebena Gerokampos produced many more pyxides rather than jars (266 pyxides 

and 2 jars). The storage vessels from Koumasa and Agia Triada are exclusively 

pyxides. Lebena Papoura, Lebena Zervou, Platanos and Agia Triada produced 

roughly the same number between the two types of vessels. 

Within this broad pattern, there are local preferences for specific types of vessels 

used during this phase. Agia Kyriaki, Moni Odigitria and Skaniari Lakkos show a 

clear preference from the use of drinking vessels, whereas Lebena Gerokampos 

and Lebena Papoura show a preference for storage vessels and in particular 

pyxides. The drinking vessels of this phase, as seen in each of the studied 

assemblages, are of large size, suggesting towards a communal or shared 

character for activities related to liquid consumption, as indicated by the strong 

presence of pouring vessels. For the larger cups, the size mode is slightly smaller 

than a litre, larger than the individual serving cups, as documented at Fournou 

Korifi, and they usually hold	about 1-3 times the individual single-serving cups 

and goblets (Whitelaw 2014). The drinking and pouring vessels might be either to 

hold offerings or be left as evidence for actions by the living, such as libations, 

                                            
19 Unfortunately for both Apesokari cemeteries and Kouses, quantified information on the ceramic 
assemblage is not available, since they are under study and are not published yet. 
20 At this point, a clarification should be made first on the burial vessels, which include the pithoi and 
larnakes, and the storage vessels, which include the pyxides and other large vessels (e.g. jars). 
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toasting or consumption. The ratio of drinking to pouring vessels, according to 

Branigan (1970b), suggests a small group of c.2 individuals or if shared perhaps 

a small family group. The sample from the sites which produced more than 100 

vessels from all the functional categories, suggest the following ratios for drinking 

versus pouring (1.86), drinking versus serving (1.96) and pouring versus serving 

(1.05) (Appendix 8) Additional evidence related to a communal setting for 

gatherings and some element of collective consumption comes from the 

oversized vessels (fruit-stands, chalices, pedastalled bowls, etc.) at some of the 

cemeteries, such as at Agia Kyriaki and Moni Odigitria.  

The large number of pyxides probably indicates a burial practice directly related 

to the deceased, as these vessels could include offerings to them as mourners’ 

gifts to the dead or hold particular possessions of the dead. Therefore, the 

Lebena cemeteries could imply a tradition that is mostly oriented to grave good 

deposition rather than general ceremonies or post-funerary practices. Such 

activities, as at some other sites (eg. Agia Kyriaki; Moni Odigitria) could have 

taken place outside the tombs, but at the Lebena cemeteries, excavation was 

largely restricted to the burial structure interiors. 

The ceramic assemblage from the tholos cemeteries, as established in EM I, 

mainly changes in quantity, since by EM IIA there is an increase in pottery 

deposition seen in all cemeteries, in cases where contextual information derived 

from undisturbed deposits allows for these changes to be recognised within the 

broad phase. For example, in the case of Moni Odigitria, the number of vessels 

dated in EM I doubles in EM II. However, the preference in the types of vessels 

used remains similar to what was seen in the EM I period, suggesting the 

continuation of comparable activities and ceremonies accompanying death and 

burial. One noticeable exception is the distinctive presence of symbolic vessels, 

particularly at Moni Odigitria and Koumasa when compared to the other studied 

cemeteries of this phase (Fig.8.2). This group of ceramics includes miniature 

vessels mainly that could be associated with some of the zoomorphic and 

anthropomorphic pouring vessels (rhyta), the latter recovered mainly from the 

exterior spaces of the cemetery, implying their association with specific funerary 

rituals. Koumasa is not the only cemetery that produced these types of vessels 

(rhyta); similar types came from Lebena Gerokampos and Moni Odigitria, but not 

in comparable quantities. The presence of such specialised vessels could imply a 
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specific type of ritual practised in the cemeteries rather than associated with 

individuals.  

By the end of this phase, the cup, which continues to be abundantly represented, 

slightly changes its form to smaller handleless cups (e.g. at Moni Odigitria, 

Skaniari Lakkos, Miamou) pointing to a clear shift in vessel size and usage, as 

will be seen more clearly in the following phase.  

 
8.2c. Other finds 
 
As for the finds other than pottery, only some categories of these can be broadly 

placed in the main chronological phases distinguished, when their stratigraphical 

context is known; otherwise, most cannot be dated with certainty due to their long 

popularity and slow typological change. In addition, only a few categories of finds 

occur frequently enough to allow meaningful inter-site comparisons. The impact 

of looting has been more extensive for some finds (i.e. seals, figurines, jewellery, 

metals) than pottery and very variable by site. The most diagnostic items, when 

found, are daggers, seals, stone vases and figurines, as well as objects with off-

island connections that can give further indications about chronology.  

Starting with the daggers, the most common type dated in this early phase is the 

triangular dagger. However, as noted, examples from Agia Triada (Tholos A) now 

suggest these can continue until at least MM IA (Banti 1931; Legarra Herrero 

2004). The majority of daggers found in the studied cemeteries are the long type 

of dagger, which is mainly dated in the following phase, though examples as 

early as EM II are reported from Lebena Gerokampos (Alexiou and Warren 2004, 

136-37). The cemeteries of Agia Triada (40), Platanos (14), Koumasa (5), 

Lebena Gerokampos (2), Lebena Papoura (1) and Moni Odigitria (1) produced 

some triangular daggers, which probably dated in this phase (Fig.8.3). Agia 

Triada, Platanos and Koumasa produced most of these objects and it has been 

suggested that they could have already started to be sites with an important role 

in metalwork manufacture (Branigan 1968; Tselios 2009). The majority of these 

objects are associated with cemeteries with the largest tholoi. The presence of 

only one dagger at Lebena Gerokampos, Lebena Papoura and Moni Odigitria 

could imply that these objects were much more limited at smaller or more 
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peripheral cemeteries, and perhaps less frequently removed from circulation by 

inclusion in burials. 

Figurines is the next category of finds that could be indicators of some relative 

chronology. Two main types are recognised, schematic and folded-arm figurines. 

As it has been seen in each cemetery case in detail, the associated finds with 

these figurines confirm dates no later than the EM II period. Most figurines from 

this phase belong to the so-called Cycladic type figurines. Some figurines may 

actually be Cycladic imports, while some are their derivatives in Crete, reflecting 

their influence in other regions outside the Cyclades and the development of the 

indigenous Cretan types. The presence of these objects within mortuary contexts 

could, like daggers, be considered as objects of special character, display and 

social differentiation (Branigan 1971; Papadatos 1999; 2016; Renfrew 2017). 

Similar is the picture for this category with that of daggers as to their quantity; 

most came from the large Mesara cemeteries at Koumasa, Agia Triada and 

Platanos, while fewer came from Agia Kyriaki and the Lebena tombs (Fig.8.3).  

Seals are among the finds other than pottery which can be good chronological 

indicators given considerable stylistic variation and intensive study. During this 

first phase, seals have been mainly considered as personal items, belonging to 

particular individuals that were deposited with them after death. Restricted seal 

ownership has been suggested by the relatively small quantities when compared, 

for example, with the quantities of pottery (Sbonias 2010b, 313). For this group of 

finds, the picture is different compared with the quantities of the other finds and 

how they are distributed within the region. Seals are more wide-spread and seal 

consumption is not so restricted to the larger tholos cemeteries (e.g. Agia Triada, 

Platanos, Koumasa) but is seen at smaller outlying cemeteries in the region 

(Lebena Gerokampos, Lebena Papoura, Moni Odigitria) (Fig.8.3). In general, 

during this phase, soft stone and bone are the main materials used for simple, 

fairly homogenous seals, decorated mostly with linear patterns. The use of simple 

linear motifs represents a shared and widespread tradition of seal manufacturing, 

and as such, it cannot be considered to be a style indicative of particular 

production groups (Sbonias 2012, 276). However, within the Mesara region there 

are indications of local manufacture, visible especially in the assemblages from 

Agia Triada and Platanos, where signs of exclusivity and repetition in the choice 

of motifs, shapes and styles may be discerned (Sbonias 2000, 281-2). Moni 
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Odigitria, on the other hand, shows a preference for bone seals of all variants and 

shapes, suggesting another focus of local manufacture with close similarities to 

Agia Triada. As for the Lebena tombs, most seals came from early deposits with 

a preference for bone seals with hatching decoration, and the latter were possibly 

locally made. Overall, even if the seals are simpler in character during this phase, 

there is a picture of local regions that do things slightly differently.  

The final category of relatively common non-ceramic finds is stone vases. During 

this first phase, the most common stone vases are spouted bowls and small 

sized box shapes carved out of chlorite and decorated with running spirals and 

hatched triangles. From the studied cemeteries, open shapes are better 

represented. There is a wide distribution across the island but their consistent 

decoration and shape indicates a limited number of workshops which possibly 

are located in the Mesara and Asterousia regions, where the raw materials are 

found locally, such as chlorite (Bevan 2007, 85). However, certain chronological 

dates cannot be assigned to specific types of vessels, given their long periods of 

production, and the limited early secure deposits. Therefore, most published 

material is given a very broad chronological attribution from EM II – MM I. Stone 

vases are not found in any of the EM I deposits (Evely 2010, 181; Warren 1969, 

182). Few stone vases could be dated conclusively in this phase from the Lebena 

tombs, Koumasa, Agia Kyriaki, Skaniari Lakkos, Agia Triada and Platanos 

(Fig.8.3).  

 

8.2d. Overview of this phase 
 

By comparing the datasets of the studied cemeteries, it seems that the 

architecture does not indicate strong homogeneity in mortuary behaviour during 

this phase. The tholos tomb may be the core of the cemetery, but things change 

gradually from the EM IIA period from site to site even within the same region. It 

seems that there is not a static tradition in these funerary contexts, since the 

existence of structures other than the tholos tombs is already apparent. Also 

within both main geographical zones in the Mesara region (Mesara plain and 

Asterousia mountains), there is some more complex architectural activity, 

however it is obvious that the emphasis is given here to the Asterousia mountains 

rather than Mesara valley because of the specific sites available for detailed 
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study. More data contributing to the broad picture comes from the western 

Asterousia, in particular from Skaniari Lakkos, presenting a different architectural 

layout compared to what has been known, and from the central Asterousia, with 

Miamou and particularly Koumasa (with the new archaeological data) indicating 

more complex architectural layouts. The use of annexes could be justified in 

terms of a change and extension of the burial activities, incorporating additional 

activities that could possibly be related to extending the treatment of individual 

corpses in time. The additions of delimited open spaces indicate a new spatial 

complexity to the cemetery, representing a venue for new activities, or 

differentiating activities which formerly (as far as we can tell) either took place 

within the tholos or elsewhere, outside the cemetery.  
The material deposition, particularly from the studied sample of ceramics, 

displays a broadly homogeneous picture among the sites, suggesting similarities 

in funerary rituals and a fairly common spatial structure of activities. Most of the 

pyxides, miniature vessels and other non-ceramic finds, like seals, jewellery and 

daggers, come from the tholoi, while more mixed types of objects were recovered 

from their associated buildings and exteriors. In other words, the nature of the 

burial practices seems to be widely shared among the studied sites. The ceramic 

assemblages share many similarities in the types of vessels used among the 

studied cemeteries, though still there is an uneven distribution in some cases 

possibly pointing towards specific local preferences (or vagaries of survival and 

recovery) in each cemetery. Most cases clearly show a preference for drinking 

and pouring vessels, while others to storage vessels, and in particular to the 

pyxis type of vessel – depositions mainly associated with the dead, such as at 

Lebena Gerokampos. The Lebena cemeteries deviate from the drinking/ pouring 

preference markedly. This is so marked at the well-preserved Lebena 

Gerokampos that one has to wonder whether some of the elsewhere dominant 

drinking/ eating activities took place elsewhere, away from the immediate vicinity 

of the tomb. The presence of cooking (4%) and serving vessels (18%) in this 

phase could also point to another aspect of practice related to cooking/ eating 

activities apart from the clearly related drinking/ liquid based rites. Though 
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because of the low quantity of cooking vessels recovered21, it is difficult to 

distinguish between on-site cooking or bringing prepared food to the cemetery. In 

the same way, the presence of communal vessels (3.8%) could add to food 

consumption and possibly preparation, capable of serving more than a family 

group in the funerary context. In general, the ratios of functional groups could 

suggest that one to three families could have been using these cemeteries, or at 

least actively involved in individual burials, but they can suggest that specific 

types of vessels are very common to all cemeteries, sharing a broad common 

tradition. Additionally, some of the larger complex cemeteries (i.e. Koumasa, 

Platanos, Skaniari Lakkos) produced less material than smaller cemeteries (i.e. 

Lebena Gerokampos, Moni Odigitria, Agia Kyriaki), though for this last contrast 

we need to consider the quality of the sample of material deposition, depending 

on varying intensities of looting.   

 

8.3. Second major phase (EM III – MM IA) 
 
The second major phase sees many changes in the architectural layout and 

depositional behaviour within the studied cemeteries, compared to the previous 

phase. The tholos maintains its role as the heart of the cemeteries, but there are 

more variations in architecture and changes in depositional behaviour, probably 

reflecting the new demands of changes in and increasing variations in the social 

organisation of the Mesara valley communities, but impacting the Asterousia 

communities too.  

 
8.3a. Architecture 
 

In terms of architectural developments during this second major phase, new 

tholos tombs seem to be built. New tholoi or rectangular tombs are now built in 

the cemeteries used already in the previous phase, such as Tholos E at 

Koumasa, Tholoi B and Γ at Platanos and the tombs γ, α, δ and ε. Similarly, 

another rectangular building (4) is constructed at Skaniari Lakkos and Agia 

                                            
21 Potentially exacerbated by the academic lack of interest in these low-fired, easily broken and undecorated 
vessels.  
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Triada has two more complexes added (South and West Camerettes) (Fig.8.1). 

Among the studied cemeteries, most of the tholoi built in the preceding phase are 

still in use in this phase too. The exceptions are Skaniari Lakkos tholos (1) and 

rectangular burial building (2), possibly Tholos A at Moni Odigitria and Tomb Γ at 

Koumasa.  

As for the annexes, they are already apparent at a few cemeteries in the previous 

phase but they become more widespread in this phase. Eight cemeteries seem to 

have at least an annex room in front of their tholos tomb (Agia Kyriaki, Koumasa 

A and B, Lebena Papoura I, Lebena Gerokampos IIA, Moni Odigitria B, and 

possibly Miamou). Some reconstructions are seen during this phase and the 

additions of new rooms. Examples come from the redesigned annex of Tholos B 

at Moni Odigitria and at Agia Kyriaki, extra rooms are added to the existing ones. 

New annexes are seen at Apesokari A and B, at Kouses, at Koumasa for Tholos 

B, at Platanos for Tholoi A and B, at Lebena Gerokampos II and for Tholos A at 

Agia Triada (Fig.8.1).  

The use of ossuaries is clear for the first time in this phase. In some cases, 

specific built structures were used as ossuaries (i.e. Room Γ at Kouses, the 

ossuary in Building 3 at Skaniari Lakkos). Some of these structures have some 

finds apart from the human remains, but in comparison with massive annexes, 

the dominance of bones is significant. For example, only eighteen vessels came 

from the space known as the ossuary in Building 3 at Skaniari Lakkos. So, for the 

studied samples, the differences between ossuaries and specific rooms of 

annexes can be based on the balance between the human remains and material 

culture depositions. This new architectural feature suggests a process of cleaning 

out earlier burials, presumably so new burials can be placed in the traditional 

tholos tombs, which are still in use at the same time with these new structures. 

This method of cleaning up the tomb is reinforced by traces of fire in some tombs, 

or the use of sand to cover the earlier burial stratum. The co-existence of 

annexes and ossuaries could have worked well for such a practice, since the 

contents of the tomb could have been periodically removed and redeposited in 

these subsidiary structures, but they could have been used and regarded 

differently. The annexes, apart from a practical function, could have had a 

specific symbolic use since some rooms could be used for particular ritual 

activities or selected human remains deposited (i.e. Room a1 of the annex at 
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Moni Odigitria). Perhaps the direct remains of the ancestors are moved away 

from the tomb, but the offerings that accompanied their original burial, are re-

housed within the tomb complex. Though, the ossuaries could have had a more 

practical function of making space in the original tholos tomb.  

Emphasis on the use or formalisation of use of external spaces is also given new 

emphasis during this phase. This draws new attention to the external areas of the 

cemetery, potentially representing the simultaneous participation of larger groups 

of individuals, a different type or a wider range of activities at the cemeteries. 

Both Apesokari cemeteries and Platanos present defined open paved areas and 

the forecourt in front of Building 3 at Skaniari Lakkos continues to be in use in this 

phase. The Moni Odigitria cemetery, where this has been most intensively 

documented and analysed, presents evidence for intensive activities in its 

courtyards (Fig.8.1).  

Overall, cemeteries present more complex layouts during this phase and new 

structures suggest an intensive building investment and new, more differentiated 

patterns of mortuary behaviour (clearing, redeposition, fumigation episodes). The 

tholos tomb seems to continue to serve as the core of the cemetery with new 

behaviours developed and manifest through the other added structures in front 

and around it.  

 
8.3b. Pottery 
 
The above changes in architecture are also followed by changes in the ceramic 

material deposition. Two main patterns can be recognised, first that the range of 

types of vessels is more limited, mainly now being focused on cups and jugs, and 

second that large deposits of vessels are now found outside the tombs.   

As for the first phase, it should be noted that the comparisons between the 

studied cemeteries are based on datasets with different resolutions, since the 

samples from each cemetery are very different. Thus, the comparisons are 

undertaken to extract broad patterns representing the general changes through 

time, trying to set at the past behavioural conventions despite the various modern 

preservation, recovery and presentation biases.  

Starting with the more limited range noticed in the types of vessels deposited in 

the cemeteries during this phase, the emphasis is mainly given to the smaller 
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conical cup shape, the jug and the open shallow bowl (dish). Drinking vessels 

now constitute 52% of the total ceramic assemblage (Fig.8.4), expanding from 

34% in the preceding phase. Pouring, cooking and serving vessels make up 

similar percentages during both phases (pouring vessels represent 14% in this 

phase and 19% in the previous, cooking vessels 4% in both phases and serving 

vessels 21% in this phase and 18% in the previous). However, some variations in 

vessel preference are seen among the studied cemeteries. For example, Agia 

Kyriaki, Lebena Gerokampos, Lebena Papoura, Miamou and Moni Odigitria 

produced larger numbers of drinking vessels than pouring vessels, whereas 

Skaniari Lakkos, Lebena Zervou, Koumasa, Platanos and Agia Triada produced 

more pouring vessels. This may imply a differential use of the jug, which means 

that in some cemeteries it may have been used predominantly as ritual 

equipment for offerings to the dead, rather than used for general ceremonies 

involving practices of consumption among the living. For example, among 

pouring vessels, rhyta and askoi could have been used primarily or exclusively 

for ritual activities, as already suggested of the previous phase. 

What is also evident in all the studied ceramic assemblages is the decrease of 

storage vessels, which dropped from 18% to 5% during this period, in particular a 

decline in the deposition of pyxides (Figs. 8.2; 8.4). The presence of burial 

containers (pithoi, larnakes) is also apparent by now, suggesting the slow 

adoption of a new way of burial. This new material indicates a change in what 

was considered appropriate to deposit with the dead and how the body itself was 

treated. They are reducing the deposition of storage vessels (pyxides in 

particular) with the dead, at the same time as they are recognising the need to 

remove material from the tombs to be re-deposited in other spaces. This overall 

change may indicate a shift in the emphasis in mortuary behavior from 

depositions with the body, to the commemoration of activities among the living in 

the context of mortuary rituals.  

These changes parallel the construction of additional structures in the pre-

existing tholos-centred cemeteries. The spatial analysis for each studied 

cemetery has shown that many vessels now came from the exterior spaces of the 

cemeteries. It was already seen as the previous phase developed, an increasing 

need to clean out earlier burials and to redeposit material culture in annexes or 

ossuaries. At the same time, the presence of defined, open, sometimes paved 
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yards indicates a shift towards new practices related to group activities, 

gatherings that were not oriented solely to the tomb and the burial practice itself. 

The presence of cooking vessels, already seen from the end of the previous 

phase, in external spaces, such as the outer courtyard at Moni Odigitria and the 

two forecourts at Skaniari Lakkos, may suggest practices relevant to in situ 

cooking activity, rather than simply bringing them as containers for food and 

depositing them with the dead. However, the communal character distinguished 

in the previous period, changes in this phase. Cooking and serving vessels are 

still present, continuing the sense of gatherings, but the character changes 

towards a more individual approach. The replacement of the large bowls and two-

handled cups with the smaller conical cup, suggesting a smaller capacity and 

therefore of individual use, reflects a changing content of these new ritual more 

collective activities conducted in the tholos cemeteries. The sample from the 

good sites, which produced more than 100 vessels from all the functional 

categories, suggests the following ratios for drinking versus pouring (4.45), 

drinking versus serving (2.48) and pouring versus serving (0.56) (Appendix 8).  

The formalisation of exterior spaces within cemeteries and the need for 

compartmentalisation apart from the original tholoi, could suggest the inclusion of 

more individuals in more complicated funerary rituals.  

 
8.3c. Other finds 
 
As in the previous phase, the main categories of other finds datable to this 

second major phase from the studied cemeteries are the daggers, figurines, 

seals and stone vases.  

During this phase, the daggers are mainly of the long type. However, some of this 

type are found in earlier deposits too. Most daggers came from the large tholos 

cemeteries at Platanos (58), Koumasa (31) and Agia Triada (21), confirming 

these foci for early metalwork consumption, and possibly manufacture from the 

previous phase (Fig.8.5). 

As for the figurines, very few zoomorphic clay figurines were found in these 

funerary contexts during this phase.  

The seals during this second major phase, are physically larger and use a variety 

of more complex motifs than in previous phases, indicating that now the 
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manufacture of these items is probably in the hands of specialists (Sbonias 2012, 

276). In this phase, most seals come from the large cemeteries of Platanos and 

Agia Triada, in the Mesara valley, while the distribution of seals in the Asterousia 

region presents a lower quantity, when compared to their wide distribution in the 

previous phase. Imported ivory is now one of the principal material used, more 

elaborately and finely carved. Tholos cemeteries in the Mesara valley (Platanos 

and Agia Triada) seem to dominate the production and consumption of ivory 

seals, due to the high number of such deposited objects (Fig.8.5). Isolated 

examples came from Miamou, Koumasa, Moni Odigitria and Lebena (Papoura 

and Gerokampos tombs) and they are of analogous quality and style compared 

to the major assemblages found at the larger sites (Sbonias 2012, 278). These 

local communities seem to have consumed fewer ivory pieces and therefore, 

were possibly embedded but were peripheral in distribution networks that 

integrated the wider region of the Mesara, dominated by sites such as Agia 

Triada and Platanos.  

For stone vases, by this second phase, there is now a shift from chlorite to harder 

stones and a wider variety of vessel forms, such as the bird’s nest bowls and 

stick-handled cups. Due to the less certain stratigraphical information from the 

cemeteries, many stone vases cannot be assigned more secure dates; MM IA 

examples are easier to recognise. During this phase, like pottery, more stone 

vases were found outside the tholos chambers, in the annexes or in the open 

areas of the cemeteries, pointing towards either a different use of the stone vases 

than exclusively funerary, or that those found in the annexes were simply re-

deposited. Thus, apart from being buried with the deceased, they could have also 

served as ritual equipment stored for potential re-use, as part of a new mortuary 

tradition (Bevan 2007, 90). An impressively large number of stone vases from 

Platanos date during this second phase, followed by Agia Triada (Fig.8.5); fewer 

stone vases came from Koumasa. For the exceptionally large quantity of stone 

vases found at Platanos, deposited in spaces where normally conical cups were 

instead, it has also been suggested this is due to a trend to replace the ceramic 

conical cups with more valuable stone vases (Legarra Herrero 2011, 71). But this 

is a unique case when compared with the assemblages from other cemeteries, 

so it is difficult to be considered as a new general mortuary practice. Perhaps it is 

simply a local difference in the preference for these objects.    
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Apart from trading stone vases within the island, there are indications for trade 

beyond Crete, like possible imports from Egypt or even influence on new 

techniques of manufacture as seen on a few stone vases, but they are probably 

overwhelmingly locally made. However, the increasing use of harder stones and 

more elaborate shapes probably saw a greater specialisation in production and 

they were probably traded from specific production centres. At the beginning of 

this phase, the influences are coming from the Aegean and in particular from the 

Cyclades, but by the end of this phase the interest turns towards Egypt and the 

Near East. An interest parallel is the importation of ivory, and a few Egyptian 

scarabs. Agia Triada is the cemetery which seems to have preferentially 

consumed, and therefore potentially produced some of the Egyptianising 

examples (Bevan 2007, 93-99). 

 

8.3d. Overview of this phase 

 

Both architecture and material culture point towards significant but gradual 

changes, which already started to be visible by the end of the previous phase. 

The innovations are manifest through the additions of new structures in the 

existing cemeteries, while new cemeteries are also established (e.g. Apesokari 

A). These more complex layouts include annexes, ossuaries, paved open areas 

and peribolos walls, which are now integral parts of the tholos cemeteries. The 

architectural data suggests actions of grouping, re-arrangement and re-

deposition of human remains and objects in discrete locales.  

A less varied set of ceramic vessels are in use with consumption vessels of 

smaller size (goblets, teapots). The small, conical cup as the dominant shape, 

suggests a more individualised rather than communal practice. Change in the 

number of vessels deposited may indicate a change in the scale of the burying/ 

participating groups and also represents a change in what was considered 

appropriate to deposit with the dead.  

The appearance of cooking vessels and ashy deposits in some yard areas may 

indicate group activities at the cemetery, rather than just carrying food for the 

dead and depositing it in the tomb with a few offerings. This practice is already 

seen from the end of the previous phase, with the examples of Skanari Lakkos 
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with the deposition of cooking pots in the forecourts and Moni Odigitria with the 

burnt deposit and the presence of cooking pots in the outer courtyard. 

A shift in importing foreign goods, from Cycladic to east Mediterranean exotica, or 

imitating them locally also appears in this phase. The evidence of seals and 

stone vases indicates a developing taste for more elaborate objects, involving 

increased technological expertise, which could imply some sort of differentiation 

in production and consumption, and perhaps more apparent inter-and intra-

community competition between burying groups.  

Mortuary behaviour in this phase shows a more complicated mortuary ritual 

involving the cleaning, the secondary treatment of the dead, the use of ossuaries 

and careful selection of bones, the introduction of burial containers that could 

have been associated with rites also related to collective ancestors rather than 

the burial rites. However, there is a consistency from the previous phase in the 

dominance of the drinking shapes across all the studied cases, which indicate a 

widely shared and long-term attitude in the practice of certain rites.  

 
8.4. Third major phase (MM IB – MM II) 
 
During the third and last phase, a gradual abandonment of the tholos cemeteries 

in south-central Crete is seen. A gradual though geographical shift is also visible, 

since the cemeteries in the mountains started to decline first, as occupation also 

declined in these agriculturally marginal environments. In contrast, the 

cemeteries in the Mesara valley seem to continue a little later and to receive 

some further changes in structure and depositional behaviour, until they too 

cease to be used.  

 

8.4a. Architecture 
 
During this third major phase, some new structural additions are seen at Agia 

Triada, Moni Odigitria and Apesokari B (Fig.8.1). Either the plans of the existing 

annexes are altered or new constructions are added (i.e. extra rectangular/ 

square rooms, pits used as ossuaries or even new paved courtyards), even a 

new tholos tomb (Tholos B at Agia Triada). Moni Odigitria and Apesokari B added 

ossuary pits and some redesigning and re-use of the already existing structures 
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are seen, mainly in Agia Triada and perhaps in Platanos. New annexes and other 

rooms are added at Agia Triada and Apesokari B. Finally, new paved open 

spaces are documented at Agia Triada and Apesokari A and B, possibly the latter 

two during the previous phase. As for the other studied cemeteries, Lebena 

Papoura, Lebena Gerokampos, Agia Kyriaki and possibly Lebena Zervou and 

Miamou, are completely out of use during this phase.  

The mortuary setting, therefore, displays similarities with the previous phases. 

There are no new types of architectural elements established during this phase, 

but there is a new type of burial, like the pithos burials outside with few offerings. 

This probably reflects the declining use of the traditional cemeteries, but without 

any independent measure of the number of burials in each phase, it is not 

possible to determine whether this also represents a decline in the amount of 

material deposited to accompany individual burials. Still the addition of another, 

though, smaller tholos tomb at Agia Triada deviates from the general pattern. 

Overall, the general picture of cemeteries as community foci stops.  

 
8.4b. Pottery 
 
The ceramic assemblage deposited in the cemeteries also displays few 

variations, and in general it carries on most patterns from the previous phase. 

However, the number of ceramic vessels found by now is very low (Fig.8.6). 

Conical cups (41%) and jugs (28%) remain the dominant shapes (Fig.8.6). The 

use of drinking and pouring vessels continues, suggesting the continuation of the 

long-term tradition of limited consumption during mortuary ceremonies. Cups also 

show a continued, slight reduction in size in some cases. The sample from all the 

functional categories of good sites suggest the following ratios for drinking versus 

pouring (1.43), drinking versus serving (3.54) and pouring versus serving (2.47) 

(Appendix 8). Most of these vessels were deposited in the exterior spaces of the 

tomb complexes, still suggesting the ritual emphasis based on drink consumption 

or liquid based practices away participants in activities around the tombs. Burial 

containers, such as pithoi and larnakes, indicate a tradition that seems to 

continue through this phase too, but are still less visible in the ceramic 

assemblage. 
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Agia Triada, Skaniari Lakkos and Moni Odigitria produced the highest quantity of 

vessels, though the ceramics from the last two cemeteries are mainly dated in 

MM IB, when they seem to have ceased to be used. During this last phase, 

ceramic evidence at Koumasa, Agia Kyriaki and the Lebena tombs is almost non-

existent, while ceramic evidence comes from Kouses, Platanos, Apesokari A and 

B, and by the end of this phase (MM IIB) only a few small cemeteries continue to 

be in some use. Since no added structures appear in these cemeteries during 

this phase, ceramic deposition suggests that very rare activity can be identified in 

their existing structures that maintain their use, merely for occasional burials or 

ritual visits.  

 
8.4c. Other finds 
 
By the end of the Prepalatial period (MM IA), ivory ceased to be used for seals. In 

this third phase (MM IB in particular), ivory was replaced by local materials again, 

such as soft stone, bone and a new soft white paste which is glazed and fired, 

which is now used commonly (Sbonias 2012, 281). There is also a shift to greater 

simplicity in the stylistic patterns and the abandonment of the large seal sizes. 

Additionally, the adoption of the Egyptian scarab form and the introduction of a 

foreign technique imitating faience (white paste) indicate the adoption of new 

traditions from outside the island (Pini 2000, 107-113). This phase continued to 

produce a significant number of seals, again with Platanos and Agia Triada 

having the highest quantities, though the Moni Odigitria cemetery seems to have 

a prominent role in the production of seals made of white paste (Fig.8.7). 

Sbonias (2012, 286) proposed that during the previous phase there was a 

landscape of distinct localities, each of which claimed their own power and acted 

as agents of change and innovation, even in areas that seem peripheral and of 

small scale, such as the western Asterousia. However, by the MM II period, the 

disappearance of these distinct local sphragistic styles in the Asterousia region 

could also indicate their gradual decline or were complete integration with 

broader distribution networks. The seals from Kouses seem to have been 

produced in this phase (where only one seal was recorded in situ from the interior 
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of the tholos tomb of an earlier date)22. At Lebena Gerokampos and Lebena 

Papoura, there are also some isolated seals made of white paste (Fig.8.7), which 

could have been supplied from other communities within a regional network. By 

MM II, the incorporation of their seal traditions within a palatial context, as 

reflected in the MM IB sealings from Phaistos, indicates a strengthening of supra-

regional structures. MM IB - II is the period that Phaistos experiences significant 

growth and consolidation that could have integrated the communities in the 

region (Militello 2012; Todaro 2009a, 2012; Whitelaw 2012).  

This third major phase (MM IB – MM II) sees a decline in stone vase deposition in 

the funerary contexts, compared to the previous phases, since fewer cemeteries 

were in use (Fig.8.8). The main difference distinguished between stone vases in 

this phase as compared with the previous phases, is their larger size and their 

forms, which are now closer to those found in domestic contexts. The previous 

stone vases were mainly of small size and very shallow with thick walls, pointing 

towards a less practical usage as they seem intended to be used in funerary 

contexts. The stone vases in this phase, have different shapes such as cups, 

jugs, bucket-jars and open bowls, they are more finely undercut and dominantly 

made of serpentine. These new techniques indicate a different use of the stone 

vases, that seem to be intended for household contexts. They are found at all 

levels in the emerging settlement hierarchy, from palaces, large towns to rural 

villages and farms (Bevan 2007, 116). Thus, the stone vases deposited in these 

funerary contexts could point towards a different use of them, perhaps replacing 

some ceramic vessels, though the numbers are still low (Fig.8.7). This practice 

has already been suggested for the many small stone vases at Platanos in the 

previous phase, replacing the ceramic conical cups. With shapes directly 

comparable to those consumed in settlements, in this phase the stone vases 

deposited in cemeteries could be in secondary use not made exclusively for 

funerary use.  

 
 
 
 

                                            
22 D. Hatzi – Vallianou, pers. comm. 
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8.4d. Overview of this phase 
 

In this third major phase, particularly by the MM II period, the gradual 

abandonment or only sporadic use of some of the spaces within the cemeteries is 

quite clear. The cemetery of Agia Triada is unique in documenting some new 

additions and remained in use throughout this last phase. 

Both architecture and material deposition share similarities in the two larger 

tholos cemeteries, Agia Triada and Platanos. Concerning the architectural 

features and how they were used during this period, both sites used more than 

one tholos tomb contemporaneously; in fact, Agia Triada built a second during 

this phase. The annexes and open yards still have a vital role in the mortuary 

behaviour but nothing to suggest any differences in how they were used 

compared to the previous period. Any re-building or additions to the existing 

structures within the cemeteries would probably be the result of maintenance for 

existing needs. 

However, there are slight variations in the objects found, since Platanos did not 

produce a large ceramic sample compared to Agia Triada; already from the 

previous phase it displayed a preference for small stone vases, instead of using 

conical cups. Agia Triada, on the other hand, showed a preference for the 

drinking vessels, which mostly came from the camerettes rather than the tholoi 

and the ossuary. Some smaller cemeteries provided evidence for use during this 

period, but it seems to be an occasional activity.  

This may lead to the conclusion that since cemeteries declined in use, the small 

marginal communities would have also been abandoned. Thus, integration within 

a more centralised regional organisation made local inter-community competition 

obsolete, a turn of events that would have affected the social importance of the 

cemeteries (Legarra Herrero 2014a, 63-4).  

However, our assessment of the decline of the cemeteries during this phase is 

still complicated, since the data from the MM II period outside palatial contexts is 

yet difficult to be recognised (Walberg 1983).  
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8.5. Final inter-period comparison 
 

Having dealt with the three categories of evidence in their own sections 

(architecture-pottery-other finds) for the studied cemeteries, a final inter-period 

comparison is necessary, in order to have a clear understanding of the patterns 

and changes in this area, before trying to compare these with patterns and 

developments elsewhere in Crete. 

The main pattern recognised throughout the use of these cemeteries is the tholos 

structure with its attached smaller, rectangular rooms (annexes). The tholoi are 

clearly intended for the burials, whereas annexes are found with occasional 

interments and funerary ritual equipment. These buildings outside the tholoi are 

added gradually and they do not appear at the same time in all the studied 

cemeteries, though eventually become a component of nearly all. There are a 

few exceptions, such as the examples Skaniari Lakkos and Lebena Zervou, 

where no annexes have been found at any time during their period of use, though 

this may be because excavations were largely restricted to the burial structure 

interiors. The material deposition shows variations as to the preference for 

specifics objects but with no significant differentiation in the range of material 

between the tombs, with the exception of Lebena Gerokampos and the quantity 

of pyxides found. The tholoi, in general, produced more storage and miniature 

vessels and non-ceramic objects, like daggers, seals and jewellery, whereas the 

annexes had more drinking and pouring vessels with less material was likely to 

be considered the personal possessions of the dead.  

When annexes become integral parts of most tholos cemeteries, the material 

deposition changes, since the mortuary practice shifts more clearly towards re-

using these spaces, cleaning and re-arrangement to use space more efficiently. 

These actions could have been associated with new ritual practices which 

created the need for extra spaces. Three types of structures can be seen in most 

studied cemeteries, but not necessarily all the new architectural features are 

used in the same way within each cemetery. Apart from the annexes, which could 

consist of more than one room with a differentiated use for each of them (used for 

interment deposition, or ritual or storage space), there are: a) independent 

rectangular buildings; b) ossuaries and c) open spaces.  
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Rectangular buildings, according to their contents may have been used as burial 

buildings (i.e. Buildings 2, 3 and 4 at Skaniari Lakkos, Tomb Γ at Koumasa, 

tombs α, γ, δ, ε at Platanos), or for special ritual activities among a restricted 

number of people, perhaps combining a space for specific ritual activities, with 

the storage or deposition of the artefacts involved (Room 1 at Moni Odigitria, 

Room 9 at Apesokari B or the South Camerette at Agia Triada). When these 

buildings outside and not attached to the tholoi appear to be used for burials, we 

cannot be clear whether these were burials originally made in these spaces, or 

whether contained material initially deposited in the tholos chamber, and later 

relocated to the new out-buildings, either to make room in the tholos, or as a 

secondary burial ritual.  

The ossuaries appear to be used for re-deposited material, due to the 

concentration of human remains found there, particularly of skulls and long 

bones. They are only found at some sites. In some other cases, they might exist, 

but excavation only concentrated on the interiors of the built structures and in 

some cases, these ossuaries are in the form of a pit.  

The picture of the architectural layout of these cemeteries is complete with the 

open areas, when identifiable. These spaces, which in some cases are 

architecturally defined by paved areas or peribolos walls, or outside benches (or 

‘altars’), seem to be intended for general ceremonies or post-funerary activities, 

which could have involved the entire community – certainly were individuals that 

could have participated at one time in any rituals in the tholoi, or rectangular 

structures. Moni Odigitria and Agia Kyriaki are sites where such activities could 

have taken place outside the tombs since there is available evidence, but at the 

Lebena cemeteries, due to excavation limitations, any such features, 

representing more communal practices will have been missed. In terms of 

material deposition, along with these new buildings, the possible circulation or re-

location of objects within the cemeteries could have taken place. Perhaps when 

human remains were moved into ossuaries or burial buildings, the offerings that 

accompanied their original burial could have been re-housed within the tomb 

complex (i.e. stone vases), but this cannot be easily recognised within such 

disturbed contexts. Changes in the types of ceramic vessels used within these 

funerary contexts is also seen. The drinking vessels represented a long tradition 
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throughout the use of the cemeteries, though involving smaller shapes through 

time, whereas other consumption vessels are of broader use (dishes and jugs).  

Overall, these changes through time do not seem to happen exactly 

contemporaneously among the studied cemeteries even in terms of the long 

phases. Figure 8.1 clearly shows through the three major chronological phases, 

and that in some cemeteries new elements are adopted earlier and somewhere 

else later. It stands out that during the first phase, almost all the studied 

cemeteries have a tholos tomb constructed, with most following a simple 

architectural layout, though material depositions present a wide range of goods. 

During the second phase, almost all the cemeteries show a more complex 

configuration involving architectural changes as well as material depositions that 

may indicate a shift in the emphasis in mortuary behaviour from depositions with 

the body, to the commemoration of activities among the living in the context of 

mortuary rituals. The third phase shows the beginning of the decline of some of 

the studied cemeteries, while others seem to continue their use and in a few 

cases, more structures were added (i.e. Agia Triada).  
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS 
 
9.1. The south-central Cretan cemeteries within their wider context during 
the Prepalatial and early Protopalatial periods 
 
The previous chapter discussed the patterns and changes relevant to the role of 

mortuary behavior only by phase, during the development of their communities and 

aspects of their potential social significance. Three major chronological phases 

were identified, of broad relevance across the region. The objective of this final 

chapter is to provide a further interpretation of these patterns relevant to their wider 

cultural context on Crete during the Prepalatial and early Protopalatial periods in 

the context of the wider social transformations that took place across the island. It 

attempts to identify if there are parallel changes elsewhere in the island during 

these three phases and, returning to our original regional focus, the potential role 

of the developing state-level polity centred on Phaistos, in the transformations in 

mortuary behaviour.  

About 78 Prepalatial and Protopalatial tholos tombs are known so far, most found 

in south-central Crete (the Merara valley, Asterousia mountains and the south 

coast), though a small number have been found outside this area (about 15%). In 

particular, there are some unexcavated and poorly documented examples 

(Gorgolaini, Krasi B and Siderokamino) in central Crete, while there are some 

excavated in north and central Crete (Archanes Phourni B, Γ and E, Knossos 

Gypsades and Krasi A), as well as a few in east Crete (Myrsini, Agia Photia Siteias, 

Mesorrachi and Livari) (Fig.9.1). The last two from east Crete have recently been 

excavated (Papadatos and Sofianou 2012; 2013; 2015). With the exception of 

Krasi A, Livari and Mesorrachi that can be dated in the later EM I period, the rest 

were established from EM II onwards.  

The concentration of tholos tombs in the Mesara region has been considered as 

evidence for the existence of geographically defined population groups of different 

cultural identity in different areas of Crete, particularly in the south-central part of 

island (Legarra Herrero 2009; Relaki 2004). The new excavated tholos tombs in 

east Crete were initially regarded as the result of migrations of population that 

came from south-central Crete (Papadatos and Sofianou 2013, 26). Due to the lack 
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of other similar types of tombs in the area and the locational preferences where 

they were found, the above explanation is not considered very convincing, even if 

it is contemporary with some of the earliest tholoi in the Asterousia. For example, 

Mesorrachi is situated in an isolated and remote area, which cannot be considered 

the ideal location to choose (Papadatos and Sofianou 2013, 27). Even for the case 

of Livari, where its location on the southeast could encourages the hypothesis of 

migration, still the number of tholos cemeteries are not sufficient to support it. 

However, an alternative is that they could have been constructed by itinerant 

builders coming from the Mesara, imitating architectural features of the tholos 

cemeteries in south-central Crete, or individual communities moving at this time 

(i.e. Agia Photia, Kastri on Kythera – probably of larger scale). Both tholoi 

(Mesorrachi and Livari) share the form and method of construction, even the 

southeast orientation for their entrances, following the conventions of the south-

central tholos tombs (Papadatos and Sofianou 2012, 2013, 2015) (Figs.9.2; 9.3). 

The material culture shows affinities with the north Cretan coast and the Mesara 

region, suggesting that from the EM I period there were networks of intensive 

interaction and contact between distant areas of the island. People, cultural 

traditions, ideas, materials and objects were travelling, reinforcing the cultural 

integration between the central and east parts of the island (Papadatos 2014; 

Papadatos and Sofianou 2012). To this picture, Skaniari Lakkos could have played 

a reverse role on the south-central coast. It is in an isolated and remote coastal 

area, and displays architectural similarities (particularly Burial Building 4) with the 

house tombs in east Crete (e.g. Palaikastro) and central Crete (e.g. Sissi) during 

the same periods of use (Fig.9.4). Perhaps the idiosyncratic funerary architectural 

plan seen at Skaniari Lakkos, compared to the rest of the south-central tholos 

cemeteries, involves a similar range of possible explanations for the community to 

adopt new ‘foreign’ mortuary practices.  

Some of these observations were explored through the most recent study 

investigating patterns of mortuary behaviour and social trajectories on the entire 

island during the Pre- and Protopalatial periods. Since the early periods of the Early 

Bronze Age on Crete cultural diversity is clear, giving indications of social, political 

and ideological differences between the communities, continuing into the Middle 

Bronze Age (Legarra Herrero 2014a).  
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During the first phase (EM I – II), the picture across the rest of the island is, 

unsurprisingly, more diverse in mortuary practices than in south-central Crete. 

Northeast and southeast Crete present a considerable degree of heterogeneity in 

mortuary traditions, from rock shelters (Gournia; Soles 1992), cist graves (Pseira; 

Betancourt and Davaras 2002, 2003) to rock-cut chamber tombs (Agia Photia 

Siteias) with strong Cycladic affinities in architecture, type of burial and material 

deposition (Davaras and Betancourt 2004, 2012), and rectangular built tombs 

(Mochlos, Palaikastro, Zakros; Soles 1992). This mortuary variability even coexists 

in the same cemeteries (e.g. Gournia, Zakros, Agia Photia). In north-central and 

central Crete, during this early period, Gournes (Galanaki 1999, 2006) is another 

cemetery which includes 36 tombs of various types (twenty-nine rock-cut 

chambers and seven pit graves), finding close parallels to the Agia Photia cemetery 

but also with the central Cyclades and even Manika in Euboea (Sampson 1988). 

Later in this phase (by the EM IIA period), Cycladic-type cemeteries (e.g. Gournes, 

Agia Photia Siteias) seem to disappear, while there are cemeteries that continue 

to develop the rectangular type of architecture (e.g. Pseira, Petras) and new 

constructions of rectangular tombs are seen at Mochlos, Gournia and Palaikastro 

in northeast Crete. As for north-central Crete, there are more cemeteries 

constructed and in use, such as Archanes Phourni, Sissi and Mallia. Off-island 

material culture is still imported and imitated to varying degrees in most of these 

cemeteries and even the Cretan material shows much differentiation in 

depositional behaviour (Legarra Herrero 2009, 2014a). Funerary data from west 

Crete during this phase is extremely limited (e.g. NAMFI beach, Nea Roumata) 

due to less archaeological investigations and unpublished material.  

In general, during this phase the situation in other parts of the island, except south-

central Crete, is more heterogeneous in architecture and depositional behaviour at 

all spatial scales; in some cases different traditions and attitudes are seen within 

the same cemetery. This could suggest intra- and inter- community competition 

and experimentation. Ceramic and non-ceramic assemblages also show a 

diversity within the cemeteries of the north and east parts of Crete, with off-island 

influence on objects since the beginning of this phase. During the EM II period, this 

pattern of diversity seems to be extended by the tholos cemeteries in south-central 

Crete, which became a more common tradition in burials among the different 

regions. The use of off-island material in south-central Crete is more limited than 
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the rest regions, when compared to their material deposition (Legarra Herrero 

2014a, 144-150). The cemeteries at Archanes Phourni and Mochlos suggest intra-

community differentiation, and since not all communities do, therefore also inter-

community differentiation. When compared to the cemeteries in the Mesara region, 

the closest example of intra- and inter-differentiation is the cemetery at Koumasa. 

It has been suggested that south-central Crete has a more independent path with 

a more homogeneous mortuary tradition (Legarra Herrero 2009, 2014a), though 

this thesis recognises local diversity within this, and proposes that smaller regions 

perhaps should be considered for the Mesara and Asterousia region as well.  

Towards the end of this phase (EM IIB), the east part of Crete, with Pseira and 

Mochlos cemeteries, presents a significant amount of ceramic evidence of local 

production (i.e. Vasiliki Ware) that could suggest with more certainty the continuity 

of these cemeteries through time, whereas the off-island material lost its 

importance. At the same time, some evidence of imitated Vasiliki ware came from 

the Mesara region but with less datable material evidence, while the use of off-

island material was still in use as it was not found in large quantities originally.  

The second phase (EM III – MM IA) clearly shows that most areas experienced 

similar changes, though the mortuary behaviour is still different at both community 

and regional levels island-wide. The general mortuary behaviour in north, central 

and east Crete experienced a similar period of increasing diversity in comparison 

with the previous phase. The Archanes Phourni cemetery witnessed significant 

construction of tombs in this period, with clustered funerary buildings and several 

paved areas (Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997; Panagiotopoulos 2002; 

Papadatos 1999, 2005). Overall, a greater architectural development is seen at 

sites that were to become ‘palatial’ centres in the Protopalatial period, such as 

Malia, Gournia and Petras. Parallel changes in mortuary behaviour with the tholos 

cemeteries in south-central Crete are seen in this part of the island too, such as 

the additions of square or rectangular rooms, re-use of rooms for other uses from 

the previous phase (e.g. ossuaries) and open defined areas. For example, the 

large number of rectangular tombs at Mochlos and Petras indicates that these 

communities were divided into smaller, probably kin-based burial groups 

(Papadatos 2017; Soles 1988; Whitelaw 1983). The adoption of the house tomb 

as a funerary structure, already used in the previous phase (EM II), is now widely 

used in the area of Siteia (e.g. Agios Georgios at Mantalia – a new house tomb 
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built; Linares – a cemetery already established since the previous phase; Soles 

1992, 127-129; 158-160). The spread of this type of tomb suggests an increase in 

population. A clearer picture of Petras as an emerging regional centre, though, 

comes from the later phase (ΜΜ ΙΒ – ΙΙ), which could also have influenced the 

nearby remote communities (Papadatos 2007, 316). The public character in the 

ritual practices within the cemeteries in east Crete is apparent from the paved 

areas and benches or possible altars at Mochlos, Gournia, the yards at Petras and 

Myrtos Pyrgos. Even for the latter square, isolated tomb found at Myrtos Pyrgos, 

with its construction dated in EM III/ MM IA, it has been recently suggested that 

this tomb presents elaborated architectural characteristics (ossuaries, paved open 

areas) resembling those of tholos cemeteries in south-central (Legarra Herrero 

2015) (Fig.9.5). These features occur broadly simultaneously with the similar 

additions in the tholos cemeteries (e.g. Apesokari A) in south-central Crete.  

Additionally, the material deposited presents a significant number of deposits 

pointing to group ritual activities (Legarra Herrero 2014a, 154). In particular, based 

on ceramic assemblages dated to the MM IA period, since EM III pottery is difficult 

to recognise without good stratified deposits, the presence of mainly cups and jugs, 

recovered from exterior spaces within cemeteries, is seen in most regions of the 

island. Similarly to the south-central tholos cemeteries, on the north coast, stone 

vases and seals are common objects found, but less frequent in eastern parts of 

Crete (Legarra Herrero 2014a, 154). Though, Petras is changing this picture, 

particularly in the next period (MM IB), with the complex shapes of seals and 

sealing motifs (Papadatos 2017, 317).  

By MM IA, the changes in mortuary behaviour are clear across the whole island 

and these could be related to significant changes in the social organisation of 

communities. Legarra Herrero (2014a) argues that these new changes affected 

many cemeteries across the island despite their size or location and therefore show 

that the new social organisation is not based on a hierarchical differentiation. The 

individual may need to belong to a strong community group, so the stronger the 

group, the stronger its members would feel (Legarra Herrero 2014a, 157). Thus, 

the communities could have increasingly been drawn into the orbit of emerging 

regional polities.   

During the third phase (MM IB – M II), mortuary behaviour continued to change 

across the whole island. Architectural features do not seem to have changed much 
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though, while the abandonment of some of the cemeteries is apparent. At the same 

time, additional tombs and the increasing adoption of new burial types (e.g. 

larnakes and pithoi) are evident too. A whole new mortuary element is now seen 

at Malia, with the construction of the monumental Chryssolakos tomb, expanding 

from a less elaborate predecessor. This monumentalisation and differentiation 

parallels the construction of the first palaces at this emerging urban centre. Other 

expanding communities show less dramatic developments. Petras changes 

significantly since it witnessed an increasing social complexity in both the 

settlement and the cemetery. Petras clearly becomes a local regional centre, most 

clear with the construction of a small palace in MM IIA. Lakkos deposit (MM IB) 

claimed, though not convincingly demonstrated, to be a dump from communal 

feasting, at least documents some communal activities in the local Protopalatial 

phase (Haggis 2012, 191-201). 

The cemetery at Petras increased in size and more house tombs were built near 

the earlier ones. The quantity and quality of the finds, particularly the seals with 

complex motifs, could be indicators that some burials belonged to elite groups 

(Papadatos 2017, 317). Additionally, the high quality of the pottery assemblage 

found outside the tombs may imply elaborate rituals taking place in the open areas 

of the cemetery in honour of the dead ancestors involving collective eating and 

drinking (Tsipopoulou 2012). New scales of differentiation, therefore, can be seen 

in the mortuary behaviour at different communities. At the same time, there is a 

gradual abandonment of cemeteries in the Asterousia mountains, as described in 

the previous chapter. A significant uncertainty remains in understanding this 

pattern. Some sites are abandoned (represented primarily by their cemeteries), 

representing a decline in population in these agriculturally marginal areas 

potentially as population is drawn to the opportunities of emerging centres like 

Phaistos (Blackman and Branigan 1977; Watrous et al. 1993). But some of this 

decline represents a shift away from the traditional cemeteries, to less visible 

burials (e.g. pithos), as cemeteries lose their significance as symbols of 

community. By the MM IB period, it seems that the focus on larger political and 

social entities is clearer, while by MM II the declining significance of cemeteries 

was visible and most by the end of this phase cease to be in use. The only 

exceptions that still show significant burial activity are at Malia, Archanes Phourni, 

Knossos Gypsades and Kamilari. This does not mean that communities do not 
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exist anymore, but it points to a shift from the public character of the mortuary ritual 

practised in these cemeteries towards other social contexts (i.e. peak sanctuaries, 

cave shrines or ‘palatial’ courtyards) (Legarra Herrero 2014a, 159). Pithoi and 

larnakes started to be used for burial in the previous period (Preston 2004, 179), 

and pithos cemeteries became more important as the principal type of burial 

(Devolder 2010; Girella forthcoming; Petit 1990; Vavouranakis 2014). Burial 

containers, whether they were found inside or outside tombs, did not initially 

replace built communal tombs, but indicate a different attitude to the treatment of 

the dead. Only at Archanes Phourni and Pyrgos, tombs seem to have a significant 

number of burial containers (Legarra Herrero 2016a). These burial containers 

could be indicators of a re-negotiation of social identities (Hamilakis 2018; 

Vavouranakis 2014), particularly in a period of major social change, though it 

remains difficult to understand the nature of these identities. Some burial pithoi 

were found outside tholoi, as at the Porti cemetery in the Mesara (Xanthoudides 

1924, 54-69). Though, how general this change in deposition is, is difficult to 

assess with so few excavations extending much beyond the tomb buildings, which 

is much more difficult to recognise them archaeologically, since very few pithos 

cemeteries have been excavated.  

In north and east Crete, it seems that there is the emergence of a greater 

differentiation at Malia for example, but since this is mostly represented by a single 

structure, the Chrysolakkos, the chances of identifying comparable evidence at any 

similar communities (such as at Knossos) is quite low (Whitelaw 2018). At other 

sites, such as Archanes Phourni, Petras and Sissi, there are many tombs, as 

earlier at Mochlos and Pseira, but in themselves these can be linked with 

expanding communities, since there is not much mortuary evidence so varied yet, 

to suggest significant differentiation between these tombs. Petras is clearly a 

developing community during Protopalatial period, but still there is not much to 

define it as a major centre before the construction of the palace in MM IIA. At least 

within the cemetery there is no evidence to suggest a focal differentiated tomb or 

tombs so far. On the contrary, Mochlos presents some inter-tomb differentiation 

but still it is not clear whether there was centralised power within the community by 

then. Malia and Knossos, as the only urban communities in north Crete during the 

late Prepalatial and Protopalatial periods, could have had an impact on other 

communities nearby.  
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At this point, after reviewing what was happening elsewhere on the island during 

the three major phases distinguished, it is productive to return to the regional focus 

of this thesis and to see the impact of the development of Phaistos as a polity on 

communities and cemeteries in the south-central part of Crete.  

  

9.2. The role of Phaistos in the Protopalatial period in the social changes and 
burial customs in south-central Crete through time 
 

It has been argued that the palace of Phaistos emerged through collective activities 

involving several of the Mesaran communities (Relaki 2003) and that this regional 

political transformation is considered to have occurred in the late Prepalatial period 

based on the evidence for the large-scale expansion of the community at Phaistos, 

and changes in the west Mesara regional settlement data (Whitelaw 2012). It is not 

a coincidence that smaller tholos cemeteries in the Asterousia were largely 

abandoned as the process of urbanisation and political centralisation progressed 

with Protopalatial Phaistos as a magnet, drawing-in rural population (Blackman 

and Branigan 1977; Watrous et al. 1993).  

However, this does not mean that the peripheral communities disappeared from 

the map. The newly developing centre at Phaistos could simply have been built on 

rather than have completely absorbed local social networks, incorporating them 

into the political institutions that served a new order (Vavouranakis 2016, 266), 

essentially just adding a new higher-level integration.  

Additionally, very close to Phaistos, the Agia Triada cemetery attested an 

investment in construction with the foundation of another tholos tomb and the 

intensive use of the annexes in MM IB. These annexes, in use since the MM IA 

period, were found with elaborate barbotine jugs with parallels to those found in 

the settlement of Phaistos (Caloi 2015). Only a 20 minutes’ walk from Phaistos, 

Agia Triada must have been closely integrated with Phaistos. Additionally, there is 

the nearby Kamilari cemetery, which is of a later foundation and of continuing use. 

Platanos is also an important site, based on the size and elaboration of its cemetery 

and depositional behaviour during the Protopalatial period, some 14 km from 

Phaistos. Due to the lack of survey data in the central and east part of the Mesara 

plain, little or nothing can be suggested as to other possible early developing 

polities emerging in competition with Phaistos. Material analyses (seals, stone 
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vases, metal objects) are the only evidence that can imply the existence of local 

central places outside Phaistos. This evidence for local production centres and 

distribution networks could imply that Phaistos’ imposition is not clear cut, and that 

some communities even close to it, were not necessarily involved in the expansion 

of Phaistos as a polity-state and expansion of its authority. In fact, their 

development could be as a reaction to, and in competition with Phaistos.  

May be the case for Koumasa, invoked as a probable early local centre that by the 

Protopalatial period, when Phaistos expanded to dominate the whole Mesara 

region, was incorporated into the polity as a second-order local centre. However, 

this is not yet explicitly supported so far. Watrous and Hatzi-Valianou (2004b, 287) 

questioned this extent for the Phaistos polity with the existence of the peak 

sanctuary at Kofinas that could have served as polity centre.  

Based on low-resolution data for site size estimates from the west Mesara and 

Kommos surveys, it seems that the expansion of Phaistos in the Protopalatial 

period can be traced into the hinterland, and indicates some sort of inter-site 

dependency relationships during the Protopalatial period, but not necessarily 

earlier (Whitelaw 2012). But any reconstruction for immediately preceding periods, 

is complicated by the low recognisability of local EM IIB – MM IA pottery (Watrous 

and Hatzi-Vallianou 2004a; Whitelaw 2012). Whitelaw (2018, 231) argues on the 

available evidence that Phaistos would have been the centre of a very simple, two 

or just possibly three-level settlement system by the end of Protopalatial period. 

Still the data is limited from the MM II period, and any correlations from the funerary 

evidence of this period with the settlement development of the polity of Phaistos 

are difficult to make, since MM II ceramic assemblages are difficult to recognise 

outside of ‘palatial’ contexts (Walberg 1983).  

Apesokari is a community with a progressive elaboration in funerary rites, 

architectural development and mortuary behaviour through the late Prepalatial to 

Protopalatial periods. The change in mortuary behaviour in this area is also 

represented by the establishment of a new tholos cemetery, Apesokari A, with a 

parallel function to the existing cemetery at Apesokari B, which also experienced 

architectural elaborations. But whether this is simply part of the broader, island-

wide trend, or a response to local social dynamics remains unclear.  

Along with Platanos and Koumasa as probable large local centres, Apesokari could 

be associated with a still unknown developing urban centre in the central Mesara. 
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In the case of Platanos and the cemeteries at Apesokari, that produced later 

chronological evidence, any changes in differentiation within the cemetery could 

either be explained under the possibility that were incorporated into a Phaistean 

state, or any developing communal identity as a local assertion of independence 

and resistance to the Phaistean domination. The fact that we do not yet recognise 

evidence to support or distinguish between these alternative interpretations, does 

not mean that it does not exist. But until we know how to distinguish such 

possibilities convincingly with the evidence available, or collect more relevant 

evidence, the situation will remain unclear.   

 
9.3. Concluding remarks 

 

The purpose of this research has been to understand the history of use and 

development of the tholos cemeteries of south-central Crete, along with 

depositional practices in association with societal changes during the Pre- and 

Protopalatial periods. This has been pursued through a detailed analysis of 

unpublished and published material, site-specific analyses and micro-regional 

comparisons. Due to the lack of extensive settlement evidence for the third and 

early second millennia in the Mesara region, mortuary evidence is the best dataset 

for exploring societal changes through time, despite the limitations of the uneven 

samples available from site to site. 

This thesis documented unpublished evidence from two sites (Skaniari Lakkos and 

Miamou), and systematically documented data from other, better published 

cemeteries, and compared these datasets to add to and challenge the existing 

interpretations of these and other cemeteries. By recognising the limitations of the 

data, when relevant, a broad set of questions and patterns were investigated.  

Taking into account the similarities and differences in behaviour in space and in 

broad chronological phases, comparing between examples of small (i.e. Miamou) 

and large (i.e. Platanos) as well as central (i.e. Agia Triada) and remote (i.e. 

Skaniari Lakkos) cemeteries, one can argue that they represented communities 

interacting at a small-scale, sharing some common mortuary traditions which 

possibly converged through time into increasingly common patterns, potentially 

paralleling the changing scales of social and political integration. However, each 

cemetery appears to follow varying trajectories through the broad chronological 
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phases. In particular, the previously suggested homogeneous pattern of the earlier 

phase, is not so clearly defined as consideration of more architectural and material 

data, in detail, revealed. Even in smaller sub-regions, there are variations showing 

that communities are doing things differently. But still, for the Mesara and 

Asterousia regions, no cemetery followed a distinct, community-specific pattern of 

development; there are common patterns and comparable sequences of changes 

among them. The tholos tomb was the core of each cemetery but additions and 

extensions differ from site to site throughout their history of use and some changes 

do not happen simultaneously in all tholos cemeteries across the region, even if 

there is more standardization in mortuary tradition in this region, than in others in 

Crete.  

The close analysis of 13 tholos cemeteries within a specific region of the island of 

Crete and within a set chronological framework, was a challenge, but provides a 

useful point of reference from which to consider recent theoretical and interpretive 

approaches. A detailed analysis allows us to refine a range of questions and 

critically assess what we can do with the available datasets and how far they can 

contribute, through the better-preserved and more thoroughly documented 

samples. So far, relatively little investigation has been attempted on local 

variations, except at the level of broad regions in the island. It is difficult to 

overcome the tendency to view the tholos cemeteries as a unified whole, and there 

are certainly observable similarities in material culture, architecture and layout. But 

equally there are differences, and these need to be considered at different spatial, 

and therefore social scales. 

Additionally, there are changes in both the physical remains and ritual activities/ 

practices throughout time. This research recorded different dynamics between the 

earlier and later phases among small or large, central or remote communities that 

could have contributed to the development of increasingly complex societies in 

later periods. Finally, this study briefly reviewed how general and synchronous 

these changes taking place in south-central Crete are, compared to the rest of the 

island, where some similar patterning and underlying processes can be 

documented.  

Through detailed documentation and analyses, this study has demonstrated that 

even when archaeological contexts have suffered much from looting, there is still 

much information that can be documented, analysed and interpreted, to address 
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current and future questions. More fieldwork, surveys, full documentation of the 

excavated sites and the application of new scientific techniques, can all provide 

detailed datasets for comparable and more detailed analyses in the future. 
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Fig.1.1. Map of Crete with the studied area marked (modified after Vasilakis and Branigan 2010, 

fig.1). 

 
Fig.1.2. Map showing south-central Crete, Phaistos and the distribution of the studied cemeteries 

in circles (modified after Watrous et. al 2004, fig.1.1).  
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Fig.2.1. Cemeteries in south-central Crete, the spatial distribution of the cemeteries studied in this 

research (modified after Legarra Herrero 2014a, fig.8). 

 

 
Fig.2.2. The main architectural variants of the tholos cemeteries (Whitelaw unpublished). 
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Early Minoan I 3000 – 2650 BC   
Early Minoan IIA 2650 – 2450 BC Prepalatial period 
Early Minoan IIB 2450 – 2200 BC   
Early Minoan III 2200 – 2050 BC   
Middle Minoan IA 2050 – 1950 BC   
Middle Minoan IB 1950 – 1900 BC Protopalatial period 
Middle Minoan II 1900 – 1750 BC   

 

Fig.3.1. Chronological table of Pre- and Protopalatial phases (modified after Momigliano 2007, 7, 

Table 0.2). 

 EM I EM IIA EM IIB EM III MM IA MM IB MM II 

TYPE 

Cup, 
chalice, jug, 
bowl, 
pedestalled 
bowl, 
suspension 
bowl, pyxis, 
baking plate 

Large 
cup and 
bowl, 
jug, 
scoop, 
baking 
plate, 
pyxis, 
goblet, 
dish 

One-
handled 
cup, 
footed 
goblet, 
open 
shallow 
bowl, 
basin, 
askos, 
jug 

One-handled 
cup, 
handleless 
conical cup, 
open shallow 
bowl, basin, 
jug, jar 

One-handled 
cup, 
handleless 
conical cup, 
footed goblet, 
open shallow 
bowl, basin, 
jug, jar 

One-handled 
cup, 
handleless 
conical cup, 
footed goblet, 
open shallow 
bowl, basin, 
jug, jar 

Handleless 
conical cup, 
jug, dish, 
small bowl, 
jar 

WARE 

Dark grey 
burnished, 
red 
burnished, 
wiped or 
washed, 
dark-on-light 

Red 
slipped, 
fine 
grey, 
fine 
painted 

Fine to 
coarse 
orange 
buff, red 
to 
reddish 
brown 
coarse, 
Vasiliki 
ware 
(and 
from 
ware 
from EM 
IIA) 

Monochrome 
red or black 
surface, 
dark-on-light, 
light-on-dark, 
first 
polychrome 
decoration 

Dark-on-light, 
light-on-dark, 
polychrome & 
barbotine 

Polychrome & 
barbotine. 
wheel-throwing 

Fine buff, 
egg-shell, 
fine crude 

 

Fig.3.2. Common types of vessels and wares in use by period in the tholos tomb assemblages. 

 
Fig.3.3. Main architectural elements within the example of Agia Kyriaki A (modified after Blackman 

and Branigan 1982, fig.15). 
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Fig.3.4a-f. Main material culture categories (pottery, stone vases, metalwork, jewellery, seals, 

chipped stone (modified after Xanthoudides 1924, pls.XIX, XI, XXIVb, LVIII, XIV, XXIII). 
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Drinking vessels (schematic): 
Cup: 

 
Chalice: 

 
Goblet: 

 
Tankard: 

 
Serving vessels (schematic): 
Bowl: 

 
Pedestal bowl: 

 
Dish: 

 
Tray (no schema) 

Pouring vessels (schematic):      
Jug: 

      
Teapot: 
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Spouted jar: 

  
Spouted bowl: 

    
Storage vessels (schematic):      
Suspension jar:    Pyxis: 

                                                   
Jar: 

    
Cooking vessels (schematic):      
Tripod cooking pot: 

 
Scoop: 

  
Baking plate: 

 
Jars are also made of cooking pot fabric. 

Burial vessels (no schematic):      
Pithos, larnax. 

Symbolic vessels (no schematic):      
Miniature vessels of common types such as jugs, cups, etc. 

Communal vessels (no schematic):      
Outsized vessels of common types such as jugs, jars, etc. 

 
Fig.3.5. Shapes by functional groups of vessels (modified after Vasilakis and Branigan 2010, 

figs.27-31).  
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Major shape categories Shape sub-categories Functional groups 

Cup 

Handled cup 

 
Drinking vessel 

Carinated cup 

 
Drinking vessel 

Conical handleless cup Drinking vessel 

Chalice - Drinking vessel 

Goblet - Drinking vessel 

Tankard - Drinking vessel 

Tumbler - Drinking vessel 

Jug 

Round-bottomed jug Pouring vessel 

Flat-bottomed jug (with pellet 
feet or ring base) 

Pouring vessel 

Beaked jug Pouring vessel 

Anthropomorphic/ zoomorphic 
jug 

Pouring vessel 

Teapot - Pouring vessel 

Bowl 

Spouted bowl Pouring vessel 

Handled carinated bowl Serving vessel 

Plain bowl (flat base with slightly 

inclined upper sides) 
Serving vessel 

Pedestalled bowl Serving vessel 

Dish Open shallow bowl Serving vessel 

Jar 

Spouted jar Pouring vessel 

Tall necked jar Storage vessel 

Spherical handled jar Storage vessel 

Hole-mouth jar Storage vessel 

Suspension jar Storage vessel 

Pyxis - Storage vessel 

Cooking pot ware 
Tripod cooking pot, scoop, 

baking plate, jar 
Cooking vessel 

Pithos - Burial vessel 

Larnax - Burial vessel 

Vessels of exceptional large size Fruit-stand, pedestalled bowl Communal vessel 

Vessels of exceptional small size Miniatures (cup, jug, bowl) Symbolic vessel 

 

Fig.3.6. Table showing the major shape categories of vessels and their sub-categories corresponding 

to their functional groups.  
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Fig.4.1. The site of Skaniari Lakkos from Google Earth showing its geographical and physical 
location (topography). 

 

Fig.4.2. The cemetery of Skaniari Lakkos from Google Earth.  
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a.  

b.   

Fig.4.3. a) The neighbouring, unpublished sites; Agios Georgios tholos tomb, Doukiania settlement, 
near the Skaniari Lakkos tholos cemetery, b) Agios Georgios tholos tomb (author’s photo).  

 

Fig.4.4. Map of Minoan sites (including tholos cemeteries, settlements and farmsteads) of the 
Agiofarango area and the Asterousia mountains (Vasilakis and Sbonias 2018, fig.1).   
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Fig.4.5. Page from Davaras’ notebook on Skaniari Lakkos describing the location and condition of 

the cemetery (C. Davaras 1962, unpublished). 

 
Fig.4.6. Pages from Davaras’ notebook on Skaniari Lakkos about his excavation work (C. 
Davaras 1962, unpublished). 
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Fig.4.7. Architectural plan of the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery. 
 

 
Fig.4.8. Plan of the West Complex of the cemetery with its named spaces (the grey areas in latin 

numbering refer to original spaces given in the notebooks). 
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Fig.4.9. Photo taken from interior of the tomb showing tholos entrance and the surviving height of 
the tholos wall (author’s photo).  

 

 
Fig.4.10. Buttressing wall around the main wall of tholos tomb (author’s photo).  
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Fig.4.11. The foundation and upper courses of the construction of the tholos (author’s photo).   

 
Fig.4.12. Large stones on upper courses and small stones underneath (author’s photo).   
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Fig.4.13. Slight overhanging by the trilithon entrance of Building 1 – the tholos (author’s photo). 

 
Fig.4.14. The trilithon entrance of Building 1 and the preserved height of tholos wall (author’s 

photo). 
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Fig.4.15. Trilithon entrance of Building 2 and its forecourt from southeast, with a possible 
deliberate structure for offerings, bench or altar (photo from excavator’s archive, A. Vasilakis).   

 
Fig.4.16. Room 1 of Building 2 – photo taken from the north (author’s photo).   
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Fig.4.17. The ‘bench’ along the east wall of Room 1 (Building 2) (author’s photo).  

  
Fig.4.18. The walling of Room 1, Room 2a and 2b (Building 2) during excavation (photo from 
excavator’s archive, A. Vasilakis).    
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Fig.4.19. Room 2a of Building 2 from south – present condition (author’s photo).  

Fig.4.20. Photo taken after the excavation and the consolidation of Building 2, showing the 
restored north and east walls of Room 2a and east wall of Room 2b (photo from excavator’s 

archive, A. Vasilakis).   
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Fig.4.21. Room 2b and Room 2a (Building 2) – present condition, photo taken from the north 

(author’s photo – the red arrow indicates the ‘niche’). 

 
Fig.4.22. Part of south wall of forecourt (Building 2) with schist slabs from the west – present 

situation (author’s photo). 
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Fig.4.23. Trilithon entrance of Building 3 with only  Fig.4.24. Ossuary (Building 3) from the east,  
the two door jambs preserved, from the south   access through Room 2 (photo from excavator’s 

(author’s photo).     archive, A. Vasilakis). 

 
Fig.4.25. Ossuary and corridor of Building 3 from the north (author’s photo on the left – present 

condition, and photo from excavator’s archive, A. Vasilakis, on the right – after excavation). 

 
Fig.4.26. Forecourt of Building 3 with fallen blocks of stones (author’s photo on the left – present 

condition from east; photo from excavator’s archive, A. Vasilakis, on the right – after excavation 
from south).  
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Fig.4.27. Rooms 1 and 2 of Building 3 from the east (photo from excavator’s archive, A. 

Vasilakis). 

 

 

  
Fig.4.28. Room 2 of Building 3 from the    Fig.4.29. NE corner of Room 2 of Building 3 from the 
north (photo from excavator’s archive,    east (photo from excavator’s archive, A. Vasilakis). 

A. Vasilakis). 
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Fig.4.30. Photo taken after the excavation and consolidation of Building 3 (Vasilakis 2000, 131, 

fig.10). 

 
Fig.4.31. Overview of Building 3 from the north – present situation (author’s photo). 
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Fig.4.32. Plan of the East Complex of the cemetery with details of its architectural features.  
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Fig.4.33. Building 4 and its rooms from the east (author’s photo).   
 

  
Fig.4.34. Building 4, Rooms 5 and 6 from the south, present condition (author’s photo) and after 
excavation (photo from excavator’s archive, A. Vasilakis).  
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Fig.4.35. Building 4, north wall of Room 4 from north (author’s photo).   

 
Fig.4.36. Building 4, Rooms 4, 3 and 2 from west after excavation (photo from excavator’s 

archive, A. Vasilakis).  
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Fig.4.37. Building 4, added wall attached to Rooms 5 and 6 (author’s photo).  

 

 
Fig.4.38. Architectural section of the West Complex of the cemetery at Skaniari Lakkos (from 

excavator’s archive, A. Vasilakis). 
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EM I – EM II EM III – MM IA MM IB – MM II 

 

    
 

 

Fig.4.39. Architectural development of Skaniari Lakkos cemetery through time.  

 

 
Fig.4.40. Separate trilithon entrances of Buildings 1, 2, 3 (author’s photo). 
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Fig.4.41. Fixed structure as a bench or platform in the forecourt of Building 2 – present situation 

(author’s photo).  

 
Fig.4.42. Fixed structure as a bench or platform in the forecourt of Building 3 – present situation 
(author’s photo).  

 
Fig.4.43. Buildings 2 and 3 from the north and the area between them marked with the arrow 

(photo from excavator’s archive, A. Vasilakis). 
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Fig.4.44. Example of pot input form. 
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Fig.4.45. Example of sherd input form. 
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Fig.4.47. Table of the remaining sherds’ count and weight 

from the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery. 

 

 

 

Fig.4.46. Table of main forms of vessels and selected sherds from the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery. 
  

 
Fig.4.48. Number of vessels (left graph) and selected sherds (right graph) by functional groups in use 

by period within the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery (*production tools = spinning bowls).  
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Fig.4.49. Type and number of vessels (left) and selected sherds (right) based on each period of 
use within Skaniari Lakkos cemetery. 
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Fig.4.50. EM I and EM IIA (early) sherds from Davaras’ excavation of the tholos (author’s photos).  
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Fig.4.51. Jugs and fragments from jugs with barbotine decoration (author’s photos).  
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Fig.4.52. Certain/ less certain chronology of the vessels from the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery. 

Fig.4.53. Certain/ less certain chronology of the selected sherds from the Skaniari Lakkos 

cemetery. 
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Fig.4.54. Vessel shapes and estimated capacities of the Skaniari Lakkos ceramic 

assemblage. 
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Fig.4.55. Measured dimensions and                 Fig.4.56. Measured vessel height for   

estimated volumes of cups.           complete vessels and documented  

        sherds of cups. 

   
Fig.4.57. Measured rim diameter for complete         Fig.4.58. Measured base diameter for  

vessels and documented sherds of cups.         complete vessels and documented 

                     sherds of cups. 
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Fig.4.59. Distribution of jugs and cups from both complete/ restored vessels and selected sherds. 

 

 
Fig.4.60. Distribution of complete/restored vessels based on their gross sizes (Small, Medium, 

Large, Outsize) within exterior, interior and unknown areas of the cemetery. 
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Fig.4.61. Type and number of vessels (vessels and selected sherds) within the broad building 
areas of the cemetery.  
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Fig.4.62. Tripod legs from cooking pots and other cooking pot ware fragments from Building 1 

(the tholos) at Skaniari Lakkos (author’s photos). 

 

Main Building 
Area 

COARSE WARE MEDIUM WARE FINE WARE 
 

Sherds Grams Sherds Grams Sherds Grams Total no. 
of sherds 

Building 1 143 4688 510 15215 856 7653 1509 

Building 2 159 4175 432 16090 790 12340 1381 

Building 2 & 3 3 125 14 525 78 1495 95 

Building 3 698 33117 2188 104225 1475 29905 4361 

Building 4 193 7230 1725 70420 996 15875 2914 

Uncertain 88 1295 321 14570 243 3240 652 

TOTAL: 1284 50630 5190 221045 4438 70508 10912 
 

Fig.4.63. Table of additional (to the whole vessels and selected sherds) sherds’ count and weight 
within the main buildings.  
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Fig.4.64. Building areas and period of use based on the ceramic assemblage (vessels and 
selected sherds). 
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Fig.4.65. Spatial distribution of vessels and selected sherds within interior, exterior and of context 

unknown. 
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Fig.4.66. Types and numbers of finds other than  Fig.4.67. Numbers of stone vases 
pottery found in the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery.   in contexts within Skaniari Lakkos  

       cemetery. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
            
   
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.4.68a-g. Stone vases (a-d: N.Vitsaxakis’ photos; e-g: author’s  
photos). 
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Fig.4.69a-i. Ground and other stones (author’s photos).  

 
Fig.4.70. Obsidian blades (author’s photos). 
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d.   

Fig.4.71. Seals (a-c: N.Vitsaxakis’ photos; d: author’s photo).  
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Fig.4.72a. Parallel seal from Tholos B, Platanos (Heraklion Museum) (CMS II, 1, No.340).  

 

 

Fig.4.72b. Parallel seal for motif from Mitsotakis collection (Chania Museum) (CMS V Suppl.1A, 
No.321).  

 

 

Fig.4.72c-d. Parallel seals for shape from Mitsotakis collection (Chania Museum) (CMS V 
Suppl.1A, No.221). and from Kali Limenes? (Heraklion Museum) (CMS IV, No.28). 
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Fig.4.73a. Beads (author’s photos).  

                 
Fig.4.73b. Bone decorated       Fig.4.73c. Bronze ring            Fig.4.73d. Stone spindle- whorl 

pin (author’s photo).            (author’s photo).         (author’s photo).  

 
Fig.4.73e. Spinning bowls (author’s photos).  
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Fig.4.74. Three animal figurines (author’s photos).  

 

 
Fig.4.75. Organic material: shells and bone fragments (author’s photos). 
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Fig.4.76. Spatial distribution of other finds in each building area of the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery. 
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Fig.5.1. The location of Miamou – Korakies tholos tomb, from Google Earth. 

 
Fig.5.2. The site of the excavation at Miamou – Korakies (photo from excavator’s archive, I. 

Antonakaki). 
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Fig.5.3. Recent aerial photograph of the tholos tomb at Miamou – Korakies (photo provided by 

Porti-Miamou project, A. Vasilakis). 
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Fig.5.4. The architectural development of the Miamou cemetery with its broad chronological phases. 
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Fig.5.5. The tholos tomb at Miamou – Korakies (photo from excavator’s archive, I. Antonakaki). 

 
Fig.5.6. The present condition of the tholos tomb at Miamou – Korakies (author’s photo). 
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Fig.5.7. The consistency and texture of soil with material deposits of tholos tomb (photo from 

excavator’s archive, I. Antonakaki). 

 
Fig.5.8. Annex rooms at Miamou – Korakies tholos cemetery (photo from excavator’s archive, I. 

Antonakaki). 
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 Fig.5.9. Main groups of vessels      Fig.5.10. Number of vessels by functional group 

from the Miamou cemetery.      in the Miamou cemetery. 

 
        

  
Fig.5.11. Main types of vessels in use by period         Fig.5.12. Certain/ less certain chronology 

in the Miamou cemetery.           of vessels in the Miamou cemetery.       
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Fig.5.13. Main buildings and their periods of use, based on the ceramic assemblage at Miamou 

cemetery. 

 

 
Fig.5.14. Number and type of vessels as distributed within Miamou cemetery.  
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Fig.5.15. Ceramic assemblage found at tholos of Miamou cemetery (author’s photos). 

 
Fig.5.16. Beaked barbotine jug found in situ outside tholos and Room A within the cemetery 

(photo from excavator’s archive, I. Antonakaki). 
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Fig.5.17. Ceramic assemblage found in Room A of Miamou cemetery (author’s photos). 
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Fig.5.18. Ceramic assemblage found in Room B of Miamou cemetery (author’s photos). 

 

 

 
Fig.5.19. Ceramic assemblage found in Room Δ of Miamou cemetery (author’s photos). 

 

     

 
 

 

     

 

Fig.5.20. Ceramic assemblage found in Room E and its southern area of Miamou cemetery 
(author’s photos). 
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Fig.5.21. Handleless conical cups of small size from Miamou cemetery (photos from excavator’s 
archive, I. Antonakaki). 
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Fig.5.22. Cup heights and estimated volumes at Miamou cemetery.  
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Fig.5.23. Pouring vessels (teapots, beaked jug, spouted jars) from Miamou cemetery (photos 
from excavator’s archive, I. Antonakaki). 

 

 
 
Fig.5.24. Types and numbers of finds other than pottery found in the Miamou cemetery. 

TYPES OF FINDS 
No. OF 
FINDS 

Bead (under Jewellery) 181 
Pendant (under Jewellery) 5 
Bone object (under Jewellery) 2 
Seal 5 
Shell 3 
Stone vase 8 
Chipped stone 13 
Ground stone (under Tool) 2 
Other stone (under Other) 7 
Metal object (under Tool) 7 
Undiagnostic (under Other) 3 
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Fig.5.25. Spatial distribution of other finds in each area of the Miamou cemetery.  
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Fig.5.26. Types of beads found in the Miamou cemetery (illustrations by K. Astrinaki and author’s 

photos).  

  
 

  
 

 

   

 

 
 

 

Fig.5.27. Pendants (of ivory, steatite, stone) found in the Miamou cemetery (illustrations by K. 
Astrinaki and author’s photos).  
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Fig.5.28. Seals found in the Miamou cemetery (illustrations by K. Astrinaki and photos from 
excavator’s archive, I. Antonakaki). 
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Fig.5.29. Stone vases from the Miamou cemetery (illustrations by K. Astrinaki, photos from 
excavator’s archive, I. Antonakaki, and some author’s photos). 
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Fig.5.30. Obsidian blades, flakes found in the Miamou cemetery (author’s photos). 

 

 

Fig.5.31. Ground stone tools found in the Miamou cemetery (author’s photos). 

 

  
Fig.5.32. Other stones and metal pieces found in the Miamou cemetery (author’s photos). 

 

 
Fig.5.33. Functional groups of vessels as distributed within the Miamou tomb complex.  
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Fig.5.34. The location of the modern village of Kouses and neighbouring sites, from Google 

Earth. 

 

 

Fig.5.35. Topographic map of the Kouses area with the archaeological sites (the Minoan tomb 

and settlement and the Byzantine settlement), modified after Hatzi - Vallianou 1989. 
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Fig.5.36. Present situation of the tholos at Kouses (author’s photo).  

 
Fig.5.37. Plan of the Kouses cemetery marking the rectangular rooms (modified after Hatzi – 

Vallianou 1989, fig.4).  
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Fig.5.38. Table of main forms of   Fig.5.39. Number of vessels in functional groups  
  vessels found in the Kouses cemetery.   in the Kouses cemetery. 

 

 

Fig.5.40. Two beaked jugs found in the Kouses cemetery (Hatzi – Vallianou 1979, fig.191b). 

 

 

 

 

TYPE OF VESSELS No. OF 
VESSELS 

Bridge-spouted jar 1 
Closed vessel 1 
Cup 22 
Dish 5 
Fruitstand / lid 1 
Grater 1 
Jar 2 
Jug 2 
Lamp 1 
Miniature vessel 2 
Open vessel 4 
Pithos 3 
Pyxis 1 
Spouted bowl 1 
Teapot 1 
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Fig.5.41. Table and graph of finds other than pottery found in the Kouses cemetery.  

 
Fig.5.42. Some seals found in the Kouses cemetery (Hatzi-Vallianou 1979, fig.192b-e).  

 

TYPES OF FINDS No. OF 
FINDS 

Jewellery (beads, necklaces, 
pendants, ring) 55 

Figurines 2 
Seals 18 
Stone vases 13 
Tools 8 
Daggers 8 
Chipped stone (obsidian, chirt) 20 
Shells 10 
Others (various) 6 
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Fig.5.43. Necklace composed from an axe-shaped, rock crystal bead found in the Kouses 

cemetery (Hatzi-Vallianou 1979, fig.192a). 

 
Fig.5.44. Excavation of the cemetery of Kouses (modified after Vallianou’s presentation at Voroi, 
October 11th, 2011).  

 

 
Fig.5.45. The Kouses cemetery after excavation (Hatzi-Vallianou 1979, fig.191a). 
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a.  

b.   

c.  
Fig.5.46. a) Apesokari tombs and the settlement; b) Apesokari A and, c) Apesokari B from 

Google Earth. 
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Fig.5.47. Architectural plan of Apesokari A (modified after Schörgendorfer 1951a, pl.16).  

  

 
Fig.5.48. Finds from Apesokari A (two burial vessels: jar and larnax; stone ‘idol’; handleless cup 

and a wine-press model (Flouda 2012a, figs.6-7; 2012c, fig.38a-c). 
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Fig.5.49a-b. Tholos and rectangular annex complex of the Apesokari A tomb (author’s photo).  

 
Fig.5.50. Architectural plan of Apesokari B (Vavouranakis 2015, 218, fig.1). 

 
Fig.5.51a. Tholos tomb B (author’s photo).          Fig.5.51b. Concentric walls of the tholos 

     (author’s photo).  

 crypt 
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Fig.5.52. Spaces 1, 5 and 3 related to tholos (author’s photo).  
 

a.  

b.  

Fig.5.53. a) EM and MM pottery from Apesokari B tomb: A-Z from tholos, H-I from Space 1, b) A-

Γ from Space 2 (Vavouranakis 2012, 153, figs.1-2). 
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Fig.5.54. Infant burial in a larnax from Apesokari tomb B (Vavouranakis 2012, 153, fig.3). 

 
Fig.5.55. Spaces 2 – 7 and 9 (author’s photo). 
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Fig.5.56. Pottery assemblage, different periods, A-B: Early Prepalatial period; C: Late Prepalatial 

period; D-E: Protopalatial period (Vavouranakis and Bourbou 2015, figs.12.12; 12.14; 12.15; 

12.17; 12.18).  

 

Fig.5.57. Finds other than pottery as distributed within the Apesokari B cemetery.  
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Fig.5.58. The architectural development of Apesokari A and B cemeteries in broad chronological phases. 
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Fig.6.1. Koumasa: topographical plan of cemetery, settlement and possible ‘shrine’ 

(Panagiotopoulos 2015, 230, fig.1). 

 
Fig.6.2. Digital recording with terrestrial laser scanning showing the sites (cemetery and 

settlement) of prehistoric Koumasa (Panagiotopoulos 2015, 230, fig.2). 

  
Fig.6.3. The site (a) and landscape (b) contexts of Koumasa (Whitelaw unpublished).   

   

                          settlement 

cemetery 

a. b. 
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Fig.6.4. Koumasa cemetery and its neighbouring studied cemeteries, from Google Earth. 

   

 
Fig.6.5. View from the settlement and ‘shrine’ to the cemetery and the Mesara plain (author’s 

photo).  
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Fig.6.6. Plan of Koumasa cemetery and sections of tombs A and E (Xanthoudides 1924, pl.LXI).  
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Fig.6.7. Plan of Koumasa cemetery after new excavation in 2015 (Boness and Goren 2017, 509, 

fig.2a).  

 
Fig.6.8. Plan of Koumasa cemetery showing the projecting slabs and the possible anteroom 

(Branigan 1993, 138, fig.7.13).  
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Fig.6.9. Original unpublished notebooks by S. Xanthoudides in the archives of the Historical 

Museum, referencing Koumasa (author’s photos). 
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a.  

b.  
Fig.6.10. Doorway of Tholos B as found by Xanthoudides (Xanthoudides 1924, pl. XVII a; b).  

 
Fig.6.11. Doorway of Tholos B with the natural holes in the northern slab possibly used as 

sockets for bars (author’s photo).  
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Fig.6.12. Entrance of Tholos tomb B           Fig.6.13. Burnt bones covered with  

(author’s photo).                        lime (author’s photo). 

 
Fig.6.14. A section where the main layering sequence at Tholos B is observed (Boness and 

Goren 2017, 509, fig.4). 

 
Fig.6.15. Part of wall revealed inside Tholos tomb B towards its north part (author’s photo).   
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Fig.6.16. Tholos tomb E (http://www.minoancrete.com/koumasa.htm).  

 

 
Fig.6.17. Entrance from interior of Tholos tomb E taken in 2010 (author’s photo). 

 

 
Fig.6.18. Entrance from exterior of Tholos tomb E taken in 2010 (author’s photo). 
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Fig.6.19. Close up of projecting slabs of Tholos tomb E during 2014 excavation (author’s photo).  

 
Fig.6.20. Projecting slabs by the circuit wall of Tholos tomb E during 2014 excavation (author’s 

photo).  
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Fig.6.21. Tholos tomb E, plan of the antechamber after excavation in 2012 (Traunmüller 2015, 

67, fig.7). 

 

 

 
Fig.6.22. Tholos tomb E with its antechamber in front during excavation in 2012 (author’s photo). 
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Fig.6.23. Tholos tomb A taken from its exterior in 2010 (author’s photo).  

 
Fig.6.24. Tholos tomb A taken from its interior in 2012 (author’s photo).  

 

Fig.6.25. Tholos tomb A and its annex room in front of it taken in 2012 (author’s photo).  
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Fig.6.26. Aerial photograph of Koumasa cemetery after the new excavation project (Boness and 

Goren 2017, 509, fig.2b). 
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Fig.6.27. Two broad chronological phases of Koumasa cemetery; areas with unclear date are 
shaded.  
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Fig.6.28. Bases marked in pencil with contextual information.  

 Studied Not studied 
No. of Published Vessels 112 22 90 

No. of Unpublished Vessels* 145 52 93 

Total Number of Vessels (TNV)* = 257 = 74 = 183 

 

Fig.6.29. Table showing the number of published, unpublished and studied clay vessels in 

Koumasa cemetery.  
 

 

Fig.6.30. Table of main forms of    Fig.6.31. Number of vessels by functional 

vessels (all published and unpublished-studied) groups in Koumasa all published and 

in Koumasa cemetery.      studied-unpublished sample. 

TYPE OF VESSELS No. OF 
VESSELS 

Bowl 11 
Closed vessel 2 
Cooking vessel 1 
Cup 12 
Dish 1 
Double vessel 6 
Goblet 1 
Incense burner 1 
Jar 1 
Jug 48 
Kernos 1 
Lamp 3 
Lid 6 
Miniature vessel 15 
Open vessel 1 
Perfume bottle 3 
Pyxis 23 
Rhyton 15 
Spouted bowl 8 
Spouted jar 1 
Strainer 1 
Tankard 1 
Teapot 1 
Tumbler 1 

N = 164 
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Fig.6.32. Table of main forms of     Fig.6.33. Number in functional groups of  

unpublished vessels Koumasa cemetery.   unpublished vessels in Koumasa cemetery. 

     

 

 
Fig.6.34. Anthropomorphic and zoomorphic vessels as rhyta or askoi (author’s photos). 

TYPE OF VESSELS 
No. OF 

VESSELS 
Bowl 2 
Cup 14 
Dish  4 

Double vessel 2 

Goblet 1 
Jar 12 
Jug 34 
Lamp 3 
Lid 1 
Miniature vessel 5 
Offering table 1 
Open vessel 2 
Perfume bottle 1 
Pyxis 2 
Rhyton 2 
Spouted bowl 2 
Spouted jar 2 
 Teapot 3 
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Fig.6.35. Anthropomorphic and zoomorphic vessels (Xanthoudides 1924, pl. XXVIII).   

  
Fig.6.36. Fine grey ware group; mainly from pyxides and suspension jars (author’s photos). 
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Fig.6.37. Type and number of vessels in use by period. 
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Fig.6.38. Percentages of wares in Koumasa cemetery, all dates. 

 
 

 
Fig.6.39. Certain and less certain data comparison for the vessels unpublished-studied and 

published in Koumasa cemetery. 
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Fig.6.40. Main buildings/ areas and their period of use based on the number of unpublished-

studied and published vessels.  

 

 
 

Fig.6.41. Main buildings/ areas and the functional groups of vessels in Koumasa cemetery. 
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Fig.6.42. Table of types and numbers of published and unpublished finds other than pottery in 

Koumasa cemetery. 

 
Fig.6.43. Total numbers of finds other than pottery in Koumasa cemetery. 

 
Fig.6.44. Range of materials used for finds other than pottery in Koumasa cemetery.  
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Fig.6.46. Types and numbers of stone vases           Fig.6.47a;b. Types and materials that 
in Koumasa cemetery (published and unpublished).     daggers are made of in Koumasa  
               cemetery.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Fig.6.48. Types and numbers of figurines      

in Koumasa cemetery.     

      Fig.6.49. New finds from recent excavations 
      in Koumasa cemetery (Ergon 2013, 2014,  

      2015).   
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Fig.6.50. Materials that seals are made of       

in Koumasa cemetery.                  Fig.6.51. New seals found from recent excavations 

       in Koumasa cemetery (Ergon 2013, 2015).  

 

      
Fig.6.52. Types and numbers of tools in  Fig.6.53. Materials that tools are made of 
Koumasa cemetery.      in Koumasa cemetery.  
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Fig.6.54. Platanos cemetery, present condition from Google Earth. 

 
Fig.6.55. Aerial photo of Platanos tholos cemetery (tholoi B and A) (Myers et al. 1992, pg.249, 

fig.35.2). 
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 Fig.6.56. Plan of Platanos cemetery as reconstructed by Branigan based on the description and 

incomplete plan published by Xanthoudides (Legarra Herrero 2011, 64, fig.3.3). 

 

 
Fig.6.57. Tholos A, present condition (author’s photo). 
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Fig.6.58. Annex of Tholos A (Xanthoudides 1924, pl.XLVIIa). 

 
Fig.6.59. Cells to the south of Tholos A (Xanthoudides 1924, pl.XLVIIb). 

 
Fig.6.60. Tholos B, present condition (author’s photo). 
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Fig.6.61. Tholos B, overview (Hatzi-Vallianou 2009).     Fig.6.62. Tholos B; exterior of south wall with    

                projecting slabs (Xanthoudides 1924, pl.XLIXb). 

        

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.6.63. Paved area AB (author’s photo). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.6.64. Chronological phases of Platanos 

cemetery; areas with unclear date are shaded 

(modified after Legarra Herrero 2011, 64, 

fig.3.3). 
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Fig.6.65. Tholos A and its associated spaces (modified after Legarra Herrero 2011 and 
Xanthoudides 1924).  

 

 
Fig.6.66. Tholos B and its associated spaces (modified after Legarra Herrero 2011 and 

Xanthoudides 1924). 
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Fig.6.67. Tholos Γ and the other rectangular burial buildings (modified after Legarra Herrero 2011 
and Branigan 1970b).  

 

 
Fig.6.68. Original incomplete plan of tholoi A and B by Xanthoudides (Xanthoudides 1924, 
pl.LXII).  
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No. of Published Vessels 
(Xanthoudides 1924; 

Gerontakou 2003) 
45 Re-studied: 23 

 

No. of Unpublished 
Vessels 22 Studied: 22 

 

Total Number of Vessels 
(TNV) 

= 67  

 

Fig.6.69. Table showing the number of published, unpublished and studied ceramic vessels from 

Platanos cemetery. 

TYPE OF VESSELS No. OF 
VESSELS 

Anthropomorphic vessel 2 
Bowl 3 
Closed vessel 1 
Cup 7 
Dish 4 
Goblet 1 
Jar 1 
Jug 4 
Lamp 3 
Lid 6 
Miniature vessel 16 
Open vessel 1 
Perfume bottle 1 
Pyxis 2 
Rhyton 3 
Spouted bowl 3 
Teapot 4 
Tumbler 4 
Undiagnostic 1 

 
Fig.6.70. Table of main forms of clay vessels from Platanos cemetery. 

 
Fig.6.71. Number of functional groups of all vessels in the Platanos cemetery. 
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Fig.6.72. Photos of some unpublished clay vessels from Platanos cemetery (author’s photos). 

  

 
Fig.6.73. Number and type of vessels in use by period in Platanos cemetery.  
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Fig.6.74. Types of vessels in use by period in Platanos cemetery. 
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Fig.6.75. Percentages of wares in Platanos cemetery, all dates. 

 

 

 
Fig.6.76. Certain and less certain data comparison of the vessels studied from Platanos 
cemetery.  
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Fig.6.77. Main buildings/ areas and their period of use based on clay vessels found in Platanos 

cemetery. 

 
Fig.6.78. Main buildings/ areas and the functional groups of vessels found in Platanos cemetery. 
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Dagger 30 42 72 
Figurine 8 1 9 
Jewellery 91 42 133 
Other 5 - 5 
Seal 66 71 137 
Stone vase 85 291 376 
Tool 32 2 34 

  
Fig.6.79. Table of types and numbers of all non-ceramic finds (divided into published and 

unpublished), based on Xanthoudides’ excavation. 

 
Fig.6.80. Graph of non-ceramic assemblage, based on Xanthoudides’ excavation. 

 

  

 
 
 
 

Fig.6.81. Table of types and numbers of  

non-ceramic finds, based on Platon’s and  

Alexiou’s excavation (known as south deposits). 

 

 

 

Fig.6.82. Range of materials used for other finds 
than pottery in Platanos cemetery.  
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Fig.6.83. Spatial distribution of finds other than pottery in Platanos cemetery.  
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Fig.6.84. Shapes and numbers of stone vases in Platanos cemetery (all). 

 
Fig.6.85. Stone vases from selected contexts in Platanos cemetery.  
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Fig.6.86. Seal assemblage from selected Fig.6.87. Types of materials used for seals 
contexts in Platanos cemetery.   in Platanos cemetery. 
    
 

 
Fig.6.88. Ivory and stone seals (a sample) from Platanos cemetery (modified after Xanthoudides 
1924, pl. XIII).  
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Fig.6.89. Jewellery made of gold and other  
materials (modified after Xanthoudides 1924,  
pl.LVII – LVIII). 
 

      
Fig.6.90. Types of materials made of          Fig.6.91. Jewellery from selected contexts 
jewellery in Platanos cemetery.                      in Platanos cemetery. 
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Fig.6.92. Types of daggers in                     Fig.6.93. Daggers from selected contexts 

Platanos cemetery.            in Platanos cemetery. 
 

                    
Fig.6.94. Tools from selected contexts in        Fig.6.95. Types of tools in Platanos cemetery. 

Platanos cemetery.  

              
Fig.6.96. Types of materials used for           Fig.6.97. Figurines from selected contexts 

tools in Platanos cemetery.               in Platanos cemetery. 
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Fig.7.1. The location of the three tholos cemeteries at Lebena – Gerokampos, Papoura and 

Zervou (modified after Legarra Herrero 2014a, fig.7).  

 

 
Fig.7.2. The topography of the three tholos cemeteries at Lebena (Gerokampos, Papoura and 

Zervou) from Google Earth. 
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Fig.7.3. The Lebena Papoura tombs from Earth Google. 

 

 
Fig.7.4. Plan and section of Papoura tombs I and IIB (modified after Alexiou and Warren 2004, 

figs.2, 3a). 
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Fig.7.5. Maximum preserved height of Tomb I at Papoura (author’s photo). 

 
Fig.7.6. Interior wall face and interior of entrance of Tomb I at Papoura (Alexiou and Warren 

2004, fig.3b). 
 

 
Fig.7.7. Overview of Tomb I at Papoura (author’s photo). 
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Fig.7.8. Papoura Tomb IB (author’s photo).  
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Fig.7.9. Main architectural phases/ sequences of Lebena Papoura tombs.  

 
Fig.7.10. The total numbers of complete vessels found in Lebena Papoura tombs. 
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Fig.7.11. Number of vessels in use by period in Lebena Papoura tombs. 

 

 

 
Fig.7.12. Number of vessels in functional groups in Lebena Papoura tombs. 

 

    

Fig.7.13. Other finds assemblage in Lebena Papoura tombs.  
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Fig.7.14. The Lebena Gerokampos tombs from Google Earth. 

 

 
Fig.7.15. Plan of Gerokampos tombs (modified after Alexiou and Warren 2004, fig.12). 
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Fig.7.16. Wall on either side of entrance and interior face/ construction from the west of Tomb II 

(Alexiou and Warren 2004, fig.13a; author’s photo). 

 

 
Fig.7.17. Gerokampos Tomb II (author’s photo). Fig.7.18. Gerokampos Tomb IIA (author’s 

photo).   

 
Fig.7.19. Overview of all spaces at Gerokampos (http://www.minoancrete.com/yerokambos.htm).  
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Fig.7.20. Main architectural phases of Lebena Gerokampos tombs (modified after Legarra 
Herrero 2014, fig.12). 

 
Fig.7.21. The total numbers of complete vessels found in Lebena Gerokampos tombs.  
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Fig.7.22. Type of vessels in use by period in Lebena Gerokampos Tombs II (bar chart) and IIA 

(pie chart). 

 

 

Fig.7.23. Number of vessels in functional groups in Lebena Gerokampos tombs. 
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Fig.7.24. Other finds assemblage distributed in Lebena Gerokampos tombs.  

 

 
Fig.7.25. The Lebena Zervou tomb from Google Earth. 
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Fig.7.26. Plan of Zervou tomb (the stones in yellow are possibly later additions) (modified after 

Alexiou and Warren 2004, fig.48). 

 
Fig.7.27. Present condition of Zervou tomb (author’s photo).  

 
Fig.7.28. Elevation of wall flanking doorway of Zervou tomb (Alexiou and Warren 2004, fig.49a). 
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Fig.7.29. Main architectural phases/ sequences of Lebena Zervou tomb.  
 

                                                
Fig.7.30. The total numbers of complete  Fig.7.31. Number of vessels in use by period  
vessels found in Lebena Zervou tomb.  in Lebena Zervou tomb. 
 

  
Fig.7.32. Number of vessels in   Fig.7.33. Other finds assemblage in Lebena  

functional groups in Lebena Zervou   Zervou tomb. 
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Fig.7.34. The vicinity of the Moni Odigitrias tholos cemetery from Google Earth. 

 

 

Fig.7.35. Map showing Moni Odigitria cemetery, its neighbouring sites and its distance from 

Phaistos (modified after Watrous et al. 2004, fig.8.3).  
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Fig.7.36. Plan of Moni Odigitrias tholos cemetery showing the location of looters’ pits (Vasilakis 

and Branigan 2010, fig.15).  

 
Fig.7.37. Southern courtyard after excavation and Tholos A top right (modified after Vasilakis and 

Branigan 2010, pl.14). 

 
Fig.7.38. Central zone: ossuary between Tholoi A and B (modified after Vasilakis and Branigan 

2010, pl.24).  
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Fig.7.39. Architectural plan and sections of Moni Odigitria cemetery (modified after Vasilakis and Branigan 

2010, fig.14). 
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Fig.7.40. Tholos A (http://www.minoancrete.com/odiyitria.htm).  

 
Fig.7.41. The faces of the wall of Tholos B (http://www.minoancrete.com/odiyitria.htm).  

 
Fig.7.42. The entrance of Tholos B from interior (http://www.minoancrete.com/odiyitria.htm).  
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Fig.7.43. The east part of the Rectangular Building looking from the north 

(http://www.minoancrete.com/odiyitria.htm).   

 
Fig.7.44. The Ossuary and Room d related to Tholos B (modified after Vasilakis and Branigan 

2010, pl.30). 

 
Fig.7.45. Paving slabs within the Eastern Courtyard and Room c (Vasilakis and Branigan 2012, 
pl.38). 
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Fig.7.46. Architectural development at Moni Odigitria cemetery (a. grey areas in small images are 

of uncertain date or restricted use; b. areas highlighted).  
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a.  b.  

Fig.7.47. Frequency of main shapes of vessels (a) and their functional breakdown (b) in Moni 

Odigitria cemetery.  
 

           

        

 

        

        

a.          b. 
Fig.7.48. EM IIB cups (a) and MM IA handleless cups (b) (Michelaki et al. 2011, figs.4, 6).  

 
Fig.7.49. Minimum number of main types of fine ware vessels, divided into two major 

chronological phases. 

 
Fig.7.50. Distribution of ceramics (pots and sherds) in the Moni Odigitria cemetery.  
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Fig.7.51. Types and numbers of other finds       Fig.7.52. Range of materials used for finds 

 than pottery in Moni Odigitria cemetery.             other than pottery in Moni Odigitria cemetery. 

              

 
Fig.7.53. Distribution of finds other than pottery in Moni Odigitria cemetery. 
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Fig.7.54. The tholos complex of Agia Kyriaki  Fig.7.55. The unfinished tholoi just west of  

and its three neighbouring settlements   Agia Kyriaki tholos complex (modified after 
(highlighted in yellow) (modified after   Blackman and Branigan 1982, fig.16). 

Blackman and Branigan 1982, fig.17). 

Fig.7.56. The architectural plan of Agia Kyriaki tholos complex (modified after Blackman and 

Branigan 1982, fig.15).  
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Fig.7.57. The wall of the tholos at Agia Kyriaki showing the foundation course of small stones and 

larger above them (Blackman and Branigan 1982, pl.2b). 

 
Fig.7.58. The excavated areas at Agia Kyriaki (Blackman and Branigan 1982, fig.2).  
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Fig.7.59. Agia Kyriaki cemetery architectural development through time. 

Vessel type EM I - II EM III – MM I Total MNV 
Cups 494 564 1058 
Jugs 325 47 372 
Bowls 150 51 201 
Jars 105 14 119 
Spherical pyxides 32 0 32 

Lids 53 0 53 
Pedestal bowls 45? ? 45 

Large bowls 39? ? 39 

Pithoi 0 18 18 
Larnakes 0 6 6 
Cooking-pots ? 12? 12 
Double-vases 1 0 1 

Crucible 1 0 1 
 

Fig.7.60. Types of vessels and their minimum number of vessels based on their chronology. 
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    Fig.7.61. Minimum number of vessels    Fig.7.62. Main shapes found in Agia 

divided into two main chronological phases    Kyriaki cemetery. 

      at Agia Kyriaki. 

 

 
Fig.7.63. All types of vessels found in Agia Kyriaki cemetery divided into the two main 
chronological phases of their use.  
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Fig.7.64. Types and numbers of            Fig.7.65. Distribution of other finds in Agia 

other finds in Agia Kyriaki cemetery.                  Kyriaki cemetery. 

 
Fig.7.66. Location of Agia Triada from Google Earth.  
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Fig.7.67. Plan of Agia Triada locating the two tholos tombs and the EM I and EM IIA deposits 

outside the cemetery (modified after La Rosa, Minoan Seminar, Athens, 1/6/2012). 

 

Fig.7.68. Plan of Tholos A and its annexes (modified after La Rosa 2001, pl.LXXIIa). 
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Fig.7.69. Plan of South and West Camerette at Agia Triada (modified after La Rosa 2001, 

pl.LXXIa). 

 
Fig.7.70. Photos and sketch from the paved area with the two baetyls (La Rosa, Minoan Seminar, 
Athens, 1/6/2012). 

West Camerette 

         South Camerette 
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Fig.7.71. Plan of Tholos B and its ossuary at Agia Triada (modified after La Rosa 2013, pl.II). 

 

Fig.7.72. Architectural development of Agia Triada cemetery through time (Legarra Herrero 

2014a, fig.11). 
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Fig.7.73. Rough percentages of types of vessels in each period of use from Tholos A. 

    
Fig.7.74. Functional groups of vessels in      Fig.7.75. Pottery distribution in Agia   

Agia Triada cemetery during MM IA.            Triada cemetery.  

 Fig.7.76. Kernos found on the paved area with the   

                                 baetyls (La Rosa, Minoan Seminar, Athens, 1/6/2012). 
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Fig.7.77. Distribution of categories of finds other than pottery in Agia Triada cemetery.  
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Fig.8.1. The architectural development of the studied cemeteries during the three major phases of 

use. 
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 EM I – II Burial  Communal Cooking  Drinking  Pouring  Serving  Storage Symbolic Other  Total 

Agia Kyriaki   84   494 325 150 190 2   1245 

Lebena Gerokampos   4   99 60 38 268 2 19 490 

Moni Odigitria  4 83 159  854 409 556 273 25   43 2406 

Skaniari Lakkos 2 1 51 180 80 86 44 4   448 

Miamou   1 2 2 4 4 1     14 

Koumasa     1 7 38 4 29 17   96 

Platanos       1 4 2 4 1   12 

Lebena Papoura       10 7 7 39   4 67 

Lebena Zervou       2 7 4 2     15 

Agia Triada*       25 8     15     48 

Sum 6 173 213 1674 942 851 865 51 66 4841 

% 0.5 3.8 4.0 34.0 19.0 18.0 18.0 1.2 1.5  

  
Fig.8.2. Functional groups of vessels used within studied cemeteries during the EM I – II phase.  
(* = numbers from Agia Triada come only from Tholos A) 
 

 EM I – II 
Daggers 

(triangular type) 

Figurines 
(Cycladic type, or 
other schematic 

type) Seals Stone vases 

Agia Kyriaki  0 8 0 4* 

Lebena Gerokampos 2 4 23 7* 

Lebena Papoura  1 2 14 4* 

Lebena Zervou 0 1 4 1* 

Moni Odigitria  1 1 16 20* 

Skaniari Lakkos  0 0 1 1 

Miamou  0 0 0 2* 

Koumasa  5 21* 11 155* 

Platanos  14 9* 17 28* 

Agia Triada 40 17* 38 40* 

Apesokari B N/A N/A 2* N/A 

Kouses N/A 1 1 4* 
 
Fig.8.3. Daggers, figurines, seals and stone vases belonging to the EM I – II phase.  
(* = chronology for this number of finds is uncertain) 
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 EM III – MM IA  Burial  Communal Cooking  Drinking  Pouring  Serving  Storage Symbolic Other  Total 

Agia Kyriaki  24  12 564 47 51 14   712 

Lebena Gerokampos     104 48 91 8 1 5 257 

Moni Odigitria  13 17 89 806 175 424 84 11  1619 

Skaniari Lakkos 2 1 24 111 86 72 32 4 3 335 

Miamou    2 23 8 1 1   35 

Koumasa     8 40 8 1 10  67 

Platanos     7 12 5 5 20 1 50 

Lebena Papoura     12 7 9 2  7 37 

Lebena Zervou     2 5 9 1   17 

Agia Triada*     31 15 2 5   53 

Sum 39 18 127 1678 443 672 153 46 16 3182 

% 1.0 1.0 4.0 52.0 14.0 21.0 5.0 1.0 1.0  

  
Fig.8.4. Functional groups of vessels used within studied cemeteries during the EM III – MM IA phase.  
(* = numbers from Agia Triada come only from Tholos A) 
 

 EM III – MM IA 
Daggers 

(long type) Figurines Seals Stone vases 

Agia Kyriaki 0 - 0 5 

Lebena Gerokampos 4 - 1 11 

Lebena Papoura 1 - 4 4 

Lebena Zervou 0 - 0 2 

Moni Odigitria 7 4 6 38 

Skaniari Lakkos 0 3 3 10 

Miamou 0 5 1 6 

Koumasa 31 * 7 11 

Platanos 58 * 30 312** 

Agia Triada 21 * 22 35** 

Apesokari B N/A N/A 2* N/A 

Apesokari A     

Kouses N/A 1 2 9 
 
Fig.8.5. Daggers, figurines, seals and stone vases belonging to the EM III – MM IA phase.  
(* = see previous phase; some could belong in this phase; ** = chronology is uncertain for this number of finds) 
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8%

1st phase 2nd phase 3rd phase

 MM IB – II Burial  Communal Cooking  Drinking  Pouring  Serving  Storage Symbolic Other  Total 

Agia Kyriaki            

Lebena Gerokampos            

Moni Odigitria 2  25 128 23 44 10   232 

Skaniari Lakkos 5  1 23 67 13 2  1 112 

Miamou    3 1     4 

Koumasa       1    1 

Platanos     4  1    5 

Lebena Papoura            

Lebena Zervou      3     3 

Agia Triada (Tholos A) 2    35 24     61 

Agia Triada*  
(South & West Camerette)    108 91 26   91 316 

Sum 9  26 301 209 85 12  92 734 

% 1.0  4.0 41.0 28.0 12.0 1.0  13.0  

  
Fig.8.6. Functional groups of vessels used within studied cemeteries during the MM IB – II phase.  
(* Not included:  23 from Tholos B and 18 from ossuary) 
 

 

 
Fig.8.7. Table showing the seals and stone vases            Fig.8.8. Percentages of stone vases  

belonging to the MM IB – II phase (* = chronology for               within major chronological phases. 
this number of finds is uncertain; when there is a second     

number of seals means that they are of uncertain date or unclassified).  

 MM IB – II Seals Stone vases 

Agia Kyriaki   

Lebena Gerokampos 6/  2  

Lebena Papoura 8  

Lebena Zervou 1  

Moni Odigitria 23/  7  

Skaniari Lakkos   

Miamou 1/ 3  

Koumasa 8/ 11  

Platanos 31/ 24 36* 

Agia Triada 15/ 24 25* 

Apesokari B ?  

Apesokari A   

Kouses 6/ 4  
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Fig.9.1. Map of north, central, south and east Crete showing some of the main tholos tombs 

distributed across the island (Papadatos and Sofianou 2015 fig.1).  

 

  

Fig.9.2. Plan and sections of the        Fig.9.3. Plan of Livari cemetery (Papadatos and 

Mesorrachi tomb (Papadatos and       Sofianou 2015, fig.4).  

Sofianou 2013, fig.4).  
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EM I – II  

 

 
EM III – MM IA  

 

 
MM IB – MM II 

 

Skaniari 
Lakkos 
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Tomb II 
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Palaikastro 
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Sissi  
Compartments 

1.11 & 1.12 
 

  

 

Fig.9.4. Architectural features common in the Skaniari Lakkos cemetery in south-central coast and the 
Palaikastro house tombs in east Crete and Sissi burial compartments in central Crete.  
 

 

Fig.9.5. Myrtos Pyrgos tomb (Legarra Herrero 2014a, fig.93). 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

Summary of the excavation process at Skaniari Lakkos  
– both seasons 1994 and 1995 (after notebooks) 

 

During the summers of 1994 and 1995, Antonis Vasilakis with his team attempted 

to excavate this severely damaged by looting cemetery. The attempt was really 

difficult as access (already mentioned) to the site was not easy and could not be 

convenient for a daily systematic excavation. The provision of water supply was 

the main priority for this expedition. Then, the need of creating a pathway to the 

cemetery (from Agios Georgios it was about 1 km walk on foot to the site), as well 

as clearing from the dense vegetation was essential. Thus, the first days were 

mainly spent on the ‘deforestation’ in the area of the excavation and the clearing 

of the tholos tomb (Building 1) from the vegetation and the fallen stones in its 

interior. There are many pits that the looters created in the last thirty years. 

Seventeen looting pits marked by latin numbers from I – XVII starting from the 

southwest were given, as shown in the notebook below.  

 
Page from the 1994 excavation notebook on Skaniari Lakkos – showing the location of looters’ 

pits within excavation grid (unpublished). 
The grid is defined by the measurements of 25 x 30 m., where the 25 m. 

correspond to the N-S axis, while the 30 m. correspond to the E-W axis. The 
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squares in the grid are measured by 5 x 5 m. denoted by Greek capital letters (A 

- E on the N-S axis) and by Arabic numbers (1 – 6 on the E-W axis). The gradient 

of the earth is also taken into account which is about 16%. Finally, the ‘omades’ 

(excavation units) were given, based on their context areas (their trenches), 

according to the two summer excavation seasons, see the relevant Concordance 

list (Appendix 2).  

 

During the 1994 Excavation, a surface clearing and collection of the pottery left 

by the looters took place from trenches/ squares Α1 (Om.1), Α2 (Om.2), Β1 

(Om.3), Β2 (Om.4), Γ1 (Om.5), Γ3 (Om.6), Γ5 (Om.7), Δ3, Ε3 (Om.8), Δ4 (Om.9), 

Δ3 (Om.10) and Δ6 (Om.11); also the removal of stones to the east took place in 

Δ1, Ε1 and Ε2. Then, the process continued to systematic excavation of these 

trenches where the buildings were found.  

 
Plan of the West Complex with excavation grid (unpublished). 

Finally, negative labels of trenches (‘sub-trenches’) were given moving towards 

the investigation of East Complex of the cemetery (-Α1, -Β1, -Γ1, -Δ1, -Α2, -Β2, -

Γ2, -Δ2, -Α3, -Β3, -Γ3, -Δ3), the excavation of the NE structure first started with 

trenches -Β3, -Δ3 (in Omades 18,19,20).  
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TRENCHES Β6, Γ6 (Building 1 & its buttressing wall):  
Further clearing of the tholos (Building 1) took place concerning the trenches Β6, 

Γ6 and its further area in trench Β5 (see below). This spoil earth has been 

concentrated again due to the meantime looting activity since Davaras clearing of 

the tholos. From the interior of the tomb sherds and many bones were collected 

belong to Om.12, where sieving of this soil took place (a few obsidian pieces [Ο1; 

Ο3-Ο4], one shell [Οστρ.3], one metal fragment [Μ1] and two beads [Ψ1-Ψ2] 

found during sieving process). The final depth measurements of the natural 

bedrock from the interior of the tholos are south by the entrance (±1.91 m.), north 

(±1.92 m.), east (±1.62 m.) and west (±2.26 m.). The entrance measurements are 

the following: width = 0.50-0.60 m., the height = 1 m. in its interior of the tomb 

and 0.90 m. on its exterior, while the lintel has length = 1.35 m., width = 1.15 m. 

and thickness = 0.25-0.40 m. The one trilithon stone has length = 1.50 m., height 

= 0.95, thickness = 0.15-0.35m., and the other trilithon entrance has length = 1.05 

m., height = 0.60-0.70 m. and thickness = 0.20-0.35m. Further investigation took 

place in trench B6 of the buttressing wall and around it where some large 

fragments of storage vessels were found to the west part of it and an obsidian 

blade [O6] outside of the tholos as a surface find, while to the east there are few 

bones in this Omada 15 and one obsidian blade [Ο7] was found too.  

 
TRENCHES Γ5, Δ6, E6, Δ5 (Building 2 – Room 1, its forecourt and outside 
the forecourt): 
Then, the work extended outside the tholos to the SE area where trenches Γ5 

and Δ5 were investigated. Looters’ sieving soil was piled here from the pit (II) 

they dug in trenches Γ4 and Δ4. From the spoil earth (μπάζωμα) of trench Γ5, 

few sherds were collected but a lot of bones (including fragments of skulls, 

thorax, femur, arm, pelvis) on the contrary, as well as one bronze tool [X1], a 

bronze fragment [Χ3] and a shell [Οστρ.2] belong to Om.13. More specifically, in 

Trench Γ5, the following omades (excavation units) were dug: Om.13 (to the 

north half of it), Om. 21 (to the south half, east and west part and east of the 

easternmost wall of the trench – where an obsidian core, a lot of bones and 

mainly fine ware sherds, with a few coarse ware, were collected), Om.24 (to the 

undisturbed north of west part of southern half of the trench – where only a bone 
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fragment and three sherds, one of them a leg from a tripod cooking pot), and 

Om.27 (to the undisturbed layer east of the easternmost wall – where few sherds 

and very few bones were found with an exception of a cluster of bones to the 

north part, east of the easternmost wall possibly coming from the burial 

rectangular building on the north). As the excavation progressed, a square 

‘antechamber’ was uncovered (2 x 2 m. approximately) with a trilithon entrance to 

the south almost parallel to the trilithon entrance of the tholos tomb. A bench 

along the east wall was also found. Additionally, a north opening with two 

surviving jambs giving access to a rectangular room to the north was revealed. 

The antechamber (named as Area 3) was covered by dumped limestones, 

among them few sherds and bones. East of the ante-chamber and to the north 

part of Γ5, two walls were revealed, creating a corner to the SE with traces of at 

least two architectural phases, while the appearance of a third wall on the N-S 

axis and under the north wall of the antechamber possibly belonged to a third 

phase. The easternmost wall of Γ5 - by joining the north wall defining a small 

rectangular space (width: 0.60 m.) - probably played the role of an external 

buttress. On the SE corners, there are the common protruding features possibly 

emphasing the ‘independence’ of this building with its eastern one. This 

suggestion is reinforced by the repetition of SE corner and the two walls defining 

Area 4 in front of the entrance of the ante-chamber (in trench Δ6).  

In trench Δ6 there was a concentration (cluster) mainly of open vessels (cups and 

bowls) with the only exception of a small jug that was found in situ on the NW end 

of the south wall of Area 4; a well-structured wall with schist slabs on its upper 

part that doesn’t exclude the idea of being visible, and thus the wall of not being 

particularly high allowing the deposition of vessels on it and also marking the 

boundaries as an enclosed area for the entrances of the building (a forecourt). 

During the excavation of this trench, bones and pottery were collected from the 

surface spoil earth, belonging to Om.28 (among this omada the vessels 

[Αγγ.4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11] were also found), then another layer was removed 

belonging to Om.38, stratum 1 where black earth was noticed intensely and the 

vessels [Αγγ.12,13,14,15,16] were also uncovered. Further to the south of the 

trench (to the trenches E6 and Δ5) another spoil earth layer with Om.40, where a 

few bones, sherds and vessels were found [Αγγ.22]), was investigated. Then, 

more undisturbed deposits were uncovered by Om.42, stratum 1, which provided 
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more bones, obsidian pieces [Ο13-14], sherds and a vessel [Aγγ.24] were 

discovered; Om.45, stratum 1 provided vessel [Αγγ.25], and Om.47, stratum 1 

brought to light vessel [Αγγ.26] both omades situated to the east of Area 4 

(forecourt) and to the trenches Δ5 and Γ5 respectively. 

It is also worth emphasizing a few things on the stratigraphy already described 

from the notebooks. Trenches Γ5 and Δ6, apart from their surface layer 

containing spoil soft brown earth with small disturbed stones, provided an 

undisturbed layer of hard and light earth (stratum 1). Also in Trench Δ6 it was 

noticed black burnt earth where the vessels were found; however as the vessels 

were found almost complete and especially the pot standing in situ on the wall, a 

fire episode can be excluded.  

Clearing work continued to the next trench Δ5 where many bones and some 

sherds, one shell [Οστρ.1], carbon [Κ1], obsidian blade [Ο5) and bronze foil [Χ2] 

were collected, while to the north of the trench some Vasiliki ware fragments 

were exposed and one bronze object [Χ4], all finds belonging to Om.14.  

 
TRENCHES B5, A5 (Building 2 – Room 2 and its exterior surroundings): 
The work continues into trench Β5 (Building 2, Room 2), the rectangular room 

after the ante-chamber. The Om.16 mainly derived from the spoil earth from 

looters’ pit (II), southeast of this trench, where lots of human bones (among them 

a skull fragment) and sherds were collected, while many stones of small and 

medium size were fallen into the trench - mainly of limestone but two are of 

schist. Small fragment of bronze, obsidian pieces [O2; O10-12] and in some parts 

samples of carbon and a clay vessel [Αγγ.1] were collected too. Just before the 

floor of the room, another Om. 29 was defined where EM II early sherds and a 

clay vessel [Αγγ.3] were collected. Where the east wall of the tholos tomb joins 

with the west wall revealed of B5 along N-S axis, further examination took place, 

in order to clear the relationship of these two buildings (the tholos and Building 2) 

with a new defined omada (Om.34) (which included a stone fragment – possibly a 

mortar [Λ2]). The final picture of this trench is that the walls revealed were 

defining a rectangular room (Area I) with final depth measurements from the floor 

(SW corner ±2.07 m., NW ±1.97 m., NE ±2.02 m., SE ±1.97 m.) and spatial 

dimensions (N-S axis = 4.60 m. and E-W = 2.40 m., in the middle = 2.25 m.); and 

a smaller room next to it (Area II) of final depth measurements (south ±1.82 m., in 
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the middle ±1.75 m., north ±1.78 m.) with some parts of them not surviving, see 

sketch below for Building 2 during excavation. 

 
Sketch of Building 2 (Areas I and II) during excavation from notebook (unpublished). 

Parallel to B5 to the north, trench A5 was also investigated, where looters have 

dumped sieving soil from pit (IV) which falling into trenches Α4 and Β4. Many 

sherds (some decorated and mainly fine ware), human bones and a few shells 

had been also collected from there belonging to Om.17. A rough estimation of the 

sherds in the notebooks mentioned 7 bases, 7 handles and 9 rims. Again 

according to the notebooks, in this trench there was part of the northwest corner 

of the wall of the rectangular room of Building 2. The depth measurements of the 

natural bedrock are ±1.87 m. (at NE of the trench), ±2.02 m. (NW), ±1.72 m. (SE), 

±2.17 m. (SW) and ±1.89 m. (in the middle of the trench A5).   

 
TRENCHES Γ4-Δ4, Β4 (part of Building 3): 
The excavation moved to the SE of Building 2, to the trenches Γ4-Δ4 (part of 

Building 3), defined as Areas 7 and 8 to the north and south along of a wall (3.80 

x 1 m.). In July 1994, Area 7 was completely excavated, and the west part of 

Area 8. The Area 7 (4-5 x 1.70-1.80 m.) contained a spoil earth layer with small, 

dumped stones and clay soil, a characteristic of a floor under which there was a 
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layer of small limestones on natural kouskouras. Small vessels were found along 

the south face of north wall creating a niche on the north face of the south wall. 

The location of two standing stones west of the north wall gave the impression of 

another trilithon entrance with the same orientation with the previous ones. 

Possibly the south wall is an external wall similar with this of Area 4 creating 

another forecourt. In this season, only the west part of Area 8 was investigated.  

More specifically, two vessels were uncovered [Αγγ.27,28] from the east baulk N-

S oriented of trenches Γ4-Δ4 and they belonged to Om.44. Then, another omada 

was defined (Om.49) mainly from the looting soil from pit I (on the south of the 

trench) and pit II (on the west of the trench), where some carbon, few bones, 

some sherds mainly of fine ware and a few of coarse ware (some featured 

Pyrgos ware) and one obsidian blade [Ο16] were collected. In the same omada, 

a stone vessel [Λ31] and three clay vessels [Αγγ.35,37,38] were found. Om.54 

followed belonging to an undisturbed deposit (stratum 1), where a clay vessel 

[Αγγ.39], obsidian blades [Ο17-19], one shell [Οστρ.25] and a few more mainly 

fine ware sherds were collected. A final omada (Om.61) was defined before this 

season excavation in Area 7, where a few sherds were collected. was Moving to 

west part of Area 8, south of Area 7, Om.55 was defined by spoil earth too, where 

a few sherds and four clay vessels [Αγγ.45,46,55,56] were collected.  

Trench B4 (covering mainly Building 3, half of Room 1) had been worked 

simultaneously with Β5. It contained a thick layer of spoil earth and sieving, came 

from the looters. Through this deposit, many featured sherds came out, mainly 

from cups and jugs, as well as cooking tripod legs, open coarse and pithoid 

vessels (belonging to Om.33). The trench had been dug first to its south section, 

where a row of four limestone blocks was revealed, which proved to be part of a 

wall related to the area south of trench B4 (where at the corner of this wall a 

stone vessel [Λ17] was found, and part of a bridge-spouted jug all belonging to 

Om.33). Then, to the north part of the trench some stones seemed to be part of 

another wall (wall 1) of a depth 1.20 m. and width of 0.60 m. where a metal 

fragment (M2) was found. As the excavation continued another wall with larger 

stones (wall 2) and oriented NW-SW (depth =1.90 m; width =0.80 m.) appeared 

underneath wall 1. Two beads were found (Ψ6 & Ψ7), as well as another stone 

vessel (Λ5). A lot of human skeletal material was uncovered with some jaw bones 

with teeth surviving, as well as other scattered teeth along the trench. A few 
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stones possibly forming a wall with NW-SW orientation (further to trench Β5) 

were also revealed to its west section of trench B4. From the sieving of this area, 

another bead was found (Ψ9). Also a decorated cup (Α36) and part of a stone 

vessel [Λ3] too. Still the looters’ earth deposit revealed many human bones, a 

skull with a perforation, and other bones relevant to the upper part of body 

(belonging to Om.58). Another bead was also found (Ψ10). Finally, the last part 

of wall discovered within this trench, this season was a wall defining the structure 

and running along NE to SE. During the last day of this season excavation 

(29/07/94), the natural bedrock attempted to be tracked in this trench, while a few 

more sherds, a shell and an obsidian flake were also found. The overall picture of 

the walls in this trench could suggest another room defined by walls which in 

parts were not completely survived. The final depths of the natural bedrock are 

±2.34 m. approximately to the NE corner, ±3.07 m. to the NW, ±2.26 m. to the SE 

and ±2.69 m. to the SW of the grid B4, while in centre of the trench is ±2.64 m. A 

rough estimation of featured sherds of this trench in the notebooks gave the 

number of 48 bases, 33 handles and 22 rims. 

Unfortunately, one notebook is missing, possibly covering the rest of Building 3, 

more about trench Γ4, and the so-called ‘ossuary’, as well as the trenches Α4, Β3 

and Γ3, and B2. However, more information can be inferred by the material 

culture found in these trenches, as their context labels show. Such as Omades 

52, 56, 59, 62, 63 from trench Γ4, a reason that confirms the missing notebook, 

as these Omades from excavation 1994 are not mentioned in the rest of 1994 

notebooks so far.  

 
SUB-TRENCHES (Building 4, Rooms 1-6)  
In the meantime, another team had started excavating 26 metres to the NE of 

West Complex of the cemetery the so-called East Complex. This rectangular 

structure was located on a higher level due to the slope of the hill from the later 

Doukiania settlement. Thus, parallel to the clearing works taking place to the 

West Complex, similar work had taken place in sub-trenches -Β3, -Γ3, and -Δ3, -

Β2, -Γ3 by removing the surface vegetation and the looting soil along with the 

surface, fallen stones. During this procedure one stone axe [Λ1] was collected in 

-Δ3.  
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The removal of looters’ earth from the area north of the northernmost surviving 

wall of the building, in other words north of Room 4, (in sub-trench -Γ3 and part of 

-Δ3) defined the Omada 18, where many bones and sherds were collected, 

among them one spherical pyxis [Αγγ.63] one incomplete conical cup [Αγγ.20] 

and one shell [Οστρ.11] were also collected after the removal of Om.18. 

In the same time, Room 1 started to be excavated, with only one surface, 

disturbed level (layer) uncovered until the natural bedrock. A few sherds were 

found, mainly from cups and less than jugs but many bones were collected and 

among them, one fragment of small stone altar? [Λ11], one bronze cutter [Χ7] 

and one bronze, cylindrical bead [Ψ13] were also found (the small finds 

belonging to Om.20, while the pottery and bones came from Om.19) Both 

omades contained the same earth composition, though it was given two numbers 

based on the thickness of the backfill, so possibly Om.20 was not a very 

disturbed deposit.  

Room 2, presented a similar picture with Room 1. A surface, disturbed layer 

(Om.22,23) and another layer with mud covering the area (Om.26) between the 

‘entrance’ of Rooms 1 and 2. Again due to the difference of thickness of the 

backfill, two omades were given, Om.23 for the east part of the room with the 

most thick backfill and Om.22 for the rest of the area (half north of sub-trench -

B3). Om.23 produced few sherds, mainly from cups and one from jug, two 

vessels [Αγγ.64, 2] and few bones. Though, many bones (skull fragments and 

part of jaw bone) and few sherds (mainly of cups and one tripod leg of a cooking 

pot) came from Om.22, as well a seal [Σφρ.1] (42 cm from the north wall of the 

room) and a steatite bead [Ψ3]. On the layer of the dried mud there was a series 

of small, unworked stones standing on the natural bedrock, where towards the 

northwest area there was the ‘entrance’ from Room 2 to Room 3. The omada 

derived from this layer was Om.26 and after a clearing of that layer (2-3 cm.) 

towards the ‘entrance’ of Room 2 to 3, a large part of the spine of a skeleton was 

uncovered. It seemed that it went underneath the filling of the entrance, as part of 

the ribs, part of jaw bone and smaller bones were found. Based on the first look 

of the skeleton, the deceased seemed to have been put in fetal position. A small 

stone bead was also found [Ψ11]. 

Moving to Room 3, work continued from east to west by removing the layer of 

Om.25, again a surface, disturbed layer until the natural bedrock. Some sherds 
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(mainly of cups, and much fewer jugs and open vessels) and bones were 

collected, while another seal [Σφρ.2] was uncovered 55 cm. on the north wall of 

the room and two stone beads [Ψ4,12].  

Similar in length with the other previous rooms is Room 4. The removal of the 

surface, disturbed layer defined Om.30, where a seal [Σφρ.3], a small bowl 

[Αγγ.61] and many sherds mainly of cups, and fewer jugs, as well as skull 

fragments, jaw bones and limbs were collected. Since the composition of the 

earth changed into more hard, brown-yellow soil with gravel the previous layer of 

soft, light brown, fine-grained soil, another omada was given (Om.36) of 

undisturbed deposit. To the easternmost part of this layer, a concentration of 

vessels [Αγγ.18,19,62] and bones was found in 3-4 cm. depth, which covered all 

the width of the room (belonged to the new Om.37), as well as 24 stone and 3 

bone beads [Περ.1] were scattered. Architecturally, the way the Rooms 3 and 4 

communicated is still unsolved as the case of an ‘entrance’ in the other rooms 

which was more obvious (with an elevated ‘doorstep’).  

For the on-going excavation works, see the sketch below of the notebook. 

 
Sketch of Building 4 (Rooms I-IV) during excavation from notebook (unpublished). 
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The excavation continued to the area east of Rooms 3 and 4 of the rectangular 

complex, where in this trench three stratum layers were distinguished: the 

surface, disturbed (Om.43), the possible disturbed 1 (Om.46) and 2 (Om.48). The 

overall picture of the finds from this area showed many sherds, mainly from jugs 

and open vessels, while fewer cups. A few bones and particularly from Om.43, a 

small stone vessel [Λ4], two clay vessels [Αγγ.21,23] and a clay object [Πηλ.1].  

The next area excavated, was to the east of the structure, in Rooms 5 and 6. As 

the progress of work revealed the communication of Room 6 to the other Rooms 

was made through Room 5, of a small staircase made of two large slabs as steps 

to the northwest part of Room 5.  

Room 5 gave little pottery (cup fragments) and none bones, and the earth 

seemed disturbed and with very soft soil (Om.51).  

Room 6, on the contrary gave many sherds (mainly cups and jugs and few of 

shallow open bowls) and few bones too (all belong to Om.50). The case here of 

the earth was different, as the soil is hard with gravel, possibly undisturbed. The 

following finds also uncovered from Om.50: 5 clay vessels [Αγγ.29,30,32,33,34], 

a stone bead [Ψ8], 3 shells [Οστρ.19,20,21] and one small worked bone object 

[Οστ.1].  

The last area (5.70 x 3.84 m.) left for further excavation was the area north of 

Rooms 5 and 6. The surface layer of light brown, fine-grained, soft soil with few 

small stones included was defined by Om.53, where none finds was found. After 

clearing this surface layer, another layer (stratum 1) started been excavated 

defined by Om.57. In this layer a wall started to appear, possibly as a buttress to 

the Rooms 5 and 6 respectively. Many sherds of handleless conical cups, 

shallow open bowls, jugs - some of barbotine ware, a pithos fragment with plastic 

decoration and a few sherds of closed vessels – one with a spout were collected, 

but no bones. Among these finds, some vessels were recorded 

[Αγγ.40,41,42,43,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,57,58,59], as well as two stone 

vessels [Λ7,9], two stone tools [Λ8,10], one lead object [Μολ.1] and three shells 

[Οστρ.28,31,32].  

 

During the 1995 Excavation 

This season’s work focused in two directions: a) the removal of looters’ earth, 

from recent looting taking place since last season until this season. This earth 
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was covering the areas of sub-trenches A4 (Om.15), B3, B4 (Om.5), Γ3 (Om.7), 

Γ4 (Om.8), Δ3 (Om.6), Δ4 (Om.3,4), Δ5, Δ6 (Om.2), Rooms I-III and V-VI of 

Building 4, and a large part of area north and northeast of Building 4, and b) the 

continuation of excavation to some the buildings of the cemetery, started the 

previous year, Building 1 (the tholos), Building 2 (areas 1-4), Building 3 (areas 5-

8) and Building 4 (Rooms I-VI) due to this recent looting activity (Appendix 1). 

This season’s work completed with the restoration and consolidation of the 

cemetery.  

Before the further extended excavation this summer, first the removal of the 

recent looters’ earth, covering areas of the so far dug trenches was a priority.  

The areas cleared were: sub-trench Δ5 and Δ6 (mainly the area of forecourt of 

Building 2), where a lot of pottery was collected, mainly from jugs and cups and 

fewer bowls, as well as a few skull fragments and limbs (all belonging to Om.2). 

The clearing moved to the area of the other forecourt of the Building 3, in sub-
trench Δ4. Still a lot of pottery came from this trench (sherds of mainly jugs and 

cups, a few bowls, a small pyxis, part of a strainer?, a few tripod cooking pot legs 

and some other coarse ware vessels), as well as a clay vessel [Αγγ.1], one 

obsidian piece [Ο2] and a few human bones (all belonging to Omades 3 and 4).  

Then, from the sub-trenches Β3 and Β4 (concerning the north part of Building 

3), a few sherds of jugs and one small shallow open bowl were collected along 

with few bones and one steatite bead [Ψ1] (all under Om.5). Moving to the 

southeast part of Building 3 and specifically to its forecourt and part of the south 

room of it (sub-trench Δ3), a few sherds of jugs, cups, pithoi and one small pyxis 

[Αγγ.2-4] were found, along with some bones too, all included in Om.6. Further 

north of this area, in sub-trench Γ3, few sherds of cups and bowls and one 

pithos fragment, as well as a few bones were collected (under Om.7). Exactly 

west to the previous trench, also from the interior of the Building 3, sub-trench 
Γ4 was cleared with exactly the same picture of finds too (few sherds and bones 

and one chipped stone [Πυρ.2] – all belonging to Om.8). The area mainly outside 

the Building 3 to the north and part of its buttress wall (as it was noted), sub-
trench A4 was also cleared. The finds coming from this area belonged to Om.15, 

which were few cup and jug fragments, part of a pyxis, a chipped stone [Πυρ.3], 

whereas noe bones were found. 
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The removal of these recent looting soils extended to Building 4 and its exterior 

area. Inside Building 4, few sherds of jugs and cups, and one pithos fragment 

were collected, though no further bones were found. As for the area north of this 
building, many sherds mainly of barbotine ware jugs, as well as fragments of 

cups, bowls, shallow open bowls, jars, chalices, trays, tripod legs and part of 

feeding-bottle and a clay object [Πηλ.1] were collected. No bones were found. 

Finally, the area NE of Building 4 brought to light still a lot of pottery, mainly of 

jugs and cups, whereas a few bowl and shallow open bowl fragments were 

collected. Again no bones were found.  

After the clearing of the recent looting soils, the further excavation works 

extended in the ‘sub-trenches’ A3 (Om.14), B2, B3, Γ2, Γ3 (Om.11,13), Γ4 

(Om.12), Δ3 (Om.9) and Δ4 (Om.10). The backfilling of these areas was 

disturbed and consisted of earlier looting soil (‘earlier spoil earth’), which most 

were covered by recent looters’ earth (‘recent spoil earth’). Thus, Om.9 was 

below Om.6, Om.10 below Om.3, Om.11 below Om.7, Om12 below Omades 7 

and 8, Om.13 below Omades 5 and 7. More architectural remains came to light in 

the sub-trenches of B2, B3, Γ2, Γ3, Δ3, Δ4, while in sub-trenches A3 and Γ4 only 

additional sherds and bones.  

In sub-trenches Β2, Β3, Γ2 and Γ3, a new room in Building 3 (named according 

to the notebooks Area 9) was revealed. It is a rectangular room (about 8.60 x 

1.82-2.00 m.), exactly east of Areas 5 and 6. Its walls are made of small and 

medium sized, unworked stones mixed with small pebbles, rocks and mud. The 

entrance to this area is possibly at its NE corner, whereas in the middle of the 

axis of length and width there is a small structure almost of square shape, 

possibly a small altar or an offering table (based on the first notes by the 

excavator) since on top of it a small, incomplete deep bowl (lekane) was found 

[Αγγ.10]. Another structure S-N oriented (2.50 x 0.22-0.54 m.) was found near the 

external side of NE corner of this area, and to the SW corner there is a large, 

natural rock left in situ. Concerning the finds of this area, many sherds mainly 

from conical cups and jugs, and a few of spouted bowls and pithoid jars were 

collected, among them one stone vessel [Λιθ.2] too (belonging to Om.11 and 13).  

In the sub-trench Δ3, a thick wall appeared, N-S oriented, made of small-

medium sized unworked stones being part of the east boundary of Area 7 and 

joining with the south wall of Area 5 of Building 3 creating this sort of forecourt in 
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front of the trilithon entrance. A second thick wall of similar construction as the 

former but E-W oriented, almost in the same line with the south wall of Area 5 of 

Building 3 was revealed to the east part of Δ3 but no further investigated. Many 

sherds mainly of handleless, conical cups and fewer of jugs and spouted bowls 

were found, along with many bones (all belong to Om.9).  

The excavation of sub-trench Δ4 revealed part of a structure of a layer of small 

stones, mixed with mud, which was seated directly to the natural bedrock. 

Possibly a structure used as an ‘altar’ outside in the forecourt of Building 3. Many 

sherds were collected, mainly of handleless, conical cups and jugs, and a few 

coarse ware vessels and bowls [Αγγ.5-9], all belonging to Om.10. No bones were 

found.  

Further work took place again in sub-trench Γ4 (Om.12), the west part of 

Building 3 (Room 1), after this season’s looters’ earth removal. Some sherds, 

mainly of handleless, conical cups and jugs were collected, as well as a few 

sherds of bowls and pithoid jars too. Additionally, some bones were collected 

(mainly skull fragments and limbs).  

Similar work took place in sub-trench A4 (Om.14), mainly the exterior space to 

the northwest of Building 3, where there was a lot of concentration of pottery 

(mainly of jugs with barbotine decoration, a few cup and bowl fragments and one 

pithoid vessel). Very few bones were found (mainly teeth and skull fragments), 

whereas 8 beads [Ψ2-9] were collected.  
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APPENDIX 2 

 
Concordance lists of omades (excavation units), trenches (grids), areas and 

strata from the 1994 and 1995 excavations at Skaniari Lakkos  
(after notebooks) 

The 1994 Excavation     
OMADA DATE TRENCH/ AREA DESCRIPTION 

1 22/6/1994 A1 sherd surface collection (spoil earth) 
2 22/6/1994 A2 sherd surface collection (spoil earth)        
3 22/6/1994 B1 sherd surface collection (spoil earth)        
4 22/6/1994 B2 sherd surface collection (spoil earth)        
5 22/6/1994 Γ1 sherd surface collection (spoil earth)        
6 22/6/1994 Γ3 sherd surface collection (spoil earth)        
7 22/6/1994 Γ5 (spoil earth) 
8 22/6/1994 Δ3 (spoil earth) 
9 22/6/1994 Δ4 (spoil earth) 

10 23/6/1994 Δ3 (spoil earth) 
11 23/6/1994 Δ6 (spoil earth) 
12 23/6/1994 Β6, Γ6 (spoil earth) 
13 28/6/1994 Γ5 (spoil earth) 
14 28/6/1994 Δ5 (spoil earth) 
15 29/6/1994 Β6 (spoil earth) 
16 4/7/1994 Β5 (spoil earth) 
17 4/7/1994 Α5 (spoil earth) 
18 7/7/1994 -Γ3-Δ3 (spoil earth) 
19 7/7/1994 -Β3-Γ3 (spoil earth) – Room I (west) 
20 8/7/1994 -Β3-Γ3 (spoil earth) – Room I (east) 
21 8/7/1994 Γ5 (spoil earth) 
22 8/7/1994 -Β3-Γ3 (spoil earth) – Room II (west) 
23 8/7/1994 -Β3-Γ3 (spoil earth) – Room II (east) 
24 9/7/1994 Γ5 (spoil earth) 
25 12/7/1994 -Β3-Γ3 (spoil earth) – Room III 
26 12/7/1994   Room II 
27 12/7/1994 Γ5 (spoil earth) 
28 12/7/1994 Δ6 (spoil earth) 
29 13/7/1994 Β5 (spoil earth) 
30 14/7/1994   (spoil earth) – Room IV 
31 14/7/1994   (spoil earth) – Room IV 
32 14/7/1994   (spoil earth) – Room IV 
33 14/7/1994 Β4 (spoil earth) 
34 14/7/1994 Β5 (spoil earth) 
35 14/7/1994 Α4 sherd surface collection (spoil earth) 
36 18/7/1994   (spoil earth) – Room IV 
37 18/7/1994   (spoil earth) – Room IV 
38 18/7/1994 Δ6 stratum 1 
39 18/7/1994 Β6 clearing north of tholos 
40 19/7/1994 Ε6 (Δ5) surface stratum 
41 19/7/1994 Β6, Γ6 clearing east of tholos 
42 19/7/1994 Ε6 (Δ6) surface stratum 
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43 20/7/1994 -Β4-Γ4 (spoil earth) 
44 20/7/1994 Γ4  (spoil earth) – Area 5 
45 21/7/1994 Ε6 (Δ5) stratum 1 
46 21/7/1994 -Β4-Γ4 surface stratum 
47 22/7/1994 Γ5 stratum 1 

48 23/7/1994   
stratum 1 – Area east of rectangular burial 

building 
49 23/7/1994 Γ4 (spoil earth) 
50 23/7/1994   stratum 1 – Room VI 
51 23/7/1994   stratum 1 – Room V 
52 23/7/1994 Γ4 (spoil earth) – Area 6 
53 26/7/1994   surface stratum – Area north of Rooms V, VI 
54 27/7/1994 Δ4 stratum 1 – Area 8 
55 27/7/1994 Δ4 (spoil earth) – Area 8 
56 27/7/1994 Γ4 stratum 1 – Area 5 
57 27/7/1994   stratum 1 – Area north of Rooms V, VI 
58 27/7/1994 Β4 (spoil earth) 
59 28/7/1994 Γ4 (spoil earth) – Area 6 
60 28/7/1994   (spoil earth) – Rooms II, III (contact door) 
61 28/7/1994 Δ4 stratum 1 – Area 7 
62 29/7/1994 Γ4 stratum 1 – Area 6 (east) 
63 29/7/1994 Γ4 (spoil earth) – Area 6 NE (entrance) 

The 1995 Excavation     
OMADA DATE TRENCH/ AREA DESCRIPTION 

1 7/8/1995 Α2, Β2, Α3 sherd surface collection 
2 7/8/1995 Δ5, Δ6 sherd surface collection 
3 7/8/1995 Δ4 (south half)   looter’s earth 
4 8/8/1995 Β3, Β4 looter’s earth 
6 8/8/1995 Δ3 looter’s earth 
7 9/8/1995 Γ3 looter’s earth 
8 9/8/1995 Γ4 looter’s earth 
9 10/8/1995 Δ3 earlier spoil earth 

10 10/8/1995 Δ4 (south half) earlier spoil earth 
11 11/8/1995 Γ3 earlier spoil earth 
12 12/8/1995 Γ4, Γ4 earlier spoil earth 

13 12/8/1995 
Γ2, Γ3, part of Β2, 

part of Β3  earlier spoil earth 
14 17/8/1995 Α3, Α4 earlier spoil earth 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

List of references of ArcGIS ID codes* corresponding to the cemetery areas at 
Skaniari Lakkos										 

ArcGIS 
ID codes 

Spaces 
within the cemetery 

Main 
Buildings/ 

areas 

Interior 
or 

exterior  
space 

ID-0 Building 1 (general from tholos) Building 1 Both 
ID-1 Building 1 (inside tholos) Building 1 Interior 
ID-2 Building 1 (outside tholos) Building 1 Exterior 
ID-3 Building 1 and part of Building 2 Building 1 Exterior 
ID-4 Building 2 (general) Building 2 Both 
ID-5 Forecourt of Building 2 Building 2 Exterior 
ID-6 Outside forecourt of Building 2 Building 2 Exterior 
ID-7 Room 1 of Building 2 Building 2 Interior 
ID-8 Room 2 of Building 2 (Room 2a) Building 2 Interior 
ID-9 N & NE exterior area of Room 2 of Building 2 (Room 2b) Building 2 Interior 
ID-10 Space between Buildings 2 and 3 Building 2 & 3 Exterior 
ID-11 Building 3 (general) Building 3 Both 
ID-12 Forecourt of Building 3 Building 3 Exterior 
ID-13 Outside forecourt of Building 3 Building 3 Exterior 
ID-14 Ossuary and forecourt of Building 3 Building 3 Both 
ID-15 Ossuary of Building 3 Building 3 Interior 
ID-16 Ossuary and Room 1 of Building 3 Building 3 Interior 
ID-17 Room 1 of Building 3 Building 3 Interior 
ID-18 Room 2 of Building 3 Building 3 Interior 
ID-19 Room 2 and forecourt of Building 3 Building 3 Both 
ID-20 Exterior area (east of Room 2) of Building 3 Building 3 Exterior 
ID-21 Exterior area (N & NE corner or Room 2) of Building 3 Building 3 Exterior 
ID-22 Space between Buildings 3 and 4 Building 3 & 4 Exterior 
ID-23 Building 4 (general) Building 4 Both 
ID-24 Room 1 of Building 4 Building 4 Interior 
ID-25 Room 2 of Building 4 Building 4 Interior 
ID-26 Room 3 of Building 4 Building 4 Interior 
ID-27 Room 4 of Building 4 Building 4 Interior 
ID-28 Room 5 of Building 4 Building 4 Interior 
ID-29 Room 6 of Building 4 Building 4 Interior 
ID-30 Area north between Rooms 5 and 6 of Building 4 Building 4 Exterior 
ID-31 NE exterior area of Building 4 Building 4 Exterior 
ID-32 Surface collection (unknown area) Uncertain Exterior 

*The IDs 0-3 refer to Building 1 = the tholos, along with its exterior spaces. The IDs 4-9 refers to 
Building 2 and its exterior spaces, while ID 10 concerns the area between Buildings 2 qnd 3 as 
moving to Building 3. The IDs 11-21 is, therefore, referred to latter building and its exterior spaces. 
The ID 22 similarly refers to the area between Buildings 2 and 3, while IDs 23-31 concerns Building 4 
and its exterior spaces. Lastly, ID 32 includes all the finds from unknown surface collection areas. 	
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APPENDIX 4 
 

Volume of a truncated cone (shape & calculation formula)  
and the range of vessel categories (small-medium-large-outsized). 

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

𝑉 = 	
1
3
∙ 𝜋 ∙ ℎ ∙ 𝑟*+ + 𝑟* ∙ 𝑟+ + 𝑟++ 	

h: height 

𝒓𝟏 : rim radius 

𝒓𝟐 : base radius 

	

Range Categories of Vessels 
 

Small <= 0.15  

0.15 < Medium <= 0.5  

0.5 < Large <= 1  

1 < Outsized  

 

	 

ℎ 

𝑟+ 

𝑟* 

𝑉 
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APPENDIX 5 

 

Original index list of skeletal material and table of decoding their contextual 
information at Skaniari Lakkos.	

	

No.	of	boxes	 Content	 Omades	(Units)	 Context	found	 ArcGIS	ID	
codes	

1	(excav.1994)	 Skulls	1-6	 Om.56	 Γ4:	ossuary	 15	
2	(excav.1994)	 Skulls	7-13	 Om.56	 Γ4:	ossuary	 15	
3	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.12	 Β6,	Γ6:	Building	1	 1	
4	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.13	 Γ5:	Building	2,	Room	1	 7	
5	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.13	 Γ4:	ossuary	 15	
6	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.56	 Β5:	Building	2,	Room	2	 8	
7	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.16	 Α5:	outside	north	of	Building	2	 9	
8	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.16	 Β6,	Β5:	Buildings	1	&	2		 3	
9	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.17	 Γ5,	Β5,	Δ6:	Building	2	 4	
10	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.15,	16,	29,	34	 Β6,	Β5:	Buildings	1	&	2	 3	
11	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.7,	13,	16,	21,	27,	28	 Γ5,	Β5,	Δ6:	Building	2	 4	
12	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.18,	48,	50	 -Γ3,	-Δ3:	Building	4	 23	
13	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.22,	23,	26	 -Β3,	-Γ3:	?	 ?	
14	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.29,	30,	36,	37	 Β5	&	Building	4	 4	&	23	
15	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.33	 Β4:	Building	3,	Room	1	 17	
16	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.33,	58	 Β4:	Building	3,	Room	1	 17	
17	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 Om.52,	59,	62,	63	 Γ4:	ossuary	 15	
18	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 -	 Unknown		 32	
19	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 -	 Unknown		 32	
20	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 -	 Unknown		 32	
21	(excav.1994)	 Bones	 -	 Unknown		 32	
22	(excav.1995)	 Bones	 -	 Unknown	 32	
23	(excav.1995)	 Bones	 -	 Unknown	 32	
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APPENDIX 6 

 

A selection of drawings and photos of ceramic assemblage  
from Skaniari Lakkos cemetery (drawings from A. Vasilakis’ archive; 

author’s photos).	
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APPENDIX 7 

 

Tables of the ceramic assemblage from Lebena tombs. 

 

PAPOURA TOMBS 
TOMB I 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Amphoriskos 1   

Askoid vessel 1   

Barrel-shaped vessel 2 
 Bowl 22 62 

Cup 13 20 

Jug 3 3 

Juglet 8   

Lid 1   

Pyxis 22 13 

Teapot 1   

TOTAL:  74 98 
 

TOMB IB 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Amphoriskos 1   

Bowl 29 190 or 191 

Cup 2 97 

Goblet 2   

Jar 2 16 or 17 

Jug 2 12 or 13 

Juglet 4   

Pyxis 17 14 

TOTAL:  59 332 
From sherds: MNV = 341 

 

COMPARTMENTS 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Bowl 2 1 

Cup 1 1 

Jug 1 1 

Teapot 1   

TOTAL: 5 3 
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GEROKAMPOS TOMBS 
TOMB II 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Amphoriskos 4   

Barrel-shaped  vessel 2   

Bowl 66 51 

Cup 22 32 

Goblet 2  1 

Jug 22 23 

Juglet 34 2 

Scoop 5 1 

Lid (or fruitstand) 4 4 

Pyxis (suspension pot) 280 202 - 204 

Tankard 69 110 

Teapot 2 2 

Zoomorphic vessel 5   

Other 7   

TOTAL: 524 274	

From sherds: MNV = 435	
 

TOMB IIA (both levels) 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Askos 1   

Bowl 25   

Cup 11   

Jar 1   

Jug 5   

Juglet 5   

Pyxis 6   

Teapot 1   

TOTAL: 55 
 From the sherds: MNV = 194 

   ROOM A 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Bowl 13  82 

Cup 1  1 

Juglet 1   

Pyxis 1 
 TOTAL: 16 
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ROOM M 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Bowl 11  30 

Jug 1   
Teapot 1   
TOTAL: 13 

  

ROOMS EAST OF ROOM M 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
No finds recorded 

 

ROOM Δ 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Amphora 1   

Amphoriskos 1   

Bowl 10   

Cup 5   

Juglet 1 
 TOTAL: 18 MNV = 77 

 

ROOM EAST OF ROOM Δ 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Bowl 5   

Cup 1   

Jug 3   

Spouted jar 1 
 TOTAL: 10   

 

ROOM AN (both levels) 

GROUP OF VESSELS No.OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Askos  1   

Bowl  43   

Bridge-spouted jar  5   

Cup  46   

Goblet  2   

Jug  7   

Juglet  11   

Miniature pot  1   

Pyxis  1   

Teapot  1   

Tumbler  1 
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TOTAL: 119 
 From the sherds: MNV = 524 

ZERVOU TOMB 
TOMB III 

GROUP OF VESSELS No. OF VESSELS No. OF SHERDS 
Bowl 13   

Cup 5   

Jar 2   

Jug 2   

Jug or large cup 1   

Juglet 9   

Pyxis 1   

Teapot 2 		

 TOTAL: 35 
 From the sherds: MNV = 38 
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APPENDIX 8 

 

Percentages of functional groups of vessels within all the studied sites and the 
sites produced more than 100 vessels and their ratios between them. 

 

All sites Burial  Communal Cooking  Drinking  Pouring  Serving  Storage Symbolic Other  

EM I – II  0.50 3.80 4.00 34.00 19.00 18.00 18.00 1.20 1.50 

EM III – MM IA  1.00 1.00 4.00 52.00 14.00 21.00 5.00 1.00 1.00 

MM IB – MM II 1.00  4.00 41.00 28.00 12.00 1.00  13.00 

Good sites (>100 vessels)* Burial  Communal Cooking  Drinking  Pouring  Serving  Storage Symbolic Other  

EM I – II 0.04 3.75 1.11 35.45 19.05 18.09 16.89 0.17 0.41 

EM III – MM IA  0.07 0.62 4.28 54.23 12.18 21.83 4.72 0.55 0.27 

MM IB – MM II  0.97 0.00 3.61 40.78 28.43 11.51 1.66 0.00 12.76 
 

*Agia Kyriaki, Moni Odigitria, Skaniari Lakkos, Lebena Gerokampos 
 

 
 

All sites Drinking/ Pouring Drinking/ Serving Pouring/ Serving 
EM I – II 1.79 1.89 1.06 
EM III – MM IA 3.71 2.48 0.67 
MM IB – MM II 1.46 3.42 2.33 
Good sites    
EM I – II 1.86 1.96 1.05 
EM III – MM IA 4.45 2.48 0.56 
MM IB – MM II 1.43 3.54 2.47 
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